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INTRODUCTION

For three decades, several countries had large and vigorous fast breeder reactor
development programs. In most cases, fast reactor development programs were at their peaks by
1980. Fast test reactors [Rapsodie (France), KNK-II (Germany), FBTR (India), JOYO (Japan),
DFR (UK), BR-10, BOR-60 (Russia), EBR-II, Fermi, FFTF (U.S.A.)] were operating in several
countries, with commercial size prototype reactors [Phenix, Superphenix (France), SNR-300
(Germany), MONJU (Japan), PFR (UK), BN-350 (Kazakhstan), BN-600 (Russia)] just under
construction or coming on line. From that time onward, fast reactor development in general
began to decline. By 1994 in the USA, the Clinch River Breeder Reactor (CRBR) had been
cancelled, and the two fast reactor test facilities, FFTF and EBR-II had been shutdown - with
EBR-II permanently, and FFTF in a standby condition. Thus, effort essentially disappeared for
fast breeder reactor development. Similarly, programs in other nations were terminated or
substantially reduced. In France, Superphenix was shut down at the end of 1998; SNR-300 in
Germany was completed but not taken into operation, and KNK-II was permanently shut down
in 1991 after 17 years of operation, and is scheduled to be dismantled by 2004; in the UK, PFR
was shut down in 1994; BN-350 in Kazakhstan was shut down in 1998.

It is difficult to argue that fast breeder reactors will be built in the near term when no
commercial market exists and there is a plentiful supply of cheap uranium. Nevertheless, it is
reasonable to assume that, were nuclear energy to remain an option as part of the long-term
world energy supply mix, meeting the sustainability requirements vis-a-vis natural resources and
long-lived radioactive waste management will require deploying systems involving several
reactor types and fuel cycles operating in symbiosis. Apart from cost effectiveness,
simplification, and safety considerations, a basic requirement to these reactor types and fuel
cycles will be flexibility to accommodate changing objectives and boundary conditions. This
flexibility can only be assured with the deployment of the fast neutron spectrum reactor
technology, and reprocessing.

At the same time that the interest in the fast reactor waned, also the retirement of many of
the developers of this technology reached its peak, between 1990 and 2000, and hiring
diminished in parallel. Moreover, R&D programs are being discontinued, and facilities falling in
disuse. Under these circumstances, the loss of the fast reactor knowledge base should be taken
seriously. One particularly important aspect of this knowledge base is given by the accumulated
operational experience.

The participants in the 33rd Annual Meeting of the International Working Group on Fast
Reactors, "Technical Committee Meeting on Liquid Metal Fast Reactor Developments" (Vienna,
16-18 May 2000), recommended holding a technical meeting (TM) on "Feedback from
Operational and Decommissioning Experience with Fast Reactors".

At the 34th Annual Meeting of the Technical Working Group on Fast Reactors, "Technical
Committee Meeting on Review of National Programmes on Fast Reactors and ADS"
(Almaty/Kurchatov City, Kazakhstan, 14-18 May 2001), it was further recommended to launch a
Coordinated Research Program (CRP) on "Generalisation and Analyses of Operational
Experience with Fast Reactor Equipment and Systems" (Preserve Fast Reactor Operation and
Decommissioning Experience). It was agreed to structure the TM in such a way that, apart from
providing an information exchange opportunity, it would also prepare the grounds for the CRP.
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SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES

The scope of the TM was to provide a global forum for information exchange on fast
reactor operational and decommissioning experience.

The objectives of the TM were to:
exchange detailed technical information on fast reactor operation and/or
decommissioning experience with DFR, PFR (UK); KNK-II (Germany);
Rapsodie, Phenix, Superphenix (France); BR-10, BOR-60, BN-600 (Russia);
BN-350 (Kazakhstan); SEFOR, EBR-II, Fermi, FFTF (U.S.A.); FTBR (India);
JOYO, MONJU (Japan);
present the status of the work concerning the knowledge preservation efforts
related to the experience accumulated in the various member states from the
operation and decommissioning of fast reactors;
start the preparation of the planned Co-ordinated Research Project (CRP) on
"Generalization and Analyses of Operational Experience with Fast Reactor
Equipment and Systems" (narrow down scope and objectives of the CRP,
propose a detailed work plan).

General Statements
China

France
Background

In France, the first chapter in the history of fast reactors was the construction of the mixed
oxide fuelled, sodium cooled "Rapsodie" reactor (1962—»1966). The operation of Rapsodie was
excellent from 1967 to 1978 (initially at 24 MWth, it was upgraded to 40 MWth in 1971).
Rapsodie was an outstanding irradiation tool, allowing the demonstration of oxide fuel
capabilities, and an initial screening of the core structural material. However, from 1978 to 1982,
the detection of primary sodium aerosols in areas surrounding the primary circuit disturbed its
operation. The reactor was finally shut down in April 1983, after several end-of-life tests; at this
time, Phenix had proved able to ensure all irradiation needs. Since 1983, the reactor has been
undergoing decommissioning. The objective is to reach the IAEA level 2 by 2005, a surveillance
state should then last from 2005 to 2020 before final decommissioning.

The prototype fast reactor, Phenix (a pool type reactor, 250 MWei) went into commercial
operation in 1974. To-date, 51 cycles were run and more than 20 billion KWh's were produced.
As the initial lifetime of the reactor was 20 years, the reactor should have been shut down in
1994, but in the mid-nineties, the role of the reactor changed: it was to be used as an irradiation
tool acting as a support to CEA's R&D transmutation programme within the framework of the
1991 French law concerning long-lived radioactive waste management. This new objective
required an extension of the planned reactor lifetime. A large renovation programme was
defined, and today most of this renovation programme has been accomplished. The greater part
of the work still underway concerns repairs on the steam generators. Resuming power is planned
before the end of 2002, with a total of 6 operating cycles to carry out the experimental irradiation
programme. The overall period will cover about 5 1A years.

Construction of the SuperPhenix plant lasted from 1977 to 1985. Full power was reached
in 1986, and until the end of 1996, the plant operated for 4 V2 years at different levels of power,
with scheduled periods of maintenance and tests. It remained shutdown for 4 1A years, although
still in an operational state, due to ongoing administrative procedures, and a little more than 2
years shutdown were due to technical incidents and repairs. The last operating year was
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remarkable: the complete programme of overall qualification by successive stages to 30, 60 and
90% nominal power progressed without difficulty. After an interruption of activity of more than
5 years, all the parameters were found to be normal. However, following the declaration made to
the French National Assembly on June 19,1997, the French government decided on February 2nd

1998, to permanently shut down the SuperPhenix plant.
The governmental decree of December 31, 1998 finalised the immediate and permanent

shutdown of the plant. In conformity with this decree, the following operations were carried out:
Core unloading from the reactor vessel and transfer to the fuel storage pool. By
the end of February 2002, all 358 fuel elements had been transferred, as well as
almost half the breeders and part of the control rods. Out of a total of 650
elements, 480 have already been unloaded

- Removal from service of non-required systems
Studies for primary vessel draining and sodium treatment.

In 2001, EDF made the decision to dismantle all first generation reactors, including
SuperPhenix up to the IAEA level 3 by the year 2025, without intermediate safe storage status
(level 2).
Ongoing Sodium Cooled Fast Reactor R&D

Preservation of acquired knowledge:
Considerable effort has been put into long-term knowledge preservation (storage and access) for
use in future sodium cooled fast reactor designs. This task involves various activities: the
elaboration of synthesis reports (including the SIMMER validation and CABRI experiment
synthesis for CDA analysis), SuperPhenix data storage (operational feedback), Phenix lifetime
extension feedback (in-service inspection and repair), updating of neutronics data banks and
code validation efforts, the new edition of RCC-MR (material analysis rules and criteria) and
RAMSES2 (irradiated structural material rules).
Preserving acquired knowledge not only includes feedback obtained from the Rapsodie, Phenix,
and SuperPhenix reactors, but also knowledge acquired at the time of the EFR Project (1988-
1998) that allowed considerable improvements to be made after careful observation of the
SuperPhenix reactor in terms of technology, in-service inspection, safety, steam generator
design, and neutronics.

Irradiation Programme:
Experiments in the Phenix reactor (materials, transmutation of actinides, and irradiation of
targets containing long-lived fission products), and in BOR-60 ( transmutation of americium,
nitride fuels).

Dismantling:
A considerable amount of R&D has been launched to solve not only the problems encountered
during the dismantling of SuperPhenix (e.g., assembly washing, draining of the reactor block,
treatment of residual sodium), but also those encountered in the dismantling of experimental
equipment used over the past years (the treatment of experimental devices taken from the
irradiation reactor, SILOE using Na-K, technological test devices, and so forth). And finally,
preliminary studies have been carried out in a new radioactive sodium waste treatment facility
enabling us to process waste stored in the various CEA centres.

Maintaining the CEA expertise:
CEA wishes to maintain its expertise in the field of liquid metal reactors, a competence which
today is based on a R&D programme covering four decades of studies. At present, following the
shutdown of the SuperPhenix reactor, our efforts in terms of R&D have been greatly reduced,
but maintaining our expertise will allow us, well beyond the support provided to the operation of
the Phenix reactor, to exchange knowledge with other countries pursuing R&D in the field of
liquid metal fast reactor technology. This exchange of experience, acquired over a period of 25
years of operation of the Phenix reactor, operation of the SuperPhenix (on a commercial scale),
and the EFR studies, along with the studies described above, will allow us to sustain extensive
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knowledge about the liquid metal reactor type, and thus enable us to evaluate further
developments.

In conclusion, although the CEA has now decided to focus its R&D on gas cooled reactor
concepts, with the prospect of perfecting a gas cooled fast reactor in the long term (4th

generation), it nevertheless shall preserve activities and expertise it has acquired on sodium
cooled fast reactors over the years. CEA would like to pursue further exchanges with other
countries who are also engaged in liquid metal fast reactor research.

Germany
In Germany, activities related to the development and operation of fast breeder reactors

have been terminated.
The SNR 300 power reactor was not taken into operation. All sodium-wetted components

were removed. The inactive sodium was disposed off. The fuel elements that had already been
fabricated for the first core were put into containers, welded gas-tight, and stored at the federal
nuclear fuel storage facility.

The Compact Sodium-cooled Reactor Facility KNK (20 MWei) was shut down in 1991 and
currently is in the state of advanced dismantling. The nuclear fuels and sodium were disposed
off. All systems were removed. Disassembly of the activated reactor tank and its internals has
been started. Complete dismantling of the reactor building is planned to be completed by 2005.

India
The present status with respect to the Fast Breeder Test Reactor operating experience and

Prototype Fast Breeder Reactor design are presented below.
Fast Breeder Test Reactor

The Fast Breeder Test Reactor (FBTR) is a loop type reactor located at Kalpakkam, India.
The reactor has been operated for 27,600 h till now at various power levels up to 17.4 MWt. The
peak burn up of 90,000 MWd/T was achieved in the 70% PuC + 30% UC Mark-I fuel. Turbo
Generator was synchronized to the grid with the nuclear steam to check its performance.
Continued operation of TG is planned at high power. The post irradiation examination of the fuel
discharged after 50,000 MWd/T peak burn up showed adequate gap between fuel and clad
indicating higher burn up is possible. Present linear heat rating is 400 W/cm and the target burn
up of the fuel is to be increased to 1,00,000 MWd/T. The core has 35 sub-assemblies (SA) now.

A reversible reactivity transient, which sets in at a specific core AT was observed during
low power operation. The magnitude of the transient reduces and the AT at which the reactivity
transient sets in increases with respect to increase in core flow. The reactor operation was
continued above a primary flow of 450 m3/h, as the phenomenon does not occur above this
value.

The core cover plate mechanism, which supports core thermocouples, got stuck at a higher
position and could not be lowered. The safety implication of the above was analyzed and
thresholds of core AT and core mean temperatures were lowered and reactor operation
continued.

The effectiveness of delayed neutron detectors for detecting clad failure was tested by
operating the reactor with vented fuel SA in the core. The void coefficient of reactivity at various
core locations were measured using two special SA fabricated for this purpose. The void
coefficient was found to be negative.

Comprehensive radiation survey has been carried out to ensure shielding efficiency in the
cells having primary radiation components and cover gas system. The measured dose rates have
been found to be less than the design values. The average annual collective dose is 2.2 P-mSv.
This indicates very low radiation exposure from the plant.
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Performance of F-BTR till now has been very good and all problems encountered initially

have been overcome. The experience gained in operating the reactor is valuable. It is planned to
expand the core to full size in near future.
Prototype Fast Breeder Reactor

The Prototype Fast Breeder Reactor (PFBR) is a 500 MWe, pool type sodium cooled
reactor with 2 primary pumps, 4 intermediate heat exchangers and 2 secondary loops with 4
steam generators per loop. The detailed design, R&D, manufacturing technology development
and safety review are nearing completion. Major engineering experiments with respect to
thermal hydraulics, component testing, sodium technology etc. have been completed. To
demonstrate technology development, full scale model / scaled down model / sector model of
components such as primary sodium pump, steam generator, reactor vessel, roof slab, control rod
drive mechanisms etc. have been fabricated. In order to design an optimum in-vessel shielding, a
series of fast reactor shielding mock up experiments involving transport through typical shield
configurations of steel, sodium, graphite and boron carbide have been carried out. Radiation
streaming mock up experiments are also planned. PFBR will be constructed at Kalpakkam and
the detailed project report for this project will be submitted for sanction shortly.
Knowledge Preservation

India is in the initial stages of the commercialization of the fast reactors and the efforts on
knowledge preservation goes in parallel with the design and operation. Care is taken to ensure
that all design and operation data are documented and archived with proper identification. In
FBTR all design, drawings and operation related documents are stored separately in an air
conditioned record room for immediate and future reference. However, for PFBR, from the
beginning all design documents and drawings are maintained in the electronic form. It is also
planned to provide access to all these documents in the Intranet at IGCAR through password
protection. Utilizing the experience gained by the experienced manpower over the years is an
important aspect in knowledge preservation. This is planned to a limited extent by involving the
knowledgeable people by participating in seminars, training courses etc. Efforts are also on to
introduce courses related to nuclear energy in colleges and sponsoring new engineers/scientists
to these courses. To consolidate the knowledge available internationally, an effective way would
be to post the documents regarding the operating experience of all fast reactors in electronic form
and make them available to all fast reactor specialists.

Japan
JNC is undertaking a major program of research and development on liquid-metal cooled

fast breeder reactors, which is fully supported by the government of Japan and the electrical
utilities. Hence, the perspective of JNC on knowledge preservation is rather different from that
of organizations where the fast reactor project has been scaled down or discontinued.

Within JNC, there is a statutory obligation to preserve documentary records of the fast
reactor project. Over time the method of archiving has changed from optical (microfilm,
microfiche etc.) to digital storage. It is the long-term objective of JNC to convert all its records to
digital format and make them available to staff over its intranet.

JNC is also attempting to preserve 'human knowledge', that is, the expertise of staff who
have been involved in the fast reactor project over a long period and who are now nearing
retirement. Based on this information, two computerized systems are currently being
constructed: one which records in a readily accessible manner the background to key design
decisions for the Monju plant; and a second which uses simple relationships between design
parameters to aid designers understand the knock-on effects of design choices (joint project with
Mitsubishi).

To its partners in international cooperation - the US/DoE and the organizations of the
Euro-Japan collaboration - JNC is proposing a joint approach to knowledge preservation and
retrieval. The proposed concept, dubbed the International Super-Archive Network (ISAN),
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would make use of the standardized software the new technologies of the internet increase the
mutual accessibility of fast reactor information.

JNC considers it extremely important to reflect the lessons learnt from previous experience
in the fast reactor field to the operation and maintenance of Monju and the design of future
reactors.

Kazakhstan

Russia

U.S.A.
All first generation fast breeder reactors have been shutdown or decommissioned with only

the Fast Flux Test Facility remaining in a standby condition awaiting final decommissioning.
Fast breeder reactor development activities have been terminated with limited technology
development in transmutation and preprocessing.

The EBR-II, 62MWt, has completed decommissioning steps and is now in a radiological
and industrially safe condition at the direction of the US DOE. These activities followed
removal of fuel for conditioning and the disposal of all bulk sodium coolant. As required by US
regulations, residual sodium within reactor system will be deactivated under appropriate
environmental permits after which the EBR-II will await future dismantling.

Session Summaries

Session 1: "Sodium Cooled Fast Reactor Operational Experience"
The papers presented a comprehensive overview of the accumulated experience with the

operation of sodium cooled fast reactors.
The world-wide 40+ years of fast reactor development represent a total of 300 years of

operation. Based on this figure, it was concluded that the sodium cooled fast reactor technology
has reached a mature stage.

The advantages of this type of reactor were pointed out by the various presenters:
Safe and reliable operation
Easy operation and maintenance
Low environmental impact
Demonstration of fuel cycle closure in some cases
Flexibility for fuel cycle issues.

The technical difficulties encountered during the operation of fast reactors, and their
resolution, were presented.

The status of fast reactor development in the different countries is currently in a wide
range:

Reactors being decommissioned
Operating reactors in a lifetime extension process
Reactors under construction or in the commissioning phase

Several prototype reactor projects are going ahead, e.g., in China, India, Japan, Russia
(these reactors are likely to be commissioned by 2010). However, large-scale commercial reactor
construction is not expected before 2020.

There is a major interest for all countries to preserve the operational experience for both
the ongoing and future long-term projects.



Session 2: "Sodium Cooled Fast Reactor Decommissioning Experience"
Decommissioning experience (both direct experience and decommissioning planning

activities) with sodium cooled fast reactors was presented in contributions from France,
Germany, India, Kazakhstan, and the USA from. The discussions centred on common
technologies and consistency of approach. Noted differences are justified on the grounds of
regulatory requirements rather than differences in technologies.

The resulting conclusions and recommendations were:
Advanced planning is essential
Remove fuel as soon as possible
Proceed with proven technologies
Proceed quickly
Move from secondary to primary (from less active to more active)

- Primary systems will require different techniques, knowledge (remote
technologies)
Maintain staff, utilize same contractors, minimizing total staff

- Potential topics for collaborative R&D are:
• Sharing of important information
• Advanced planning
• Interaction with regulatorsSharing of technologiesSpecific techniques

(carbonation, further sodium draining)Specific applications (de-
fuelling, decommissioning of secondary systems)

• Available advanced sodium removal technologies
• Feedback for Future Reactor DesignsApplication of 60Co dose rate

measurements to minimize decommissioning doseDesign of sodium
draining systems and components.

Session 3: "Fast Reactor Physics and Engineering Experiments and
Analyses"

The technical session on "Fast Reactor Physics and Engineering Experiments and
Analyses" focused on some R&D performed in experimental and power fast reactors.
The work done at CEA to understand the failure due to heat affected zone stress relief or reheat
cracking in austenitic stainless steel welds, particularly in stabilized 321 or 347 materials
working at high temperatures was reported. In the discussions, it was brought out that 321 steel
is more suitable for low temperature applications, wherein such difficulties were not
experienced. RCC-MR code does not recommend usage of this material for high temperature
applications. It was suggested that this study will be useful for life time extension of reactors
wherein such steels are in use.

The status of the RCC-MR code was presented by Framatome, ANP. The new edition of
the RCC-MR code will be brought out in French and English language shortly. It was brought in
the discussions that this code will find wide usage in high temperature nuclear reactor design and
also in other high temperature systems.

CEA's presentation covered neutron physics commissioning experiments for Superphenix
and Phenix, which were re-evaluated using the recent ERANOS-1.2 code system. In the
discussion, the following points were mentioned: The misprediction of decay component of
burn-up reactivity swing needs to be investigated in the view points of use of higher neutron
energy groups, or improved fission products nuclear data. Accurate modelling process should be
recommended especially for control rod worth calculation, whereas 2D homogeneous modelling
gives close results with 3D for other parameters as criticality mass. The ERANOS system is
applicable to other type of fast reactor (e.g., gas and heavy liquid metal cooled), but the data is
not validated for this applications.

The results of physics and engineering experiments in the Fast Breeder Test Reactor
(FBTR) were presented as well. It was brought out that it is essential and mandatory to carryout
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important safety related physics and engineering tests to validate the data used in safety
evaluation. The feedback in these experiments were also used to validate and redefine various
mathematical models/codes for better prediction.

Session 4: "Sodium cooled Fast Reactor Knowledge Preservation"
France, Japan and Russia presented the status on sodium cooled fast reactor experience

preservation made in these countries. The reports underlined these countries' large experience
with design, construction and operation of sodium cooled fast reactors.

The discussions underlined the importance of the IAEA support for knowledge
preservation of fast reactor experience.

All the participants agreed that it is very important to initiate a Coordinated Research
Project (CRP) to develop a unified approach that could lead to an international sodium cooled
fast reactor data base, specifically:

- proposing a data base structure: R&D, design, construction, operational
experience (including description of incidents and problems), decommissioning
with tools, methods, calculation codes, etc.,
proposing priorities among available documentation (defining some levels of
importance),
proposing attributes to the documents: title, date of issue, data base country,
location, open or not, key words, abstract, names (facility, NPP, ...).

The output of the CRP should be a report with containing the description of the structure of the
recommended bibliographic catalogue and the data format presentation.

Specification of the Proposed CRP on the
"Generalization and Analyses of Operational Experience with

Fast Reactor Equipment and Systems"

Scope

Feedback from the commissioning, operational, and decommissioning experience of
experimental and power sodium cooled fast reactors.

Objectives

Safeguard the feedback from commissioning, operation, and decommissioning
experience of experimental and power sodium cooled fast reactors
Enable easy access to the information from this feedback

- Attempt at generalization/synthesis of lessons learned from the commissioning,
operation, and decommissioning of experimental and power sodium cooled fast
reactors.

Participation

To be confirmed at the 35th Annual Meeting of the TWG-FR (Karlsruhe, April 22-26,
2002). Candidates are: China, France, Germany, India, Japan, Kazakhstan, Russia, USA
Remark: UK to be contacted, participation deemed essential.



Content

Establish the list of the reactors to be considered
Define/agree on topical areas
Establish the catalogue of documents and references to be included
Define the structure of the abstracts, and the format of the references
Key words glossary for the various topical areas
Define the path for sequential searches for the various topical areas
Establish the structure of the database and define the rules for access, sharing etc.
(e.g., define several levels of access)
Produce a synthesis/generalization of commissioning, operational, and
decommissioning experience

Organization of the CRP work

3 year activity
2, maximum 3 Research Coordination Meetings (RCMs); heavy use of Internet
and "virtual collaboration"
Two stages: catalogue, synthesis

Deliverable

IAEA TECDOC and database hosted on IAEA server accessible through FR&ADS Web
Site.

General Remarks on the
"Development and Maintenance of a Scientific Data Base"

Introduction

Lot of scientific and technological research and development has taken place over the
years and the literature on these topics are available in various forms. They are available in the
form of published literature in journals, conferences, seminars, meeting reports etc. Confidential
and restricted access information also remains with various organizations in different countries.
With the development of electronic storage facilities, fast search systems and internet, a system
of maintenance of a scientific data base is possible presently. This report aims at giving a
direction to develop and maintain a scientific data base. To describe the data base, examples are
given in the field of sodium cooled fast reactors. They are only illustrative and not complete.

Structure of the data base

For better maintenance of the data base, the structure shall be defined properly. The
structure shall contain all the essential information, and shall be defined keeping in mind the
present and future requirements. Even though most of the fields are filled in the structure, a few
can remain blank for future use and for other specific maintenance purposes. One example of
the structure is given in Fig.l. Part A of the structure deals with fields specific to the publication
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and the technical content of the paper, whereas Part B deals with fields required for the
maintenance of the report by technical and system administrator.

Access facilities in database

The database shall be designed such that it is available to the users around the world
through internet. To enable this, a suitable search facility shall be included. Searching shall be
possible on specific fields such as title, author, affiliation, report number, keywords and
abstracts. Restricted searching such as published during the period (from say 1.1.2001 to
31.12.2001) shall also be possible.

Sequential searching

For large technical data bases, sequential searching on specific, pre-defined key words will
be useful. These keywords sequence shall be pre-defined by the technical administrator group
and shall be assigned to each data. This keyword sequence may also be converted to a number
similar to US1 classification of books. Each report can have more than one USI numbers
depending on the contents. For searching reports in this way, the user has to continue search by
selecting the fields from the pull down menu. An illustration is given in Fig.2.

Contents of database

The technical contents of the data base shall include information from various published
journals, papers presented in seminars etc. Also classified information from specific
organizations may also be placed on the data base with restricted access. Hence the design shall
consider provisions such as: open literature - accessible by all, information available to specific
organizations, on payment through on line credit card, payment through off line procedures, to
specific organizations by following specific procedures etc.

Uploading facilities

The data base shall be defined such that the data can be uploaded from specific
organizations, through password control. This will enable uploading of data from various
member countries. A suitable field in the database shall be available to keep track from where
the data was uploaded. Additionally provision shall be available for any individual to post
complete data (literature/report etc.) through internet. This will be scrutinized by the technical
administrator and uploaded to the database. However the allotment of USI number shall remain
with technical administrator.

Hardware/System Organisation:

A server located in a centralized place shall contain major information. It shall contain all
the fields in the structure, but with or without full text of reports. This server shall contain the
information that are required for execution of a search and the results are passed on to the user
through internet. Subsequently when the user asks for full text of the paper, it shall be made
available to them.

For storage of full text of reports, the servers containing the full text may remain
distributed in the member countries. This distributed system will enable users to get all the
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information and at the same time satisfy the countries having classified information, that the
information is kept restricted and is available with them only. A pictorial representation of this
arrangement is shown in Fig.3.

Database establishment process

The establishment of such a database is an involved and time consuming process.
Probably such a data base development can be considered in the following three phases:

Development and testing
Uploading data and making database available to public
Continuous maintenance and upkeep of database

Development and Testing: This is a process that can be planned and completed in a reasonable
time of ~ 18 months. During this period the complete architecture of the software and hardware
shall be completed. The sequential searching keyword structure shall be established. The server
architecture, including establishment of links to member countries can be considered. Also
minimum amount of data shall be posted in the servers and tested for its functioning.

Uploading of literature: On completion of the above activity, the next phase is uploading
information. Existing information such as those in INIS Atomindex, Journals etc. shall be
uploaded. The organization responsible for maintenance of the full text distributed in different
countries shall be defined and servers shall be made available.

Maintenance: The next is the maintenance of database. The maintenance is essential so that the
database is made available for all the 24 h of the day. Also care shall be taken from development
stage onwards such that the developments in the electronic media will always assist in the
maintenance of the database.

Conclusion

Maintenance of such large data bases will help in knowledge preservation not only in the
area of fast reactor technology, but also in other fields of Science and Technology. A
development of a broad based user friendly software will assist the users as well as database
developers. The organization leading the maintenance of this database (say IAEA) may also
consider maintenance of the data base in a self sustained way.
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Fields

Part - A

Title

Authors 1
Affiliation 1
Authors 2
Affiliation 2
Report Number
Key words 1 -Sequential

Key words 2 - Random

Abstracts
Paper Text
Paper Format
Date of publication

Part - B

USI Number

Server Number

Contributing Organisation

Example

R & D LMFRs Knowledge
Preservation French Project
F. Baque
CAE, Cadarache, France

liquid metal fast reactor,
LMFR, knowledge
preservation, CEA, safety,
working thermohydraulics,
nuclear fuel

11.03.2002

CEA, Cadarache, France

Remarks

To be defined by technical
administrator

pdf

to be defined by technical
administrator
server identification where
full paper is stored

Fig.l STRUCTURE OF A DATABASE
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Fast Breeder Test Reactor
15 Years of Operating Experience

K.V. Suresh Kumar, R.P. Kapoor, P.V. Ramalingam,
B. Rajendran, G. Srinivasan, K.V. Kasiviswanathan

Abstract

Fast Breeder Test Reactor (FBTR) is a 40 MWt/13.2 MWe sodium
cooled, loop type, mixed carbide-fuelled reactor. Its main aim is
to gain experience in the design, construction and operation of
fast reactors including sodium systems and to serve as an
irradiation facility for development of fuel and -structural
materials for future fast reactors. It achieved first criticality in
Oct 1985 with Mark I core (70% PuC - 30% UC). Steam
generator was put in service in Jan 1993 and power was raised
to 10.5 MWt in Dec 1993. Turbine generator was synchronized
to the grid in Jul 1997. The indigenously developed mixed
carbide fuel has achieved a peak burn up of 88,000 MWd/t till
now at a linear heat rating of 320 W/cm and reactor power of
13.4 MWt without any fuel-clad failure. The paper presents
operating and decontamination experience, performance of fuel,
steam generator and sodium circuits, certain unusual
occurrences encountered by the plant and various improvements
carried out in reactor systems to enhance plant availability.

1.0 Introduction

Fast Breeder Test Reactor (FBTR) at Indira Gandhi Centre for
Atomic Research (IGCAR), Kalpakkam is 40 MWt/13.2 MWe
sodium cooled, loop type plutonium rich mixed carbide fuelled
reactor. It has two primary and secondary loops and a common
steam water circuit with once through steam generator (SG),
which supplies super heated steam to the condensing turbine
(Fig I). There are two SGs per loop and are located in a
common casing. The SGs are not insulated to facilitate decay
heat removal by natural convection of air the casing. A 100%
steam dump facility is provided in the steam water circuit so as
to operate the reactor at full power for experimental purposes
even when turbine is not available. The basic conceptual design
of block pile, primary loop and reactor instrumentation is similar
to French reactor Rapsodie, whereas steam-water circuit and
turbo generator (TG) were designed indigenously. The major
design parameters of the reactor are given in table I.



Fig. I Simplified schematic of FBTR

Table - I
Main Characteristics of FBTR

Reactor power
Reactor coolant
Concept of primary circuit
Fuel Mark I

Mark II
Fuel pin diameter
No. of pins in a subassembly
Control rod material

Neutron flux
Core height
Reactor inlet sodium temperature
Reactor outlet sodium temperature
Core flow
Secondary sodium flow
Steam temperature
Steam pressure
Feed water flow
Sodium inventory
Steam generators

Turbine generator

40 MWt/13.2 MWe
Sodium
Loop (2 nos.)
70% PuC + 30% UC
55% PuC + 45% UC
5.1 mm
61
B4C (90% Enriched in
B10)
3 E 15 n/cm2/sec
320 mm
380°C
515°C
1100 m3/h
300m3/h per loop
480°C
125 Kg/cm2

70T/h
150 T
Once through type, 7
tubes in a shell, in triple
"S"shape
16 stages, condensing
type 16.4 MWe rating
with air cooled
generator

The reactor attained its first criticality in Oct 1985 with Mark I
core consisting of 22 fuel subassemblies of indigenously



developed fuel (70% PuC+30% UC). While carrying out low
power physics experiment (<500 kWt), a fuel-handling incident
took place in May 1987 and the reactor could resume operation
only in May 89 after recovering from the incident. Subsequently
low power physics and engineering experiments up to 1 MWt
were completed in 1992. After completion of commissioning of
SG and its leak detection system, reactor power was raised to
10.2 MWt in Dec 93. After completing high power engineering
and physics tests, reactor power at high power was continued.
Construction and commissioning of Turbo-Generator (TG) and its
auxiliaries were subsequently completed and TG was
synchronized to the grid producing 1.2 MWe in Jul '97. Reactor
core was gradually enhanced and power was raised in steps to
13.4 MWt. Fuel pins of Mark I and Mark II compositions were
irradiated in the reactor and discharged for post irradiation
examination (PIE) to assess the fuel performance. Reactor was
operated at 8 MWt for irradiation of Zirconium-Niobium (Zr-Nb)
allow for PHWR programme. Nine irradiation campaigns have
been completed so far up to a maximum power level of 13.4
MWt and peak burn up of 88,000 MWd/t was achieved without
any fuel-clad failure so far. The reactor parameters achieved so
far are given in Table 2.

Table - 2 Achieved parameters (Feb - 2001)

Power
Linear heat rating
Peak burn up
Total operating time
Total thermal energy developed
Primary sodium flow
Reactor inlet/outlet temperature
Feed water flow
Steam conditions

13.4 MWt
320 W/cm
88,000 MWd/t
27,593 h
1,38,756 MWt
520 m3/h
350/430°C
20 T/h
420°C at 120 Kg/cm2

It is planned to operate the reactor at 17.4 MWt with peak linear
heat rating of 400 W/cm and achieve a burn up of 1,00,000
MWd/t from March 2002 onwards. Core configuration for this
campaign is given in Fig 2.



Fig 2 Core configuration
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2.0 Operating Experience {1&2)

2.1 Fuel

The indigenously designed and developed mixed carbide fuel
(70% PuC+30% UC) set a record when it was used as driver fuel
for the first time in the world (3). The reactor was initially loaded
with a small Mark I core rated for 10.5 MWt at a linear heat
rating (LHR) of 320 W/cm. Since the fuel is new, it was felt
desirable to ascertain its performance before increasing the
reactor power in a phased manner. Fuel pins of mark I and Mark
II fuel compositions were irradiated and discharged for PIE to
assess its performance. Similarly the central fuel sub assembly
(FSA) was discharged for PIE after it has reached a target burn
up of 25,000 MWd/t. Detailed PIE indicated that although the
fuel clad gap was seen to be closing due to cracking of the fuel
but still adequate gap was existing in addition to gap available in
the fuel due to cracks to accommodate further swelling w.
Further one of the FSA in the first ring of the core, which has
seen a burn up of 50,000 MWd/t, was discharged from the core
and PIE was carried out.

Visual examination of the Subassembly (Fig 3) and the fuel pins
indicated their good health. Dimensional measurement on the SA
and fuel pins revealed that there is no significant deformation or
distortion either on the hex-can or on the fuel pins. Eddy current



testing (ECT) and X-radiography did not reveal any defect in the
fuel pin clad. Increase in stack length varied from 4.07 to 5.32
mm (i.e. an average increase in stack length of 1.44%).

Fig 3 Fuel Subassembly
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Neutron radiography of the pins was carried out for the first time
and the results were comparable with X-radiography results.
There was no evidence of any abnormality or redistribution of
actinides in neutron radiography. The fission gases were
extracted and analyzed. The total gas release into the plenum
(Xe+Kr) was found to be varying from 6 to 22% for 50,000
MWd/T fuel compared to 1 to 3% for 25,000 MWd/T fuel.
Metallography of cut cross section revealed that no restructuring
of fuel had taken place. However reduction in porosity was
noticed for 50,000 MWd/T fuel compared to 25,000 MWd/T fuel.
This may be due to internal accommodation of swelling in the
fuel matrix. Photo mosaics (Fig 4) of the cut cross section of fuel
indicated diametric increase due to swelling of the order of
1.77%. Cracks and sinter porosities still available in the fuel
indicate that fuel can undergo further swelling before Fuel-clad
mechanical interaction can exert stresses on the clad.
Microstructure analysis of clad tube did not indicate any
carburization. There was also no significant reduction in
hardness of clad.

Based on the excellent performance of the fuel in terms of
swelling and fission gas pressure build up, the ratings were
increased to 400 W/cm LHR and 1,00,000 MWd/t burn up. At
each stage of LHR & burn up enhancement, rigorous theoretical
analysis was carried out and safety clearance obtained.



Fig 4 Photo mosaics of cut cross-section

Further, it is planned to expand the reactor core gradually to 76
FSA of Mark II core compositions in the next two years to
achieve nominal power operation.

2.2 Sodium systems

Sodium systems have been operating for the past sixteen years
and their performance has been excellent. The impurity levels in
sodium was always <0.6 ppm and it was demonstrated that
even without purification system in service, the impurity levels in
primary system remained within limits. During commissioning of
steam generator, one cold trap in secondary sodium loop had to
be replaced due to impurity loading at the time of connecting the
SG to the loop. One secondary sodium pump was replaced after
10,000 h of operation due to abnormal noise (5). Performance of
all other pumps till now was very good. Performance of sodium
pump drive system was not satisfactory initially. It improved
significantly after air conditioning the control logic panels and
carrying out certain logic modifications. The primary sodium was
sampled for trace element analysis and the nuclear grade purity
is well maintained.



An Electro-chemical carbon meter is installed in one of the
secondary sodium loops to measure the active carbon level in
the system. Its performance is being studied.

2.3 Reactor Assembly

The performance of control rod drive mechanism (CRDM) has
been satisfactory with friction force within limits and drop time
less than 400 ms. An on-line system to monitor the drop time of
control rod (CR) during scram was commissioned. Similarly a
system was developed to measure friction force of CR during
power operation. The 3 s interlock on CR raise movement,
which was introduced before the first criticality was deleted as
it was giving rise to large time in raising power and high start up
duty demand on CRDM motors. The lower parts of two CRDM
were replaced one due to failure of translation bellows and
another due to failure of gripper bellows. Leaky silicone bellows
of one CRDM was replaced in-situ.

During commissioning in 1985, when the sodium temperature
were progressively raised to 350°C for isothermal tests,
azhimuthal temperature difference (~ 80°C) in reactor vessel in
the cover gas region was noticed. This resulted in tilting of
reactor vessel and shift in grid plate as measured by
displacement measuring device (DMD). This was investigated
to be due to non-uniform natural convection currents in cover
gas space (6) This was overcome by injecting helium to the
argon cover gas to form a double layer above sodium level to
suppress the rising convection currents (Fig 5&6).

Fig 5- He injection system Fig 6 - Efficacy of the
injection system
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The better heat transfer properties of helium also helped in
homogenizing the circumferential temperature thus keeping grid
plate shift well within limits.

2.4 Steam Generator

The heat produced in reactor is transferred to tertiary circuit
through steam generator. There are four identical modules of
12.5 MWt capacity located inside an insulated casing. It is a
forced circulation, counter current, shell and tube once through
type of steam generator (Fig 7). Each SG module consists of
seven tubes arranged in a triangular pitch inside the shell. Both
shell and tube are made of niobium stabilized ferritic steel.
Sodium flows through the shell, which is not insulated to
facilitate removal of decay heat by natural convection of air in
the casing in case of off-site power failure/station blackout. SG
is a critical equipment in fast reactors due to highly reactive
nature of sodium when it comes in contact with feed
water/steam in case of a SG tube leak. The tube volume is
minimized to reduce the amount of water/steam available for
reacting with sodium in case of tube failure. Provisions are
made in the design to detect and take safety action such as shut
down of reactor and isolation of steam generator in case of a
tube leak at an early stage itself in order to avoid wastage.

Fig.7 - Steam generator module

Steam generator leak detection system (SGLDS) has been
provided to detect small steam/ water leak (few mg/s to few
g/s) into sodium. This is a diffusion type meter wherein sodium
sample from SG is passed through nickel tubes of 0.3 mm thick.
Vacuum is maintained outside the tube with the help of sputter
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ion pump (SIP) and partial pressure of hydrogen is measured
with the help of Quadra pole mass spectrometer (MSM) and SIP
current (Fig 8). Safety actions are initiated on detection of small
leak. The system is calibrated by injecting hydrogen into SG.

Fig 8 Schematics of SGLD'S
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The performance of MSM was not satisfactory due to failure of
filament frequently and spurious trips due to noise pickup etc.
As the sputter ion pump current is a reliable signal, which is also
proportional to leak rate, the logics were modified to take safety
actions from sputter ion pump current in place of MSM signal.

Initial calibration of SGLDS at different sodium temperatures by
injecting known quantity of hydrogen indicated that the response
of the system is poor below 250°C. Hence it was decided to
raise sodium temperature to 250°C from 180°C for admitting
water into SG. The procedure for power raising was suitably
modified and the system performed well. Subsequently a
separate system, Hydrogen in Argon detector (HAD), which can
detect water/ steam leak at a sodium temperature of 180°C, was
installed in expansion tank cover gas space and commissioned.
In this system the cover gas argon is sent to a nickel tube and
the presence of hydrogen outside the tube is detected by a
thermal conductivity detector (TCD). As majority of hydrogen
produced is collected in the cover gas spaces of expansion tank,
at lower temperatures, the system responds well at lower
sodium temperature of 180°C. Performance of the system is
being observed.

To protect against medium leaks of water/ steam into SG (Few
gm/sec to kg/sec) the expansion tank pressure signal is used for
initiating safety action such as shutdown of reactor and isolation



of steam generator. Also a rupture disc is provided in the cover
gas space of expansion tank to protect against over
pressurization (Fig 9)

Fig 9 - Schematic of secondary sodium system

For protection against large water/steam leak into SG, rupture
discs are provided on either side of SG. Rupture of rupture discs
is detected by sodium spark plug detectors, which initiates
safety actions as mentioned above. The reaction products are
diverted to cyclone separator wherein the hydrogen gas
produced is separated from the other reaction products and sent
out to atmosphere through chimney.

To take care of sodium leak into the casing, collection trays with
leak detectors are provided. Minute leak into the casing is
detected by sodium aerosol detectors (SAD). Provisions are
made to flood argon to SG casing to quench sodium fire in case
of a leak.

The performance of the SG till now (12,500h) has been
satisfactory and there have been no incidents of tube failure or
sodium leak into the casing.

3.0 Incidents/unusual occurrences

3.1 Fuel handling incident

During an in-pile transfer operation in May '87, a complex
mechanical interaction occurred within the reactor vessel causing
damage to the fuel handling (FH) gripper, the subassembly held



by the gripper, guide tube and several reflector SA (28t7). The
bent SA was forcibly extracted through the guide tube. The bent
of guide tube was estimated by three techniques, viz., optical
inspection, ultrasonic air gauging and mechanical disc gauging.
The guide tube was cut and removed in two pieces using
specially designed tools. The incident was investigated in detail
and found to be due to system deficiencies combined with
human error. Modifications viz., mechanical stopper for fuel-
handling gripper and redundant interlocks for plug rotation
authorization were implemented. Also proper maintenance and
operating procedures for FH mechanisms were evolved and
reviewed by an expert committee. It took two years to recover
from this incident and the reactor was restarted in May '89. After
incorporating these modifications, 185 charging/discharging and
177 transfer operations in 10 fuel-handling campaigns have been
successfully carried out over the past 13 years without any
incident.

3.2 Malfunctioning of core cover plate mechanism (CCPM)

The outlet temperature of 84 core SA is monitored by thermo
couples which are housed in CCPM. The fuel SA thermo couple
signals are scanned by computer to generate trip signals.
During normalization of pile after fuel handling operation in July
X95, CCPM could not be lowered to normal working position from
fuel handling position. Various operations resulted in its getting
stuck at 81mm position above top of SA heads. The likely
causes were attributed to mechanical obstruction at the top,
below the core cover plate or within the mechanism. Based on
systematic investigations viz., checking of obstruction, scanning
the space below the core cover plate and above the SA head by
ultrasonic under sodium scanner, ensuring leak tightness of
bottom metallic bellows etc, it was confirmed that the sticking is
in the inter seal space between command tube and outer sheath.
A safe jacking down force of 780 kg was applied and CCPM was
brought to normal position and made functional. However
during the next fuel handling operation in Jul '96, CCPM again
got stuck up at 80 mm position and it could not be normalized
even after repeated trials. The exact cause for malfunctioning of
CCPM could not be identified (28l8).

Experiments were carried out on power to measure the fuel SA
outlet temperature with CCPM stuck at 80 mm position and a
temperature attenuation of 7% (average) was found in Mark I
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SA. However, this attenuation is large for Mark II SA where
sodium flow is less. Studies were conducted to find out the
probability of plugging during reactor operation and found to be
acceptable. 3D analysis of outlet plenum thermal hydraulic was
carried out to establish the level of plugging that can be detected
viz., allowable plugging for fuel clad integrity. The studies
indicated that a flow reduction to 60% of the nominal flow for
the Mark II SA in the core periphery could be detected with
CCPM at 80 mm position, whereas a flow reduction to 45% is
required to cross the clad hot spot temperature. The design
provisions such as radial entry of sodium flow into the SA and
high purity of sodium maintained, rules out blockage of flow
through SA of the order mentioned above. PSA studies were
carried out based on available data from various fast reactors to
establish the probability of plugging in SA. Based on these
studies, lowering of scram thresholds for core AT and core mean
temperature (0m) from the fuel SA thermocouple was done and
reactor operation continued with CCPM at 80 mm position.

An eddy current flow meter was developed for measuring actual
flow through the FSA during shut down by installing it in FH
guide tube and out of pile tests were carried out. This is planned
to be used in the reactor to estimate actual flow for selected SA.
Also out of pile mockup trials were carried out for rectification of
stuck CCPM.

3.3 Na/Nak leak incidents

While preheating of secondary cold trap during initial
commissioning, about 2.5 litre of Nak leaked out from the Nak
jacket through the spark plug type level probe. Investigation
revealed failure of level probe due to pressure build up during
preheating due to non-availability of adequate expansion space.
Modifications viz., capping of level probe, providing an argon pot
to allow expansion was carried out to prevent recurrence.

During routine sampling of secondary sodium system, about one
litre of sodium leaked out through the swage lock coupling of the
flow through sampler. To prevent recurrence, provision was
made in the sampler for helium leak testing prior to valving in
sodium.

During maintenance on the pressure regulator in the argon
supply system, about 2 litre of Nak backed up from the Nak



bubbler provided for argon purification and leaked out. As a
remedial measure a back flow trap was introduced in the circuit.

3.4 Water leak for SG sub headers

In Jan 93, when SG was put in service for the first time, after 70
h of operation, a water leak took place due to a linear pinhole
defect in the end cap of one of the orifice assemblies at SG inlet.
All similar end caps were ultrasonically inspected and four more
were found to have similar defects. The leaking cap was
replaced and additional covers were welded for defective caps.
The failure was attributed to material defect.

All the four modules of SG are provided with flanged orifices in
the water sub headers for flow measurement to study SG
stability. In Aug'93 when reactor was operating at 9 MWt, feed
water was found to be leaking through the orifice flanges.
Investigations revealed that leak tight orifice flanges under
ambient conditions tend to develop leak under operating
conditions due to differential expansion between water sub
headers and SG modules. All the orifice flanges were replaced
with welded spools with integral orifices.

In Feb '98, while readjusting the setting of SG safety valves in
cold state, water leak was observed in one of the bosses in
experimental thermo well in the steam sub header of one of the
SG modules. The leaking boss and plug were replaced with
dummy piece and all other similar welds were checked for any
defects by liquid penetrant inspection. Investigation revealed
that failure is due to lack of heat treatment during fabrication.

3.5 Seizure of main boiler feed pump (9)

In Apr '92, while preheating feed water system, abnormal noise
was heard from the pump and the pump got seized.
Investigation revealed that the failure was due to cavitation.
The net positive suction head (NPSH) available to the pump was
found to be very close to the required NPSH and it further
reduced during operating transient. Modifications to improve
NPSH available were carried out viz., rerouting of balancing leak
off line water back to suction tank instead of pump suction to
reduce suction temperature, continuous cold water injection to
the suction, additional re-circulation line to avoid pump
operating at low flows. Also steam heating of deaerator was



done using steam from package boiler. This resulted in a delay 8
months to put SG in service.

In May '2001, while starting one of the main boiler feed pump
(MBFP) in cold condition, abnormal noise was heard and the
pump got seized. Damages to the pump noticed are similar to
above incident. Investigation is being carried out to find out the
cause.

3.6 Reactivity transients

In Nov '94, when reactor was operating at 10.1 MWt, reactor
power started increasing without any movement of control rods.
Control rods were lowered to restore the power to 10.1 MWt.
However the power continued to rise and reached 10.45 MWt
within a minute. Control rods were lowered by 7.6 mm (22 pcm)
to bring back the power to 10.1 MWt. The reactivity recorder
registered a spike of 3 pcm during the incident. No permanent
gain in the reactivity was observed before and after the incident.

In Apr1 95, when reactor power was stabilized at 7.1 MWt in the
process of power raising to 10 MWt, there was a sharp increase
in power of around 450 kWt in 7 s and reactor underwent scram
on high positive reactivity (Threshold +10 pcm). The reactivity
recorder also indicated a spike of 10 pcm. A permanent gain of
about 13.8 pcm was observed before and after the incident.

Both these incidents were analyzed by a task force constituted.
Totally 19 postulates were studied to find out possible cause for
the transients. They were related to change in process
parameters, movement of absorber rod, movement of fuel,
reactivity change due to sodium void and moderator ingress to
the core. Several of these were tested with reactor operating at
low power as well as high power. However the cause of the
incidents could not be identified. Ingress of sodium oil reaction
products (due to oil leak from sodium pump) into the core was
considered as one of the probable cause. Sub critical operation
at 400°C for one week did not reveal recurrence of the incident.
Since the incident has occurred during high power operation, it
was decided to operate the reactor after increasing reactivity
scram threshold. A fast recording data acquisition system was
developed to gather more data if the incident recurs.



In 1998, when reactor was being operated at 8 MWt for
irradiation of Zirconium - Niobium (Zr-Nb) alloy, reactivity
transient, which is repeatable in nature, was encountered.
Following are the salient observations.

The transient is self limiting and the power remain stable after
the transient
The reactivity gained (~ 30 to 40 pcm) while raise in power is
lost while manually lowering the power. There is no permanent
gain in reactivity. The power increase is around 700 to 800 kWt.
The on set of transient occurs at a specific value of mean core
gradient temperature (A9m) of around 90 to 110°C across the
core for a given primary sodium flow. The transient can be
observed at any power level, if the above A6m is reached.
The value of A0m at the onset of the reactivity transient
increases with increase in primary sodium flow and the
magnitude of the transient also comes down.
At a flow of equal to more than 460 m3/h the transient does not
occur.

The cause of the incident was investigated in detail by the task
force. Following tests were carried out

• Suspecting the experimental Zr-Nb SA could be the cause
for the incident, these were removed from the core and
experiment repeated. The transient was found to be
recurring.

• The isothermal temperature flow and power coefficient
were measured and no abnormality was observed.

• To test the effect of control rod for the transient,
experiments were conducted with one control rod at higher
position (405 mm) while power is maintained by other 5
control rods (fig 10) and 5 control rods at 405 mm while
power is maintained by 6th control rod. In both the tests
transient were found to be recurring.

• In order to establish the self-limiting nature of the
transient and to ensure that there is no second transient
after the first one, tests were conducted. Reactor was
operated beyond the transient region for more than 30 mts
and the power was found to be stable. While lowering the
power the negative transient of similar magnitude took
place and the power was stable thereafter (fig 11)



Fig 10 - Power transient Test - One CR at 405 mm

TIME(13.4.W)

From the experiments conducted, it is concluded that the
transient is due to slight, thermally induced geometric changes
in the core, which happens at low flow rates. It has come to
light because the reactor was operated at low power and low
flow rates, for Zr-Nb irradiation, in the regime it manifests.
Since reactor is normally operated at higher power (12 to 15
MWt) and correspondingly higher flow rates (>450m3/h), there
is no transient seen. With this, clearance was obtained from
safety authorities for continuing operation of reactor at high
power after establishing stable regime for power operation
whenever core configuration and operating power is changed.

Fig - 11 Self-limiting nature of reactivity

TIUE {16.7.991

3.7 Water leak from BSC coils inside biological shield concrete

The reactor vessel of FBTR is surrounded by a safety steel vessel
and further by two types of concrete namely 600 mm thick
biological shield and 900mm thick structural concrete (fig 12). A
gap of 30mm is provided between the two concrete to take care



of differential thermal expansion. The biological shield concrete
is cooled by circulating water through 180 coils embedded in
concrete. The biological shield cooling (BSC) system has two
distribution headers, each have 100% capacity. Each header
has six sub headers with individual isolation valves (fig 13).
Each sub header cools 60° sector of the concrete. The coils from
the sub headers are laid in the concrete in such a way that two
adjacent coils are from different headers so that even if one sub
header is not available, concrete cooling is not affected.

In Aug '2000, high inventory loss from BSC system was
observed. Also water seepage was observed from the structural
concrete manhole cover. When one of the sub headers in
header-A (A3), which cools 60° sector in the southwest portion
of the concrete was isolated, the leak stopped. The leaky sub
header was isolated, water collected inside Al cell (gap between
steel vessel and biological concrete) was drained and reactor
operation continued. There was no increase in biological shield
concrete temperature.

Fig. 12 - Biological and structural Concrete with cooling coils

In May '2001, again inventory loss in BSC system and water
seepage was observed. Reactor, which was operating at low
power, was shutdown and investigation was carried out. When
the sub header in header-B (B5), which again cools the same
60o sector in the southwest portion of the concrete, was
isolated, the leak stopped. Detailed investigation revealed



existence of minute leak in two more sub headers in header B
(Bl & B4).

Fig. 13 - BSC system flow sheet.

Isothermal tests conducted at higher sodium temperature of
375°C indicated that it is not possible to maintain the concrete
temperature within limits as the first two leaky sub headers (A3
& B5) cools the same l/6th region of the concrete. Hence
reactor operation at high power was suspended.

Injecting proprietary formulation sealants arrested the leak
points in the coils of the two sub headers and the coils were
tested for healthiness. For remaining coils, a global sealant
treatment was carried out to arrest micro leaks and the system
was normalized and power operation resumed.

As a future measure, four holes were drilled in the structural
concrete up to the gap between biological and structural
concrete to drain out water. This is to prevent entry of water to
Al cell in case any leak in coils recurs in future and also provide
safe draining passage for the leaking water collecting in the
interspace between structural concrete and biological concrete.
Investigation carried out indicated that the leaking point is the
socket weld portion of the coil located in the inaccessible region
and it could have happened due to crevice corrosion.

4.0 Decontamination experience

Various components and mechanisms which are working in
active sodium of the primary circuit need to be decontaminated



before they are inspected, sent for maintenance or dismantled
for repair without the risk of sodium fire and radio activity. The
decontamination facility consists of three pits. Pit No.l & 2 are
used for large components viz., IHX, pump, etc. Pit No.3 is used
for small components like guide tube, CRDM, level probes and
core co-ordination measuring device (CCMD)

Decontamination of equipments is done by admitting steam from
an electrode package boiler. For large components like IHX and
pump, the bulk sodium deposited on the equipment is removed
by heating with the help of surface heaters prior to steam
admission. The drained sodium is collected in collection trays
and disposed off. During steam admission "hydrogen
concentration and pressure build up in the pit is constantly
monitored. Rupture discs are provided in the pit to protect
against high-pressure build up. In case the H2 concentration
increases to > 2% and/or build up pressure, steam admission is
stopped and the pit is flushed with argon. The effluent gases are
sent to stack. When the hydrogen concentration reduced to
<1%, the steam admission is restarted. The procedure is
repeated till there is no increase in hb concentration and
pressure build up indicating completion of decontamination. The
equipment is now sprayed with water and the pit is filled with
water to remove any sodium sticking on the equipment. The
liquid effluent is drained and pumped into liquid effluent tanks
for disposal.

The primary sodium pumps were initially fitted with strainers in
place of non-return valves during first criticality to trap any
construction debris/impurities in sodium. Pumps were removed
from primary system, decontaminated, refitted with NRVs and
put back in the circuit. One CRDM, which was removed from
reactor due to, failure of metallic bellows was decontaminated
and its non-active parts were retrieved for reuse. Similarly
guide tube under sodium scanner, CCMD and periscope were
decontaminated after their use in reactor.

The fingers of charging and discharging flasks were periodically
decontaminated in an alcohol pot located in RGB whenever
difficulty is noticed in operating gripper fingers due to sodium
sticking. The grippers are cooled to atmospheric temperature
prior to lowering in alcohol pot. During decontamination of
fingers in alcohol pot, pressure build up in pot is constantly
monitored.



Rupture disc provided for decontamination pit failed once due to
aging and degradation and was replaced. Generally the
decontamination experience in the plant has been satisfactory.

5.0 Modification in reactor protection system

During initial periods, there were large number of spurious
scram due to electro magnetic noise pickup by start up and
delayed neutron detector channels and due to 'cross talk1 of fine
impure test (FIT) pulse. Remedial measures viz., separation of
signal cables from power cables, improvements in grounding
system and reshaping FIT pulse were carried out and system
performance improved.

A set of pre-start up channels with high sensitivity BF3
proportional counters was commissioned. These channels along
with startup channels help in smooth start up of the reactor with
inherent neutron source, thus eliminating the need for high
strength auxiliary neutron source.

During reactor operation SG got isolated on waterside due to
disturbance in control power supply making heat sink not
available. Reactor did not trip on low feed water flow due to
zero error in flow transmitter and reactor was shutdown
manually. In order to prevent recurrence of incident, protection
circuit was modified to trip the reactor in case of isolation of SG
directly and threshold setting of low feed water flow was
increased to 50% of nominal flow.

Since the number of LOR and scram during high power
operations was very high, an exercise was carried out to
optimize the trip parameters. As a first step, high winding
temperature trips of sodium pump drive system motors (88 No)
were deleted and control panels of these systems were housed in
an air conditional atmosphere. These steps have vastly
improved performance of the drive system. As second step the
trip parameters of reactor protection system were reviewed and
the following modifications were carried out to improve the
reliability of the system without compromising the safety.

• The positive reactivity scram is manually inhibited during
power raising and made effective during steady power
operation.



• Log P scram set at 110% of nominal power was giving
spurious alarm due to inadequate margin between the
nominal power and alarm threshold. Hence its setting was
jacked up to 125%. In order to ensure that Lin P channel
is available, a new log P scram at 10% of nominal power
was introduced which will be inhibited at low power (3% of
nominal power) by Lin P signal.

• LOR on low current in electro magnetic (EM) coil of any
CRDM was deleted. In case of dropping of any control rod,
reactor will be shutdown either by -ve reactivity or control
rod level discordance.

• All class II LOR (power setback) parameters have been
changed to class I LOR parameters.

• LOR threshold of control rod level discordance was
increased from +/- 20 to +/- 40mm to provide more
operating margin.

• Reactor trips from computer based central data processing
system (CDPS), which do not involve computation or
processing, were shifted to hardwired circuit to improve
reliability of CDPS.
All the above modification improved the reliability of
reactor protection system and spurious trips reduced.

6.0 Radiation protection

The activity release and man-rem expenditure in fast reactors
are generally expected to be very low compared to thermal
reactors. In FBTR the total stack release and man-rem
expenditures are 11.545 TBq and 16.195 man-rem respectively
from criticality till date, which is much less than the allowed
limits. The total stack release and man-rem expenditures are
1318.6 GBq and 805 man-mille rem respectively for the year
2001.

7.0 Conclusion

FBTR has been fully commissioned with small core up to a power
level of 13.4 MWt and the performance of all the safety related
systems has been satisfactory. Large number of modifications
was carried out based on experience feed back and analysis of
various incidents to improve system performance. Construction,
commissioning and operation of FBTR have given considerable
amount of experience and confidence, which will help in its
smooth and sustained operation at nominal power and will also



give useful feedback for the design and commissioning of large
fast reactors.
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Introduction

I. V

FBTR is a 40 MWt 113.2 MWe experimental
Reactor located at Indira Gandhi Centre for
Atomic Research at Kalpakkam, India.

Sodium cooled. Loop type ( Two loops), plutonium
fueled Reactor, Common steam water circuit
( with 4 SGs), 100% dump facility
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Table - I
Main Characteristics of FBTR

3-

Reactor power
Reactor coolant
Concept of primary circuit
Fuel Mark I

Mark II
Fuel pin diameter
No. of pins in a subassembly
Control rod material
B10)
Neutron flux
Core light
Reactor inlet sodium temperature
Reactor outlet sodium temperature
Primary sodium flow
Secondary sodium flow
Steam temperature
Steam pressure
Feed water flow
Sodium inventory
Steam generators

Turbine generator

40 MWt/13.2 MWe
Sodium
Loop, 2 nos.
70% PuC + 30% UC
55% PuC + 45% UC
5.1 mm
61
B4C (90% Enriched in

3 E 15 n/cm2/sec
320 mm
380°C
515°C
1100 m3/h
300m3/h per loop
480°C
125 Kg/cm2

70T/h
150 T
Once through type, 7
tubes in a shell, in triple
"S" shape
16 stages, condensing
type 16.4 Mwe rating
with air cooled
generator



First criticality in Oct, 1985 with 22 fuel SA ,
Fii|l handling incident in May, 1987
Power raised to 10 MWtin Jan, 1993
T(J synchronised to grid in July, 1997
Posit irradiation of fuel SA of burn up 25,000 &•• • > ' , " - , * • - , ' • •*• j '

i ~i : i;

50fOOO MWd/T carried out , shown excellent
f / » . •< * ; ' j ~" J
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pelforniiance of fuel
clad material for PHWR ) irradiated

. ' - • ' - ' •

operated at max. power of 1 3.4 MWt
urn u of 88000 MWt at 320 w/cri;

illahned to operate at 17.4 MWt corre
' W/cm to achieve 1,00,000 MWd/T

A.



Table - 2 Achieved parameters (Dec - 2001)

Power
Linear heat rating
Peak burn up
Total operating time
Total thermal energy developed
Primary sodium flow
Reactor inlet/outlet temperature
Feed water flow
Steam conditions

13.4 MWt
320 W/cm
88,000 MWd/t
27,593 h
1,38,756 MWt
520 m3/h
350/430°C
20T/h
420°C at 120 Kg/cm2



OPERATING EXPERIENCE

Fuel
Mark I (25 Nos.)
Mark II ( 8 Nos.)

70% PuC + 30% UC
55% PuC + 45% UC

Pins of Mark I & Mark II irradiated initially and PIE
carried out
Based on the observation and design calculations, the
target burn up was raised to 1,00,000 MWd/T
As fuel is new, cautious approach to increase LHR
and burn up was done.

Planned to expand core to 76 S A core of Mark II
Composition.
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SODIUM SYSTEM
* 2 Primary & 2 Secondary loops
* Impurity level always within limit (Plugging temp. <

105°C)
* One secondary cold trap exhausted during

commissioning of SG and was replaced
* Trace elements (Ag, Al, Ba, Be...) less than limits

REACTOR ASSEMBLY

* Friction force of control rod always within limits
* Drop time of CR < 400 ms
& Online monitoring of drop time & friction force
* One CRDM was replaced due to failure of translation

bellows, another due to gripper bellows
*> He injection to cover gas to reduce azimutal

temperature difference in reactor vessel
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Na leak to SG casing detected by spark plug type
LD & Na aerosol detectors. No tube failure/ Na
leak so far





Na/NaK leaks
NaK leak from one cold trap (2.5 1)
Na leak from secondary Na sampler
NaK leak from NaK bubbler in cover gas Argon supply
system
Deficiencies in system were corrected to prevent
recurrence
Water leak from SG sub headers
Water leak from end cap of SG inlet orifice assemblies
- manufacturing defect corrected
Water leak from flanged orifice joints meant for SG
stability test) - flanged joints replaced by welded spools
with integral orifices
Water leak from one of the T/C wells meant for SG
stability study -manufacturing defect corrected



Reactivity transients
Nov'94, first transient at 10.1 MWt. Power excursion
corrected by operator action by lowering CRs (22 pcm)

NO permanent gain in reactivity
APR, 95, second transient at 7.1 MWt. Reactor tripped on
high + ve reactivity (+10 pcm)
Power excursion 450 kWt in 7 S.
Permanent gain in reactivity of 13.8 pcm

Task force analyzed the incident
Postulates such as change in process parameters,movement of
absorber rod, Na void, moderator ingress etc were analyzed
and many were tested
Exact cause could not be identified
Entry of oil from pumps seal as the most probable Cause
Fast recording data acquisition system developed and
installed to collect more information

c
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In 1998 third series of transients, which are repeatable in nature, observed
at 8 MWt during irradiation campaign of PHWR clad tube material
(Zr-Nb alloy)
Power increase of around 700 to 800 kWt from a stable power of 8 MWt
was observed with out the movement of CRs.

Other observations are:

• Self limiting and power remain steady after the transient
• Reactivity gained (30-40 pcm) while raise in reactor power is lost

while manually lowering reactor power
• No permanent gain in reactivity. Power increase during transient

is around 700 to 800 kWt
• The on-set of reactivity transient occurs at a specific core AT of

appx. 90 to 110° C for any power level. While lowering power the
- ve transient occurs at same AT

• The AT at which transient sets in increases with increase in
primary flow and magnitude of transient comes down.

At a primary flow of > 460 m3 /h, there is no transient
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Many tests were conducted such as
contribution of absorber rod; special S A etc

It was concluded that transient is due to slight
thermally induced geometric changes in core,
which happens at low primary flows. Since reactor
is operated at high powers with primary flows
always > 500 m3 /h, this transient could not be
observed earlier
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Water leak in BSC coils
Two sets of coils cool every 2° of the concrete surrounding
RV. Each adjacent coil is from different sub headers I
Total 180 coils, 15 coils in each sub headers
Aug' 2000, first leak observed. Water seepage from
concrete from manhole cover. Leaky coil (A3) isolated ai<|
reactor operation continued
Again in May 2001, second leak observed. TKeleaky
coil (B5) was isolated
i;Bothf sub headers cools the 60° sector of the concrete^
hence reactor operation could not be continued with

ati^boiing for 1/6 thof the concrete
Bleaks ivere arrested by injecting sfala^^ aiui:7^

eaclor operation resumed | J ,̂
tfHdles were drilled in the concrete to drain out water,

rjsilfitedevelops leakin future, to prevent water entry
•-1 id Aif^ell (gap between safety vessel & RV)



Decontamination Experience
Decontamination of equipments like CRDM, guide tube, level probes,
IHX, pumps etc. by steam. Na-steam reaction is controlled by monitoring
pressure build up and H2 concentration. Primary pumps were decontaminated,
strainers replaced by non-return valves and re-installed
One CRDM was decontaminated and its non-active parts recovered
Guide tube & fuel handling grippers decontaminated periodically

Modification in reactor protection system
«J* Modification in cable routing etc to reduce spurious scrams due to

noise pick up
*Pre-start-up channels incorporated to avoid use of source for start up after

long shut down
One incident of non-tripping of reactor on isolation of SG (no feed water
flow). Reactor protection system modified. Many spurious trips initially.
Modification & reduction in trip parameters after review of safety analysis
and trips reduced.

* Manual inhibition on scram from -ve reactivity incorporated to reduce
start up time. 10% Log P trip incorporated to prevent spurious trips from
log P at 110%. Trip parameters from computer, which does not involve

processing, shifted to hardware logic to improve reliability
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ABSTRACT

Twenty years of successful operations at the experimental fast reactor JOYO provide a
wealth of experience covering core management, chemical analysis of sodium and cover
gas for impurity control, natural convection tests, upgrade of fuel failure detection system,
corrosion product measurement, development of operation and maintenance support system,
and replacement of major components in the cooling systems. Some of the data obtained is
stored in a database to preserve the related knowledge. This experience and accumulated
data will be useful for the design of future fast reactors.

KEYWORDS: experimental fast reactor, JOYO, MK-II core, irradiation test, core management, post
irradiation examination, impurity control, natural convection test, fuel failure detection, corrosion
product, operation and maintenance support system, MK-IHproject

1. Introduction
The experimental fast reactor JOYO at the Japan Nuclear Cycle Development Institute's

Oarai Engineering Center attained initial criticality in April 1977 and was the first liquid metal
cooled fast reactor in Japan. From 1983 to 2000, JOYO operated with the MK-II core as an
irradiation test bed to develop the fuels and materials for future Japanese fast reactors.
Thirty-five duty cycle operations and thirteen special tests with the MK-II core were
completed by June 2000 without any fuel pin failures or serious plant trouble. The reactor is
currently being upgraded to the MK-III core. This paper provides a review of the operational
experiences obtained through the JOYO's operation.

2. Specifications, Plant Description and Operation History of JOYO
JOYO is a sodium cooled fast reactor with mixed oxide (MOX) fuel. The main reactor

parameters of the MK-II irradiation bed core are shown in Table 1, which compares the MK-II
with the future MK-III core. The MK-II driver fuel plutonium content is about 30 wt%.
Initially the 235U enrichment was about 12 wt%, however this was increased to 18 wt% in 1987
to provide enough excess reactivity so that the core burn-up was increased. Consequently, the
operational period was extended from 45 days to 70 days and the plant availability increased.

Since 1998, some MK-III driver fuel subassemblies, which have the same specification as
the MK-II except a shorter fuel stack length, were loaded in the outer region of the core. Figure
1 shows an example of the MK-II core configuration. Six control rod subassemblies made of
90% enriched B4C were used in JOYO MK-II and were located symmetrically in the third row.
In 1994, one control rod was moved to the fifth row to provide a position for irradiation test
assemblies with on-line instrumentation. Since then, the control rod subassemblies have been
loaded asymmetrically.

The JOYO cooling system has two primary sodium loops, two secondary loops and an
auxiliary cooling system. The cooling system uses approximately 200 tons of sodium. In the
MK-II core, sodium enters the core at 370 °C at a flow rate of 1,100 tons/h/loop and exits the
reactor vessel at 500 °C. The maximum outlet temperature of a fuel subassembly is about 570



°C. An intermediate heat exchanger (IHX) separates radioactive sodium in the primary system
from non-radioactive sodium in the secondary system. The secondary sodium loops transport
the reactor heat from the EHX to the air-cooled dump heat exchanger (DHX). A flow diagram
of the cooling system of MK-II core is shown in Fig. 2.

The operating data and history of the JOYO MK-II core are shown in Fig. 3 and Table 2.
The reactor operated for 48,000 hours and the integrated power generated was 4,400GWh.
During the MK-II operation, 382 driver fuel subassemblies and approximately 47,000 fuel pins
were irradiated. A peak burn-up value of 86.0 GWd/t was attained for the MK-II driver fuel
without any fuel pin failures.

3. Core Management Experience
A core management code system has been developed to predict the core parameters for

operation and refueling plans within the design limitations. The nuclear calculation is based on
diffusion theory and corrected with a bias method. Results from core physics tests and Post
Irradiation Examinations (PIE) have been used to confirm the accuracy of these predictions.
These verifications are also important to conduct various irradiation tests accurately. This
section describes the method and verification for core and fuel management used with the
JOYO MK-II core.

3.1 Method
The MAGI calculation code system [1]'[2] was developed to predict the reactor parameters

required for core and fuel management of the JOYO MK-II core. Figure 4 shows the MAGI
system outline. MAGI is a neutronic and thermo-hydraulic coupling code system that
calculates the excess reactivity, power distribution, fuel burn-up, coolant flow rate and
temperature condition of each subassembly. MAGI uses diffusion theory with seven neutron
energy groups for the nuclear calculations.

The neutron cross section was collapsed from the 70 group JFS-3-J2 cross section set t3'
processed from the JENDL-2 library. It was updated to the JFS-3-J3.2 cross section set
based on the JENDL-3.2 library [4] in 2001. The gamma-ray cross section that includes
delayed fission gamma-ray was processed from the JENDL-2 library to improve the
calculations of gamma heating in stainless steel. The core configuration was modeled in
three-dimensional Hex-Z geometry for each operational cycle. The actual reactor power
history was used in the burn-up calculation.

MAGI supported the refueling plan for each operational cycle. The number of fresh driver
fuel subassemblies and their position were determined within design limitations of neutronic
and thermal parameters with consideration for the following items; (1) burn-up of fuel
subassembly, (2) operation period of the cycle, (3) neutron fluence and temperature condition
of the irradiation test subassemblies. The number of discharged spent fuel subassemblies
ranges from 10 to 12, about one sixth of total driver fuel subassemblies. The frequent
refueling affects the core characteristics and irradiation conditions significantly so the MAGI
calculation needs to be verified in each operation cycle.

3.2 Verification of Core Management
3.2.1 Core Physics Tests in Each Operational Cycle
Criticality and Burn-up Reactivity

The excess reactivity in a zero power critical condition was measured at the reactor start-up
of each operational cycle. Measured data were compared with the MAGI calculated values that
included the bias factor (C-E) correction obtained for the previous cycle. The comparison of
calculated and measured values is shown in Table 3. By using this bias method, it was found
that the excess reactivity after refueling can be well predicted within an error of 0.1 %Ak/kk'.



The burn-up reactivity was determined by measuring the reactivity change during rated
power operation. Measured values were compared with the MAGI burn-up calculation and
both agreed within 5 % as shown in Table 3. It is considered that the decrease of atomic
number densities of major fissile nuclides as 235U and 239Pu are the dominant factor of burn-up
reactivity because of JOYO's small core size, which results in hard neutron spectrum and small
internal conversion ratio (~0.3). Therefore, the burn-up reactivity can be predicted accurately
even at a high burn-up.

Control Rod Worth
Every control rod's worth was calibrated with either the positive period method or the

inverse kinetics method during the low power test of each operational cycle. The calculation
was conducted with the CITATION code based on three dimensional diffusion theory using the
same cross section, geometry and atomic number densities as MAGI. After correcting with the
previous cycle's C/E, the calculated values were compared with the measurements. Table 3
shows that both agreed within 2 %. When one control rod was moved from the third row to the
fifth row in 1992, the worth of the relocated rod was reduced to one third. The calculation
accuracy was not changed significantly.

Reactivity Coefficients
Reactivity coefficients are important for safety reasons and to account for the reactivity

change associated with temperature and power changes during reactor operation. The
measured values are used to predict the reactivity change for the next operational cycle.

The isothermal temperature coefficients were measured by taking the difference of
reactivity at approximately 250 °C and 370 °C during reactor start-up. The measured
isothermal temperature coefficients were constant through the MK-II operation because they
were determined mainly by radial expansion of the core support plate, which is independent of
burn-up. However, when the core region was gradually extended from the 32nd cycle, the
isothermal temperature coefficients were decreased as predicted with the mechanism. Table 4
shows these values.

The power coefficients were measured at the reactor start-up and shutdown in each
operational cycle. Figure 5 shows that the measured power coefficients decreased with
increasing core burn-up. It was considered that the fuel thermal expansion, which is the major
component of the power coefficient of JOYO, decreases at high burn-up due to fuel
restructuring during irradiation. It was also observed that the power coefficients varied
depending on the reactor power as shown in Fig. 6. This phenomenon appeared to be due to a
combination of the core bowing effect, fuel thermal expansion and Doppler effects. These
causes need further investigation.

3.2.2 Post Irradiation Examination (PIE)
On-site Burn-up Distribution Measurement

The calculation accuracy of MAGFs axial power distribution was confirmed by comparing
the relative distribution of measured (144Pr) and calculated fuel bum-up. The burn-up
measurement was taken in the JOYO spent fuel storage pond [5l The spent fuel subassembly
was contained in a stainless steel can, and it was set on a fuel-scanning device. Axial and
circumferential gamma-ray distributions were measured using a high purity germanium (Ge)
detector by moving the fuel scanning system vertically and by rotating the subassembly around
the fixed detector. As illustrated in Fig. 7, the MK-II spent fuel subassembly with a burn-up of
62.5 GWd/t and cooling time of 5.2 years was measured. It was shown that the measured and
MAGI calculated values were close except at the upper region of the fuel column. This
difference was apparently due to the calculation error of neutron absorption by control rod.



Burn-up Ratio Measurement by 4 Nd Method
Chemical analysis of I48Nd was conducted at the hot cell facility. As 148Nd is one of the

stable fission products and its fission yield is highly reliable, I48Nd production obtained by
destructive examination has been commonly used as a bum-up index [6l The calculated and
measured burn-up ratios for the MK-II spent fuel from 0.3 atom % to 8.7 atom % is shown in
Fig. 8. Measured results agreed with the MAGI burn-up calculation within 5 % in each row.

Decay Heat Measurement
The accuracy of decay heat calculations depends on the individual heat generation rate

from fission product decay nuclides and actinides, and the burn-up calculation for its
production and transmutation. To obtain experimental data and to improve the accuracy of
related calculations, the decay heat of MK-II spent fuel subassemblies was measured at the
JOYO spent fuel storage pond [7]. The fuel bum-up was approximately 66 GWd/t and the
cooling time was between 40 and 385 days. The measured decay heat is shown in Fig. 9.

The decay heat was then calculated with the ORIGEN2 code using the JENDL-3.2 cross
section library and the JNDC-V2 [8' decay data and fission yield data library. The fuel power
used as an input to ORIGEN2 was calculated by MAGI. The ratios of calculated to
experimental values were between 0.94 and 0.89, and decreased with a longer cooling time as
shown in Fig. 9. This systematic discrepancy needs to be further investigated, but the change
with cooling time appears to be due to the actinides' decay heat uncertainty.

3.2.3 Reactor Dosimetry
The neutron flux calculation error rate was evaluated to be less than 5 % in the fuel region

according to the comparison between MAGI and reactor dosimetry test results. Figure 10
shows an example of adjusted neutron spectrum based on the foil activation method at the core
center position of the MK-II. The dosimetry test results were used to correct MAGI
calculations to assure the neutron fluence used in the post irradiation test analysis. A Helium
Accumulation Fluence Monitor (HAFM) has been developed to improve the accuracy of
long-term irradiation tests.

3.3 MK-II Core Characteristics Database
During the MK-II operation, extensive data were accumulated from start-up and core

characteristics tests. These core management and core characteristics data were compiled into a
database [2]. The core management data includes core specifications and configurations,
atomic number densities before and after irradiation, neutron and gamma flux, neutron fluence,
fuel burn-up, and temperature and power distributions. The core characteristics data include
excess reactivities, control rod worths, and reactivity coefficients, e.g., temperature, power and
burn-up. These core characteristics data were recorded on CD-ROM for user convenience.

4. Chemical Analysis of Sodium and Cover Gas
It is essential for steady and safe operation of a sodium cooled fast reactor to limit the

coolant and cover gas impurities to prevent corrosion of reactor component materials and to
reduce radiation dose by corrosion products (CPs). Therefore, impurity concentrations of both
coolant sodium and cover gas argon were measured during the duty cycle operation and annual
inspection period. The sodium impurity data include oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, chloride,
tritium, metal elements and radioactive 110mAg, 22Na, 137Cs. The cover gas impurity data
include C>2, N2, CO, CO2, Fb, CFL;, He, 3H and radioactive xenon and krypton isotopes.

These data were measured by chemical analysis, gas chromatography, beta-ray scintillation
and gamma-ray spectrometry. The sodium impurity concentrations were also determined by
the sodium temperature in the plugging indicator. As an example, the trend of oxygen and



hydrogen in the primary sodium are shown in Fig. 11. The impurity data were also recorded in
the CD-ROM.

5. Decay Heat Removal Test of Natural Convection
The inherent safety of a fast reactor can be demonstrated by proving the natural convection

capability and establishing analytical techniques based on experiments. A series of natural
convection tests was performed from 1981 to 1986 in JOYO. The natural convection test from
100 MWt, which is the most critical situation for the reactor, was carried out at the end of 12th

cycle of the MK-II core in 1986 [9].
The test was initiated by tripping primary and secondary sodium pumps manually without

pony motor operation, and the reactor was shut down simultaneously by tripping the pumps;
moreover, the blowers of the DHXs were stopped immediately with the reactor scram signal.
The central driver fuel subassemblies undergo the most severe temperature transition during
the tests. Figure 12 shows the outlet temperature of one of these assemblies, together with
primary coolant flow rate variations. The peak temperature reached 519 °C due to coolant flow
rate reductions. This peak is significantly below the initial temperature of 548 °C.
Consequently, it is shown that the temperature increase will not cause any safety-related
problems, such as fuel cladding failure.

The post analysis results from a plant wide dynamics code MIMIR-N2 are in excellent
agreement with the experimental data as shown in Fig. 12. Various key parameters are clarified
to improve the calculation accuracy through the study. In the short-term analysis, the
evaluation of thermo-hydraulic behavior in the core is largely affected by the inter-assembly
heat transfer effect, the pump flow coast characteristics and coolant flow distribution. For the
long-term analysis, it is important to assess precisely the buoyant head effect in the IHX, the
heat exchange effects in the lower plenum of the IHX and others. The experimental result is
also applied to the assessment of natural convection characteristics in the MONJU reactor.

6. Upgrade of FFD System and Installation FP Traps
The fuel failure detection (FFD) and the failed fuel detection and location (FFDL) are

important for LMFBR plants to achieve high availability and operational reliability. Fission
product (FP) traps are important for safety reasons: especially for conducting safe
Run-beyond-cladding-breach (RBCB) tests.

The JOYO FFD system consists of both delayed neutron (DN) monitoring systems and a
cover gas (CG) precipitating system. The schematic diagram of the JOYO FFD system is
illustrated in Fig. 13. Two DN monitoring systems are located adjacent to the primary cooling
loops to detect the delayed neutrons emitted from precursors released into the coolant sodium.
The CG precipitating system detects fission product of 88Rb i.e. beta decay of 88Kr released
into the cover gas argon.

A Run-to-Cladding-Breach (RTCB) test is planned in JOYO. The RTCB test is expected to
improve the FBR fuel performance. The results will increase the fuel burn-up and extend the
cladding life-time. As part of the preparation work, the FFD system has been upgraded to
improve its accuracy and reliability and FP traps have been installed. A series of simulated fuel
failure tests has been conducted [10).

6.1 Upgrade of The FFD System
On-line Gamma-ray Monitor

The On-line Gamma-ray Monitor (OLGM), shown in Figure 13, has been developed and
installed in JOYO. The OLGM consists of a charcoal bed that is made to selectively adsorb the
isotopes of krypton and xenon, and a high purity Ge detector. The special feature of this system
is to be able to identify the isotopes in the cover gas by means of gamma-ray spectrum analysis.



The OLGM is also used to detect the tag gas that is originally contained inside a pressurized
stainless steel capsule. In the irradiation environment, the creep rupture may cause the capsule
to fail and release the tag gas into the cover gas. As shown in Fig. 14, the activated tag gas
nuclides among the background fission products are clearly detected by OLGM and this
method was found to be applicable [11].

Resonance lonization Mass Spectrometry
The Resonance lonization Mass Spectrometry (REVIS) is a method to detect xenon and

krypton with ultra high sensitivity using a laser technique '12' developed in collaboration with
the University of Tokyo and Nagoya University. The block diagram of a RIMS system with a
time of flight (TOP) mass spectrometer is illustrated in Fig. 15. The optical parametric
oscillator (OPO) is excited using the YAG laser at the 355 nm wavelength. The higher
harmonic wave is then generated from 512 nm OPO light in the secondary higher harmonic
generator (SHG), and the laser-ionized sample gas flows into the ionization chamber. The ion
is then detected in the micro channel plate (MCP), and it is counted by the digital signal
averager (DSA). An example of measured data for sample argon gas containing 10 ppb of
xenon with a natural isotopic distribution is shown in Fig. 16. A sharp mass spectrum was
obtained by RMS, which demonstrates a high sensitivity to the diluted cover gas in the order
of few ppb.

6.2 Installation of FP Traps
Two types of FP traps have been installed in JOYO. One is a cesium trap installed in the

primary coolant sodium purification system to capture cesium released from failed fuels. An
open pore, foam-like glassy carbon that consists of thin struts of Reticulated Vitreous Carbon
(RVC) is used as a material for collecting cesium. The capacity of this trap is designed to be
7.4E+12 Bq. The other trap is a Cover Gas Clean-up System (CGCS) to collect and store the
noble fission gas released from failed fuels. Although it is planned that only one failed fuel pin
will be in the core at any time, the CGCS is designed to handle the releases of up to twelve
failed fuel pins.

6.3 Fuel Failure Simulation Tests
An in-pile simulation test was carried out at the end of the 7th operational cycle using two

artificially defected (slit) fuel pins to verify the performance of JOYO's FFDL system. This
system uses the sodium sipping method. The slit is 1.0 mm long and 0.1 mm wide and
perforated on the fuel cladding at gas plenum position. In the FFDL operation, a signal level of
the test subassembly was several hundreds times higher than the background measured for
other core subassemblies (see Fig. 17). With this test, the FFDL system was confirmed to have
the capability to identify the failed fuel with a defect at a gas plenum position.

A FP source using U-Ni alloy tubes was irradiated at the end of 15th operational cycle. The
test results show two important results. Both the CG and DN monitoring system were
successfully calibrated and the CG monitor was confirmed to have enough sensitivity to the FP
gas released from the failed fuel pins. The major constants for the cover gas and DN behavior
models were determined and the disengagement rate constant of the FP gas from the sodium
coolant to cover gas region varied depending on the flow rate of the primary cooling system.

7. Measurement of Radioactive Corrosion Products (CP)
The sodium cooled fast reactor JOYO has been operated more than 20 years (about 5

years of effective full power years) since its initial criticality and the cumulative reactor
output achieved over 1.9E+5 MWd. Since JOYO has not yet experienced any operation with



breached fuels, FP radioactive contamination has not become an issue in the plant system.
To reduce the radiation dose from long-lived 22Na, all primary coolant sodium in the main
circulating loops is drained into a storage tank during annual plant inspections. Under these
conditions, the spatial gamma-ray dose rate distribution is dominated by the radioactive CPs
deposited on inner surfaces of the primary piping and components. This means that most
personnel dose was due to these CPs.

7.1 Measured Results and Analysis
The CP deposits on the inner surfaces of the primary main piping have been measured at

every annual inspection period since the end of MK-I operation in July of 1982. These
measurements are made at 14 locations, shown in Fig. 18, using a Ge solid-state detector
system. The detector system was calibrated with a piping mock-up using two planer type
standard gamma-ray sources, 54Mn and 60Co, so that the absolute amounts of CP deposits
could be obtained from the measured gamma-ray spectra.

In every annual inspection, gamma-ray dose rates from these CP deposits have been
measured using calcium sulfate (CaSO4) thermo-luminescence dosimeters (TLDs). The
gamma-ray dose rate distribution near the piping is measured in detail at 93 locations at
one-meter intervals along loop (A) from the outlet to the inlet of the reactor vessel. At each
location, four TLDs are placed every 90 degrees around the thermal insulator cover. The
geometrical conditions for the measurements are almost the same as those for the radioactive
CP deposit mentioned above.

The CP behavior analysis code PSYCHE [131 has been developed and verified with the
measured radiation data to analyze the distribution of corrosion product in the primary
cooling system. A radiation dose calculation code has been developed by JNC, to analyze the
CP deposition distribution along the piping and components of the primary cooling system.
The build-up of CPs is shown in Fig. 19 together with the reactor operation time. The
PSYCHE calculations agree with the measured values.

7.2 Application of Optical Fiber
A Plastic Scintillation Fiber (PSF) measured the dose rate distribution in the primary

cooling system of JOYO [14]. Figure 20 shows the schematic diagram of the PSF system.
Polystyrene was used as a scintillator that emits light in response to gamma-rays. The
radiation source's location was determined with the time of flight method by measuring the
time interval between the signals from two photo multipliers at each end of PSF. As seen from
the pulse height distribution in Fig. 19, the measured count rate distribution does not have a
sharp gradient even for a single point irradiation; therefore, the unfolding method is applied to
reproduce the actual dose rate distribution.

The gamma-ray dose rate profile of the A loop IHX, shown in Fig. 21, is an example of
the measured PSF data. Two peaks were observed due to horizontal plates in these positions
where there were large CP deposits. Comparing PSF results with a series of TLD point data,
large differences were observed at these peaks. However, by employing the unfolding method,
the PSF data coincided with the TLD results. The gamma-ray dose rate distribution
measurement was greatly improved by the use of PSF.

8. Operation and Maintenance Support Systems
The JOYO operation and maintenance support systems ensure more stable operations and
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improve operational reliability. Artificial intelligence techniques [I5J have been applied to
develop these systems. One system objective is to support intelligent decision making by the
operators and maintenance engineers, and another is to conduct skill-based and rule-based
operator actions automatically. With proper instructions and guidance from the support system,
the JOYO operators can make better decisions and carry out necessary actions with more
confidence and less mental pressure.

8.1 Operation Support System
The operation support system named JOYCAT (JOYO Conducting and Analyzing Tool)[16]

was developed to help operators make intelligent and quick decisions in cases of anomalous
event occurrences. Figure 22 illustrates the JOYCAT hardware configuration. The JOYCAT
system consists of a knowledgebase and an inference system connected to the JOYO data
acquisition system (JOYDAS). The JO YD AS collects on-line plant operation data from several
thousands sensors located in different positions in the plant at interval of 0.25 second.

Prior to its application to the JOYO plant, JOYCAT was validated by a full scope operator
training simulator. The alarm signals used for this validation were triggered by a manual scram
during the reactor shut down process and by activating the reactor safety system during a
periodic test. The system has been used since 1988.

The features of the JOYCAT system are:

(1) When an alarm occurs, the system diagnoses the plant conditions based on data from the
reactor systems and the main components.

(2) Based on the system knowledge base, the alarm sequences and plant interlocks are
checked. If nothing wrong is found, the system identifies the cause of the alarm. When an
anomaly is found in some sequence or a safety system failure, the related information is
displayed quickly on a CRT for the operators.

(3) After the cause of the alarm is identified, the most suitable operation manual for the
anomaly is displayed for the operators.

8.2 Automatic Control Rod Operation System
The JOYO operators control the reactor power, i.e. neutron flux level, by adjusting the

position of the control rod subassemblies in the core. This is a manual operation performed
from the central control room. To improve operational reliability as well as to reduce the
mental load on the operators, an automatic control rod operation system [16] has been
developed. This system has the following capabilities:

(1) drive the control rods;
(2) indicate the rod drive stroke for each control;
(3) indicate the criticality point (5E+4 cps for Source Range Monitor);
(4) monitoring of the reactor period, neutron flux, thermal output of the reactor, rate of

reactor power change, heat-up rate at the reactor vessel inlet, and the temperature
difference between the overflow tank and the reactor vessel outlet;

(5) guide the plant operation;
(6) display information concerning the rod operation and the current plant conditions, i.e.

trend graphs of the thermal power, neutron flux and reactivity of the core.

In actual operation, the operator's actions in accordance with the above guidance should be
conducted in a different manner depending on the reactor power level as described in Fig. 23.
A fuzzy algorithm based on linguistic rules is employed to control non-linear characteristics,
whereas this is a difficult problem for the conventional PI controller.



In the past, the control rod drive stroke was calculated by the operators prior to manual
control when approaching criticality. After the installation of the system, it calculates and
displays an inverse multiplication curve and the stroke of each control rod subassembly that
needs to be driven using the neutron flux and the vertical control rod position. The reliability
of this system was validated during a complete operational cycle of the MK-II core. It was also
demonstrated that the operation guides provided by the system were very similar to those
chosen by the experienced JOYO operators.

8.3 Maintenance Support System
High security and reliability of equipment is required in nuclear reactor plants. The

equipment is designed based on failure analysis and preventive maintenance and condition
monitoring are recommended. The condition monitoring technique has been developed to
detect the failure and degradation of the machine as soon as possible to diagnose anomaly
causes and to evaluate the machine's damage. The equipment is used under various stresses
depending on their operating environments and these stresses cause degradation or failures
such as fatigue, wear and tear, corrosion and others, hi most cases, these appear as changes in
vibration or acoustic noise so vibration monitoring is a popular and effective technique
especially for rotating machines like motors or pumps.

In JOYO, a vibration monitoring systems named MEDUSA (MEchanical-fault Diagnosis
Using Spectrum Analysis) [17^ has been developed as an on-line vibration monitoring system
for the major rotating machines such as the main pumps of the primary and secondary cooling
systems. MEDUSA monitors the vibration of major rotating machines automatically and
continuously, and it notifies plant operators and maintenance engineers of any anomalies it
detects. Furthermore, the MEDUSA could assist in the analysis and interpretation of the
vibration data.

System Configuration
Figure 24 illustrates the system configuration of MEDUSA. Vibration signals are collected

by accelerometers mounted on each rotating machine and the signals are sent to the
multiplexers (Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analyzers) through the amplifiers and filters. The
engineering work station (EWS) manages the instruments and vibration data. The FFT
analyzers and multiplexers save the CPU load of the EWS for the signal processing so
MEDUSA could easily deal with the increasing number of monitoring machines.

The MEDUSA monitors vibration levels (r.m.s. and peak levels), auto power spectrum
densities (APSDs), waveforms and probability density functions at every hour automatically,
then the r.m.s. levels and the APSDs are compared with acceptable vibration levels to judge
whether the machine's condition is normal. If an anomaly condition is detected, warning
messages and beeps notify the plant operators and maintenance engineers. Monitoring
intervals are variable and it is possible to monitor more frequently when an anomaly symptom
is detected or for test runs after an inspection.

Vibration data has been kept for 300 days on the EWS, and the previous data is dumped
into digital audiotapes. These data could be accessed on the terminals anytime, so that the
follow-up survey over a long term is possible. Operators can review how an anomaly
symptom appears and how it increases by a trend graph and a three dimensional graph
(time-frequency-amplitude of vibration). The characteristic vibration data for an anomaly
condition of the rotating machine is saved with a label and description that includes
phenomena, causes and measures against the anomaly. These data could be used as a



reference to judge the machine condition and to make a necessary action.

Experience of Vibration Monitoring in JOYO
The MEDUSA has been used as a regular part of plant maintenance and operation since

1990, and it is useful to detect anomalies and to diagnose their causes. As an example of
vibration monitoring in JOYO, the vibration level of a cooling blower suddenly increased by
a factor often on December 31st 1992. This blower is placed in a nitrogen gas atmosphere and
cannot be repaired while the reactor is operating.

Figure 25 shows the APSD of vibrations before and after the increase of vibration. The
vibration increased in higher frequency region over 5 kHz (increased -50 dB to -20 dB around
6 kHz). Therefore, it was estimated that the vibration occurred due to loss of lubrication oil or
bearing failure. Later at the annual inspection of the blower, it was found that there was a loss
of lubrication oil in the bearing box and the vibration level decreased after refilling the oil.

9. Improvement of Countermeasures against Sodium Leaks
A sodium leak accident occurred in the MONJU secondary cooling loop in December 1995.

At that time, the 11th annual inspection was being performed at JOYO and an inspection of
sodium piping and components was immediately carried out to confirm their integrity and to
verify that there were no sodium leaks.

After the MONJU accident, an investigation was completed by the Safety Authority and
findings on the cause of the sodium leaks and ways to mitigate their effects were published.
According to this report, the structural integrity of the JOYO thermocouple well was tested and
confirmed by hydraulic vibration evaluation based on water flow tests and ASME standards.
Modifications were then made at JOYO to improve countermeasures against sodium leaks in
the secondary loop [18].

The improvements of these sodium leak countermeasures in the secondary loop stressed
prevention, early detection and mitigation of the effects. The improvements were determined
according to the following considerations:

(1) Sodium Leak Prevention
- All the thermocouples in the secondary loop were inspected by non-destructive examination

(X-ray, fiber scope inspection) to confirm their integrity.
- All the thermocouples were replaced by new ones with compression fittings that seal any

sodium leaking between the thermocouple well and sheath in the event of a thermocouple well
rupture.

(2) Early Detection of Sodium Leaks
- A new sodium leak monitor was installed in the central control room to verify the function

of each sodium leak detector.
- A new fire alarm monitor was installed in the central control room to verify the function of

each fire detector. This monitor has a second alarm function that realarms if another detector
goes off.

- Monitor cameras were installed in the secondary cooling facility to view the sodium piping
and components from the central control room.

(3) Mitigation of Sodium Leak Effect
- Sodium leak trays were added under the sodium piping to prevent dispersion of leaking

sodium.
- Anti-smoke dampers were added in the ventilation system to prevent the diffusion of



sodium aerosol. The dampers in the ventilation system are interlocked with the sodium leak
detector and fire detector to shut automatically.

- The penetration gaps between the piping and walls were sealed to prevent the diffusion of
sodium aerosol.

(4) Improvement of Manuals
- Upgrade of Operational Manuals.

1. The emergency operational manual for JOYO sodium leaks was reviewed and verified as
valid.

2. The emergency operational manual was upgraded by incorporating the improved
countermeasures against sodium leaks.

- Revision of Education and Training Schedule
1. Emergency operation training, sodium fire-extinguishing training and overall disaster

prevention training have been carried out.
2. The education and training schedule was revised to provide more skilled training.

JOYO's safety practice for sodium leaks were investigated by the Safety Authority. After a
successful investigation, JOYO was allowed to restart operations in March 1997.

10. Upgrading Program and Modification of Core and Cooling System Components
JOYO is expected to play a greater role in providing an irradiation field for fuels and

materials irradiation tests and for the demonstration of innovative safety related systems for
future fast reactors. To meet the increasing requirements for the various irradiation tests, the
JOYO MK-III upgrading program was initiated to improve its irradiation capability nsu^i.po^
The main objectives of the MK-III program are to increase the neutron flux, modify the cooling
system to meet the power increase, increase the irradiation periods and upgrade the irradiation
technology as shown in Fig. 26.

10.1 Outline of MK-III Project and Specification
The basic specifications of JOYO are previously shown in Table 1, which compares the

MK-II and MK-III cores. The MK-III core is divided into two regions with different plutonium
contents and the core height is decreased from 55 cm to 50 cm to obtain higher neutron flux
with smaller power peaking. Two of six control rods are shifted to the edge of the outer core to
enlarge the high neutron flux irradiation field. Two layers of radial stainless steel reflector are
replaced by the shielding subassemblies, which contain boron carbide pellets, to reduce the
neutron dose in the radial direction.

A whole plant design optimization increases the reactor thermal output from 100 MWt to
140 MWt. The fast neutron flux increases about 30 % as shown in Fig. 27 and the maximum
allowable number of fuel irradiation test rigs increases from nine to twenty-one. The MK-III
core will support various irradiation tests on advanced fuels like MA doped fuel, high
plutonium content MOX fuel and vibration packed fuel. The irradiation technology has also
been developed to expand the capability and flexibility of fuels and materials irradiated.

The JOYO cooling systems need to be modified to increase the heat removal capacity.
Figure 28 shows the components to be exchanged in the modifications and compares the plant
condition in the cooling system. The primary system sodium coolant flow rate increases by
20 % and all Intermediate Heat Exchangers (IHX) and Dump Heat Exchangers (DHX) were
replaced. The cooling system modification completed in September 2001 and the cooling
systems were refilled with sodium then the initial purification was conducted. The cold trap in
the secondary sodium purification system will be replaced in the autumn of 2002.



10.2 Modification Work Experience
Special attention was given to prevent air containment when cutting the sodium boundary

during this modification work. The following procedure was employed for replacing the DHX.
First, the temporary supports for sodium piping and argon gas supply lines were installed in
preparation for cutting the sodium piping. Next, the sodium piping was cut to two-thirds of
their thickness using the cutting tools. A glove box was installed to cover the sodium piping
cuts to keep the cover gas boundary filled with argon.

The sodium piping was cut off after a leak test was conducted. The sodium on the inner
surface of the cutting part was scraped off and the residues were rinsed with alcohol. After the
shut-off plug was set in the inner part of the piping to completely shield it, the beveling of the
welding part was done to prepare for the new piping weld. Since all the cutting positions of
the sodium piping are horizontal, the cutting powder from the piping is relatively easy to
collect, preventing it from entering in the cooling system. In this way, all the sodium piping
was cut off using the cutting bits.

The cover gas pressure in the secondary argon gas system at normal operation is
controlled in the range of 34 kPa to 44 kPa. It was decided to lower the cover gas pressure to
220 Pa at for the cutting work based on the experience of taking the surveillance materials out
of the system, and the glove box pressure ratings. An automatic low-pressure argon control
system was newly installed in the system. The oxygen concentration inside the glove box was
controlled below the level of 1000 ppm. The control value of oxygen and nitrogen
concentration in the system sodium piping is below 300 ppm and 1200 ppm, respectively.

10.3 Future Schedule
The performance of newly installed components and cooling systems will be confirmed

through a series of functional system tests. The core replacement will start in the summer of
2002. When the initial MK-III core configuration is complete, the reactor power will be
increased in steps to conduct performance tests that confirm the core physics and plant
characteristics. The MK-III rated power operation will start in 2003.

11. Conclusions
The successful operations of JOYO provide a wealth of experiences with core management,

impurity control, reactor engineering tests, innovative instrumentation techniques, operation
and maintenance support systems, and component modifications. These experiences and
accumulated data are to be used for the design of future fast reactors. They are also useful for
upgrading the JOYO core and plant to the MK-III configuration and are essential to secure
steady and safe reactor operation and enhance the irradiation capability of JOYO in the future.
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Table 1 Main Core Parameters of JOYO

Items

Reactor Thermal Output (MWt)

Max. No. of Test Irradiation S/A

Core Diameter (cm)

Core Height (cm)
:3'u Enrichment (wt%)

Pu Content (wt%)

Pu fissile Content (Inner/Outer Core) (wt%)

Neutron Flux Total (n/cm:/s)

Fast(X).lMeV) (n/cm:/s)

Primary Coolant Temp. (Inlet'Outlet (°c)

Operation Period (days/cycle)

Reflector'Shielding

Max. Excess Reactivity (at 100°c) %Alt/kk'

Control Rod Worth %Ak/kk'

MK-II

100

9

73

55

12(J1)/18(J2)

< 30

-20

4.9x 101!(J2)

3.2x 10I5(J2)

370/500

45(J1)/70(J2)

SUS/SUS

5.5

> 9

MK-III

140

21

80

50

18

< 30

-16/21

5.7x 1015

4.0X 10"

350/500

60

SUS/B.C

4.5

> 7.6

Secondary
Pump

n

netLJ g

Primary
Pump

Dump Heat Exchanger
(DHX)

Q Control Rod

® Irradiation Fuel

(•) Neutron Source

d> Driver Fuel

(•} Irradiation Rig

O Reflector

Fig. 1 JOYO MK-II Core Configuration

IntermediateHeat
Exchanger (IHX) Reactor Vessel

F/g.2 JOYO Cooling System Diagram
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Table 2 JOYO MK-II Operating Data

Operation Time(Accumulated)

Heat Generation(Accumulated)

Max. Fuel Burn-up

Driver Fuel

Irrad. Fuel

No. of Irradiated Fuel Subassemblies

48,000 hrs

4,400 GWh

86 GWd/t

142 GWd/t

382

• MAGI i

Nuclear Calculation
•3-D Diffusion Theory
Geometry Hex-Z(lmesh/S/A)
Group Constant JFS-3-J2
•Energy Group Neutron 7

Gamma 3

Core Arrangement -Dimension
P -Atomic Number Density

•Irradiation History

»Thermal Hydraulic Calculation
Coolant Flow
•Pressure Loss Rate

— -L— ^-~—CPower Distribution ^N ffn.-i,nt rimi nBOC.EOC ^^/ (Coolant How K
^___^

1
i i 4 1 *-̂  ¥

v I I Neutron | Fuel }[ Linear
±£2J| Flux ]| Bum-up || Heat Rate

ate Distribution)

*
Fuel || Cladding II Coolant

Temperature 11 Temperature 1 1 Temperature

Fig.4 JOYO MK-II Core Management Code System

Table 3 C/E Values of Core Characteristics Table 4 Measured Isothermal Temperature Coefficients

Core Characteristic

Excess Reactivity (%Ak/kk')

Control Rod Worth

Symmetrical (%Ak/kk'/total)

Asymmetrical (%Ak/kk'/total)

Bum-up Reactivity

Coefficient (%Ak/kk'/MWd/t)

C/E
0.99±0.03

(±0.1%Ak/kk')

0.9$»=0.02

0.98±0.01

0.96±0.05

Cycle

MK-II Average
32
33
34
35

Number
of

Fuel S/A
67
69
71
75
76

Isothermal Temperature
Coefficient

(xlO"3%Ak/kk'/°C)
-3.98± 0.12

-3.67
-3.65
-3.47
-3.49
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Item

(Core Region)

'('total (n/cm2/s)

^O.IMCV (n/cm2/s)

DPA (dpa/s)

Adjusted Value
(NEUPAC)

(10 Error)

3.97x IO ' 5 (4.8%)

2.61 x 1015 (8.0%)

1.27X 10* (5.0%)
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4.18x 1015

2.83x 101S

—
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No.2

Current Status of JOYO

The experimental fast reactor JOYO operated from 1983 with
the MK-II core as irradiation test bed. 35th duty cycle operations
with the MK-II core were completed by June 2000.

The reactor is currently being upgraded to the MK-III core. The
cooling system components including main IHXs (Intermediate
Heat Exchangers) and DHXs(Dump Heat Exchangers) are being
replaced.

The core replacement will start in the summer of 2002. The MK-
III initial criticality is now scheduled in the summer of 2003.

The MK-III rated power operation will start in 2003.
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Operating History of JOYO
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JOYO Operation Records

(April,1977~June, 2000)

Operation Time

Heat Generation

Max. Fuel Burn-up
Driver Core Fuel
Irradiation Fuel
(for Specified Irradiation Tests)

Irradiation Fuel Subassemblies

Number of Start-ups

Number of Periodic Inspections

60,725 h

5,061 GWh

87GWd/t
144GWd/t

506

535

12
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Basic Specifications of JOYO

Items
Reactor Thermal Output
Max. Number of Driver Fuel S/A
Max. Number of Test Fuel S/A
Core Diameter
Core Height
235U Enrichment
Pu Content Total

Fissile
Max. Linear Heat Rate
Neutron Flux Total

Fast(XUMeV)
Max. Burn-up (Pin Average)
Primary Coolant System Flow Rate

Temp. (Inlet)
Temp. (Outlet)

Blanket/Reflector/Shielding

(MWt)

(cm)
(cm)

(wt%)
(wt%)
(wt%)
(W/cm)

(n/cm2 • s)
(n/cm2 • s)
(GWd/t)

(t/h)

CC)
CC)

MK-1
50/75

82
0
80
60

—23
—18

—

320
3.2 X1015

2.2 X1015

42
2,200
370

435/470
Blanket/SUS

MK-11
100
67
9
73
55

—18
<30
—20
400

4.9 X1015

3.2 X1015

75
2,200
370
500

sus / sus

MK-m
140
85
21
80
50

—18
<30

—16/21*
420

5.7 X1015

4.0 X1015

90
2,700
350
500

susy&c
*) Inner/Outer Core
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Irradiation Test Results in JOYO

Number of Irradiation Test Rigs

• Irradiation for fuel pins 23 rings

• Irradiation for materials 51 rings

(clad,structure,absorber,etc.)

Core Components with PIE

Driver fuel

Control rod

Reflector

etc.

81 assemblies

27 assemblies

10 assemblies

Achievement of Fuel Irradiation

140GWd/t

-470W/cm

23 X 1022n/cm2

• Burn-up (peak)

• Linear heat rate (peak)

• Neutron fluencies (peak)

• PTM test
2 tests

Maximum melting area

• Advanced fuel Mixed carbide • nitride

40GWd/t

740W/cm
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Core Management Experience

Contents

1. Core Management Method

2. Core Management Verification:
Core Physics Tests

Post Irradiation Examination (PIE)

3. MK-II Core Characteristics Database

4. Summary
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JOYO MK-II Core Configuration(34cy)
C/L
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Heat Transport System of JOYO

Fuel Handling Facility
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Objective

Core and fuel management of JO YO is important :

1. To determine core configuration of each operational cycle so that
core parameters (reactivity, fuel burn-up, temperature) are within
their design limits

> Safe and stable operation with no fuel pin failures

2. To assure accuracy and reliability of neutron fluence (spectrum)
for irradiation tests

> High quality of irradiation tests
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Making the Refueling Plan and

Core Configuration
•Number and Address
of Spent and New Fuel
•Irradiation S/A

MAGI

Nuclear Calculation
•3-D Diffusion Theory
•Geometry Hex-Z(lmesh / S/A)
•Group Constant JFS-3-J2
•Energy Group Neutron 7

Gamma 3

Power Distribution
BOC,EOC

K eff
Neutron

Flux
Fuel

Burn-up
Linear

Heat Rate

•Core Arrangement 'Dimension
•Atomic Number Density
•Irradiation History

Thermal Hydraulic Calculation
•Coolant Flow
•Pressure Loss Rate

Coolant Flow Rate Distiribution

o

Prediction of Reactor Parameter
and Irradiation Condition

'Excess Reactivity
•Control Rod Worth

•Flux
'Temperature Core Physics Test & PIE
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Verification of Core Management (1)

Core Physics Test

Predicted excess reactivity within 0.1%Ak/kk'.
Predicted C/R worth within 2% for symmetrical

or asymmetrical C/R configuration.
MAGI burn-up calculation and measured value agreed within 5%.

Core Characteristic C/E
Excess Reactivity (%Ak/kk?)

Control Rod Worth
Symmetrical (%Ak/kkVtotal)

Asymmetrical (%Ak/kkVtotal)
Burn-up Reactivity
Coefficient (%Ak/kk'/MWd/t)

0.99±0.03
(±0.1%Ak/kk')

0.99±0.02
0.98±0.01

0.96±0.05
(Cycle 16-35)
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Results of Core Performance (Start-up) Tests of JOYO

^^^^^^ Core
Items — • ^_^_

Minimum Criticality (difference)

Control Rod Worth
Isothermal Temperature Coefficient

Power Coefficient

Reaction Rate Distribution 235U(n,f)

(at 5th row) 239Pu(n,f)
Burn-up Coefficient

Dynamic Characteristics Parameter((3/l)

Coolan Flow Rate(driver fuel sub-assembly)

C/E value
MK-I

0.95(1. l%Ak/k)
0.90
0.97

0.93
0.994

1.05

1.05

1.03
0.94-0.96

MK-II

0.95(1. 3%Ak/k)
1.04

0.98

0.95
1.03
0.94

0.95

1.01-0.98

CiDesign value
E:Measured value
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Burn-up Distribution Measurement System

Radiation Measurement

Spent Fue
Subassem )ly
Storage Pone

Canned S pent Flubl

HP-ue
Deft ctor

Spent Fuel
Fuel Rack

Spent Fuel
Scanning Device

Neutron Detector
(B-10 Proportional

Counter)
Sensitivity

0.78cps/nv
5.83cps/nv
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Verification of Core Management (2)
On-site Burn-up Distribution Measurement

The measured and MAGI calculated value were close.
MAGI overestimated values at the upper end of the fuel column.

1.5

•e
0.5

PQ

Bottom Center

MAGI Calculation
0 Measurement( Pr)

I I I I I I I I I I I I I . I . I . . I . . I . I I I I I I I

Fuel Burn-up 62.5 GWd/t

Cooling Time 5.2 y

O

-100 6000 100 200 300 400 500
Distance from the Bottom(mm)

Axial Burn-up Distribution of JOYO MK-II Driver Fuel
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Verification of Core Management (3)
Burn-up Ratio Measurement by 148Nd Method

Calculated burn-up fraction agreed with the measured value
within 5% at each row.

ORow
1 st Row
2nd Row

O 3rd Row
4th Row
C/E

2 4 6 8
Measured Value(at.%)

Burn-up Ratio of JOYO MK-II Driver Fuel
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Decay Heat Measurement System
Circulation

V.

Pump
-1X3 Calorimetric Method

Coolant Water
Outlet

Spent Fuel
Subassembly

Spent Fuel
Can

Thermal
Insulator

Coolant
Water
Inlet
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Decay Heat Measurement System
View from Top of the Pond

Spent Fuel Storage Pond

Rack
Decay Heat
Measurement System
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Verification of Core Management (4)
Decay Heat Measurement

C/Es were approximately between 0.94 and 0.89.
The discrepancy may be due to uncertainty of actinides' decay heat.

l.l
ORIGEN2 (PFD601)

o Measurement (PFD601)
ORIGEN2 (PFD602)
Measurement (PFD602)

u

PFD601
PFD602

0.9

100 200 300
Cooling Time (d)

100 200 300
Cooling Time (d)

Decay Heat of JOYO MK-II Driver Fuel
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Verification of Core Management (5)
Reactor Dosimetry

Neutron spectrum obtained by adjustment with unfolding code.
Total neutron flux by MAGI agreed with the measured value within 5%

10 M| , , M,,,,|
A / ' xCu(n, a )

g 102

2 10
ill i i i mill t i i mill i i 1 1 inn i i i Mini i 111 mil i i i iinil i i i Mini i i i i m i l

Item

(Core Region)

^totai (n/cm2/s)

^xuiviev (n/cm2/s)

DPA (dpa/s)

Adjusted Value
(NEUPAC)

(la Error)

3.97X 1015 (4.8%)

2.61X 1015 (8.0%)

1.27X 10'6 (5.0%)

MAGI

4.18X 1015

2.83X 1015

—

MAGI/
NEUPAC

1.05

1.08

—

>-610'° lO'4 lO'2 10°
Neutron Energy (MeV)

10'

Adjusted Neutron Spectrum at the JOYO MK-II Core Center
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Results of Core Physics Tests of JOYO (1)

Measured Isothermal Reactivity Coefficient

Cycle
Number

of
Fuel S/A

Isothermal Temperature
Coefficient
.-3(xi(T%Ak/kk'/0C)

MK-II Average
32
33
34
35

67
69
71
75
76

-3.98±0.12
-3.67
-3.65
-3.47
-3.49
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Results of Core Physics Tests of JOYO (2)
Burn-up Dependence of Power Coefficient

• Power coefficients decreased with increasing core burn-up,

£ -1
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O ^ ,
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A HOC
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CH
D
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oQ9
o
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O
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o
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o -5
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o

25 30 35 40
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Results of Core Physics Tests of JOYO (3)
Power Dependence of Power Coefficient

• Power coefficient varied depending on the reactor power.

-6

O -L
4H
+—I
<D

o
PH X -1

-•--MOC(down)
O- • MOC(up)

EOC

0 40 60 80
Reactor Thermal Power(MWt)

100
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CORE MANAGEMENT DATA
^ __^^ '. .-.'.'.. ;-V .

J.(^CONFIGURATION DATA^)

Fuel Exchange 1
Configuration of the Corel l~31cycle

~ — <-, — ̂  — S
, 1 .

V?<lw¥ix ,-"*"•" ' ' . • • •*• •• - . • • . . . - . . . .

.V,<^J5UBASSEMBLY LIBRARY DATA~^) ,—
^4. iL^" M|i — — -*~*^ ff1"~

•• V-- •• • • > , ;

y* "N
• Number Density
• Burn-up

\v Neutron Fluence ,

j||xfj:;v
•ii:.'-~- ,C" °UTPUT DAT^

•V'.'* *JT — — -— -

/ -̂*"
Q" BOC ^J)

1 ~31cycle ^

<^r^r>
l~31cycle

n — ^ i

/

925 92 /
U-235 U-2 /

9.933E-04 3.1 II /
9.666E-04 3.512 /

•vqj! 9.413E-04 3.925 /

A '~IZ ~^. 1 .
: *™t 1 1

1

/

925 92 /
U-235 U-2 /

9.425E-04 3.001 /
9.224E-04 3.318 /

^4J[ 9.109E-04 3.541 /

r^ "
• Neutron Flux • y flux
• Power Distribution- Linear Heat Rate
• Coolant Temperature • Fuel Temperature

V J

'f.^^V..*
l~31cycle

1

/

1G 20 /
6.96756EH25.3 /
2.23532EH3 1.2 /
7.04205F^132. /

-^ 1.88572EH44. /

'

Analysis of the Core Characteristics

CORE CHARACTERISTICS DATA
(" Excess Reactivity ̂

(^Control Rod WortrT)

CTemperature ^\
Coefficient^

Power Coefficient

( Burn-up Coefficient^ Excess Reactivity of Each Cycle

JOYO MK-II Core
Characteristics Database
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Driver Fuel Subassembly 64

U n i n s t r u m e n t e d I r radia t ion Rig (Type C) 2

Un ins t rumen ted I r rad ia t ion Rig (Type B) 1

Mater ia l I r rad ia t ion Rig 10

Control Rod 6

Neut ron Source 1

Reflector 228

Material Testing Rig with Temperature Control 1

JOYO MK-II Core Arrangement
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Atomic Number Density Data
Axial Mesh Number

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14

Nuclide Name

BUNDLE ID= PFD001 CALCU .DATE- 1979. 11. 28. 0. 0.

UNIT N/D
FLUENCE

N. 10**24/C. C.
NVT CUM. POWER:

TOTAL NUCLIDE NUMBER = 33
925 926 928 937

U-235 U-236 U-238 NP-237
0. OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0. OOOE+00 0. OOOE+00
0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0. OOOE+00 0. OOOE+00
0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0. OOOE+00 0. OOOE+00
4. 525E-06 0. OOOE+00 2. 230E-03 0. OOOE+00

939 948 949 940 941
NP-239 PU-238 PU-239 PU-240 PU-241

0. OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00
0. OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00
0. OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0. OOOE+00
0. OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0. OOOE+00 0. OOOE+00 0. OOOE+00

TYPE N0= 1

ID

951
AM-241

942
PU-242
0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00
0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00
0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00
0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00

508E-04
508E-04
508E-04
508E-04
508E-04
508E-04
508E-04
508E-04

7. 508E-04
7.508E-04

0.OOOE+00
0.OOOE+00
0.OOOE+00
0. OOOE+00
0.OOOE+00
0. OOOE+00
0.OOOE+00
0. OOOE+00
0.OOOE+00
0. OOOE+00

5. 380E-03
5. 380E-03
5. 380E-03
5. 380E-03
5. 380E-03
5. 380E-03
5. 380E-03
5. 380E-03
5. 380E-03
5. 380E-03

0. OOOE+00
0. OOOE+00
0. OOOE+00
0.OOOE+00
0.OOOE+00
0.OOOE+00
0.OOOE+00
0.OOOE+00
0.OOOE+00
0.OOOE+00

0. OOOE+00 3.
0. OOOE+00 3.
0. OOOE+00 3.
0. OOOE+00 3.
0. OOOE+00 3.
0. OOOE+00 3.
0. OOOE+00 3.
0. OOOE+00 3.
0. OOOE+00 3.
0. OOOE+00 3.

195E-06
195E-06
195E-06
195E-06
195E-06
195E-06
195E-06
195E-06
195E-06
195E-06

839E-
839E-
839E-
839E-
839E-
839E-
839E-
839E-
839E-

1.839E-

03 5.
03 5.
03 5.
03 5.
03 5.
03 5.
03 5.
03 5.
03 5.
03 5.

015E-04
015E-04
015E-04
015E-04
015E-04
015E-04
015E-04
015E-04
015E-04
015E-04

8. 372E-05
8.372E-05
8.372E-05
8.372E-05
8.372E-05
8.372E-05
8.372E-05
8.372E-05
8. 372E-05
8.372E-05

1. 668E-
668E-
668E-
668E-
668E-
668E-
668E-
668E-
668E-

05 0.
05 0.
05 0.
05 0.
05 0.
05 0.
05 0.
05 0.
05 0.

OOOE+00
OOOE+00
OOOE+00
OOOE+00
OOOE+00
OOOE+00
OOOE+00
OOOE+00
OOOE+00

1.668E-05 0. OOOE+00

Number Density
(X1024/cm3)
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Neutron Flux Data
Axial Mesh Number

S/A ID/ NAME>» (PFD001 ) : S/A TYPE>» ( DRIVER ) NO. = 1 : S/A LOACTION >» ( 000 ) NO. = 1

Energy Group
**R-/6
r

NODE
1 7.
2 2.
3 6.
4 1.
5 3.
6 4.
7 4.
8 5.
9 6.
10 6.
11 6.
12 5.
13 5.
14 4.
15 3.
16 2.

NUCLEAR C
NEUTRON
1G

04320E+12
21526E+13
76133E+13
72806E+14
12810E+14
16733E+14
98689E+14
60480E+14
01413E+14
20847E+14
17959E+14
92235E+14
42636E+14
67386E+14
59952E+14
17415E+14

;HAR. SRD REC
FLUX

2G
5. 49208E+13
1.22891E+14
2. 54760E+14
4. 36096E+14
6. 11217E+14
7. 76535E+14
9. 16582E+14
1. 02585E+15
1. 10006E+15
1. 13465E+15
1. 12789E+15
1. 07877E+15
9. 88763E+14
8. 58078E+14
6. 85897E+14
4. 95661E+14

. (FLUX BOC)

3G
1. 33848E+14
2. 53822E+14
4. 44804E+14
6. 69536E+14
8. 67029E+14
1. 06988E+15
1. 24763E+15
1. 38829E+15
1. 48332E+15
1. 52821E+15
1. 52018E+15
1.45902E+15
1.34585E+15
1. 18505E+15
9. 82725E+14
7. 85838E+14

4G
1. 29709E+14
2. 27033E+14
3. 62715E+14
4. 99672E+14
5. 96668E+14
7. 07030E+14
8. 11436E+14
8. 97893E+14
9. 58519E+14
9. 89628E+14
9. 89607E+14
9. 59157E+14
9. 00606E+14
8. 19522E+14
7. 24530E+14
6. 43271E+14

4.
8.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.

5G
85937E+13 3.
13858E+13 5.
17685E+14 6.
28409E+14 4.
11198E+14 2.
16791E+14 1.
28916E+14 1.
41090E+14 1.
50436E+14 1.
55627E+14 1.
56385E+14 1.
53118E+14 1.
47344E+14 1.
42200E+14 2.
45219E+14 3.
74130E+14 8.

6G
81369E+13 1.
72963E+13 2.
61412E+13 1.
47861E+13 7.
15384E+13 1.
58315E+13 3.
49775E+13 2.
54905E+13 1.
60638E+13 1.
66233E+13 1.
70657E+13 1.
77310E+13 2.
91590E+13 3.
38842E+13 8.
94139E+13 3.
41681E+13 1.

V•f
7G

55023E+13
03237E+13
87510E+13
83585E+12
32217E+12
77843E+11
15765E+11
84089E+11
49706E+11
51514E+11
67597E+11
35520E+11
49576E+11
40044E+11
66210E+12
95942E+13

TOTAL (1-3G)
1.95812E+14
3. 98865E+14
7. 67178E+14
1. 27844E+15
1. 79106E+15
2. 26315E+15
2. 66290E+15
2. 97462E+15
3. 18479E+15
3. 28370E+15
3. 26604E+15
3. 13003E+15
2. 87725E+15
2. 51051E+15
2. 02857E+15
1. 49891E+15

TOTAL(1-7G)A
4. 27753E+14
7. 84904E+14
1. 33247E+15
1. 95914E+15
2. 52178E+15
3. 10318E+15
3. 61844E+15
4. 02928E+15
4. 30996E+15
4. 44573E+15
4. 42926E+15
4. 26027E+15
3. 94471E+15
3. 49696E+15
2. 94140E+15
2. 42008E+15J

Neutron
V Flux
(n/cm3/s)
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Power Distribution Data
Axial Mesh Number Power Density(W/cm3) Linear Heat Rate(W/cm)

S/A ID. NAME>»(PFD001 ) : S/A TYPE>»( DRIVER ) NO. = 1 : S/A LOACTION >»( 000 ) NO. = 1

**=HR-23 NUCLEAR CHAR. 18TH REC. (BOC)
t POWER (W/CC) r

NODE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

I'O
11

NEUTRON
8.
2.
4.
7.
4.
4.
5.
6.
6.
6.
6.

20690E-02
12653E-01
50638E-01
41009E+00
05415E+02
89025E+02
64864E+02
28386E+02
71924E+02
93277E+02
91235E+02

GAMMA
6.
1.
2.
6.
2.
3.
3.
4.
4.
4.
4.

17875E-01
69850E+00
93008E+00
74352E+00
62089E+01
30005E+01
80030E+01
22402E+01
51573E+01
65956E+01
64833E+01

TOTAL
6.
1.
3.
1.
4.
5.
6.
6.
7.
7.
7.

99944E-01
91115E+00
38072E+00
41536E+01
31624E+02
22025E+02
02866E+02
70626E+02
17081E+02
39872E+02
37718E+02

BUNDLE POWER (MW)
MAXIMUM HEAT RATE (W/CM)
POWER FRACTION
RADIAL PEAKING FACTOR
AXIAL PEAKING FACTOR

2. 00499E+00
3. 31160E+02
0.020
1.008
1. 178

POWER (W)
NEUTRON
4.
1.
2.
2.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.

72090E+01
22325E+02
59223E+02
13127E+03
16605E+05
40652E+05
62465E+05
80735E+05
93257E+05
99399E+05
98811E+05

GAMMA
3.
9.
1.
1.
7.
9.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.

55423E+02
77038E+02
68548E+03
93956E+03
53815E+03
49151E+03
09303E+04
21490E+04
29880E+04
34017E+04
33694E+04

TOTAL LINER HEAT RATE (W/CM) :PINNUMBER= 127
4.
1.
1.
4.
1.
1.
1.
1.
2.
2.
2.

02632E+02
09936E+03
94471E+03
07083E+03
24143E+05
50144E+05
73395E+05
92884E+05
06245E+05
12800E+05
12181E+05

3.
8.
1.
6.
1.
2.
2.
3.
3.
3.
3.

17034E-01
65640E-01
53127E+00
41076E+00
95500E+02
36447E+02
73063E+02
03754E+02
24796E+02
35119E+02
34143E+02
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Thermal Hydraulic Data

S/A ID. NAME>»(PFD001 ) : S/A TYPE>»( DRIVER ) NO. = 1 : S/A LOACTION >»( 000 ) NO. = 1

***R-31 THERMO-HYDRAULIC 4TH REC. (BOC)
FLOW RATE (G/SEC) ̂

BUNDLE
LOWER PLENUM
UPPER PLENUM

TEMPERATURE (C-DEG)
COOLANT OUTLET : 546. 1

8.92165E+03
2.28758E+02
1. 13797E+02

Coolant Flow Rate

V
O

Coolant Temperature of S/A

NODAL-MAXIMAUM : NOMINAL : HOT SPOT
COOLANT : 576.2 : 606. 1
CLAD : 585.4 : 617.0
FUEL : 2001.3 : 2245. 1
FUEL FOR OVER POWER : 2119.1 : 2377.6

Maximum Coolant Temperature

Maximum Cladding Temperature

Maximum Fuel Temperature
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"N

5.0

4.0

3.0

£ 2.0
o
CD

00
w
CD
O
X

1.0

0.0
0

"MAGI"
Measured

10 15 20 25 30 35

Cycle Number

Excess Reactivity of Each Cycle
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[X10'4]

-0.5

-1.0

-1.5

0
•i— I
O

• I—I
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-2.0

0
O
O

-2.5

-3.0
0

PQ

"MAGI"
Measured

10 15 20 25

Cycle Number

30 35

Burn-up Coefficient of Each Cycle
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Summary

1. JOYO core and fuel management techniques have been
developed for safe and stable reactor operation and for
accurate irradiation tests.

2. Core management calculations were verified.
Core physics tests : Criticality,Reactivity change
PIE results : Fuel burn-up, Decay heat
Reactor dosimetry : Neutron fluence and spectrum

3. Data of core management calculations and core
characteristics test results were recorded in the CD-ROM.
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Chemical Analysis for Purity Control of
Sodium and Cover Gas in JOYO

Contents

1. Outline of Chemical Analysis and Monitoring in JOYO

2. Impurity Measurement in JOYO Coolant Sodium

3. Impurity Measurement in JOYO Cover Gas Argon

4. Accuracy and Reliability of Impurity Monitoring

5. Summary
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Objectives

1. To Prevent Deterioration of Material

Strength Due to Corrosion, Carburization,

Nitrification etc.

2. To Reduce Radiation Dose by Corrosion

Products (CP)
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Sodium and Cover Gas Sampling and Monitoring System in JOYO

$£&&*&•*•

L
K OF Tank

EMP

BMP

IHX

CP:Compressor
GC:Gas Chromatography
SP:Sampling Equipment
PL:Plugging Indicator

IEMP
Dump Tank
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Procedure of Impurity Analysis for Sodium and Cover Gas

S a m p l i n g
and

Prepara t ion

Preprocess ing

•Vacuum
Dis t i l l a t ion

• A m a l g a m a t i o n

•D issolut ion by
Na H y d r o - o x i d e

•D issolution by
W ater Vapo r

^

Analys i s M ethod

•Titr imetric
Neutral izat ion

•Atomic A b s o r p t i o n
Spec t rome t ry

•Gas C h r o m a t o g r a p h y

•Ion C h r o m a t o g r a p h y

• R a d i o a c t i v i t y
M e a s u r e m e n t

Element to be Analysed
Sod ium

O

Fe, Ni, Cr, Co

H, C

N, Cl

51-, 54 , . 60^Cr , Mn, Co ,
3,, 2 2 X T 2 4 X TH , N a , N a

Cover Gas

0 2 , N 2 , C O ,
CH 4 , He , H 2

3H
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Impurity Control Limit and Measured Data (On Power)

Sodium

Cover
Gas

Element

O
C
N
H
Cl

N2

02

CO
H2

CH4

Primary System
Up. Limit

10
30
50

5
20

2500

30
10
20

10

Measured
2.6
3.2
0.5
0.1
0.86

153

2.5
<4
0.6

<1

Secondary System
Up. Limit

20
50

10
50

5000

50
20
30

20

Measured
2.6
2.9
0.3
0.1
0.9

15

<2
<4

1.7

<1

Unit : wt. ppm in Sodium, vol. ppm in Cover Gas
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Oxygen and Hydrogen Content in JOYO Primary Coolant Sodium
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999

SP : Sampl ing
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Oxygen and Hydrogen Content in JOYO Secondary Coolant Sodium
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Carbon and Nitrogen Content in JOYO Primary Coolant Sodium

20

15

10

0

2.0

1.5

1.0

0.5

0.0

oi
O by SP (on Power)
• by SP (off P o w e r )
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U

A
A
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A ! A

-A A---
A ;A

AA A:
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i

A A

A by SP (on Power)
A by SP (off Power )

SP : Sampling

1
983 987 1991

Year

995 999
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Carbon and Nitrogen Content in JOYO Secondary Coolant Sodium

OH

15

10

5

0 i

1 f !

i i i

O by SP (on Power)
•

u. , , C D / ... f f D ̂  , -i r ̂  ^ \by br (ot t P o w e r )
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G
0
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A

A

-i 4,-jfc- ..̂ ...

_L

A by SP (on Power)
A by SP (off Power )

Oi

SP : Sampling

1987 1991
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Change of Impurity Concentration in Primary Cover Gas
400T
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100MW Operation

0
No.42

20 40
Time (day)

60
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Measured Results and Comparison (On Power)

Sodium

Cover
Gas

Element

O

H

Element

N2

02

Primary System

Sampling

3.2+ 1.9

0.11+ 0.05

Plugging

1.9+ 0.8

0.11+ 0.06

Primary System

Sampling

30-400

Less Than 2

On-line
Monitoring

20-410

Less Than 2

Secondary System

Sampling

2.7+ 1.7

0.11+ 0.04

Plugging

1.8+ 0.4

0.10+ 0.03

Secondary System

Sampling

2-45

Less Than 2

On-line
Monitoring

7-40

Less Than 2

Unit : wt. ppm in Sodium, vol. ppm in Cover Gas
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Summary
1. Coolant sodium and cover gas argon have been

successfully maintained with little impurity more
than 20 years of JOYO operation.

2. No serious trouble has ever occurred relating to
impurity in JOYO.

3. Monitoring method has been established, and
accuracies of sodium plugging indicator and on-line
cover gas monitor were confirmed.

4. These inpurity data were recorded on CD-ROM
for user convenience.
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Radioactivity Measurement of JOYO Cover
Gas for Fuel Failure Detection

Contents

1. Outline of Fuel Failure Detection System in JOYO
v
<

2. Measured Cover Gas Radioactivity Using OLGM

3. Application for Upgrading of Irradiation Technology

4. Summary
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Fuel Failure Detection Systems in JOYO

A-

Cover Gas
Sampling System

FP : Fission Product
DN : Delayed Neutron

Loop B

;;:;:;:*:;:( 13 - Detector) ;ji|ii|

Na

i

Noble Gas FPN

Na

|l DN Detector (B) ji

Na Sampling
System

Cs Trap^

Cold Trap

Core

i;:On-line Gamma-ray;;;
^Monitor £

Cover Gas

Loop A

;j DN Detector (A) i j

f y s f f f f f f f f f S f f /

Cover Gas
; Cleanup System
S/S//S/SS//S//S//

Na

1

V
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On-line Gamma-ray Monitor

^> Cover Gas

j!> Fresh Argon^>

Pb Shield

Cover Gas

Charcoal Bed

Ge-Detector

Schematic Diagram

Advantages
• Xe and Kr gases are concentrated up to 100 times and 10 times, respectively.

• A small amount of fresh argon purges out selectively 41 Ar and 23Ne.

Measured Nuclides : 133Xe,
 135Xe5 135mXe, 137Xe, 138Xe, 85mKr, 87Kr,

Detectable Lower Limit : 0.01-"-0.1 Bq/cc
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Radioactivities of Xe Isotopes in Cover Gas (28cy)

Reactor Povtfer

3/18 3/20

- 100

0
3/22 3/24 3/26 3/28 3/30 4/1

135

37

Xe(9.1h)

Xe(3.8m)

•38Xc( 14.1m)

135m Xe(15.7m)

(D
£
o

PL,
S-l

O
4—>
O

Date in 1994
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o
o

&
1/3
03
O

VH
<D

O
U
a

o
cd
O

Trend of Saturated Radioactivity in Cover Gas

103 F

10

10
-1

0

Cover Gasj
Purge Test!

I V I

Covejr Gas
Purg^ Test
vi

5 10 15 20 25 30

Operational Cycle Number of JOYO MK- E Core

35 40
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10'

3

e
Wl t.« inO
S-i
<o>
o

io

cd
o

"

10

10
-1

11/25 11/26 11/27 11/28 11/29

Date in 1992

11/30

Fig. Radioactivities of Xe Isotopes in Cover Gas
during Fuel Failure Simulation Test

A

*

Xe(9.1h)

Ls/Xe{.".82m)

l 3 S Xe(14 .1m)
135m

Xe(15.7m)

Slit
(0.1 mm X 1mm)

100

Test Pin

12/1

Upper End Plug

Supacer Wire

Plenum Spring

Reflector
Fuel Pellet

Cladding

Lower End Plug

Dummv Pin
}) Compartment Outer Tube

'-^•\ Compartment Inner Tube
' X T i e R o d

Test Pin
Tie Rod
Wrapper Tube

Cross Section Reference Pin (no Slit)
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MARICO
Cover Gas

(Ar) Rotating Plug

Sodium Level

Upper Core
Structure

In-core Tag Gas
Release Test in JOYO

Tag Gas Specifications

Tag Gas Volume (cc)
Xe Kr He
1.9 1.9 52-62

Xe Isotope Ratio
124/129 = 0.038
126/129 = 0.053
128/129 = 0.183
130/129 = 0.139
131/129 = 0.720
132/129 = 0.911
134/129 = 0.353

Kr Isotope Ratio
78/84 = 0.022
80/84 = 0.110
82/84 = 0.260
83/84 = 0.213
86/84 = 0.298

Total Neutron Fluence = 0.75~3.3xl021 n/cm2

Tag gas was released in a cover gas volume of

6.5 m3(6.5x!06cc)

Cable

Gas Pipe

Tag Gas Specimen

Capsule

Thermocouple
Support Structure

-F
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Measured Tag Gas Activation Products in JOYO

3-

Purge off

d h

.2 10'1 =-

8/23 8/30 9/6 9/13

Date in 1994

9/20

100
(D

I
PH
^H

O

0 8
9/27

The activated tag gas nuclides among the background fission products were clearly
detected by the On-line Gamma-ray Monitor and this method was found to be applicable.
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Summary

1. The OLGM can detect the radioactive fission gas
nuclides in the cover gas argon with high sensitivity
to monitor fuel failure. if

2. The OLGM can also detect tag gas by measuring its
activation products, which improves the irradiation
test capability.
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3-

1. Measuring System and Characteristics
of Plastic Scintillation Fiber (PSF)

2. Dose Rate Measurement in the JOYO
Primary Cooling System

3. Spatial Resolution Improvements

4. Summary



Primary
Circulation
Pump(A)

IHX(B)

IHX : Intermediate Heat Exchanger
EMF : Electro Magnetic Flowmeter

Reactor Vessel

PSF Measurement Position
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500 1000 1500

Gamma-ray Energy (keV)

Typical Gamma-ray Spectrum from Ge Solid State Detector
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TLDs Used in the Past.
(TLD : Thermo Luminescence Dosimeter)
Point Detector
93 Locations at 1 Meter Intervals
4 TLDs around Circumference
Complicated and Time Consuming Measurement

PSF Offers Significant Advantages.
(PSF : Plastic Scintillation Fiber)
Faster, Continuous Distribution Measurement
Flexible Shape Adopts to Complex Geometry
Reusable Apparatus

-F
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Block-diagram of TOP method

distance

y-ray psF

[BCF-IO(BICRON)]
5m, 1mm 0 X 1 0

Photomultiplier-tube Photomul tip Her-tube

Delay
START

Resul t of measurement

T irae-to-Ampli tude
Converter

Multi-Channel
Analyzer

distance

end of stop pulse hight(ch) end of start

incident position



Average System Sensitivity Was 0.33 cps/( \i Sv/h)/cm.

Uniformity of Sensitivity along the Fiber Was Better Than ± 10%,

15000

en 10000

§
o
U

5000

Counting Effciencyl

No.59
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04w.~
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^ ~0.2

A 1U.I

0
500 600

Cfl
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Plastic Scintillation Fiber (BCF-10)

1-0
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Sensitivity Calibration
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PSF Set-up (1)

cO
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PSF Set-up (2)
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In

PSF Set-up (3)
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PSF Set-up (4)
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A-

Unfolding Method
Dose Rate Distribution Obtained by Solving

Inverse Matrix of Detector Response

M(x) = f dx' R ' ( x ; x ) D ( x )
70

M(x) : Counting Rate (cps)

R' (x;x'): Detector Response (cps/(/z Sv/h))

D(x' ) : Dose Rate

Dose Rate Distribution Counting Rate Distribution
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TLD

PSF(before Unfolding)
PSF(after Unfolding)

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

Gamma-ray Dose Rate (mSv/h)
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Lo

Items

Specification

Detection Range

Dose Rate Measured Range

Measuring Time

Energy Dependency

Uniformity of Sensitivity

Position Resolution (FWHM)

PSF

BCF-10
(BICRON Co.)

Continuous (5, 10m)

ljLtSv/h~10mSv/h

Few Minutes

±5%(500-1500keV)

±10%

30—60 cm

TLD

UD-200S
(Matsushita Co.)

Point

l/>tSv/h— 200mSv/h

2 Days

±10%(660-1330keV)

±10%

NA
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Applying PSF to the JOYO primary cooling system CP

measurements provided several advantages.

(1) Simple setup : The measurements were performed by

setting PSF on the surface of cooling system components.

(2) Fast measurements : TOP analysis of PSF signals measured

radiation distribution along the fiber within a few minutes.

(3) Precise measurements : The unfolding method improved

the spatial distribution using the detector response matrix.

o
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Operation and Maintenance Support System

1. JOYO Conducting and Analyzing Tool
(JOYCAT)

2. Automatic Control Rod Operation System

3. Mechanical-fault Diagnosis Using Spectrum
Analysis (MEDUSA)
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Other Operational Experiences

1. Decay Heat Removal Test by Natural Convection

2. Upgrade of FFDL System by Means of RIMS
(Resonance lonization Mass Spectrometry)

3. Installation of FP Traps (CGCS, Cs Trap)

4. Fuel Failure Simulation Test

5. Improvement of Countermeasures against Sodium
Leak Accident
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Main Purpose of MK-III Proj ect |

ro

Fast Neutron Flux Increased 30 %
than MK-II Core

Number of Irradiation Rigs
Increased Twice

Irradiation Capability
Enhanced

Heat Removal Capacity Enhanced in Primary
and Secondary Cooling System

Higher Plant
Availability Factor

Core Replacement for
High Neutron Flux

MK-III

Upgrading in Irradiation
Techniques

'eriodic Inspection Period and Fuel Exchange
Time Reduced

Development of Irradiation Test Rigs
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Core Configuration

MK-II

Control Rod

Reflector

Irradiation Rig

Fuel Subassembly

MK-III

Inner Core
Fuel Subassembly

Shielding
Subassembly

Outer Core
Fuel Subassembly
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Outline of MK-III Modification Work

Basic Specifications of MK— H and MK-ffi Core
Item

Rated Thermal Output MWt

Fast Neutron Flux nXcm2- s

Primary Coolant Flow Rate (per One Loop) tXh

Secondary Coolant Flow Rate (per One Loop) tXh
Coolant Temperature (Inlet/Outlet) °C

MK— II

100

3.2 x 1015

1100

1100

370X500

MK-III

140

4.0 x 1015

About 1350

About 1200

350X500

Secondary Main Pump Motor
Secondary Flow Control System

Main Dump Heat Exchanger

—". 'Main Cooling Buildin

Bird's Eye View of Experimental Fast Reactor "JOYO"
Reactor Containment Vessel T

Reactor Building

Secondary Power Supply System Reactor Auxiahary
Buildin

— III Modification Area

Main Power Supply System
Primary Flow Control Systcm

Reactor Protection System
Primary Control System
Reactor Inlet Temprature Control System

Primary Main Pump Motor\



Components for Exchange in Cooling System I

or Main MIX
Capacity

Heat Transfer
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Nuaber of
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Main fflX for MK-III Primary Cooling System
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DHX for MK-III Secondary Cooling System

MIUI Principal of fHIX

A*«a

\luinun
Op«f iMkM PffSMT*

hloi*

Unit faLi(hui|tf
BCitf

Clf Tuftn

JFi*
litli LtaiMl«

I4rn4 1 runitn Arc*

42 "mm

Main Principil ef Main BUwcr

e Mul-i Air inrliaii Tuibo

Ifikt Dintpt-t Air
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Cutting the Double Walled Primary Cooling
System Piping Connected to Main IIIX

Cutting Machine Set-up Cut-off Primary Main
Outer Piping

Cut Inner Piping
Surface

Fill Aigpn Gas in Steal
Bag

Shirt.-nff Plug nf riirt.ing Surfan*
Cui-oflf Piiinaiy Main Inner
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Rc moval of Old Main fflX |

Remove Radiation Shfelding Plate Lift-up

Installation of Storage Frame Move from RCV to Maintenance Build.

Remove

Lift-down inside Pit of
Maintenance Building
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Installation of New Main fflX

Transport from Warohouse
(u Maii

Stand-uji

from Maiiiterianco' Emlding
OiRCV

Lift-down

Move inside RCV

Installation Completed
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Removal of Old DHX

Lift down on Rail Carrier Transfer
•V

Installation of Air Skater Remove Lift down on Trailer
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Installation of New DHX

Transport from Warehouse to Main
Cooling Building

Direction turn (90° ) hy using
Air Skater

Installation of Rail Carrier Lift-down on Rail Carrier

Lift-up

Installation of New DIIX
Completed
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Cutting the Secondary Sodium Piping Connected to DHX I

Cutting Pqiing Surface Tnsrallat.inn nf Glnvp Rnx

Cut-off Secondary Main

Shut-oil Plug of Piping Remove Sodium
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Glove Box for Cutting Work of Secondary Sodium Piping

Cutting Machine

Secondary
Main Piping

Glove Box Cutting Work of the Sodium Piping Inside the Glove Box

Control Value of Argon Gas Concentration in the Glove Box : O2 =* Below the Level of lOOOppm

Control Value of Cover Gas Concentration in the System : O2 => Below the Level of 300ppm

: N2 =* Below the Level of 1200ppm
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Sodium Elimination Work and Shut-off Plug
after Cutting of Sodium Piping

Rubber Ring

Holding Plate
Stopper

Nut /

ILLL
Knob]

Tighten Nut

Sodium Elimination Work
Installation of Shut-off Plug in Sodium Piping
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A-
A-

Dismantling and Sodium Washing Work of Old DHXs

Cutting Work of Heat Transfer Tube
(Joint Part of Inlet Assembly Pipe)

Transfer of Heat Transfer Tubes which
were Already Cut-off

Cutting Work of Heat Transfer Tubes(U
Type Part)

Steam Washing of Inner Parts of Heat
Transfer Tubes

Residual Sodium for Old
DHXs

Old DHXs

1.2kg X 4 Unit = 4.8kg
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Dismantling and Sodium Washing Work of Sodium Piping

Residual Sodium for
Secondary Cooling .

System Piping

Sodium Piping Connected
with Old DHXs

Total 0.57kg

Secondary Sodium Piping
Connected with Old Main
IHXs

Total 7.8kg
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JOYO MK-III Modification Schedule
Year 2001 2002 2003

Month 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 I 2 I 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 I 9 |10 I 11 | 12

Items

MK-III Initial Criticality

13th Periodical Inspection

Maintenance and Repair
of Aged Equipments

Installation of Control Rod
Drive Mechanism

Local Leak Rate Test

Core Replacement

Fuel Handling System Test

Core Replacement
(2)

C/V Leak Rate Test

Inspection by MEXT

Fuel Transfer System Function Tests Performance Test

Replacement of Secondary
Pump Motor

Replacement of Secondary
Cold Trap
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Summary

Twenty years of successful operations at JOYO
provides a wealth of experience on core
management, chemical analysis of sodium and cover
gas, CP measurement, replacement of major
components in the cooling systems.

Some of the data obtained is stored in a database
to preserve the related knowledge.

This experiences and accumulated data will be
useful for the design of future fast reactors.

Ofc
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Fire Accident Site (1)



Fire Accident Site (2)



Outlook of Electric Tube Near Fire

&*>



Carton Box and Pail Can

o*



Fire Simulation Experiment (1)

Oo



Fire Simulation Experiment (2)



Sodium Chemical Reaction Experiment

-V



Operating history,
present status and future

plans ofMonju

Yoshihiro IBUKI

Monju Construction Office
Japan Nuclear Cycle Development Institute



Prototype FBR Moniu
PuO2-UO2-Fueled
Sodium-Cooled
3Loop-Type
280[MWe]

Role of "Monju

Monju should play a key role for R&D of FBR cycle technologies.

arty safe restart of Monju is requested for the primal purpose of:
validation of its reliability as an operating power plant,
establishment of sodium handling technologies.

IMonju should be a valuable FBR plant as it is the most modern
sodium-cooled FBR using MOX fuel and is one of the few power
generating FBR in the world.

IThe long-term role of Monju is also important for:
•technology demonstration for improvement of economies,
• utilization for irradiation tests as a fast neutron field
accumulating of a variety of data.
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1994
1 3 5 7 9 11

1995
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Reactor power Electric output

System Start-up tests

Main schedule
.Sa-'rfWwiiiWiin

Fuel loading &
Minimum criticality

test

Core physics
test

Function tests Start-up tests

Shielding characteristics test
r i T \

Initial connection
to the gridInitial criticality

I Tj I I

\
Sodium leak accident

T| I //

Future plan to re-start
• Start of construction
• Start of fuel loading
• Initial criticality
• Initial generator

synchronization
• Sodium leakage

accident

October 1985
October 1993
5 April 1994
29 August 1995

8 December 1995

Application for safety licensing aimed
at plant improvement

Plant improvement work
Comprehensive function tests
Fuel reload
System Start-up tests

Progress since the Sodium Leak Accident ofMonju
1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001

Election fir JCO
Governor in Fukui Accident

Preparation for Safety
Licensina Examination

Science Technology Agenc MEXT:Promotioi
METhRegulatiorCause Investigation

Comprehensive Safety Revk

Cause Investigation & Review of
Countermeasures

W/G on Follow-up of
Countermeasures for Moniu Safety

Round-Table Conference
onFBR

The Long-Term Program
for Nuclear Energy

Round-TabtemSub-committee
ference Haon FBR
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Major Topics on Monju

Mar. '00 The lawsuit against Monju was decided in favor of the government and INC.
May. '00 FBR Cycle Training Center (Sodium Handling/Maintenance) opened
Nov. '00 Tsuruga International Energy Forum 2000
Nov. '00 Long-Term Program for Research, Development and Utilization

of Nuclear Energy (by Atomic Energy Commission)
Dec. '00 Request for Prior Understanding for the modification of Monju
5th June. '01 Permission for the start of safety licensing examination of Monju

(1) Overall safety of Monju
(2) Special committee on safety examination of Monju
(3) Another "prior understanding" is necessary before modifications

are performed
(4) Gaining public understanding for FBR development and Monju

6th June. '01 Application for "Safety licensing examination for the plant modification
Monju" was submitted to MET!

29th June. '01 Application for "Approval detailed design and construction procedure
for the modification of thermocouple wells" was submitted to METI.

7th July. '01 Reporting of the folio wing-up results from the "Monju Comprehensive
Safety Review"

1st Aug.' 01 First meeting of the special committee for Fukui Pref.

Strengthening of Monju Safety

1. Countermeasures against Sodium Leaks

2. Improvements Based on * Comprehensive Safety Review"

3. Improvement of Operation Manuals

4. Enhancement of Quality Assurance Activities

5. Upgrade of Management System
Such as Crisis Management etc.

6. Training



Schedule for Monju Restart (Best Case Scenario)

Plant Schedule

Countermeasures
against Sodium
Leaks
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Improvement of FCRD
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Prior Understanding for the modification
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ISI Device Test
Facility Robot for Inspection of Reactor

Vessel



FBR Cycle Training Center
,J«t

Sodium HajKjiing XjS&ihg Faaility
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Exercise on sodium fire fighting Exercise on maintenance

Long-Term R&D in Monju

2000 2005 2010 2015 2020

Mid-term Mission
Long-term Mission

Safety
Licensing

Modification
Work

Pre-
operational
Tests

Demonstration of
Plant Reliability

Establishment of
Sodium-Handling
Techniques
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FOREWORD
The BN-350 is a fast breeder reactor located in Aktau, Kazakstan on the eastern shore of

the Caspian Sea. The reactor began operation in 1972. It operated on an open uranium fuel cycle
optimized to produce plutonium for the USSR weapons complex and generated steam for
electricity, heat and seawater desalination. The reactor was in operation until April 1999 when
decision for final shutdown had been taken by Government.

In our report the operational experience is considered for the following equipment that
directly contacts the liquid metal coolant:
The main circulation pumps of primary circuit;
Leakage hold-up tank for the main circulation pump of loop No 4;
Non-return valves;
Steam generator superheaters for design steam generators;
Cold filter-trap of the primary circuit purification system.
JJrum for spent fuel assemblies
All the above listed equipment is selected from the point of view of occurrence the technical
problems during both the commissioning works and operation of the equipment. The ways are
indicated in the report how these problems have been solved.

1. The main circulation pump of primary circuit.

The main circulation pump (pump) is intended for providing the sodium circulation in primary
circuit. The pump is centrifugal, vertical arrangement, single-stage, console, sealed, electrically
driven type. Motor - asynchronous, double-speed, vertical arrangement with squirrel-cage rotor.

Specification of the main circulation pump of primary circuit.

Item
No

1
2

-)

4

5

6

7

8

9

Designation of the value measured

Capacity (rated)
Head pressure (nominal)

Minimum permissible pressure at the
pump inlet at nominal consumption
Transported liquid

The temperature of pumped liquid in
operational condition
Shaft number of revolutions
A) in a basic speed mode
B) in a low speed mode
The motor rated shaft power:
A) at 1 000 rpm
B) at 250 rpm

Supply net voltage:
A) of the inducing winding
B) secondary winding
Frequency of supply network

Dimension

mj/h
kgs/cm2

kgs/cm2

Sodium

°C

rpm
rpm

KW
KW

V
V
Hz -

Numerical value

3320
1.4

0.6

300

1000
250

1450
55

6300
380
50



Item
No

10

11

12

Designation of the value measured

Excessive gas pressure in the pump gas
chamber
Direction of the shaft rotation from the
pump side
Weight of removable part

Dimension

Kilogauss/cm2

Counter
Clock- wise direction
Ton

Numerical value

0.9

18

The pump consists of the tank and the removable part, which are coupled using the flange cap
and bolts with nuts and locknuts. The coupling tightness is achieved by welding. During
dismantling the welded seam is sheared.
. The oil circulation is provided by the oil system.
The pump motor is fitted on the steel cylindrical shell ring that is mounted on the support plate
of the pump.
The pump and motor are connected by the tooth-type spring coupling of progressive spring rate.
The steel plates in the upper part of the tank protect the pump.
Prescribed service life of the pump body is 30 years. The service life of the blade wheel - 7000
hours. After the completion of the blade wheel service life the removable part of the pump is
replaced.

Event description.

Date: 1973
Reactor status: Commissioning works.

Fault: vibration and increase of sodium level in the pump tank during the pump
switching on to 1000 rpm. After relaxation of transitional processes the sodium level was
stabilized and set within the permissible limits.

The way of fault detection: Indications of sodium level gauge in the pump tank. Actuation
of warning alarm system..

Defect origin: Defect of the project.
Equipment recovery, repair or interchange: To eliminate vibration and increase of

sodium level in the pump tank during the pump switching on to 1000 rpm the additional
labyrinth seal was set between the removable part and pump body (see Fig. 2.14 and 2.15). The
sodium level in the pump tank has become stable during the pump switching on to 1000 rpm.
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Removable part

Labyrinth
seal
area

Body

Suction nozzle

Leakage
discharge
nozzle

Pressure nozzle

Fig.2.14 The main circulation pump of primary circuit



1420

Maximum possible
level

Fig. 2.15 Leakage hold-up tank for the main circulation
pump of primary circuit



2. The pump leakage drain hold-up tank.

The pump leakage drain tank fulfills a function of both the gas separator and hydraulic seal that
prevents the gas entrainment into suction pipeline of the main circulation pump.
The pump leakage drain tank consists of the tank and removable part coupled by the cap flange,
bolts and nuts.
The coupling tightness is achieved by welding.
Deflector improves separation of gas by changing the sodium flow direction. The pressure
compensated valve is the double-inlet for sodium. Pressure variation at the pump suction side
and outlet nozzles makes no influence on the needle position and sodium consumption via the
pump leakage drain tank.

The sodium flows out of the pump tank into the pump leakage drain tank via the pipeline of 219
mm outside diameter and 12 mm wall thickness. From the pump leakage drain tank the sodium
flows via the pipeline of 159 mm diameter and 6 mm wall thickness to DU500 pipeline into the
suction pipeline of circulation pump.

Event description

Date: 1977+92
Reactor status: Reactor operation at 650+750 MW power.

Fault: self-induced vibrations of sodium level in the pump leakage drain tank during
operation of the main circulation pump (pump) at 1000 rpm in the loop No 4 of primary circuit.
The self-induced vibrations eliminated by the cutting off the loop No 4 via the gas
communications from primary circuit and by maintaining the gas pressure in the loop No 4
higher than that in all the rest primary circuit gas volume.

The way of fault detection: Indications of both the sodium level gauge in the pump tank
and "Signal" float position alarm.

Defect origin: The hangers' spring tension had changed in the pipe that connects the
pump tank and leakage drain tank during operation. This resulted in a change of the pipelines'
angle of slope and caused the pipeline "sagging". In this area the whole cross-section of pipeline
was filled with sodium and there was a temporary reduction in sodium draining to the leakage
drain tank. Therefore the level of leakage drain tank fell. Then the sodium level raised in the
pump tank due to reduction of sodium draining. After raising of level in the pump tank the
sodium drained from stagnant area to the leakage tank and thus the level in the leakage hold-up
tank started raising. After drop of sodium level in the pump leakage drain tank the process
repeated causina the period of self-induced vibrations 1.6 sec. (Fig. 2.17).

H,

T, sec
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Fig. 2.17 Self-induced vibrations of the leakage drain tank float (indications of the
"Signal" alarm indicator).

Equipment recovery, repair or interchange: It was very complicated problem to find out
the exact reason for self-induced vibrations of sodium level in the leakage drain tank because of
the discrete indications of the pump tank sodium level indicator and the smaller sodium level
vibration amplitude than the indicator scale interval. So the indicating instrument showed the
conservative value for sodium level in the leakage drain hold-up tank.
The first solution was to change the leakage tank float (with removable part). The change of
removable part did not stop the self-induced vibrations in the leakage tank.
After that the adjustment was carried out of the hangers' spring tension for the pipe connecting
the pump tank and pump leakage drain tank. This way the self-induced vibrations of sodium
level had been stopped.

3. The non-return valve of primary circuit loop.

Design specification.
The non-return valve is intended to prevent the back flow of coolant in the loop when the pump
is tripped while other loops operate. The non-return valve consists of the body and the removable
part (ass. 350E)
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Fig. 2.18. The design non-return valve (ass.350).

The non-return valve body is a cylinder with two nozzles of diametrically opposite arrangement.
The nozzles are welded to the lower part of the body. The inlet nozzle is located 143 cm higher



than the outlet one. The internal edge of inlet nozzle is cut at a 13° angle relative to the vertical
axis from the up-wise to down-wise direction.
Prescribed service life of the non-return valve - 30 years. In accordance with the results of
investigations the 200000 hours service life was prescribed for the valve removable part
(assemblage 350E).
Table 3.
Technical specification of the non-return valve.
(including the removable part - assemblage 350 E).

The pump operational
mode.
1 . The trip of one
operating pump.

2. The first pump startup
Psas=0.6atm.
3. The first pump startup
to lOOOrpm,
P2as=0.9 atm

Parameters.

Maximum sodium back
consumption.
Pressure jump.
Duration of sodium back
consumption.
Return valve close time.
Maximum back consumption.

Maximum back consumption

Unit of
meas.
mj/h

kgs/cm2

sec

sec
mj/h

mj/h

Numerical
value
650

5-6
0.45

2.65
110

110

Event description.
Date: 1973
Reactor status: commissioning works.

Fault: . The design return valve (including the removable part, ass.350) in the mode of
the trip for one of the five pumps operating at 1000 rpm cuts off the loop, which is to be
eliminated from operation with the coolant back consumption « 2000 m /h. The non-return valve
closing was accompanied by the valve disk - seat collision followed by hydraulic shock that
caused the vibration of cutoff loop pipelines in primary circuit.

The way of fault detection: Visually observed shifting the primary circuit pipelines.
Defect origin: Defect of the project.
Total radioactivity release: no.
Equipment recovery, repair or interchange: In accordance with test results the design

part is changed for updated removable part (assemblage 350 E). A few valve versions supplied
with different removable parts (ass. 350, 350 J\, 350 B, 350) were designed and tested.



Fig. 2.21. Updated non-return valve (ass. 350E).

Measures on avoidance the event recurrence: The tests have been conducted for updated
versions of valves in startup and trip modes of pump. The optimum design version of the valve
has been chosen.

4. Steam superheater



Technical specification.
The superheater (fig. 2.22) is intended for superheating the dry saturated steam incoming from
evaporator up to 435°C temperature. The superheater is a vertical U-shaped vessel with the
upper arrangement of inlet and outlet chambers for sodium and steam. The superheater body is
manufactured from 778 mm diameter cylindrical shells of 24 mm wall thickness for sodium
chamber and 33 mm for steam
chamber.

2537

Saturated steam

Sodium outlet

Pipe

Fig. 2.22 The design of superheater of steam generator.

The steam superheater performance specification (design):



• coolant pressure - 6 bar
• coolant inlet temperature -453°C
• coolant outlet temperature -419°C
• steam pressure - 50 bar
• maximum permissible pressure before

opening the safety valve - 54-^56 bar
• inlet steam temperature - 265 °C
• outlet steam temperature - 435 °C
• weight (dry) - 12200kg

' • heating area - 227 m2

Materials of the superheater components:
• body, piping plates and piping bundle - steel 1 Cr2Mo
• saturated and superheated steam chambers - steel 22K
The evaporator saturated steam chambers are interconnected by 0273x11 diameter pipes. The
evaporator and superheater fastening is conducted with an account of the piping temperature
expansion. Each evaporator and superheater is supplied with one movable and one immovable
support. The prescribed service life of design SG superheaters is 30 years.
Event description.
Event: 1973-1974
Equipment status: commissioning works after overhaul of steam generators.

Fault: increased vibration (up to 3g) of the superheater heat-exchange pipes located
mainly along the pipe bundle periphery.

Way of fault detection: vibration measurements during commissioning works.
Defect origin: Defect of the project.

Equipment recovery, repair or interchange: During SG (evaporators) overhaul in
pursuance with the results of vibration investigations the pipes were plugged that were operated
at maximum vibration acceleration amplitudes <3g.

Measures on avoidance of the event recurrence :
After plugging the pipes measurements on vibration of the superheater piping were carried out in
every 10000 hours of operation.
In 1979 the destructive method investigations of superheaters and SG No 4 were carried out
using destructive method (after change of the design SG No 4 for a steam generator
manufactured in Chekhoslovakia ). The investigations conducted have shown zero vibration
wearing of superheater pipes. In accordance with the results of investigations a decision was
made to conduct the vibration measurements for piping in 2000 hours.

5. The primary circuit sodium purification system.
The system for sodium purification in the cold filter-traps is intended for purification of primary
circuit sodium from oxides, hydrates, carbonates and other impurities. The sodium purification
system comprises five cold filter-traps with connection to charge and discharge pipelines
Purification system is connected to loops No 2 and No 3 of primary circuit.



to cesium-in-sodium
monitoring system

from loop N3

to loop N 3

from loop N2

to drainage and sodium storage
system of 1-st circuit

| - regulating valve

2 - recuperator's bypass

3 - gas discharge

A - sodium outlet from recuperator

FigA Sodium purification system.
The sodium purification scheme is as follows (see Fig. 2.24). Sodium flows out of the pressure
head leg of DU500 main (second or third loop) to the pressure header of primary circuit sodium
purification system and then flows to operable cold filter trap. Here sodium is purified from
soluble impurities owing to its cooling to the impurity setting-out and trapping temperature.
After purification sodium is returned to (second or third loop) to the pump suction pipeline.

Cold filter-trap.
The trap is intended for trapping the oxides, hydrates, carbonated and other impurities from the
molten sodium.



Thermocouples

Sodium inlet

Recuperator

Filtering elements

Cooling jacket

Coil

Fig. 2.25. Cold filter-trap
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Pressure jack
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(leakage
locality)
Lower cross
bar

Pipe

Fig.2.26 Sphere-to-cone connection.

Event description.
Event: January, 1982. Sodium leak in primary circuit along the "sphere-to- cone" coupling
recuperator bypass-cold filter trap No 2 after heating the frozen part of thermal area up to 170°C.
Reactor status: heat power 700 MW.
Faulty system: the primary circuit sodium purification system.
Way of fault detection:
visual - smoke in central hall;



actuation of fait signaling- increase of aerosol specific activity, reduction of insulation resistance
in the upper electric heating area of cold filter-trap; Defect origin :
hydraulic shock after occurrence of consumption via the trap resulted from heating thermal area;
impact of temperature gradient with the micro-leakage available;
defect of coupling assemblage "sphere-to-cone";
Fallured equipment: bypass pipe connector "sphere-to-cone" of recuperator, the upper thermal
area of cold filter-trap electric heating.
Total radioactivity release: 0.03 Ci.
Equipment recovery, repair or interchange: defective connector "sphere-to-cone" is cut and
replaced for pipe.
Measures on avoiding the event recurrence:
all the design pipeline couplings "sphere-to-cone" are changed;
procedures are adjusted when putting the cold filter-traps into operation

6. Cooling system for spent assemblies.

Brief description of the facility.
The facility is an interim storage facility and is intended for interim accommodation and cooling
of spent fuel assemblies (SFA) unloaded from the apparatus.
The facility consists of a bath, drum for spent assemblies (DSA), drum drive, the drum drive
shaft, drum automatic control mechanism, drum truck, displacer truck, displacer, truck drive,
drive counterweight, dosimetric chamber cells, bellows compensator and screens

There are 38 cells for SFAs in the drum. The bath is supplied with air ducts for the
cooling air inlet and outlet. The following brunch-pipes are located in the upper part of the bath:
Loading one - connects the bath and transfer box and is intended for SFA loading into the drum
cells.
Unloading one - connects the bath and washing box and is intended for SFA unloading from the
drum cells.

Event description.
Event: In April of 1976 when preparing to SFAs drum unloading (36 SFAs from interim

storage facility) followed by SFAs washing the lack of drum rotation was detected.
Reactor status: Reactor 650MW heat power operation.
Failed system: SFAs cooling system
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Fig 10 FAs drum.



Na-K inlet and outlet to
filter-traps of 1 circuit

From Na-K tanks

Sweeping off to the air
cooling system of I circuit
filter-traps

Cooling bath

Drum for spent fuel assemblies

To special ventilation system

To special ventilation syst

Heat-up tank

Fig. 2.28 Cooling system for spent fuel assemblies

Way of fault detection: Visually inspection revealed the immovability of the drum remote and
manual drive

Defect origin: the moisture ingress from washing box followed by formation of solid
sodium peroxides; staff error

Failured equipment: mechanical damage of the drum drive bearing assembly during
removal of 36 SFAs from the drum.

Total radioactivity release: no.



Fig.9 Facilities arrangement of cooling system
1 - Bath
2 - Drum
3 - Driving spindel
4 - Drum and displacers carriage
5 - Displacers
6 - Shields
7 - Carriage drive and counterbalancer
8 - Air outlet
9 - Air inlet
10 - Socket for camera installation
11 - Bellows compensators

Equipment recovery, repair or interchange: after draining the Na-K alloy into the drain tanks the
water-oil washing of cooling bath was conducted, all the SFAs were removed from the drum, the
drum was removed from cooling bath and placed to the well equipped storage area of reactor



building with maintenance of inert gas medium inside the dram. Some two barrels were fitted
into the cooling bath (one in refueling box another in washing box) for placing the SFAs, fuel
rods, control rods and sleeves of control and protection system (CPS).
Measures on avoidance the event recurrence: decision was made to give up the usage of interim
SFAs storage facility. The washing operations were conducted simultaneously with refueling
ones. The emergency reloading system (ERS) that uses inert gas for FAs cooling became the
standard one for replacement of SFAs, control rods and sleeves (from reloading box into the
washing one). The SFAs cooling system was mothballed.



Lifetime extension of the Phenix Nuclear Power Plant

L. MARTIN, D. PEPE CEA - PHENIX

R. DUPRAZ FRAMATOME-ANP

Abstract

The French fast reactor prototype : Phenix, located at
Marcoule in the Gard department, was put into
commercial operation in 1974. The total time of
power operation of the plant is approximately
100,000 hours.
The initial objective of Fast Breeder Reactor
demonstration has been achieved. Since the mid-
nineties, the role of the reactor as an irradiation
facility has been emphasised, particularly in support
of the CEA's transmutation R&D programme in the
context of the December 30th 1991 French law on
long-lived radioactive waste management.
This new objective has required the extension of the
planned reactor lifetime. A renovation programme
was defined based on :

Plant safety improvements based on today's
standards.

Evaluations and inspections of components
in order to assess their condition and to identify
possible damaging mechanisms.

The estimation of the ability of components to
continue operation taking into account the
experimental feedback.

The safety upgrading of the plant consisted
essentially of the following :

The addition of a safety control rod to the
reactor.

The partitioning of the secondary sodium
circuits in the Steam Generator building to improve
protection against sodium fires.

The installation of an anti- whip system on
the high pressure steam pipes.

The construction of two redundant seismic
resistant emergency water cooling circuits.

The seismic reinforcement of the plant
buildings.

An extensive evaluation campaign was carried out on
all the equipment which is essential to safety.
Damaging phenomena were systematically
investigated. Following the evaluation, the equipment
was either repaired or replaced, or it was
demonstrated that equipment condition allowed
lifetime to be extended.

Among the major works performed was the
replacement of the 321 stainless steel hot leg of the
secondary loops and the repair of the superheater
and reheater SG modules.

This latter operation is currently underway. The repair
process consists in dismounting the modules,
washing the internal residual secondary sodium,
replacing potentially defective parts and remounting.

Special analysis was conducted regarding the reactor
block structures. The past and future damage rates
were evaluated, involving investigation of
manufacturing data, determination of the behaviour
of some particular mechanical assemblies such as
welded joints, estimation of the loadings from
operating conditions associated with thermal
calculations.

In addition to these studies, and as a second defence
line, the main reactor structures were inspected using
various techniques. Because of the difficult access to
the structures, original inspection procedures had to
be developed and special equipment designed and
manufactured.
The inspections included :

Ultrasonic examination of the reactor vessel
upper hangers

Ultrasonic examination of the core support
conical shell

Televisual examination of the core cover plug

Most of the renovation programme of the plant has
been completed. The major remaining task is the
repair of the SG modules. The power rising of the
reactor is expected before the end of 2002.
Six 120 EFPD operating cycles are scheduled to
carry out the irradiation programme, representing
about five-and-a-half years of operation.
Considerable experience has been gained from the
lifetime extension project in many fields, including the
methodology which was developed, materials and
components behaviour, inspection techniques.



1. The Atomic Energy Commission (CEA)
Objectives

The French fast reactor demonstation prototype:
PHENIX, located at Marcoule, in the Card
department, with a nominal 250 MWe power rating
(563 MWth), was commissioned in 1974. It has
currently provided approximately 100,000 hours of
grid-connected operations, at operating temperatures
of 560°C for the reactor hot structures.

The plant has achieved the objectives of
demonstration of fast breeder reactor technology
which were set at the time of construction, including
the following significant examples:

- Average burnup increasing from 50,000 MWd/t to
100,000 MWd/t, with maximum burnup
exceeding 150,000 MWd/t. These levels were
reached with 8 cores of fuel which is 166,000 fuel
pins.

- A measured breeding ratio of 1.16, which
resulted in the loading of the first fuel assembly
made with reprocessed plutonium in 1980.

- Gross thermal efficiency of 45.3%, allowing the
production of over 20 billion kWh.

- Maintenance and operating ease due to a low
dosimetry (overall dose to operators of 1790 mSv
since start-up).

From 1992, the role of Phenix as an irradiation facility
has been emphasised, particularly in support of the
CEA R&D programme in the context of line 1 of the
December 30* 1991 law on long-lived radioactive
waste management. The first experiment, called
SUPERFACT, led to the incineration of minor
actinides (neptunium and americium). This
programme was further strengthened in 1997, to
compensate for the shutdown of Superphenix. It
involves transmutation of Minor Actinides and Long-
Lived Fission Products.

Since 1993, the reactor power has been limited to
350 MWth (145 MWe) on two secondary loop
operations.

2. Approach, Context and Organization of
lifetime extension

The new objectives set by the Phenix power plant
have led to an increase in operating life beyond the
period originally planned at the time of start-up. In
order to extend operations, the CEA has undertaken
power plant renovation, based on the following :

- Safety improvement, taking into account changes
in safety standards and current construction
rules,

- Expert evaluations and inspections to examine
component condition and state potential damage
mechanisms,

- Assessment of the components' ability to
continue operations, using feedback.

The studies started in 1993 and the renovation work
in 1995. It was divided into two phases, separated by
the 50th cycle of operation in 1998. Extension of the
operations was subject to the approval of the
renovation programme by the Safety Authorities. The
programme was reviewed in several steps by the
Permanent Group in charge of the reactors.
Recommendations were issued by the Safety
Authorities which were integrated in the programme.
For the renovation programme, CEA Nuclear Energy
Direction has implemented specific organization
different from plant operation organization. This
organization involves several projects :

- A "lifetime extension" project, responsible for the
theoretical research and experiments that
evaluates component condition and component
capacity to continue operating. This project also
defines the preventive and curative maintenance
actions and proposes operating improvements.
This project is run by experts from CEA, EOF and
Framatome-ANP,

- An on-site "Plant shut-down" project, responsible
for co-ordination, planning of the works and
logistics for contractors. It was itself divided into
several projects,

- A "renovation" project, responsible for defining
improvement and follow-through on attainment.
An independent group of earthquake experts,
outside of the project team, was formed to
validate the earthquake re-evaluation of the
buildings. CEA Nuclear Energy Direction,
assisted by EDF is the Contracting Authority for
this work, working with an industrial organization
made up of the Novatome Direction of
Framatome-ANP as Prime Contractor and
manufacturers,

- Specific projects responsible for defining and
performing the reactor block inspections and
Steam Generator repair,

- The "ten-yearly statutory maintenance" project,
responsible for the 3rd ten-yearly inspection of all
the elements subject to regulations.



3. Safety Improvements

Safety improvements emanate from the re-evaluation
of installation safety in light of the current standards,
primarily in the areas of earthquake resistance, spray
sodium fires and water and steam pipe rupture. In
order to guarantee the main safety functions with
respect to reactor shutdown, to the decay heat
removal and to the confinement of radioactive
materials, in all the aforementioned accidental
operating conditions, the following safety
improvements were required :

- Installation of a new reactor shutdown system
called SAC. This system is similar to the systems
on the Superphenix reactor, and provides for
complete mechanical decoupling between the
absorber present in the core and the control
mechanism located in the upper structures of the
reactor block. A lifting electromagnet performs this
decoupling.

This system was placed in the reactor for the 50th

operating cycle.

- Protection of the steam generator building against
the consequences of a large spray sodium fire. The
thermal effects of a fire were calculated based on
the potential sodium leaks in the pipes in the steam
generator building and were used to define the
protections for the safety-related systems located
in the building. The design codes used took into
account the feedback from the tests performed on
these types of fires at CEA Cadarache.

- Installation improvements consisted of creating 2
large cells to confine fire resulting from a sodium
leak during a fire period of 30 minutes at a
temperature of 1100°C, until the fire stops. The cell
dimensions are 24 m high, 15 m wide and 10 m
deep (see Fig.1).

Figure 2 - Anti-whip system on the high pressure steam pipes

Figure 1 - Sodium fire protection in the Steam Generator Building

Protection of the steam generator building
equipment from water / steam pipe rupture.
Identification of the potential pipe break points and
analysis of their consequences has led to the
installation of specific equipment to protect against
displacement. The 35-meter high, steel structure
design of the steam generator building excludes
the installation of the traditional anti-whip restraints
or frames. An innovative design was developed
made up of tie rods, pipe rings and shock
absorbers which envelop the entire length of the
pipe, thus restraining displacement (see Fig. 2).



Construction of 2 new redundant water circuits
which replace the existing circuits and assist in the
decay heat removal. Circuit design takes into
account the consequences of an earthquake on the
installation and of a large sodium fire on the
secondary circuits. Each circuit includes a 1500-kW
air cooler and 720 kVA stand-alone emergency
electrical supply.

Reinforced earthquake resistance of the plant
buildings. Given the various types of constructions
on the site, dating from the 1970's, a specific
approach was undertaken. There are pre-stressed
concrete buildings, mixed concrete and steel frame
building superstructures, pillar with independent
base plate foundations, and mixed raft and pillars
foundations. The earthquake behaviour of all the
buildings was thoroughly analysed, based on the
original civil engineering plans and the expert
evaluation of the building construction. A building
reinforcement feasibility study was proposed to the
Safety Authorities, based on the results of the
earthquake calculations, the sensitivity analyses,
feedback from earthquakes occurring on this type
of construction and experimental results. The
selected reinforcements, primarily involved the
following :

4.

- Anchoring of the pillars bases in the steel
frames,

- The stability piers and the steel ties,
- The concrete buttress walls,
- Roof ties,
- The concrete pillars reinforcing steel

overlapping,
- The separation of the buildings.

Specifically, the superstructure of the
steam generator building had to be cut into
two parts to separate it from the
turbogenerator building(see Fig. 3).

Expert evaluation and feedback on
equipment behaviour

A major evaluation campaign was conducted on all
the materials essential to safety. This campaign
involved the secondary circuits, the steam
generators, the primary sodium pumps, the
intermediate heat exchangers, the sodium valves and
fittings, and the reactor block internal structures.

Systematic research was conducted into damage
mechanisms related to thermal fatigue, creep fatigue,
creep, inter-crystalline corrosion, high temperature
intergranular cracking. This research focused on a
wide range of materials present at Phenix: austenitic
steels with low or average carbon content, titanium
stabilized or not, chromium, nickel and molybdenum
steels in the form of welds, non-alloy or low
chromium and molybdenum-alloy ferritic steel,
austenoferritic steels in the form of cast products.

Figure 3 - Separation of the SG bulding from the turbogenerator building



The properties of the base materials and of the
welded joints were tested in aged condition in terms
of tension, cyclic behaviour, fatigue and creep
characteristics. These materials were compared to
materials in new condition in each field, in order to
support dimensioning data and potential spreading
of defects analyses.

Following this expert evaluation campaign, the
defective equipments were repaired, replaced or left
as is and justified by a non-propagation analysis for
the defects, which backed up the non-destructive
testing done on the site. In particular, the materials in
321 steel (Z6 CNT 18-10) displayed several defects
of the relaxation cracking type, which led to
systematic replacement of such secondary piping
and the Steam Generator sodium headers.
Likewise, the inspection of several Steam Generator
modules resulted in the systematic repair, throughout
all the modules on the superheater and reheater
stages of the two Steam Generators Units, of certain
zones in the hot part of the outside envelope of the
modules which presented a risk of relaxation
cracking (see Fig. 4).

collecteur
sortie vapeur^

Steam outlet header

collecteur
entree Na
Na inlet header

Secondary iteam

header

sous collecteur
vapeur

collecteur
entree vapeur

Steam inlet header

'collecteur
sortie Na

Na outlet header

Figure 4 - Steam generator module

This repair consisted of replacing the circumferential
welds on the hot sub-headers and the hot bends. In
addition the longitudinal welds on the hot sub-
headers and the cold bends were also examined.
This repair, currently underway, involves the
following operations:

Disassembly of the modules,
Washing the modules to remove residual
sodium,
Actual metallurgical repair of each module :
cutout of the sodium envelope, assembly and
welding of the new parts, and examination of
the non-replaced parts mentioned above.
Inspection of the new welds

Leak resistance test and hydraulic test for
each repaired module
Reassembly in the Steam Generator.

5. The Reactor Block Structures

The Phenix Reactor Block is the integrated type,
designed in the 1960's. In order to extend operations
with respect to the current dimensioning rules, a
special approach was implemented, taking into
account the possibilities for inspection of the
structures in situ.

This approach took into account the extensive
feedback from operations which was provided by the
analysis of the negative reactivity incidents which
affected the reactor in 1989 and 1990.

The approach was structured into three levels of
analysis conducted on the main structures making up
the reactor block. These levels are described in the
following.

5.1 Re-evaluation of past and future damage
to the structures

This required:

Construction archive search for the
manufacturing conditions in order to know: the
properties of the materials, the chemical
treatments used for cleaning, the heat
treatments, the manufacturing methods, the
inspections and repairs performed,

Determination of the mechanical behaviour of
some of the mechanical joints. Such was the
case for the welded joints, which were of a
different design than that recommended by the
RCC MR construction code. These joints had to
undergo additional evaluations in order to bring
knowledge of their behaviour to levels which
comply with current requirements. Major
experimental programs integrating reactor
environment conditions were conducted on the
corner welded joints, with and without back of
weld reworking, with respect to resistance to
excessive deformation, to fatigue, and to creep
fatigue.

Determination of the loads through analysis of
the reactor operating parameters combined with
thermal hydraulics calculations for the specific
thermal stratification and fluctuation areas. For
this purpose, the recent R&D progress made in
the EFR (European Fast Reactor) project was
used and transposed to a real installation.



5.2 Verification of acceptable tolerance of the
structures with respect to potential
defects and the acceptability of
anticipated failures

Given its importance with respect to the main safety
functions, in particular reactivity control, the core
support line, which includes the upper hangers, the
main vessel, the conical shell and the diagrid, was
the subject of in-depth design research.

For the main vessel, the analyses conducted were
based on a leak before break scenario, and on
fracture mechanics for the other components. Given
the high tolerance for conical shell defects, the
fracture mechanics calculations focused on very
large through faults, requiring mixed shell-bulk
modelling for the entire reactor block in order to
correctly represent the boundary conditions (see Fig.
5).

5.3 In situ monitoring of the large reactor
block structures

In order to strengthen a first line of defence made up
of the acceptability of structure damage during past
and future operations and structure defect tolerance,
an in situ inspection programme was carried out on
the major reactor block structures: upper hangers,
conical shell and the core cover plug.

The reactor block is suspended to the slab
via 21 upper hangers. These hangers have
three welds which are difficult to access, one
of which is heterogeneous. A test
programme for these three welds was
developed on a model. Applying this to the
reactor required the development of
automatic ultrasonic inspection equipment;

The conical shell supports the core diagrid
on the main vessel of the reactor block. It
has two full penetration welds at the
connection points with the diagrid and the
vessel. A third, non-penetrated weld provides
the connection with the hydraulic baffle plate.
Inspection of these hard to reach welds,
which are several meters from the outside
surface of the main vessel, required the
development of a unique ultrasonic
examination technique , using the sheet
metal as the wave guide (see Fig. 6).
Carriers, able to cover 1/5th of the conical
shell's circumference inside the 10-cm deep
inter-space, support the ultrasonic sensor,
operating at 150°C, in contact with the main
vessel in the tip of the conical shell,.

Figure 5 - Modelling of the reactor block for studies of structure large defects



These carriers are introduced into the vessel
inter-space through 5 nozzles specially
created for this inspection. This intervention
is highly automated due to the location
10 meters under the reactor slab, inside the
primary containment vessel, in a hot and
irradiating environment. The preparation of
this intervention required the development
and validation of the ultrasonic examination
techniques, cutting, and welding of the
nozzles on the safety vessel on a full scale
model.

The core cover plug located above the core
ensures the guiding of the reactor reactivity
control rod mechanisms and the positioning
of the core assembly thermal instrumentation
and of the burst pin location system. Visual
inspection was conducted on this
component, using high-resolution vision
instruments operating at 150°C. This test first
required partial drainage of the primary
sodium from the reactor block, to the level of
the sub-assembly heads (420 m3 of sodium
transferred). During this test, other structures
in the upper part of the reactor block were
examined: core subassembly lattice, primary
vessel separating the hot and cold pool, fuel
transfer machine (see Fig. 7).

6. Conclusion

A vast modernisation programme at the Phenix
nuclear power plant has been undertaken. The
works which have been performed or which are
currently underway account for approximately
3 million hours. Power operation is scheduled to
resume at the end of 2002.The reactor then will be
able to carry out the irradiation experiments in order
to provide answers on the subject of the future of
nuclear waste. Furthermore, it will contribute to the
acquisition of fast reactor operating experience.

In addition, important knowledge has been gained
from the expert evaluations conducted on the
materials and the components, after 100,000 hours
of operation in real use conditions. Likewise, the
methodology developed to extend plant lifetime, and
the development of special inspection tools have
resulted in significant progress for R&D and greatly
increased expertise from which the entire nuclear
programme will benefit.

Figure 6 - Conical shell inspection



Figure 7 - Core cover plug inspection
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PHENIX Caracteristics
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Commissioned in 1974

Q Nominal power: 563 MWth (250 MWe)
Since 1993 Power limited to 350 MWth (145 MWe),
on two secondary loop operation.

Q Total number of EFPD: 3860
Gross electrical output: 22 424 087 MWh
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PHENIX INITIAL OBJECTIVES
ACHIEVED
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Validation of FBR concept

Significant operation and maintenance experience on all
major components

Improvement of fuel: average burn-up increased from
50000 to 100000 MWd/t

Demonstration of fuel cycle closing
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PHENIX:REACTOR for
EXPERIMENTAL IRRADIATION
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From 1992, role of PHENIX 3S irradiation facility emphasised:

Reactor necessary for irradiation experiments in support of the
CEA R&D programme in the context of line 1 of the December
30th 1991 law on long-lived radioactive waste management

Required an extension of the reactor lifetime by about 700 EFPD
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LIFETIME EXTENSION PROGRAMME
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Safety up-grading of the plant taking into account changes in
safety standards and construction rules

Expert evaluations and inspections to examine component
condition and state possible damage mecanisms

Assessment of the components ability to continue
operations, using feedback
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ORGANIZATION for
LIFETIME EXTENSION (1/2)
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A specific organization was set up:

A "lifetime extension" project, responsible for the theoretical
research and experiments that evaluates component condition
and component capacity to continue operating. This project also
defines the preventive and curative maintenance actions and if
necessary proposes operating improvements. This project is run
by experts from CEA, EOF and Framatome-ANP

An on-site "plant shut-down" project, responsible for co-
ordination, planning of the works and logistics for contractors
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ORGANIZATION for
LIFETIME EXTENSION (2/2)
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A "renovation project" responsible for defining improvement and
follow-through of works. An independent group of earthquake
experts, outside of the project team, was formed to validate the
earthquake re-evaluation of the buildings. CEA Nuclear Energy
Direction, assisted by EOF is the Contracting Authority for this work,
working with an industrial organization made up of the Novatome
Direction of Framatome-ANP as Prime Contractor and manufacturers

Q Specific projects responsible for defining and performing the reactor
block inspections

Q A "ten-yearly statutory maintenance" project responsible for the
3rd ten-yearly inspection of all the elements subject to regulations
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PLANT LIFETIME EXTENSION WORKS
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3.5 years of work and of requalification.

120 million Euros of studies and renovation works.

4000 contractors (up to 600 per day) from 350 companies
[PHENIX staff : 260 people + 50 backup CEA/EDF]

Q Divergence (for tests at 400° C) in JuL, Aug. and Nov. 2001
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PHENIX OPERATION DIAGRAM
from 49th CYCLE
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SAFETY UP-GRADING
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Concerns the equipments related to main safety
functions:

Installation of one safety control rod
Seismic reinforcement of buildings

Improvement of protection against sodium fire in the SGU
building
anti-whip system on the high pressure steam piping
Construction of 2 independent emergency cooling circuits,
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SIESMIC REINFORCEMENT OF
BUILDINGS

A complete seismic reevaluation of
all the buildings and the main
components was carried out, taking
into account a new reference
earthquake and new design rules.

All main buildings were reinforced:
Reactor building
Steam Generator building

Q Fuel and componant handling
building

Turbo-generator building
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SIESMIC REINFORCEMENT of
REACTOR BUILDING
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SEPARATION of
SOU and TURBO-GENERATOR BUILDINGS
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IMPROVEMENT of PROTECTION AGAINST
SODIUM FIRE in the SGU BUILDING
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separation between sodium and steam circuits

thermal insulation of the building structural steelwork

Improvement of collection of leaking sodium

Modification of the auxiliary sodium circuit to limit the risk of
sodium leak

Reinforcement of SGU casing
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PROTECTION of the SG BUILDING
against SODIUM FIRES
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The separation between the
sodium zone and the steam zone
has been installed on a structure
calculated for :

^Resistance to the reference
earthquake,
^A sodium fire of 1 1 00° C degrees
for 30 minutes.

1500 fire-resistant panels installed
1 50 tons of framework
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ANTI WHIP SYSTEM ON HIGH PRESSURE
STEAM PIPES

An original design system was
installed to limit the risk of
equipment damage in case of
guillotine rupture of steam pipe:

^ Strap around the welds
cfcr Tie rods to take over the stress

load.
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NEW EMERGENCY COOLING CIRCUITS
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Two independent air cooled
earthquake-qualified circuits
have been built for heat
removal in the event of a
total loss of normal decay
heat removal systems
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NEW EMERGENCY COOLING CIRCUITS

Containment Vessel

Cooling Circuit
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NEW EMERGENCY COOLING CIRCUITS
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NEW EMERGENCY COOLING CIRCUITS
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NEW EMERGENCY COOLING CIRCUITS
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EVALUATION of the CONDITION
of the COMPONENTS (1/2)
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Based on a dual approach:

Method centered on the main components: reactor block,
pumps, IHX's, secondary loop, SGU

initial review design, evaluation of the damage resulting
from mechanical and thermal loads, past and future, as well
as from the environment and manufacturing methods

A transverse method by damage mecanism such as
mechanical fatigue from small number and large number of
cycles, irradiation, environment effects and the thermal aging
of base and weld metals
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EVALUATION of the CONDITION
of the COMPONENTS (2/2)
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The properties of the base materials and of the welded joints were
tested in aged condition in terms of tension, cyclic behaviour,
fatigue and creep characteristics. These materials were compared
to materials in new condition in each field, in order to support
dimensioning data and potential propagation of defects analyses

Following this expert evaluation campaign, the defective
equipments were repaired, replaced or left as is and justified by a
propagation analysis for the defects, which backed up the non-
destructive testing done on the site
In particular, the components made of 321 steel (Z6 CNT 18-10)
displayed defects of the relaxation cracking type
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REPAIR WORK on
321 STEEL COMPONENTS

Secondary loop hot legs

SGU sodium headers

SGU modules
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STEAM GENERATOR UNIT

Reheater
Stage

Superheater
Stage

Evaporator
Stage

Sodiu
outlet

Sodiummlet

16,9m

Reheated steam
Reheater inlet

18,8m

4,2m
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STEAM GENERATOR MODULE
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co lie c teur
sortie vapeur,

Steam outlet header
co lie c teur
entree Na
Na inlet

Secondary
steam
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Steam inlet
header
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STEAM GENERATOR MODULE REPAIR

A significant crack was
detected following the
examination of a SG n°2 module.

Studies for repair were
undertaken in early 2001 .

Repairs are made on the AISI
321 steel superheaters and
reheaters of SG n° 1 and 3
They involve the sodium inlet
cones and the first hot bend in
each module.
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SG MODULE REPAIR OPERATIONS
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Disassembly of the modules
Washing for residual sodium removal

Repair (cutout, assembly and welding of new parts) and
examination of some non-replaced parts

Inspection of the new welds

Leak resistance and hydraulic tests for each module

Reassembly in the Steam Generator
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REACTOR BLOCK STRUCTURES
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J Re-evaluation of damage to the structures
Q review of manufacturing conditions
Q Experimental programme to determine the mechanical behaviour

of some type of welded joints
Q Determination of the loads through analysis of the reactor of

reactor operating parameters combined with thermal hydraulics
calculations

LJ Verification of acceptable tolerance of the structures with
respect to potential defects

As a second defence line, special inspections were carried
out on the major structures
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MODELLING of THE REACTOR BLOCK
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INSPECTION of UPPER HANGER
WELDINGS
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CONICAL SKIRT US INSPECTION

Ultrasonic inspection of the core
support conical skirt carried out
under sodium at 155 ° C

Sept-Oct 1999
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VISUAL INSPECTION OF INTERNALS

Visual inspection of the
Core Cover Plug

and Internal

Structures

of the reactor

March-April

2001
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TEN-YEAR STATUTORY MAINTENANCE
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Turbo-generator overhaul

Ten-year maintenance of the major mechanical and electrical
equipments for future availability in reactor operation :
^ 470 valves dismantled and overhauled
^ 33 pump motors and bodies dismantled and refurbished

^ 150 pressure apparatus inspected and subjected to the statutory
hydraulic qualification tests

^ 40 electrical panels inspected and repaired.
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PREPARATION FOR RESTARTING
THE PLANT

Preparation of the staff and the installation for restarting
PHENIX after 3.5 years of shutdown and 10 years of
intermittent operation
Future operation of the PHENIX reactor without incidents or
major outage:
^Guarantee the state of the installation.
-=>Ensure that staff is competent and adequately trained.

Methodology adopted :
^setting up of specific organization for requalification tests.
^Improving staff competence and safety culture.
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Future operation of the plant:
Planned for 6 cycles of 120 EFPD, or 5.5 years of irradiation,
starting at the end of 2002, to conduct experiments in the
scope of CEA research into nuclear waste

^Research on the behavior of the constituent materials (including
the matrices and moderators)
^Irradiation of actinide-based compounds (primarily americium)

^Irradiation of targets containing long-lived fission products

significant experience gained from the lifetime extension
programme:

methodology, materials, components, inspection techniques...
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ADVANCED AND INNOVATIVE APPROACHES TO INSPECT
THE PHENIX FAST BREEDER REACTOR

Maurice Giraud and Pierre Major (Framatome-ANP/Novatome), Jacques Gros and Laurent Martin
(CEA Phenix), Philippe Benoist (CEA), Olivier Burat (Framatome-ANP)

Phenix is France's experimental fast breeder reactor which is located in Marcoule and is operated
by the French Atomic Energy Commission (CEA). The CEA, has decided to renovate the aging
plant to extend the life expectancy of the reactor. The program requires field inventory and
inspection of equipment to support the component life-span evaluation studies. The presence of
liquid sodium and the high temperature of the reactor coolant system even at cold shutdown —
between 150 and 180 °C — make inspection of Fast Breeder Reactors (FBR) a difficult technical
challenge. Framatome-ANP has in particular completed four innovative non-destructive tests at
Phenix :

S Inspection of the conical shell that helps to support the reactor core. The technique, which was
developed in concert with the CEA/STA, was performed in late 1999. It involved ultrasonic
testing of welds immersed in liquid sodium and located several meters from the scan surface.

^ Inspection of the top portion and the hanging shells of the main vessel using small
transducers able to withstand temperatures of 130°C.

s Inspection of the tubesheet in an intermediate heat exchanger using a photothermal camera.

^ TV inspection of the primary circuit internals through dedicated periscopes, that needed the
partial draining of the primary sodium, and was successfully achieved in April 2001.

1. Inspection of the Conical Shell

This was performed as part of the inspection program of the reactor. It was designed to demonstrate that the core
support structure was still in good health.

The welds of interest, named S6, S5 and S3 (See Figure 1) are located 125, 300 and 3600 mm, respectively, from
the outside of the main reactor vessel that holds the sodium. The welds are submerged in the sodium coolant.

After the initial test program, it was evident that only ultrasonic testing with a technique requiring contact with the
main vessel could get the job done.

1.1 Inspection Procedure

The inspection procedure was developed jointly by the CEA and Framatome-ANP. It consists in transmitting an
ultrasonic signal, at different frequencies depending on the weld of interest, from the outer surface of the main vessel.
The system then detects any echoes that would be reflected by a flaw in the main vessel.

The signal acquisition system used for the inspection was redesigned to accept the long delays for signals echoed
from the far side of the structure (3600 mm away from the signal entry point).The processing software was developed
from the CIVA program by the CEA/STA so that it processes ultrasonic signals after a brief delay.

Because there can be differences in the material permeability, the team studied the echoes produced by the
geometry of the bottom flange of the structure. The study performed with the CIVA program demonstrated that there



were no stray signals at any point around the edge of the vessel and that there were no through defects in any of the
three welds inspected.

Fig 1 - Inspection of the conical shell - Position of the inspected
welds S3, S5,S6

Fig. 2 - Inspection of the conical shell - Short carrier operating
from the vault

1.2 Testing

The Phenix plant operator asked Framatome/Novatome to make five penetrations through the double barrier around
the main vessel so that the transducers could be placed against the outside wall of the main vessel. With the five
penetrations, 98% of the vessel periphery is now accessible.

Two remotely operated carriers were used to place the transducers over the welds around the circumference of the
vessel:

^ The short carrier permitted inspection of a 500-mm band on either side of the penetration axis (See Figure 2).

^ The long carrier permitted inspection of a 500 to 4600 mm band around the penetration axis.

An As Low as Reasonably Achievable (or ALARA) approach was used. The design group was composed of the
Phenix owner, including the plant health physics unit, the prime contractor Framatome/Novatome and the other
principal contractors involved. They managed to cut the integrated dose to inspection personnel by a factor of 4
(during both the preparation and inspection phases).

1.3 Results

The set of test performed demonstrated that the inspection process had the desired level of performance. It can
detect 100 mm long through defects in welds S6 and S5, and 200 mm long through defects in weld S3.

All 97 m of weld were inspected in eight weeks. The transducers traveled 2.25 km over the wall of the 150°C main
vessel.

No indication of the type investigated was detected in the conical shell and the welds inspected.

Review of testing records shows a good propagation of the ultrasonic waves in the inspected structure without any
stray signals.



2. Inspection of Welds in the Main Vessel Hangers

The main reactor vessel is hung under the reactor slab by 21 hangers.

The inspection was performed to demonstrate that the welds in the hangers were free of defects. The hangers are
made of 316 L steel. They are 60 mm thick and are at 110°C when the reactor is shut down. The structure is difficult
to access and has only a 10-mm space on either side of the scanning surface.

In order to overcome these difficulties, the Framatome Technical Center developed a special 8-mm thick transducer
that operates at temperatures between 110 and 130°C. It operates continuously and has a built-in feeding device for
the coupling fluid (see figures 3 and 4).

The transducer qualification tests demonstrated that the sensors were highly sensitive, that they could withstand
sharp temperature changes and that there was little change in sensitivity between 20 °C and 110°C.

The sensors were used successfully to demonstrate that there were no cracks in the hangers.

The inspection was performed to detect flaws at 1/20*n of the thickness probed.

The inspection required development of automated inspection facilities adapted to the characteristics of the different
examined zones.

Fig. 3 - Miniaturized Transducer OT 45, 2 MHz Fig4 - Miniaturized Double Transducer OT 45, 2 MHz

3. Inspection of an Intermediate Heat Exchanger Tubesheet

3.1 Objective

The inspection was designed to demonstrate the absence of flaws in the tube-to tubesheet welds in the intermediate
heat exchanger (IHX) at the Phenix fast breeder reactor.

Initially, the Framatome Technical Center needed to industrialize the inspection system, which used an Active
Photothermal Camera (ARC).

The inspection replaces dye penetrant inspection to detect emerging defects and it can detect defects beneath the
inspected surface if the top ligament is about 0.5 mm thick.

This type of defect (inclusion) is usually detected by radiographic methods, but radiography of the intermediate heat
exchanger would have been time consuming and would have exposed personnel to high doses of radiation.



3.2 Basic Principle

The Active Photothermal Camera (ARC) analyses propagation of heat produced by a laser aimed at the surface of
the part being inspected. The analysis is performed by an infrared detection system that can pinpoint a disturbance in
the heat transfer field such as that caused by a defect, whether emerging or subsurface.

The laser excitation beam and infrared detection beams are moved together and sweep the inspection surface in a
square sawtooth pattern. The image of the part built up from the scan shows any flaws in the part.

The photothermal camera can be used in addition to, or in lieu of, traditional surface inspection techniques (dye
penetrant, magnetic particle or eddy current examination). The principal characteristics of the "Standardized Flying-spot"
technique used in the inspection process enable the photothermal camera to:

• Identify the following without touching the part (it remains between 10 and 60 cm from the surface)
^ Flaws with openings of several micrometers,
s Flaws under a surface ligament as well as emerging defects,
s Flaws on rough surface (oxidation, machining, surface roughness Ra < 12),

• Be able to inspect the following irrespective of their magnetic properties:
•/ Insulation material (dielectrics),
s Hot components,

The procedure does not, therefore, contaminate the surfaces inspected and does not remove material from the
surface or disturb it. This means it does not contaminate work areas.

3.3 Industrialization

Industrialization of the equipment consisted in miniaturizing the photothermal camera so that the entire inspection
head could be mounted on a remote-controlled XY manipulator (meaning that the operator does not need to perform
any work close to the controls).

The manipulator is precise enough to position the photothermal camera over each 100 * 100 mm zone of the
tubesheet. The photothermal image of the entire zone is generated directly by the inspection head.

3.4 Performance Obtained for IHX Inspection

In the Laboratory
• Detection of flaws under 0.5 mm-thick ligaments

In the Field
• Inspection of two 1.2-m diameter tubesheets (Fig. 5),
• 2300 welds inspected per tubesheet (Fig. 6),
• Weld acquisition rate: one weld/minute

Fig. 5 - Photothermal camera operating on site Fig 6 - Photothermal image from an inspection sequence



4. The one-off TV inspection of primary circuits internals

After three years' preparation, the TV inspection of the primary circuits internals has been successfully issued in April
2001.

The Novatome division of Framatome-ANP, completed the extensive non-destructive inspection program requested
by the Phenix plant with an inspection of the primary circuit internals. Included in its service package were the setting
up of the TV inspection - which required the partial draining of the primary-side sodium - the supervision of the
supply of various materials needed to be developed and qualified, and the actual carrying out of the inspection.
Justification studies for the inspection were carried out at the same time focusing on the thermalhydraulic, safety and
radiation protection aspects affected by the lowering of the sodium level in the primary vessel.

4.1 A complex inspection

The inspection involved draining the 420 m3 sodium in the reactor until it was levelled with the tops of the
subassemblies, carrying out the visual inspection of the reactor internals, the sub-assemblies network, the core cover
plug and the core instrumentation support grid using TV, and then raising the sodium level in the reactor to its normal
level. The temperatures reached by the sodium and the cover gas of argon (180°C and 140°C), and the increase in
radiation due to reducing the level of sodium, mean that high-performance equipment must be used, in particular
shielded, vacuum-shrouded periscope, so that the video equipment can be kept outside the reactor. As well as being
technically complex, the inspection also involved managing numerous interfaces with the inspection teams, reactor
internals and inspection equipment.

The organization set by Framatome ANP for the inspection itself required mobilizing a team of 28 qualified personnel
in 3 x 8 hours shifts, 7 days a week over 26 days, with each member being given three weeks' training beforehand.

4.2 Satisfactory results

The inspection met the planned deadlines and its scope was extended beyond the initial objectives focussed on the
status of the core instrumentation (thermocouples and the support grid) and the above core structure due to the
quality of the image obtained. The results of the inspection confirmed that the internals were in good conditions.

Fig 7 - Inspection of the subassemblies network

Fig. 8- Inspection of the core instrumentation
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4. CONCLUSION

The objectives of the different inspection operations discussed here were achieved. The solutions involved
development of innovative technical solutions to withstand the special operating conditions imposed by work in a Fast
Breeder Reactor, i.e. the presence of liquid sodium, the high temperatures of the components, even during shutdown
and the stringent health physics limitations.

The processes demonstrated a high level of operability during the different inspections and the results obtained
attained the requisite levels of quality.

A major step has thus been taken, bringing the startup date for Phenix closer. Moreover, it leads to a great amount of
experience in the field of In Service Inspection of Fast Breeder Reactors.
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Detection Thresholds:

Weld Defect lenght Defect depth
(% of thickness)
70%
30% ,,
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• NOVATOMEplanning department,

• Inspection team,

- STA SAC LAY.
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Sodium cleaning in Phenix Steam Generator modules
(O. Gastaldi, CEA, France, V. Grabon, Framatome ANP; and Ch. Cavagna, CEA PHENIX)

ABSTRACT
The repair of the PHENIX steam-generator's modules needed to establish a particular sodium cleaning
procedure. The standard PHENIX cleaning procedure, using water vapour in presence of nitrogen and carbon
dioxide was indeed not suitable, because of bulky sodium residues and specific geometry of modules.
A specific procedure, using a gradual water vapour nitrogen process has been developed, qualified and
industrially implemented in a very short delay, in order to clean efficiently the steam generators modules, before
repair and requalification.

Introduction

With regard to the life time extension of the FBR Phenix, metallurgical examinations have
been carried out on the Steam Generator (SG) in 1998-2000. Some cracks have been detected
in the hottest parts of the SG. It has been decided to repair all superheater and resuperheater of
the SG.
Because of the high reactivity of sodium with air and caustic corrosion risks that may arise
during repair and further operations, due to sodium/moist air reaction products, residual
sodium had to be eliminated in order to achieve the requalification of the SG before start up.
For this, a particular sodium cleaning procedure has been established, qualified and
industrially implemented in a very short delay in accordance with Phenix start up planning.

Selection of the applied sodium cleaning process

The various ways to eliminate sodium residues are :
Physical ways :
> Blast cleaning
>• Scraping : only for local use on accessible and little quantities of sodium
>• Evaporation under vacuum : only on small material

Chemical ways :
> Reaction with water : usual methods in 90% of cases
> Reaction with alcohol : no more allowed in France
> Reaction with other products : "exotic" methods

Sodium cleaning background
In France methods using water/CO2 mixture are the usual ways of cleaning. For example
Phenix and Superphenix components (pumps, exchanger), fuel assemblies are cleaned in
specific pits with water vapour or sprayed water in presence of CO2. A particular procedure of
carbonation has been achieved in situ on the "Barillet" of Superphenix in 1989 before
dismantling of this component. Up to now no cleaning operation had been performed on SG
in France with the purpose of the component's requalification
In other countries Water Vapour Nitrogen type processes (WVN) are generally preferred for
sodium removal. Few data about some SG cleaning experiences have been reported.
Generally the background about cleaning with water processes is good. Meticulous rinsing is
recommended following cleaning.
Water is a common, cheap product. The products of the sodium/water reaction : sodium
hydroxide and hydrogen, are easily managed but the reaction must be controlled. The use of
CO2 lowers the caustic corrosion risk by conversion of the sodium hydroxide into solid and
chemically inactive products : sodium carbonates. However, this product may form a barrier



between the sodium and the reactant gas likely to slow the process kinetic. Carbonation
processes should be adapted case by case.

The Phenix Steam Generator particular geometry
The reactor is cooled by 3 secondary sodium circuits each of them having one Steam
Generator of modular concept. Each SG is composed of the economizer-evaporator, the
superheaters and the resuperheaters stages; each of them is composed of 12 modules. 47
modules from 2 SG's superheater and resuperheater have to be repaired. A superheater
module has a S shape and is composed of a 27 m long-<j) 200 mm shell, containing 7 water
vapour tubes (see figure 1). The sodium flows around the tubes. The tubes are maintained by
regularly spaced grids.
After draining of the SG, only a thin film of sodium lays on the tubes external walls and on
the shell internal wall. In the lower part of the superheater modules bulky sodium residues
(until 5 cm thickness-65 g/sleeve) may be present in the 7 thermal protective sleeves around
the tubes (see figure 2). These sleeves are quasi closed spaces with a reduced annular gap less
than 2 mm large.
The total sodium residual mass may vary from some hundred of grams to several kilograms
depending on the draining conditions and on each module geometric particularities such as
misalignment.

Definition of the SG cleaning way
Local cleaning of the zones to be repaired with isolation of non repaired area under inert
atmosphere was not an acceptable way because it required longer development to achieve the
tightness in such a complex geometry. Then it was decided to clean the entire module with
water process.
Because of the presence of bulky sodium residues in the sleeves, a procedure using nitrogen
as water transport gas was preferred rather than CC>2, in order to produce liquid reaction
product (aqueous sodium hydroxide) that may flow outside the sleeves and allow a complete
elimination of sodium in a reasonable delay. The process has been adapted to avoid the risk
due to aqueous product flowing on metallic sodium.
Further draining of sodium or scraping were not possible because of the too narrow access
gap-
The sodium/water reaction characteristics are :
> Immediate and exothermic reaction (138 kJ/mol)
> Production of an explosive gas (hydrogen lower inflammable limit is 4% in air)
> Production of a corrosive product (aqueous sodium hydroxide). Caustic stress corrosion

cracking risks arise at around 120°C on stainless steel (Phenix superheater and
resuperheater material is an austenitic stainless steel)

The chosen process has to deal with all these difficulties :
> The global kinetic of the sodium elimination rate can be controlled by the reactant

(water) supply : water is introduced in the form of water vapour with gradual
increasing concentration.

> The provisions made against hydrogen risk consist to clean under inert atmosphere
(Na), to limit the HI maximal theoretical concentration to 1% in the effluent gas by
limiting the nominal water concentration in the first steps of the process and to
measure continuously the H2 concentration in the effluent. Alarms and automatic
actions are triggered if the H2 level reaches 3%. Otherwise, to prevent air entrance
during the treatment, the module is always kept in overpressure with regard to
atmospheric pressure.



> The caustic corrosion risks must be limited at every step :
o Before cleaning : the module is maintained under inert atmosphere to avoid the

formation of aqueous sodium hydroxide due to air ingress.
o During cleaning : as aqueous sodium hydroxide is present, the preventive

measure against corrosion risk consists to control the sodium/water reaction
exothermicity in order to maintain the temperature under 60°C. This is
achieved through the control of water supply into the module.

o After cleaning : sodium hydroxide residues must be eliminated as far as
possible by meticulous rinsing to limit caustic corrosion risks during further
heating (welding during repair, heating of SG before start up). This is achieved
by filling the module with liquid water and circulation of water during long
cycles (total time 100 hours). This procedure may allow NaOH residues to
diffuse from any eventual defect and to be mechanically removed by water
flow.

Additional provisions should be made to avoid hazardous violent reaction- sodium/liquid
water type- due to uncontrolled flow of aqueous sodium hydroxide on metallic sodium
retentions. Bulky sodium residues should not be on the flowing line of liquid effluent. That is
why the module could not be treated in the SG in-situ vertical position. An inclination of the
module of 30° with regard to the vertical position is needed. For the same reason, the reactant
gas should flow from the lower inlet to the upper end of the module, because the water vapour
reacts immediately with the first encountered sodium surfaces as it enters into the module.

Validation tests
In parallel with the cleaning procedure definition, validation tests have been carried out at
CEA Cadarache in order to confirm the chosen options and to optimise the process
parameters.
> Draining tests of sleeve filled with liquid sodium were not successful and confirmed that

further draining of sodium is hazardous.
> Cleaning tests on thick sodium samples to confirm the kinetics of sodium elimination.
> Cleaning efficiency tests on Phenix module singularities (sleeve, grids, flow mixing

device). The test showed that a global flowing of the reactant gas in nominal conditions
has few efficiency on the elimination of the sodium inside the sleeves. A local treatment is
necessary to achieve the cleaning in a reasonable delay (about 30 hours) and without
unacceptable temperature increase. This is performed by a local injection of the reactant
gas inside the sleeve. For better access and efficiency a hole has been machined in the
sleeve and the injection system through this hole has been optimised.

SG cleaning procedure
General requirements :
S The module is initially under inert atmosphere
v' Holes have been machined in the 7 sleeves
S The module is inclined at 30° with regard to the vertical position
^ The cleaning phases have to be continuously carried out
S Demineralized water is needed.
The cleaning procedure has been defined as follows :
> Global cleaning with wet NI sweeping: to treat the thin residues of metallic sodium

(module's position : 30 °)
> Local cleaning with wet Na sweeping. The 7 sleeves are treated in parallel with a specific

rod : to treat the bulky sodium retentions (module's position : 30 °)



> Local cleaning with sprayed water in N2 flow : to complete the treatment of the bulky
sodium retentions (module's position : 30 °)

> Global cleaning with sprayed water in N2 flow : to complete the treatment of metallic
sodium (module's position : 30 °)

> Total immersion : to demonstrate the absence of metallic sodium (module's position : 30°)

The rinsing of sodium hydroxide is performed by
> The previous total immersion of the module with water and water circulation, the module

being inclined at 30°
> Local aspersion of sleeves with liquid water injection (module's position 30°)
> Total immersion of the module with water and water circulation. The module is in

horizontal position to allow complete immersion of the sleeves

After draining water, the module is dried prior to be repaired.

Industrial facility

Intellectual pathway
Before to apply the treatment on all the modules to be repaired, experimental operations have
been done at an industrial scale on 2 modules to qualify the cleaning procedure. The different
stages of the procedure have been tested and the process has been assessed through the
different measurements (residual sodium mass, hydrogen release, temperature increase,
efficiency).
To achieve this first action, a prototypic cleaning unit has been adapted on a cleaning pit of
PHENIX. This facility has been developed to offer a great flexibility of use and to ensure a
very well controlled process. This facility allows to inject the different gas mixtures and water
in the module. It is the same facility which allows to clean and to rinse the module.
Once the process well qualified with both these tests modules, the definition and the building
of the final industrial facility can be launched.

Process qualification
For these qualification the chosen process is composed of 10 phases :

1. Sweeping with an inert gas
2. Tightness test
3. Global sweeping with wet Na (low dew point) in the module
4. Sweeping with wet gas with local injection in the sleeves
5. Local Sweeping with sprayed water/Na in the sleeves.
6. Global Sweeping with sprayed water/N2 in the whole module
7. Slow filling of the module and water forced convection
8. Local water injection in the sleeves
9. Total filling with water and water forced convection (five cycles)
10. Drying

The total duration of the cleaning phase is about 60 hours and the cumulative duration of the
rinsing phases is about 100 hours.

Main measurements and instrumentation
The main parameters to consider during the cleaning of the module are :

> The temperatures of the module in different points corresponding to the potential
sodium retention where more reactivity is expected



> The hydrogen concentration in the gaseous effluent, which shows the progress of the
reaction

> The oxygen fraction which allows to assess inert atmosphere condition to avoid
potential inflammation of hydrogen

> The pressure in the module which has to be close to 30 mbar to ensure that there is no
air entrance.

During the rinsing phases the main parameters are :
> The conductivity,
> ThepH
> The water temperature

To pass from one phase to another one, several criteria have been fixed :
A minimal duration is required for each phase. In addition, at the end of each cleaning phase
the hydrogen concentration must be under a specific threshold, and no hot area must be
detected.
During the rinsing phases water quality criteria are required at the end of the 2 last phases.

Results and qualification
During both the cleaning operations the hydrogen signal never exceeded 0,2 mol. %.
Temperature increase is very limited. It shows that the reaction between water and metallic
sodium is very slow, and that there is no uncontrolled reaction.
The total amount of removed sodium which represents the total amount of residual sodium in
the modules of interest was evaluated to about 400 g.
From one rinsing phase to another one the conductivity measured in the water effluent
decreases quickly. In the fifth rinsing phase, the water conductivity is around 1 uS/cm, which
shows that the sodium hydroxide removal becomes insignificant.
After drying, no sodium hydroxide has been detected. The different assessments show that the
sodium hydroxide removal is total.
Then the development of and industrial facility was undertaken.

Industrial Facility
Description
In order to limit the total duration of cleaning operations, the modules are treated in parallel
on 2 lines. The facility is composed of two cleaning lines, two rinsing lines and a drying area
as drying duration is relatively short. By this way, all the modules can be treated according to
the start-up planning of PHENIX.
The two cleaning lines are set in a closed area equipped with heating system. It allows to
work without condensation risk with gaseous water having a water fraction in the gas mixture
about 2 mol. %.
A global view of the facility is given on figure 3.
Each cleaning line is composed of:

> A preparation system : to produce the specific gaseous mixture for each phase
> A feeding system to connect the module
> A specific tank to separate liquid and gas
> An effluent line for the gas
> An effluent line for the liquids

The more complex part is the preparation system which gathers the different flow meters and
the different control instruments.



First experiments feedback

More than 12 modules have been totally treated up to now. The hydrogen production has
always been very low and controlled. The average duration of the cleaning is always quite the
same (around 60 hours). The initial residual sodium quantity has never exceeded 400 grams.
The temperature of the module always stayed under the criterion 60°C. The maximum
temperature increase was about 20°C (for an initial temperature of 25 °C).

Conclusion

The chosen process is well adapted to the specific geometry of the SG's modules. The low
water fraction in the gas mixture allows to control in a good way the sodium water reaction
without significant hydrogen concentration and temperature increase. The temperature is
sufficiently low to insure there is no problem of caustic corrosion due to the sodium
hydroxide during the cleaning phases. A long duration rinsing insures the total elimination of
sodium hydroxide.
Up to now, all cleanings and all assessments are positive and a significant number of SG's
modules have been already treated.

Figure 1 : Module on transfer system
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Figure 2 : detail of the sleeves area

Cleaning lines 1 and 2 Rinsing lines 1 and 2 / Drying lines

Figure 3 : Industrial facility
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Main goals

oO

Phenix SG repair

Sodium removal before repair

Requalification after cleaning operation
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Phenix Steam Generator

Resuperheater

Superheater

Economizer-
Evaporator
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Intellectual pathway

• Sodium distribution into the module

• Choice of specific process
3-

"° • Validation tests

• Process qualification

• Industrial facility (47 modules)
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SG 's module

Residual sodium : hundred grams to kilos/module

00
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Sodium residues

bulky sodium 65 g/sleeve
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Possible cleaning process

Physical ways :

- Blast cleaning

- Scraping

- Evaporation

Non adapted geometry

Chemical ways : Water based treatment

- Water nitrogen gas mixture process

- Carbonation
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Choice of the process

Water Vapour Nitrogen Process

Good kinetic of reaction

Liquid product => Treatment of sodium in sleeves
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How to manage with sodium/water
reaction specificity

Kinetics limitation :

- Small reactant supply (water vapour)

Provisions against Hydrogen risk :

- Inert atmosphere

- Water supply limitation

- Measurements of H9 concentration£*

- Overpressure

Oo
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How to manage with sodium/water
reaction specificity

Caustic corrosion during cleaning :

- Temperature control:

Water supply limitation

Temperature measurements

Caustic corrosion after cleaning :

- Long rinsing
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How to manage with sodium/water
reaction specificity

Provisions against violent reaction sodium/aqueous
NaOH:

Inclination of the module

Gas circulation : top

bottom

00
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Mock-up validation tests

r-O

Cleaning tests on thick sodium samples to confirm
kinetics

Cleaning tests on singularities :

- Sleeves : local injection and machining
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Process qualification

• Test on 2 full scale modules
• Chosen process:

- Sweeping with inert gas
- Tightness test 

<̂oO

Sweeping wi th wet N , : global and local °°
- Sweeping with sprayed water in N, : Local and global
- Slow filling and forced water convection
- Local rinsing in sleeves
- Rinsing cycles
- Slight drying

• 60 hours cleaning + 100 hours rinsing (1 module)
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Main measurements

During cleaning operations :

• Module's temperature
• o/ TT/oH2

• % O2

• Pressure in the module
During rinsing phases :

•pH

• Conductivity

• Water temperature



Qualification results

Hydrogen < 0.2 mol. %

Limited temperature increase
Well controlled reaction

About 400 g sodium/module

Last rinsing bath conductivity < 1 |i S/cm

No NaOH detected

Qualified process
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Global view of the industrial facility

47 modules

Cleaning lines 1 and 2 Rinsing lines 1 and 2 I Drying lines



First feedback

Up to now, 19/47 modules cleaned

Hydrogen production under control

Temperature < 60 °C

Maximum temperature increase : 25 °C

Good rinsing efficiency

A
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Conclusion

Chosen process well adapted to the specific geometry

00 Low water fraction : good control of the process

H2 measurement = good indicator of reaction progress
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ABSTRACT

The review of the experience gained in Russia in the field of fast reactors with sodium
coolant is given in the report. The information on fast reactors operating in the Russian Federa-
tion (BR-10, BOR-60, BN-600) is presented: their current status, further prospects, and basic in-
dices achieved by the facilities. The principal results of operation of test facilities and power
plants with fast reactors in Russia are summarized.

Necessity in implementation of special work on preservation and generalization of ex-
perience gained in the field of fast reactors have been analyzed, as well as possibility of organiz-
ing a coordinated research project in this area, hi particular, possible approaches to the organiza-
tion of activities on systematization of published information on fast reactors.



Introduction

In the early stage of development of reactor technology based on the use of fast spectrum
neutrons, large efforts were made on choosing coolant that would meet fast reactor requirements
to most extent. Among coolant candidates, liquid metals were considered (mercury, alkali metals
and their alloys and heavy liquid metals), as well as gases (helium and carbon dioxide). Later,
possibility of use of dissociating gases (nitrogen tetraoxide) as fast reactor coolant was studied.
As a result of these studies, sodium was chosen as the most promising coolant for NPP with fast
reactors from the standpoint of its neutronics, physical, chemical, thermohydraulic and economi-
cal parameters. Further, sodium was widely used as a coolant of stationary fast neutron reactors.

Fast reactor development during 50 years (about 350 reactor-years of operation) has been
in general successful. Feasibility of fast reactor application for commercial electricity production
has been proved. Reliable, stable and in general safe operation of fast reactors has been demon-
strated. It should be noted that almost all experience gained in fast reactor development and op-
eration has been based on the use of sodium coolant.

Economical parameters of fast reactors are worse than those of thermal reactors, but this
difference would decrease with expansion of fast reactor share in the nuclear power and turning
from demonstration to commercial plants.

Actually, nobody can predict now what coolant will be chosen in the future for fast reac-
tors. It is quite probable that more than one coolant will be used in fast reactors in the future,
however, in any case sodium cooled fast reactors (SFR) are expected to be claimed.

In view of current pause in fast reactor development, the problem arises on preservation
of experience gained in this area. The task of experience preservation should cover general as-
pects of fast reactor development, but not only their operation and decommissioning.

The problem of experience preservation is urgent for each country involved in the devel-
opment of this technology. In our opinion, international cooperation in this area will facilitate
both exchanging gained experience and working out common approach to its preservation.

1. Review of experience gained in fast reactors in Russia

Comprehensive studies on fast reactors (FR) were initiated in the USSR in the 50-ies of
XX-th century. As a result of these studies, several FR facilities were constructed, beginning with
experimental reactors (BR-5/BR-10 and BOR-60) to commercial reactors (BN-350 and BN-600).
NPP with the BN-800 reactor is now under construction on Beloyarskaya site. Design studies are
carried out on large size reactor BN-1800.

1.1. Experimental reactor BR-5/BR-10

THE MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF BR-5/BR-10 REACTOR

In January 1959, BR-5 reactor having 5 MW rated power was put into operation at the
IPPE. There are three heat removal circuits in the BR-10 facility (sodium in the primary circuit,
originally sodium-potassium and then sodium - in the secondary circuit, and air in the third cir-
cuit) with two parallel loops. Initial parameters of the primary and secondary coolants were re-
spectively 430°C/500°C and 380°C/450°C, i. e. close to those of power FR. Now sodium tem-
peratures in the primary and secondary circuits are respectively equal to 330°C/450°C and
270°C/370°C. There is a wide range of experimental devices in the reactor, namely test channels
and irradiation devices and beams of thermal and fast neutrons. There are 5 dry instrumented
channels in the reactor. Fast neutron flux in the central loop channel is up to 8.4-1014 n/cm2-s.

THE MAIN STAGES OF BR-5/BR-10 OPERATION

There have been 4 main stages of BR-5/BR-10 reactor operation:
1959-1964 - plutonium dioxide core loading, 7V/?=5 MW,



1964-1971 - uranium monocarbide core, 7V#=5 MW,
1973-1979 - plutonium dioxide core, NR=8 MW,
from 1983 till now - uranium mononitride core, 7^=8 MW.

Fissile element enrichment is 90%.
Updating of the reactor took place in 1971-1973 and in 1979-1983.

The first redesign completed in 1973 envisaged increase of the reactor power up to
10 MW, and so it was titled BR-10. However, because of some problems related to reactor vessel
air cooling system reactor power was limited to 8 MW level.

The following procedures were performed during the first redesign:
replacement of centrifugal pumps with electromagnetic pumps,
replacement of the primary coolant,

- replacement of sodium-potassium alloy in the secondary circuit by sodium,
- replacement of carbide fuel UC by plutonium dioxide,

installation of additional two sodium-air heat exchangers in the secondary loops.
Before this redesign high carbon content was observed in sodium (40-170 ppm) because

of its high content in the initial sodium, and ingress of lubricant from the lower bearings of the
centrifugal pumps.

The above measures resulted in the decrease of carbon content in sodium down to 5-
35 ppm.

In the course of the second overhaul of the reactor, the following main procedures were
performed:

- replacement of reactor vessel with compensating cylinder because of high neutron flu-
ence,
turning from plutonium dioxide to uranium mononitride UN,
installation of safety jackets on all main and auxiliary pipelines of the primary circuit
from reactor vessel to shut-off valves,
replacement of lyre-shaped sections (adopting thermal expansion) of the main primary
pipelines by bellows,
increase of reliability of normal and emergency power supply systems of the primary
pumps and other measures increasing reactor safety.

As a result of reactor modification, unique experience has been gained in dismantling and
replacement of such large size component as reactor vessel.

THE MAIN RESUL TS OF OPERA TING EXPERIENCE OF BR-5/BR-10 RE A CTOR

The principal objective of the BR-5/BR-10 reactor was to gain practical experience of op-
eration of sodium cooled fast reactor and find optimum solutions of engineering and technologi-
cal problems arising in SFR operation, which can be used in the future power reactor designs.

In order to solve these problems, the following wide range of studies have been and still
are carried out on the reactor:

- tests of various fuel compositions (plutonium dioxide, uranium monocarbide and
mononitride) in order to study burn-up effect on the fuel characteristics,
study of various structural materials behavior as a function of fluence in fast neutron
flux,
studies of corrosion effect of sodium coolant on structural materials,
mastering sodium technology including special aspects related to radioactive sodium,

- mastering reactor technology and optimization of various systems and equipment,
operation with failed fuel elements (including tests of fuel elements with deliberately
perforated cladding),

- using reactor as neutron source (in order to produce various isotopes for medical and
technological purposes, to produce nuclear membranes and to treat oncological pa-
tients).



A lot of information has been accumulated on tested fuel.
Results of tests of advanced nitride fuel core performed during almost 19 years are very

important. Maximum burn-up values achieved for different fuel compositions are as follows:
plutonium dioxide - 14.1% h.a.,
uranium monocarbide - 6.1% h.a.,
uranium mononitride - 9% h.a.
Large experience has been gained in reactor operation with failed fuel elements, including

fuel elements with deliberately perforated cladding.
In-pile tests of various structural, moderator and absorber materials are carried out on a

constant basis in order to study their behavior under irradiation.
Mass transfer of various impurities and nuclides (manganese, cesium, etc.) and their dis-

tribution in the primary circuit has been studied.
Methods of control of fission and corrosion products activity in the coolant and on the

primary piping walls have been developed.
Sodium corrosion effect on the primary and secondary structural material (CrlSNilOTi

stainless steel) was studied by taking steel samples (Fig. 1) after 49000 hours to 210000 hours
operation in sodium at the temperatures from 300°C to 450°C. This study revealed no significant
corrosion of material used during 40 years in sodium coolant, so it was possible to continue op-
eration of the BR-10 reactor circuits (this study and laboratory tests of structural materials at
500°C have shown that the circuit components made of similar stainless steels can be used in so-
dium for 60 years without worsening of their properties because of corrosion in sodium, on con-
dition that certain oxygen content in sodium is maintained).
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Fig. 1 Points of taking steel samples from the pipes in the primary and secondary circuits in
BR-5/BR-10 reactor

Systems of impurities control and removal from the coolant were developed and opti-
mized.

Methods of removal of sodium residues from the circuit after draining have been devel-
oped, as well as technology of cleaning of inner surface of the circuit (by steam or steam/gas)
from sodium and decontamination of circuits. During reactor operation period, primary circuit
cleaning from sodium was carried out three times (in 1961, 1971 and 1980). For this purpose,
steam at 130°C temperature was supplied during -40 hours. Besides, two loops of the primary
circuit were subject to decontamination in 1961 and 1971. For instance, in 1971 decontamination



procedure repeated 6 times included the following stages:
- filling with 0.3% water solution of KMnO4 at 60°C for 2-4 hours;
- washing with distillate at 70°C;

filling with 1-1.5% water solution of H2C2O4 (oxalic acid) with addition of 1%
(hydrogen peroxide) at 60°C for 2-4 hours;

- washing with distillate at 70°C.
System of continuous control of the core by delay neutrons has been developed and tested

on the reactor, transport time from the core to the sensor being equal to 4 s. In addition, periodic
control of activity of gas fission products (xenon and krypton) in the cover gas of the primary
pump vessels is carried out.

Passive (hydraulically suspended) safety rods were tested in the reactor.
Production of isotopes 32P, 33P, 35S and 89Sr by (n-p) reaction, 127Xe, 131I and 198Au by

(n-y) reaction; 99Mo by (n-f) reaction, etc. has been organized.
Technique has been developed, and now treatment of oncological patients is made on pe-

riodic basis using fast neutron beam (total number of treated patients is about 500).
Special device has been designed and constructed for producing track membranes having

sterilization properties (pore diameter ranging from 0.5 pirn to 5 fim, pores density 106 to 109

I/cm2). In this device lavsan film is irradiated by the fission products in thermal neutron beam.
This filtering film can be used for the final purification of water, separation of form elements
from the blood plasma and high-selectivity sterilizing micro filtration of liquids and gases.

Total number of sodium leaks occurred in the BR-5/BR-10 reactor during its operation is
19.

These leaks were caused by the following reasons:

- burn-through of the pipeline wall by electric heaters 2 leaks
- failures of level indicators in the pump vessels 6 leaks
- failures of sodium valves 7 leaks
- wrong sequence of procedures of heating pipeline with frozen sodium 2 leaks
- manufacture defect 1 leak
- crack in the pipeline wall 1 leak

- Pipeline wall burn-through events took place on the early stage of the BR-5 reactor
operation, since experience in design and operation of sodium systems at that time
was poor causing wrong decisions. These events were caused by the short circuit be-
tween electric heater and pipeline resulting in the electric arc. In this view, power
supply system of electric heaters was modified, namely: transformer with insulated
neutral conductor. Such approach is used in all domestic fast reactors. No more leaks
have occurred for this reason.

- Leaks in the sodium valves of the BR-5/BR-10 reactor occurred for two different rea-
sons: failures of sealing bellows (on the early stage of operation), and design defects
of the new installed valves (on the later stage). In the first group of events sodium
leaks were confined within the guard gland sealing (i.e. the amount of leak was within
the few cm3), and in the second group valve vessel lost its integrity because of ther-
mal expansion of sodium, however, the leaks were also small.

- Heating of circuit with frozen sodium should start from sodium free level, and each
heater section should be switched on in the strict sequence only after sodium in the
previous section has been molten. If this sequence of procedures is not observed, ex-
pansion of sodium caused by phase transition occurs in the restricted volume. This is
the cause of sodium communication ruptures. This was caused by either incorrect ar-
rangement of heaters, or errors in operating instructions, or errors of personnel.

- Leak caused by manufacture defect occurred just after cold trap has been installed in
the primary circuit. Sodium leaked through the micro crack in the weld on the nozzle
of the trap as a result of sodium heating in the pipeline. The cause of the leak was im-



proper control of welds after installation of the cold trap. Such leaks are revealed just
after putting into operation of the failed element of the system.

• One leak in the BR-5/BR-10 reactor took place through the crack in the area of drain
pipeline connection to the main pipeline. This was caused by insufficient self-
compensation of pipeline thermal expansion. Sodium leak was within a few dozens of
cm3. No sodium release beyond thermal insulation occurred. Visual inspection re-
vealed the crack in the body of the drain pipeline connection unit. The crack of- 0.5
mm width spread to the half of pipeline diameter (40 mm). In the vicinity of through
crack, on the inner surface of connection unit, there were micro cracks of up to 0.4
mm depth. The leak was caused by limited freedom of drain pipeline movement when
the temperature in the main circuit changed.

• Sodium level indicator sensors in the pumps of the BR-5/BR-10 reactor are made of
20 mm diameter stainless steel tube having 0.2 mm wall thickness. These tubes con-
sist of sections with welded current collectors. Leaks occurred through the cracks in
the welds of the sections. After welding technology was modified, no leaks in the
level indicator sensors took place.

It should be noted that almost all sodium leaks occurred on the early stage of reactor facil-
ity operation, i.e. when sodium coolant technology had not been perfectly mastered and new de-
sign approaches were still required on the components. No sodium leaks have occurred since
1986.

Now steel samples cut off from reactor main vessel and guard vessel dismantled in 1980
are studied in the hot cells of the IPPE. Extremely high neutron fluence has been gained by the
reactor vessel (Crl8Ni9Ti steel), namely: 8-1022 n/cm2 exceeding that reached not only by any
other reactor vessel, but also by non-replaceable in-vessel structures. Neutron fluence is different
over the reactor vessel height ranging from zero to maximum value, thus making it possible to
determine mechanical characteristics, microstructure and swelling rate of Crl8Ni9Ti steel as a
function of neutron fluence and operating temperature.

CURRENT STA TE OF THE BR-10 RE A CTOR

In the recent years, maximum operating power level of the reactor is 6 MW with permit-
ted maximum fuel burn-up 9 % h.a. Fast neutron fluence 6.31-1022 n/cm2 (En>0.1 MeV) has been
reached on the reactor vessel, design value being equal to7.0-1022 n/cm2.

License has been issued for reactor lifetime extension up to 31 December 2002.
Experimental studies on methods and technologies of utilization and disposal of reactor

components are under way in order to support the project of reactor decommissioning.
Special test facility has been constructed for testing methods of sodium waste conversion

into the safe condition by solid phase oxidation.
Technology of conversion of the primary and secondary cold traps into the safe condition

has been developed.

Operating experience gained in the BR-5/BR-10 reactor has given the basis for optimiza-
tion of the principal issues of physics and technology of sodium cooled fast reactors (SFR) and
the application of these results for development of further reactor designs: BOR-60, BN-350,
BN-600 and BN-800.



1.2. Experimental reactor BOR-60

THE MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF BOR-60 REACTOR

Thermal power up to 60 MWth
Electric power 12 MWe
Heat supply capacity 20 Gcal/h
Maximum neutron flux 3.7-1015 cm'V
Maximum power density in the core 1100 kW/1
Average neutron energy 0.45 MeV
Fuel UO2 or UO2-PuO2

Enrichment with 235U 45-90%
Maximum Pu content up to 40%
Enrichment with 239Pu up to 70%
Fuel burn-up rate 6%/year
Annual neutron fluence 5-1022cm"2

Annual dose rate up to 25 dpa/year
Power rate non-uniformity factors:

axial 1.14
radial 1.15
volumetric 1.31

Number of cells in the reactor 256
Number of control and safety rods:

automatic control rods 2
shim rods 2
safety rods 3

Neutron absorber material E^C
Coolant sodium
Coolant temperature:

at the reactor inlet 330°C
at the reactor outlet 530°C

Sodium flow rate in the reactor up to 1200 m3/h
Sodium velocity in the core up to 8 m/s
Sodium flow rate in two secondary loops up to 1600 m3/h
Steam pressure in the third circuit 10 MPa
Superheated steam temperature 500°C
Thermal power of one steam generator 30 MW
Power of sodium-air heat exchanger 30 MW
Reactor run duration 90 days
Run-to-run interval 45 days

THE MAIN STAGES OF BOR-60 REACTOR OPERATION AND PERFORMANCE

Date of issue of Governmental Decree on Design
Development of BOR-60 Reactor Facility 08 September 1964
Start of design stage 1964
Start of construction 1965
Reactor first criticality 1968
Connection to the grid 1969
Start-up of heat supply facility 1991
Production indices:

heat 7.4-109kWh
electricity 1.2-109kWh

Heat supplied for RIAR site needs 5.6 • 105 Gcal



Reactor availability (for all operating period) 0.64+0.73

ANALYSIS OF FAILURES OF BOR-60 REACTOR

Year

1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
Total

Control and
safety system

7
4
1
4
1
-
-
1
-
1
-
1
-
-
1
2
2
2
1
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

28

Electric equip-
ment and power

supply
4
5
1
3
4
1
2
6
3
2
-
3
4
1
1
-
-
-
2
1
1
1
1
4
-
-
1
-
1

52

Mechanical com-
ponents

.
5
3
6
-
6
1
1
1
1
4
3
3
1
3
1
2
1
-
-
-
1
-
-
-
-
-
-
1

44

Instrumenta-
tion

1
-
2
4
-
-
-
1
-
-
.
-
-
-
1
-
-
1
2
-
-
1
-
1
-
-
-
-
-

14

Personnel er-
rors

9
6
3
4
1
2
-
2
2
3
3
3
1
1
1
2
1
1
-
-
-
1
-
-
-
-
1
-
-

47
1. Most of reactor shutdowns were caused by the failures of power supply system.
2. Introduction of new equipment results in the increase of number of failures.
1980 - 1982 - replacement of feed water pumps.
1985 - 1987 - replacement of devices of control and safety system.
3. Growth of personnel skill led to considerable decrease of the number of reactor shut-

downs caused by personnel errors.

EXPERIENCE GAINED IN OPERA TION OF SODIUM CIRCUIT COMPONENTS

Reactor and in-vessel devices (IVD)
All P/D including control rod drives operate quite reliably.
However, in the early stage of reactor operation seizure of the large rotating plug oc-

curred. Annular gap between reactor vessel and the plug is 4 mm on average. Because of elliptic-
ity of the plug (revealed during its installation), this gap width varies from 3 mm to 8 mm.

No seizures have occurred on the small rotating plug.
Study of this phenomenon showed that the cause of seizure was deposits of sodium

aerosols on the cold surface of the reactor vessel above the liquid sodium level.
hi order to restore free rotation of the plug, some techniques were worked out.
1. After reactor shutdown, air flow rate provided for cooling biological shielding and reac-

tor vessel is decreased down to 20 %.
2. Sodium temperature at the reactor inlet ~ 300°C is maintained.
3. Alloy is heated in the freezing seals of rotating plugs.



4. Sodium level is increased up to maximum value, and after 3-^4 hours decreased down to
minimum value required for reactor refueling. Difference of levels is 1500 mm.

The procedure is repeated several times, i. e. aerosols are dissolved in sodium.
Owing to this technique plug seizure was eliminated.

Main primary and secondary pumps
In 1973, one primary pump was replaced because of its high vibration.
Studies revealed deformation of the pump shaft (shaft deflection was 1 mm) caused by

incorrect technology of its heat treatment after the shaft components were welded together.
No failures have been detected in the rest of the pumps.
Maximum operation time of the pumps is ~ 180 thousand hours.

Primary and secondary valves
Total number of valves in the reactor facility is 77. Number of "open-close" cycles var-

ies from 20 to 600.
Removable part of only one valve having 100 mm inner diameter has been replaced dur-

ing reactor operation because of loss of integrity of the bellows (without sodium leak to the
room).

Results of steam generator tests

1. Steam generator PGN-200M (model of the BN-600 reactor steam generator) has been
in operation generating steam for 15160 hours. It was decommissioned because of inter-circuit
leak. This leak was revealed by detectors of hydrogen in the argon cover gas of pressure com-
pensatory tank.

Studies have revealed ingress of ~ 3 kg of water into the secondary sodium and ~200 g
of sodium into water-steam circuit.

The leak occurred in the joint of one tube to the upper tube plate.



STEAM GENERATOR OPERATING EXPERIENCE
CHARACTERISTICS OF COMPLETELY TESTED BOR-60 STEAM GENERATORS

Characteristics

1. Date of putting into operation
2. Test duration, h
3. Thermal power, MW
4. Steam capacity, t/h
5 . Feed water temperature, °C
6. Superheated steam temperature, °C
7. Steam pressure, bar
8. Sodium flow rate, t/h
9. Inlet sodium temperature, °C
10. Outlet sodium temperature, °C
1 1 . Average heat flux, M W/m2

12. Maximum heat flux, MW/m2

Integral SG with helical tubes

Test modes

basic
max power

mode
1971-1974

18000
20
30
190
430
90

410
430
295

0.180
0.35

31
45
210
465

90
530
485
295

0.263
0.63

Micro-modular direct (SG-1)

Test modes

basic
max power

mode
1973-1980

32000
24
35

200
450

80
360
465
280

0.141
0.50

30
44
210
445

80
485
455
290

0.175
0.55

Sectional PGN-200M
(SG-2)

-model of BN-600 SG
Test modes

basic
max power

mode
1978-1982

15000
20
30

200
450

90
400
450
300

0.096
1.0

25
36
195
470

86
415
470
300
0.12
0.98

00



In 1979, tests were carried out in the micro-modular steam generator SG-1 to study so-
dium-water interaction processes in case of small (up to 0.2 g/s) and large (up to 0.25 kg/s)
water leaks.

The main results of tests:
Various methods of leak detection have been verified.
Serviceability and reliability of SG safety systems have been verified.
Experience has been gained in accident elimination at BOR-60 reactor.

One-month period was required for SG repair before it was put into operation.

Currently, two reverse type steam generators (OPG-1 and OPG-2) are in operation in
BOR-60 reactor.

CHARACTERISTICS OF OPG-1 and OPG-2 STEAM GENERATORS

Characteristics

Date of putting into operation
Test duration, h
Thermal power, MW
Steam capacity, t/h
Feed water temperature,°C
Superheated steam temperature, °C
Steam pressure, bar
Sodium flow rate, t/h
Inlet sodium temperature, °C
Outlet sodium temperature, °C
Weight, t
Average heat flux, MW/m2

Max heat flux, MW/m2

Micro-modular reversec
type steam generator

OPG-1
1981

91000
28
42

210
475
90

400
480
280
28.5

0.160
0.450

Modular reversed type
steam generator

OPG-2
1991

43000
26.3
39

210
460
90

430
480
283
9.1

0.190
0.550

Reversed steam generator design implies sodium flowing inside the tubes with water-
steam flowing on the shell side.

OPG-1 DESIGN

Steam generator consists of eight sections, each one containing preheater, evaporator
and superheater modules.

Steam generator is enclosed in casing with thermal insulation and electric heaters.
Module vessel diameter and wall thickness are respectively 194 mm and 16 mm. Mod-

ule tube bundle consists of 19 tubes 025x3 mm (3.5 mm - thickness of superheater tube wall)
spaced at 28.5 mm. Spacing of the tube bundle is assured by the grids. Straight section of the
tube bundle is covered by hexagonal guide duct.



OPG-1 section
(one out of eight sections)

Cross-section of OPG-1 module

TESTS OF FUEL, ABSORBER AND STRUCTURAL MA TERIALS

In the course of reactor operation, big variety of fuel and structural materials (SA wrapper
and fuel element cladding materials) have been tested.

The main trends of radiation tests

I. Fuel and fuel elements:
• Sintered ceramic fuel:

a)UO2;UPuO2;(514SA);
b) UC; UN; UPuC; UPuN; UPuCN (18 SA);

• Vibropacked ceramic fuel:
a) UPu02 (442 SA);
6)UO2(210SA);

• Metallic fuel:
U; UPu; UZr; UPuZr (22 SA);

• Cermet fuel:
U-UO2;U-PuO2 (16SA);

• Composite fuel:
(UpuZr)C (5 SA)

//. Absorber materials:
• Control and safety rods:

CrB2, B4C; Eu2O3, Eu2O3 + H2Zr;
• Material samples:

Ta, Hf, Dy, Sm, Gd, A1B6, AlBi2, Eu2O3.

///. Structural materials:
1. Stainless steels
2. High nickel alloys
3. Refractory materials
4. Zirconium alloys
5. Graphite
IV. Electromechanical and other materials:
1. Electric insulation materials



2. Magnetic materials
3. Special ceramics
4. Biological shielding materials

In 1981, reactor core was loaded with fuel elements having vibropacked pins based on re-
actor grade plutonium. Introduction of getter solved the problem concerning physical and chemi-
cal interaction of the fuel and cladding and assured high average fuel burn-up (13 4- 15%h.a.).
Maximum burn-up achieved in some pilot fuel elements was 32% h.a.

hi 1998 tests of the fuel elements based on weapons grade plutonium started (18 SA).
Also, accelerated tests of the following structural materials are under way:

• steels used for in-vessel devices (IVD) of water cooled water moderated reactors (VVR);

• zirconium alloys for VVR core;

• vanadium based alloys in lithium environment for fusion reactors.
Currently, design and manufacture work is under way on independent loop for in-pile

tests of the fuel elements intended for BREST-300 lead cooled reactor.
Strontium-89 production from yttrium targets continues for fabrication of strontium-89

preparation. Also, gadolinium-153 is produced from "European" targets for fabrication of
sources and preparation.

SODIUM TECHNOLOGY

Some important problems related to handling of sodium (both non-radioactive and radioac-
tive) have been solved in the course of BOR-60 reactor operation.
1. Sodium purity is maintained by the cold traps (CT) having limited capacity in terms of en-

trapped impurities. These expensive components required replacement. In order to avoid re-
placement, system for CT regeneration has been designed, constructed and put into operation
at the reactor facility.

2. One of the most important tasks is to assure reliable operation of the primary systems and
components with simultaneous decrease of personnel dose rates. Now highly effective sta-
tionary system for sodium purification from caesium (SSOT) is provided on the reactor facil-
ity.

3. New technologies have been developed solving the problem of decontamination of sodium
components and disposal of sodium residues in the components to be repaired or decommis-
sioned.

During 1995-2001 period, RIAR and OKB GIDROPRESS were involved in the studies
on justification of extension of BOR-60 reactor main components lifetime showing that reactor
facility can be operated for 20 years more, i.e. its total lifetime can be extended up to 40 years.

By now, permission has been issued for BOR-60 reactor operation until 31 December,
2009.

1.3. Belovarskava NPP with BN-600 reactor

THE MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF BN-600 POWER UNIT

Reactor:
arrangement pool-type
support at the bottom
vessel cooling agent cold sodium
number of heat removal loops 3
inlet/outlet sodium temperature, °C 377/550
sodium flow rate, t/h 25000

Core and fuel:
fuel uranium dioxide pellets



fuel burn-up max/average, % h. a.
diameter, cm
height, cm

Intermediate heat exchanger

Primary pump:
design
rpm

Steam generator:
design

inlet/outlet sodium temperature, °C
inlet/outlet water/steam temperature, °C
live steam pressure, MPa

Secondary pump:
design
rpm

Turbogenerator
Decay heat removal system:

primary and secondary circuits
third circuit

Refueling system

Fuel transfer system
Spent fuel storage
Washing of subassemblies from sodium

10/6
206
104
shell-and-tube design, secondary sodium
flowing on the tube side

centrifugal, one stage
250-970

once-through, section & modular (8 sec-
tions, 24 modules)
518/328
241/507
14

centrifugal, one stage
250-750
standard 21OMW

normal operation system
steam generator- deaerator
2 rotating plugs, vertical refueling mecha-
nism
elevators with guide ramp
in-vessel storage, sodium and water pools
steam-gas-water

THE MAIN STAGES OF THE BN-600 REACTOR OPERATION

BN-600 power unit was connected to the grid on 8 April 1980.
Rated power level 600 MWe was achieved on 22 December 1981.
Since 1982 power unit has been operated to produce electricity and heat on commercial

basis.
The first modification of the reactor core was made in 1987.
The second modification of the reactor core made in 1993 facilitated reaching design fuel

burn-up of 10% h.a.
Work on scheduled replacement of SG evaporator modules and extension of their lifetime

has been carried out.

THE MAIN RESUL TS OF BN-600 RE A CTOR OPERA TION

Power unit operation during over 20 years has demonstrated good agreement between de-
sign and real characteristics of the main components. The following high technical and economi-
cal indices have been achieved:

power unit gross efficiency 41.93%;
- load factor over the whole period of operation 69.9% (over 74% - if early stage of

operation is neglected).
By 28 January 2002, total time of BN-600 reactor operation since initial start-up is 150

thousand hours, i.e. 17 years.
Operating experience has made it possible to improve technological modes, systems and

components of the BN-600 reactor power unit. In particular, the following modes were opti-
mized:

connection of heat removal loop to the reactor in operation;
- reactor decay heat removal;



- power unit start-up;
- connection of steam generator section with power unit in operation.
According to the original BN-600 reactor design there were two zones of 235U enrichment

(21% and 33%) in the uranium dioxide core, maximum fuel burn-up being equal to 9.7%h.a.
Operation of the original BN-600 reactor core revealed that because of small gaps between sub-
assemblies and the wrong choice of SA wrapper and fuel element cladding material fuel burn-up
was limited by 7.3% h.a. value. Moreover, even this burn-up caused fuel element failures and
considerable bending of subassemblies at the end of each reactor run.

In order to eliminate bending of subassemblies and fuel element failures, the first modifi-
cation of the core was made in 1987. The main features of this modification were addition of the
third enrichment zone in the core (17%, 21% and 26% enrichment zones, maximum fuel burn-up
8.3% h.a.), elimination of rotation and shuffling of subassemblies, increase of the core height
from 75 cm to 100 cm with decrease of linear power from 54 kW/m to 47 kW/m, and application
of the new cold worked (~20%) steel as SA wrapper and fuel cladding material. Refueling was
made twice a year, with the interval 165 eff. days. As a result of modification, there were no
more fuel element failures, and further burn-up increase became possible.

After the second modification of the core implemented in 1993, 10% h.a. and 11.8% h.a.
fuel burn-up was achieved respectively in the standard and pilot subassemblies. This modifica-
tion was based on the application of new structural materials, and, in particular, ferritic-
martensitic steel was used for the first time in the world practice as structural material for the SA
wrapper.

Studies on the fuel burn-up increase were based on the results of in-pile tests of pilot sub-
assemblies. Total number of irradiated subassemblies was 318 (over 40 thousand fuel elements).
Uranium-plutonium vibropacked and pellet fuel subassemblies were tested successfully. In-pile
tests of 28 pilot subassemblies (PSA) with MOX fuel pellets have been completed, and 12 more
PSAs are now irradiated. Besides, 6 vibropacked PSAs have been irradiated and 3 PSAs now un-
dergo in-pile tests.

hi general, operation of reactor and in-vessel structures has been successful. The most
significant problems encountered during operation refer to sodium composite deposits on the re-
actor vessel surface above the sodium level and prematurely exhausted lifetime of control rod
guide tubes. Sodium composite deposits on the reactor vessel surface in the cover gas plenum
were caused by moisture brought by the argon gas supplied for replenishment and air entering
reactor vessel in the process of in-vessel replacement.

hi January 1987, ingress of deposits into sodium occurred during reactor operation at the
rated power level. This added small positive reactivity (0.03% §k/k), which was compensated by
automatic control system having considerable margin for compensation of such perturbations, hi
order to eliminate moisture and air penetration into the reactor, argon replenishment system was
modified, drying unit was installed and sealing devices used for in-vessel components replace-
ment were improved.

Since 1995, seizure of the small rotating plug was observed during reactor refueling, and
this seizure became stronger with time.

In order to determine the cause of this phenomenon, in 1997 a drilling was made of the
plug body during scheduled reactor shutdown and its bearing unit was visually inspected. As a
result of inspection, sodium was revealed in the bearing unit. An attempt was made to remove
the sodium by heating, but it failed. So it was decided to remove sodium and replace bearing (if
necessary) during scheduled preventive repair (SPR) in 1998.

hi 1998, during SPR combined with reactor refueling, sodium was removed and the bear-
ing was replaced. These procedures were carried out after the plug had been moved 650 mm up-
wards in the gas-tight cask. Replaced bearing was plugged with sodium. Analysis showed that
the amount of sodium (~15 kg) corresponded to the rate of sodium vapor transfer in the gap be-
tween the large and small rotating plugs.



After that, the plug was lifted up to 2100mm height for inspection and measurements.
Scratches were revealed on the lateral surface of the plug, so the surface was ground. These
measures made it possible to restore design plug rotation force.

In the early stage of operation, failures of pump shafts and pump-drive shaft couplings
occurred causing unscheduled reactor power decrease. These failures were because of coinci-
dence of shaft resonance frequency and that of torsional vibrations caused by rectified rotor cur-
rent pulsation that could not be eliminated. After source of failure had been identified and pump
rotation frequency had been made different from resonance value, no more shaft failures were
observed. Later, shaft design was modified, as well as the method of switching pump to non-
controlled operation mode when operating at the steady state power level, and so the source of
pump failures was eliminated.

Reliability of the primary pumps was increased owing to the increase of lifetime of the
basic structural elements. The most significant was increase of the impeller lifetime from 35 000
to 50 000 hours.

Sectional/modular steam generators are used in the BN-600 reactor. Each one out of three
steam generators consists of eight sections. Each section includes three modules, namely: evapo-
rator, superheater and reheater. These modules are connected by the pipelines to form section.
Sections of one steam generator are also connected by the pipelines with valves for section isola-
tion on either sodium or water-steam side in case of failure. Owing to this design, failed section
can be put out of operation with all the rest sections still in operation without decreasing reactor
power.

During the whole period of SG operation, 12 leaks of steam and water into sodium have
occurred, half of these leaks took place in the first year of operation because of manifestation of
hidden manufacture defects. Inter-circuit leaks took place mainly in the superheaters (6 events)
and reheaters (5 events), while only one leak occurred in the evaporator (Table 1).

Analysis of leak events has demonstrated high resistance of SG design with respect to in-
ter-circuit leaks. Operating experience confirmed the choice of SG concept: decrease of power
generation caused by 12 water-to-sodium leaks was as low as 0.3%. Thus, in spite of SG leaks,
its sectional/modular design assured planned rate of power increase and high performance.

Justification of possibility of evaporator lifetime extension from 50 thousand hours (de-
sign value) to 105 thousand hours made in the process of their operation made it possible to re-
place evaporators only once during the power unit lifetime instead of planned three times. This
was the result of evaporator conditions study program implemented for many years, modification
of water chemistry, decrease of the number of reactor transients and accidents as compared to
predicted number, as well as procedures of chemical cleaning and washing out friable deposits
with water performed on periodical basis.

Since 90-ies, scheduled replacement of SG evaporator modules has been carried out.

During BN-600 reactor operation, 27 sodium leaks have occurred.
Below given is sodium leaks distribution with respect to their causes:

- failures of SG sodium valves 5 leaks
- defects of flange joints 5 leaks
- wrong sequence of procedures of melting sodium in the pipeline 4 leaks
- holes made by personnel 2 leaks
- manufacture defects 3 leaks
- sodium valve defects 2 leaks
- cracks in the pipelines 6 leaks

• Sodium valves provided for isolation of the BN-600 reactor steam generator modules from
the circuit have flange joints backed up by «moustache» welds. It was initially assumed that
the flange joints would assure integrity, so insufficient importance was attached to the quality
of welds. After sodium leaks had occurred in the flange joints, «moustache» welds were re-
covered with subsequent quality. Since then no more leaks have occurred in the SG valves.



Table 1. Characteristics of inter-circuit leaks in the BN-600 reactor steam generator modules

"""-̂ ^^^ Leak ordinal N°

^^\^^

Leak parameters ^^~\^
1 . Modules
2. Leak size
3. Date of leak
4. Operation time before
leak, hours
5. Electric power of reactor
facility at the time of leak,
MWe
6. Secondary sodium tem-
perature at the SG in-
let/outlet, °C
7. Parameters of the third
circuit:
-feed water temperature, °C

- live steam /reheated steam
temperature, °C

- superheater/reheater steam
pressure, MPa
8. Time of reaching acci-
dent setting, min
9. Leak rate, g/s

10. Amount of water pene-
trating into the secondary
circuit, kg

1

RH
L

24.06.80
1000

270

460/300

156

440/432

11.2/1.0

-
0.02-6

40

2

SH
L

04.07.80
968

65

314/299

-

-

-

-
0.1-0.615

17.87

3

RH
S

24.08.80
1145

313

465/300

162

450/453

10.8/0.92

4
0.09-15

7

4

SH
S

08.09.80
1454

362

468/298

163

461/453

10.3/1.31

5
0.2-0.3

0.18

5

SH
S

20.10.80
950

332

460/299

159

456/447

11/1.03

8
0.0064-0.23

0.78

6

SH
S

09.06.81
1640

210

401/300

159

307/187

5.5/0.36

5
140

40

7

SH
L

19.01.82
4019

550

500/301

164

490/483

11.2/2.2

2
250

20.3

8

SH
S

22.07.83
19584

606

506/304

164

501/493

12.1/2.2

7
-

2.77

9

E
S

06.11.84
26032

240

510/305

238

504/497

12/2.2

9
0-3

1.8

10

RH
S

10.11.84
14512

600

510/305

240

506/496

12.1/2.2

-
0.02

0.75

11

SH
S

24.02.85
26078

400

480/300

163

470/462

11.9/2.8

5
0.14

0.73

12

RH
S

24.01.91
44060

596

513/315

240

504/499

11.9/2.1

4.5
4.6

8.3



• In the sodium systems, weld joints are used as a rule. Flange joints are used as an exception in
the sodium preparation system. Vessels for sodium transportation (such as railroad tank-cars)
are connected to the sodium systems using removable pipeline sections. Leaks in the flange
joints occurred very often after connection had been made. These leaks were detected on the
early stage by the operator or detection systems.

• Causes of leaks in case of melting frozen sodium in the system are similar to those in the BR-
IO reactor.

• Several sodium leaks were caused by personnel actions. For instance, cuts were made on the
pipelines for making repair, and then sodium was erroneously supplied to the cut. All these
leaks were immediately detected.

• Leaks caused by low quality control of welds after installation were detected immediately after
putting into operation of failed system element.

• There was sodium leak in the valve of the BN-600 reactor occurred as a result of wear of seal
between the vessel and bellows (less than 1 kg of sodium escaped, and no burning occurred).
In the other case, poor quality of weld (faulty fusion and craters) was the cause of leak (the
amount of leaked sodium was also within 1 kg, and no burning occurred).

• Six leaks occurred through the cracks appearing in the pipelines during BN-600 reactor opera-
tion. The main causes and nature of the events are similar to those in the BR-10 reactor, i.e.
wrong design approaches or installation errors causing insufficient self-compensation of pipe-
line thermal expansion.

Most sodium leaks out of 21 that occurred during BN-600 reactor operation were small
leaks: in 21 cases the amount of released sodium was within 10 1 (ranging from 0.1 1 to 10 1). In the
rest 6 cases the amount of released sodium was 30, 50, 300, 600, 650 and 1000 1. Table 2 gives the
main characteristics of large sodium leaks (over 10 1).

Table 2. The main features of large sodium leaks in the BN-600 reactor

Date of leak

13.01.80
11.08.81

02.07.82

31.12.90
07.10.93

06.05.94

Leak location

Sodium receipt system
Sealing of SG valve

Sealing of SG valve

SG drain pipeline
Primary sodium purifica-

tion system

IHX drain pipeline

Detection method

Smoke ionization detectors
Electric heater control,

ionization detectors
Visual inspection by per-

sonnel
Electric heaters

Electric heaters, control of
radioactive aerosol appear-

ance
Visual inspection by per-

sonnel

Cause of the leak

Flange joint defect
Flange joint defect

Flange joint defect

Manufacture defect
Insufficient pipeline self-

compensation

Cutting pipeline before
sodium is frozen

Amount of so-
dium released

50kg
300kg

30kg

600kg
1000kg

650 kg

Sodium fire was observed in 14 cases. All leaks were detected in due time by control sys-
tems or operators.

Total number of leaks can be distributed with respect to reactor facility components in the
following way:

- sodium reception system 5
- cut-off valves of SG modules 5
- auxiliary secondary systems 12
- auxiliary primary systems 5.
Powders were used for confining and extinguishing non-radioactive sodium fires. It was

only in the case of large leak and fire of radioactive sodium from the primary circuit, that design
algorithm of confinement of sodium fire consequences was implemented successfully: in this case
radioactivity release (10.7 Ci) was well below permissible limit. There was no need in using drain-
age based fire fighting systems.

It was leak occurred on 07.10.1993 in the auxiliary pipeline of 48 mm diameter of the pri-



mary sodium purification system, that was the most serious abnormal operation event for the whole
period of power unit operation. This event refers to the 1st level according to «on-site impact» and
«defense in depth degradation)) parameters. This resulted in insignificant radioactivity release
through ventilation stack, which was equivalent to 0.001 of natural background at the NPP control
area boundary.

Thus, abnormal operation events occurred in the power unit resulted in no radiation impact
on residents and environment, since all these events were below the International Nuclear Event
Scale (according to «off-site impact», i.e. could be neglected.

In total, 104 abnormal operation events have occurred during power unit operation (as of
December 2001) resulting in the unscheduled reactor power decrease. Distribution of these events
with respect to years, components (irrespective of the cause) and causes is shown respectively in
Figs. 2, 3 and 4.

Study of the BN-600 reactor power unit operation experience gained for over 20 years has
shown the possibility of fast reactor application for commercial production of electric energy.

CURRENT STA TE OF BN-600 RE A CTOR

Power unit now operates in stable mode on the rated power level. Only in the winter, when
heat supply to the consumers increases, some decrease of electricity production is observed.

During 2001, 4199.2 million kW-h energy was produced corresponding to design require-
ments. Load factor is 79.9%.

No unscheduled shutdowns of power unit occurred last year, only one case of one loop
shutdown took place.

Activity is now under way on extension of power unit lifetime for 10 years more, i.e. until
2020.

1.4. Participation in activities on BN-350 reactor decommissioning

BN-350 reactor was designed by the Russian organizations, and Russian specialists partici-
pated in its operation and power mastering. Valuable experience of BN-350 reactor operation has
been taken into account in BN-600 and BN-800 reactor designs.

Therefore it is reasonable to involve Russian organizations: VNEPIET, SSC RF EPPE and
OKBM in the development of basic design of BN-350 reactor decommissioning, and first of all, in
the work related to management of the primary and secondary sodium (purification from cesium,
circuits draining and sodium residues removal from non-drained sections and conversion to chemi-
cally inert condition), liquid and solid radwaste, cleaning and decontamination of the components,
and radiation control and safety measures in all stages of the BN-350 reactor decommissioning.
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Fig. 2 Number of abnormal operation events causing power decrease
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1.5. Summary of the main results of FR operation in Russia

In Russia, experience of successful operation of sodium cooled fast reactors (SFR) has been
gained, namely -125 reactor-years (taking into account BN-350 reactor).

This experience covers almost all stages of life of reactor facilities from design and R&D
work for design justification up to reactor decommissioning. It should be noted that there is no one
decommissioned fast reactor in Russia, however some practical experience has been gained in this
area. This experience is mainly based on utilization of some components of reactor plant as well as
work on BR-10 reactor updating. Besides, current activity within the framework of BR-10 prepara-
tion for decommissioning is also of great interest.

As regards aspect of fire danger related to sodium coolant, it should be noted that about one
third of all 61 sodium leaks occurred in all reactors (including BN-350) were caused by the errors
of operators or repair personnel. About half of the leaks occurred during repair work, in the start-up
and adjustment stage or in the system for sodium coolant preparation (which could not impact
reactor safety). No one of the leaks has imposed threat to reactor safety.

Experience has been gained also in operation of various steam generator designs. Based on
this experience, effective automatic SG safety systems have been designed to assure shut-down of
failed SA on the stage of «small» leak (before it grows to «large»). Thus, any impact on the reactor
plant from failed SG is eliminated.

The following conclusions can be drawn on the basis of experience analysis:
1) Feasibility of technology of sodium cooled fast reactors has been confirmed in all stages

of their life.
2) Successful, reliable operation of the BN-600 reactor has demonstrated possibility of

SFR application as cost effective source of electric energy assuring high load factor.
3) Practical safety of SFR has been demonstrated (analysis of sodium leaks occurred has

revealed no catastrophic consequences).

2. State-of-the-art in preservation of experience gained in fast reactor
area

Why has necessity of experience preservation appeared?

The overwhelming majority of the most experienced and skilled specialists who have made
the main contribution to formation and development of SFR in Russia are currently retired. These
specialists have gained vast practical experience in fast reactor operation and technology, as well as
in the area of design and justification of design approaches. In view of some pause in fast reactor
development and change of generations, the problem preservation of experience gained in SFR
area has arisen.

This experience has been recorded in the large number of various documents (articles, pa-
pers, reports, design documents, surveys, recommendations, etc.). Therefore, as regards its preser-
vation, it means first of all work on experience systematization, classification and generalization.

Not only experience in fast reactor operation and decommissioning should be preserved,
but also that gained in reactor design including results of analytical and experimental studies made
within the framework of R&D activities (both in-pile and out-of-pile studies) for justification of
fast reactors.

Current state and problems

Work on experience preservation is under way in the organizations and institutes involved
in SFR development.

Within the framework of the contracts including those with international partners some



studies have been made on summarizing experience gained in some topics concerning:
- operation of the BN-600 reactor (design approaches, SA bending, SG, reactor operation

with failed fuel elements, transients and sodium leaks),
operation of uranium mononitride core in the BR-10 reactor,

- results of post-irradiation studies of fuel elements with cladding made of ChS-68 steel
irradiated in BOR-60, BN-350, BN-600, etc.

Electronic version of bibliographical catalogue of publications on SFR issued with partici-
pation of IPPE from 1952 to 1998 has been developed.

However, because of the lack of investments, work on preservation and generalization of
experience gained in the area of SFR has been decreased.

There are many enterprises and institutes participating in the work on SFR, such as:
1) State Scientific Center of the Russian Federation - Institute for Physics and Power

Engineering (SSC RF IPPE), Obninsk;
2) Experimental Machine Building Design Bureau (OKBM), Nizhny Novgorod;
3) St. Petersburg Research an Design Institute ATOMENERGOPROEKT (SPAEP), St.

Petersburg;
4) State Research Center of the Russian Federation - Research Institute of Atomic Reac-

tors (SRC RF- RIAR), Dimitrovgrad;
5) Experimental Design Organization "Gidropress" (OKB GP), Podolsk;
6) Beloyarskaya NPP (BNPP), Zarechny, etc.
Considerable experience has been gained in these organizations in design, construction and

operation of SFR.

3. Proposals on approaches to organization of co-operation

On the previous TWGFR meeting in Kazakhstan, it was recommended to this IAEA meet-
ing to include into the agenda (in addition to discussion on the results of fast reactor operation and
decommissioning) the issue of possibility of organization of joint work on preservation and gener-
alization of experience gained in operation of SFRs.

Common nature of the problem ofFR experience preservation

By now, initial stage of SFR development has been completed. The main result of this stage
is development and improvement of basic engineering and technological approaches practically
confirming feasibility of commercial SFRs producing electricity.

Obviously, the next stage of development of SFRs, i.e. large-scale construction of com-
mercial power units will not start before 2020.

Thus, the problem of preservation and generalization of experience gained in the area of
SFRs including operation experience exists in each country, where this trend of nuclear power has
been and is still developed. In each country, efforts are made to solve this problem using various
methods.

It should be noted that all these countries should be interested in preservation of this ex-
perience gained in each country. This is because experience of each country is a unique contribu-
tion to that gained in other countries. Only the whole experience can give complete idea of the
problems related to SFRs.

Importance and urgent nature of the task of preservation of FR operating experience is also
caused by the fact that fast reactor plants have been/are decommissioned in many countries. Major-
ity of personnel of these plants have been either retired or left for other areas. Thus, experience
gained in SFR operation has been mainly recorded only in some certain documents, namely: re-
ports, instructions for operators, design and working materials, conclusions, surveys, etc.



Approaches to the problem solution

The task of preservation of operating experience on SFRs is a versatile, complicated prob-
lem. Without pretending to get comprehensive solution of this problem, systematization of docu-
ments containing data should be made as an initial step. Only availability of complete catalogues of
such documents on each aspect of SFR experience will make it possible to turn to the next stage,
namely: generalization of the experience and development of recommendations for the advanced
SFR designs.

Possible contribution by TWGFR

One of the most important directions of activity of IAEA Technical Working Group on Fast
Reactors (TWGFR) is assistance in the work carried out in different countries on preservation of
experience gained in SFR area (including operation experience).

It should be noted that TWGFR participates actively in this work on a permanent basis. Its
functions are as follows:

holding meetings on exchange experience gained in SFR operation and decommission-
ing,
preparation and issue of various materials summarizing experience gained in either spe-
cific or most general aspects of SFR technology.

For instance, there is SFR design characteristics database which is updated on a periodic
basis, and also periodic reports on the status of development of SFR technology, hi these publica-
tions, there are rather extensive lists of references on related topics. However these lists of refer-
ences cannot be exhaustive, since there are, as a rule, only open publications (papers, articles,
books, etc.).

From this standpoint, assistance by TWGFR in the development of comprehensive cata-
logues of materials on all aspects of SFR operation and decommissioning experience issued in all
countries would be quite significant and useful contribution to this experience preservation and
generalization.

However, this work implementation is obviously impossible within the framework of a
meeting. In this view, proposal has appeared to study the possibility of organization of the Coordi-
nated Research Project (CRP) on this issue.

Proposals on possible goals and tasks of CRP

There is no doubt that creation of such catalogues of materials containing information on
SFR operating experience is hard and expensive work, since a large number of specialists from dif-
ferent institutions should be involved.

So, what parts and directions of this work could be implemented within the framework of
the Coordinated Research Project?

First of all, TWGFR could coordinate assistance in working out common approach to for-
mation of such catalogues in TWGFR member states. Such catalogue can be made either as paper
document, or electronic database. In the former case, its value is higher because of the possibility
of on-line processing of large arrays of data using various criteria.

Titles of the documents containing data on the SFR operating experience (with attached ab-
stracts and other document attributes) are used as input data in catalogues. Obviously, it is expedi-
ent to classify the documents in accordance with topic headings corresponding to different aspects
of SFR operating and decommissioning experience and facilities. Topic headings, in turn, can be
divided into subheadings.

In order to work out common concept of catalogue formation the following subjects are
proposed to develop and agree upon with work participants:

classification on topic headings (subheadings),
format of data presentation (list and form of their attributes),
lists of key words and terms typical for each heading (subheading),



list of characteristics taken into account in the catalogue of SFR plants and their classi-
fication,
list of acronyms and measurement units,
language of data presentation (English).

Besides the title of the document, the following attributes can be used:
index of headings (subheadings) this document refers to,
index of the plant (plants) described or mentioned in the document,
authors and their affiliations,
country,
year of document issuing,
place of storage (publication),
list of key words used in the document,
abstract, i.e. brief description of contents of the document, etc.

Proposed project of formation of the catalogue implies of course the possibility of its cor-
rection in accordance with the comments and recommendations made by work participants.

Thus, a document will be issued as a result of CRP with the following items developed and
agreed upon with the project participants:

list and structure of topical headings (subheadings),
data presentation format (list and form of their attributes),
lists of key words and terms typical for each heading (subheading),
list of acronyms and measurement units,
list of characteristics included in the catalogue of SFR plants and their classification.

The scope and nature of the proposed work make it possible to reliably implement it within
the framework of Coordinate Research Project.

This is the necessary preparation stage for development of the common unified catalogue of
materials on experience of SFR operation and decommissioning provided the work is financed.

This work is valuable and promising even if separate catalogues are created in TWGFR
member states, since all these catalogues meet certain standard requirements agreed upon by all
states participating in the work.

Such databases would be useful, because all interested states could address the owners of
material of their interest in order to acquire or exchange information.

Upon successful working out of common structure and format for catalogue of materials on
experience of SFR operation and decommissioning similar work can be implemented with respect
to the catalogue of materials on general experience gained in SFR area including not only opera-
tion, but also design and R&D issues, etc.
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Decommissioning Experience from the Experimental Breeder Reactor-II

Introduction

Consistent with the intent of this International Atomic Energy Agency technical meeting,
decommissioning operating experience and contributions to the preparation for the
Coordinated Research Project from Experimental Breeder Reactor-II activities will be
discussed. This paper will review aspects of the decommissioning activities of the
Experimental Breeder Reactor-II, make recommendations for future decommissioning
activities and reactor system designs and discuss relevant areas of potential research and
development.

EBR-II Operating Summary

The Experimental Breeder Reactor-II (EBR-II) was designed as a 62.5 MWt, metal fueled,
pool reactor with a conventional 19 MWe power plant. The productive life of the EBR-II
began with first operations in 1964. Demonstration of the fast reactor fuel cycle, serving as
an irradiation facility, demonstration of fast reactor passive safety and lastly, was well on its
way to close the fast breeder fuel cycle for the second time when the Integral Fast Reactor
program was prematurely ended in October 1994 with the shutdown of the EBR-II.

The shutdown of the EBR-II was dictated without an associated planning phase that would
have provided a smooth transition to shutdown. Argonne National Laboratory and the U.S.
Department of Energy arrived at a logical plan and sequence for closure activities. The
decommissioning activities as described herein fall into in three distinct phases.

Current Status
The plan describing the final condition of the EBR-II, was implemented in October 2000. By
this time many important steps had been performed, forming the basis for the plan.
Specifically, defueling of the reactor, the design and construction of the sodium process
facility and initial sodium processing had taken place.

At the writing of this paper, all physical work associated with the decommissioning activities
of the EBR-II are complete. Remaining activities are limited to completion of final
dcoumentation specifying actions taken on a system-by-system basis, providing the final
configuration control. The following activities have been completed:

- Reactor defueling,
- Spent fuel placed in interim storage,
- Sodium Process Facility made operational,
- Primary and secondary sodium coolant removed from reactor systems,
- Sodium potassium coolants processed with sodium,
- Sodium coolant converted to solid sodium hydroxide for disposal,
- Passivation of sodium remaining within secondary and primary systems, and
- Reactor and non-reactor systems placed in a radiological and industrially safe

condition.

Phase I EBR-II Decommissioning Activities



The initial phase of decommissioning activities was reactor defueling, completed in
December 1996. Defueling was initiated in October 1994 and was completed 14 months
later, 3 months ahead of schedule. Defueling included:

- Removal of 637 assemblies from the reactor core,
- Washing sodium coolant from and drying each assembly,
- Transfer of assemblies to a hot-cell facility for disassembly and repackaging, and
- Transfer of spent fuel to interim storage.

Argonne originally anticipated significant modifications to both fuel handling equipment and
control systems prior to initiation of defueling. However, in order to minimize the time
required to defuel, the risk of potential fuel handling equipment failure was accepted. Fuel
handling equipment performed well with only routine maintenance providing an adequate
safety margin during nearly continuous operation. Treatment of the EBR-II spent fuel is a
state-of-the-art electrometallurgical application and will not be discussed here.

Performed in parallel to reactor defueling was the design and construction of the Sodium
Process Facility. The design and construction of the Sodium Process Facility is an
application of known and demonstrated technology. The conversion of alkali metal to alkali
hydroxide compounds by reaction with alkali hydroxide is routinely performed around the
world, e.g., DFR/PFR, at Dounreay and as planned at Superphenix.

Phase II EBR-II Decommissioning Activities
The second decommissioning phase was sodium coolant removal and reaction. Construction
of the Sodium Process Facility provided Argonne the ability to react elemental sodium with
water to form sodium hydroxide, at compositions ranging from 30 to 73% by weight. All
sodium treated as part of the decommissioning activities was reacted to a 73% by weight
sodium hydroxide. Compositions of 70% by weight sodium hydroxide or greater are solid
below 60°C. The U. S. Environmental Protection Agency, the regulatory agency for reactive
and corrosive elements and compounds, does not regulate solid sodium hydroxide allowing
its disposable as a low-level waste.

By late summer 2000 the secondary sodium coolant had been reacted to a solid sodium
hydroxide waste and the primary sodium was being drained. Processing of the primary
sodium was completed in March 2001. In addition to the sodium utilized as EBR-II coolant,
372 tonnes. Argonne also stored the Fermi I primary sodium inventory 281 tonnes, that was
also reacted to sodium hydroxide and disposed of as low level waste. A total of 653 tonnes of
sodium was converted to 1,450 tonnes of solid sodium hydroxide.



Phase III Decommissioning of the EBR-II

The third and final phase of the decommissioning activity was the placement of reactor and
non-reactor systems in a radiological and industrially safe condition. The planning for this
phase included a detailed system-by-system evaluation to determine necessary actions based
on the following definition:

Radiologically and industrially safe is the placement of equipment and facility in a
condition that does not pose any unusual, unexpected or additional industrial safety
risk and does not pose a radiation or contamination risk beyond normal EBR-II levels
for controlled access areas.

As the system-based planning was developed, necessary or newly identified surveillance
activities were identified. Surveillance provides the regulator assurance that EBR-II systems
would not deteriorate.

A major component of the radiologically and industrially safe strategy was treatment of the
residual radioactive sodium remaining within system piping and components. The
conversion of the exposed residual sodium surfaces to a non-reactive layer of sodium
carbonate was accomplished through a process called passivation. Passivation (or
carbonization) is achieved through the controlled humidification of the carbon dioxide cover
gas. The presence of water vapor in carbon dioxide forms a layer of sodium carbonate
(sodium bicarbonate). The carbonate layer remains porous and does not impede reaction rates
until a layer of greater than 20 cm has been achieved. All exposed surfaces of sodium
remaining within both the primary and secondary systems have been passivated.

Subsequent to the draining of the primary sodium a close circuit TV camera was inserted into
the EBR-II primary tank. Among the objectives of this visual inspection were: confirmation
of completion of the sodium coolant draining process, provide a visual understanding of the
draining process and residual sodium deposition locations and finally provide a visual
assessment of tank and component integrity.

Visual examination provided evidence of the draining process, confirming the removal of all
but very small quantities of residual sodium. An additional visual examination followed the
completion of passivation of all primary systems.

Summary and Recommendations
Recommendations for future decommissioning activities, reactor system designs and
identification of areas of potential research and development are the result of lessons learned
from EBR-II decommissioning activities. Although many of the recommendations are not
new, they were included due to the significance to this discussion.

Reactors plants should be shutdown in accordance to detailed planning allowing
operators and regulators a common understanding of facility conditions, the processes
that will take place, the interactions expected or required and to provide open
communications of anticipated planning schedules.
The volume of sodium to be measured from systems should be accomplished by
calculations of remaining sodium. If the potential exists for negotiation, the regulator
should be educated on the relative safety, costs, risks and potential for environmental



impacts from the presence of bulk or residual sodium. This activity can significantly
reduce the cost to decommission a fast reactor.

A major benefit to the fast reactor community would be a reactor whose cost to
decommission was "equal or near" the cost for a water-cooled reactor (PWR or BWR).
Clearly, there will be significant disagreement from both within and outside of the fast
reactor community. However, until a common goal is established, this or another one, and is
embraced by the fast reactor community, no integrated progress will be made.

Any future fast reactor design should, as a fundamental design criteria, require all sodium
systems be provided with an effective sodium removal capability, i.e., draining. In many
cases techniques will be simple and inexpensive to implement. In other systems, reactor
vessels or steam generators for example techniques will need to be debated.

Current methods for the reaction of residual sodium in situ are being studied, and applied at
the EBR-II, e. g., passivation. These techniques should be seriously considered for routine
application and any necessary research and development should be pursued. The
formalization of specific requirements, suggested applications and process limitations should
be developed.

New techniques for the removal of sodium, both bulk and residual, should be pursued for
both current reactors as well as implemented into any new fast reactor designs. Techniques
should address the entire range of possible alternatives, without limitations of currently
existing technologies. Potential future in situ techniques should be identified, prioritized and
fully developed allowing the decommissioning of fast reactors to be forthright and cost
effective.

Conclusion
The EBR-II decommissioning activities performed have been discussed. These activities
were performed safely, effectively, efficiently and on schedule. Of primary interest are those
recommendations stemming from the lessons learned in performing the decommissioning
activities. Goals have been suggested for future reactor designs and current decommissioning
activities. Finally, the decommissioning experience from the EBR-II has resulted in
discussion of relevant Coordinated Research Program topics.
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Experimental Breeder Reactor-II

1 Sodium Cooled, Metal Fueled, Pool Reactor
• 62.5 MWt
• Conventional Power Plant £
• 19MWe



Operating Experience -
Milestones

1964 Initial Approach to Power and First Generation of Electricity
1964 First Electrical Power Delivered to Grid
1964 First Spent Fuel Reprocessed in Integral Fuel Cycle Facility
1965 First Irradiation Experiment Installed in Core
1968 Regular Power Operation at 50 MWt (15 MWe)
1969 Integral Fuel Cycle Facility Completes Recycle of 40,000

Elements
1970 Regular Power Operation 62.5 MWt (19 MWe)
1972 First Operation with Radial Stainless Steel Reflector
1977 Cover Gas Clean Up System Installed in Preparation for Run-

Beyond-Cladding-Breach (RBCB) Experimental Program
1978 RBCB Program Begun with Failed Fuel
1978 Cumulative Output Passes 1,000,000 MWh
1982 Cumulative Thermal Power Passes 5,000,000 MWt
1982 First Test Transient Under Control of Automatic Control-rod
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1984
1985

1986
1991
1994
1995
1998
1998
2000
2001
2001
2001
2001
2002

Operating Experience -
Milestones (Contd.)

Twenty-years of Operations
Thirty-year Operational Live Evaluation
Completed
Inherent Safety Demonstration Test Conducted

September
December
December
August
September
January
February
September

March
March

Forty-year Operational Live Evaluation Completed
EBR-II Shutdown
Defueling Complete
Sodium Process Facility Operational
Secondary Sodium Processing Complete
Primary Tank Drain Initiated
Primary Sodium Processing Complete

Fermi-I Sodium Processing Complete
Passivation of Secondary Sodium System Complete
Passivation of Primary System Complete

EBR-II Plant Closure Project Complete



Current Status
• EBR-II has been placed in a radiologically and

industrially safe condition.
• Activities Performed

rv- - reactor defueled
rT>

- spent fuel placed in interim storage
- primary and secondary sodium coolant removed
- sodium coolant converted to solid sodium hydroxide
- sodium hydroxide waste disposal completed
- sodium residuals in secondary and primary systems

passivated

• Leave no environmental issues or legacies.
• Provided a time and cost efficient closure of FBR.



Sodium Draining

Primary and Secondary Sodium Drained (372
tonnes)
Sodium Reacted to 70% by Weight Sodium
Hydroxide
Residual Sodium
- primary and secondary passivated
- auxiliary piping removed and washed

O-1
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Sodium Bearing Systems

Following Primary and Secondary System
Draining of Bulk Sodium
Cover Gas Changed from Argon to Carbon
Dioxide
Passivate Sodium Residuals through
Addition of Water Vapor in Carbon Dioxide
Monitoring Oxygen and Hydrogen
Concentrations



Passivation of Residual Sodium

Reacts Surface of Residual Sodium

Provides Barrier during Long-term Storage

Easily Removed in Future Operations ^
ex?

Potential for Reaction of Residual Pools

EBR-II Primary Tank
- Total Estimated Residual Sodium 1.1 tonnes

- Total Reacted Sodium 0.9 tonnes

- Total Unreacted Sodium 0.2 tonnes



Experimental Program

• Laboratory Scale Experiment Completed

• Potential to Fully Deactivate Residual
p Sodium

- 5+ cm easily treatable
- pursuing greater sodium depths



System Lay-up

Lay-up plans; system-by-system basis (91
systems).
- Define required actions. §

- End-point criteria.
• document final system configuration by lay-up

• identify surveillance (and maintenance)

• provide documentation for future activities

Lay-up completion on March 8, 2002.



EBR-II Decommissioning
Summary

Lessons Learned
• Reactor plants should be shutdown in

accordance with detailed planning.
• Removal of sodium from systems should be

anticipated in its volume and degree of
completeness.



EBR-II Decommissioning
Summary

Goals
Decommissioning costs for fast reactors
should be comparable to water-cooled
reactors.
Sodium removal should be a fundamental
design criteria for future fast reactor
designs.
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EBR-II Decommissioning
Summary

Coordinated Research Program
Recommendations

• In situ techniques for the reaction of residual
sodium should be developed for routine
application. Necessary research and development
should be pursued to formalize requirements,
applications and process limitations.

Innovative techniques for the removal of sodium,
bulk and residual, should be pursued for
application in decommissioning of existing

cinrl i



Conclusions

EBR-II Decommissioning Activities Are
Complete
- Safely, efficiently and on schedule.

- Lessons learned applicable to decommissioning
activities.

- Goals have been suggested for current
decommissioning activities and future reactor designs.

- Recommendations made for coordinated research
program topics.
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Overview of
Tacis project K1.01/98A "assistance to the elaboration of a decommissioning plan"

for Aktau BN350 NPP (Kazakhstan).

1. Introduction

This project is part of the On Site Assistance provided to the Aktau BN350 NPP, financed by
the 1998 budget of Tacis programme of the European Commission (EC).

Its implementation was entrusted by the EC to a consortium established between EDF and
Sogin. EDF acts as consortium leader trough its engineering unit in charge of nuclear
facilities decommissioning (CIDEN). Sogin is the Italian public company which owns,
operates and has to decommission four Italian shut-down NPP formerly owned by ENEL.

The UKAEA had agreed to take part in the project which started in May 2000 for 18 months.
The terms of reference of the project are stated in the service contract Tacis 00.0061, awarded
by EC to EDF/Sogin Consortium in May 2000.

The project was co-ordinated by an EDF expert who was hosted, for the project duration, by
the Kazakhstan Nuclear Safety Center (NTSC) in Almaty.

This report gives an overview of the deliverables due by the Consortium as per the above
mentioned service contract with the EC. Deliverables include administrative reports (not
detailed in this document), technical documentation, study tours and equipment.

Project's deliverables belongs to the EC and are given to the project Beneficiary, the
Mangyshlak Atomic Energy Complex (MAEC), the owner operator of the Aktau
BN350 NPP.

Implementation of the project, which covers 9 technical tasks addressing the essential topics
of nuclear decommissioning, was to be approached in two main phases: first data collection,
then contribution to the elaboration of the decommissioning plan.

1.1. The international structure of support to BN350 decommissioning

In the period that preceded and followed the decision to shut-down the plant in April 1999,
Kazakhstan authorities concluded two agreements, first with the US-DOE for it to assist in the
elaboration of BN350 whole decommissioning plan by providing both financing under an
ISTC programme and technical review, second with Russian institutes for actually elaborating
the decommissioning plan under commercial conditions with ISTC and Kazakhstan funding.

In order to preclude duplication of efforts, Tacis project's terms of reference commit the
Consortium to fit in this pre-existing working organisation.

Two ways could be envisaged: either providing direct technical assistance to the Russian
institutes, or making available European experience and know-how in the form of technical
reports that would be handed to the Beneficiary, then transferred by it or rather by NTSC to
the Russian institutes. As mentioned in administrative reports to the EC, the first approach
could not be worked out and the Consortium therefore settled on the second alternative.

As a result the Consortium's work had to focus on providing the Beneficiary with technical
advice, options weighing, and qualitative judgements, instead of describing the
decommissioning tasks themselves. The resulting reports that have been or are being issued
for each one of the nine technical tasks are mainly intended to be used, concurrently with
other sources of information and knowledge, by the Russian institutes to establish the
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documents of the decommissioning plan, although in cases when these institutes could not
improve on them, they might be included into the preliminary decommissioning plan without
modifications.

The first draft of the complete BN350 NPP decommissioning plan was set up by the NTSC
end January 2002 and will be presented by to a co-ordination expert meeting convened, under
the supervision of the IAEA, in Vienna from 19th to 21st of March 2002.

1.2. The data collection issue

As stated in the terms of reference of the project, "no dismantling plan can be devised, let
alone carried out, without a complete knowledge of the plant, site, regulation, environment,
industrial and organisational details which are the practical circumstances of and the reference
for its implementation".

Since the draft terms of reference had been earlier approved by the Beneficiary, it had been
implied by the Consortium that data would be forthcoming during the initial phase of the
project, even if more or less organised. Unfortunately, mainly due to the poor document's
archiving on the site, the actual implementation of the project was most of all characterised by
the dearth of technical information. Room by room data collection, was organised by the
Consortium and entrusted to a local sub-contractor that produced a rough global assessment
of materials with figures of their masses, volumes, natures and radiological contents.

Outputs from this preliminary survey will be later on improved and completed in the frame of
NPP radiological characterisation survey1 to be implemented during the plant preparation to
safe enclosure.

One special mention yet should be made of the regulatory framework, where a quite complete
set of the documents in force in Kazakhstan was gathered, copied and provided by NTSC in
CD-ROM format. This however occurred 16 months after project initialisation.

This situation was not particular to Tads' part of the project, and we heard similar complaints
from our American colleagues. Russians contributors (mainly VINIPIET) were in a particular
situation since they owned the plant design documentation. Discussions about their providing
some of this information to the Consortium failed to produce results.

1.3. The Documentation Exchange System (DXS)

This system is provided to NTSC, as directed by the Beneficiary. It comprises a main server
located in Almaty running a dedicated software, and distant PCs in Aktau. The internet
connects the server to the distant partners which, besides Aktau, include KAEC, KATEP, the
IAEA, the Consortium and other partners agreed by Kazakhstan, such as Russian institutes,
ANL, Japanese companies.

The aim of the system is to create a reliable archive, using duplicated CD-ROMs, of
documentation to be used for BN350 decommissioning and to enable distant users to access
it.

The supply of this system and of the know-how transfer provided to NTSC and BN350
experts, comes in excess to the assistance initially foreseen in the Tacis contract.

1 Activity also supported by another Tacis project (Kl .01/98 B), aimed to deliver equipment and methodology
for radiological survey.
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2. The technical reports provided by Tacis project

Nine technical reports are issued by the Consortium in the framework of this project.
Their content and present status is described as follows.

2.1. Data gathering, tools for elaboration and reporting

This report contains a brief description of the plant archives, the complete set of technical,
financial and environment data gathered to this day and used for the elaboration of the other
technical reports of the project, the justification and presentation of the specifications for a
documentation archive and exchange system (DXS), a brief report on the commissioning of
the central part of this system (the server located in the premises of NTSC) and the
specifications for the Aktau station.

The description of the archives and set of plant and financial data exist as a draft written by
Sogin with help from a local subcontractor. The DXS part was written by NTSC (report on
commissioning will be issued after this is completed by end of first quarter 2002).
Specifications for the Aktau station have been written down by Sogin in November 2001.

Purchase of equipment for the Aktau branch of DXS is in progress, in accordance with Tacis
procurement procedures.

2.2. Chain of responsibility and management

This task was cancelled at he initiative of the Beneficiary. A short report will be issued by
EDF with diagrams of the main Kazakhstan organisations, with the exception of MAEC.
These diagrams can presently be found in the project organisation report.

2.3. Environment data

A small quantity of data on the state of environment on and around the plant site (Caspian sea,
soil, underground water, winds, population, economy, radioactive pollution, pollution by
heavy metals) were communicated by Kazakhstan organisations, and part of this only orally,
in informal meetings with experts.

This information will be entered into the data gathering report (see above 2.1), with every
qualification as to its accuracy.

Beside, in addition to the planned outputs of the project, the EC agreed to support the
publication of a book on Kazakhstan radiological pollution, based on date provided by a
former study financed by ISTC. Publication is managed by NTSC.

2.4. Waste facilities

As it turned out from discussions with Kazakhstan experts, besides temporary storage areas
and buildings on plant site, possibly not suitable for further use, no facility is available in
Kazakhstan to dispose of radioactive waste.

A study is underway by KATEP, on orders from the government, to study options for the
disposal of radioactive waste in the Aktau area. The bulk of the waste disposed of in this
facility would come from closed uranium mines, but some might be accepted originating from
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BN350, provided an impact study shows they are compatible with the characteristics of the
chosen site.

This study is reported on by EDF in the first part of the technical report on the disposal
pathways for BN350 dismantling waste. The same document makes proposals for the
temporary safe storage of conditioned radwaste on plant site.

The document exists as a final draft, pending comments from Kazakhstan organisations.

2.5. Financial data

Financial data obtained during the course of the project (staff projections, salaries, water and
power consumption) are included in the report on plant data (see above § 2.1).

When the study of decommissioning options involved a judgement on their comparative
costs, this judgement was made based on the European experts' knowledge of similar projects
in the CIS or Eastern Europe, when available, but not on local data.

The financial data and some assumptions used for the assessment of decommissioning costs
were included in the costing document issued by Sogin in December 2001.

2.6. Rules and regulations

A report on existing regulations as been issued as a draft by NTSC, with a conclusion
pointing to some shortcomings. A complete set of regulations governing decommissioning-
related activities was issued by NTSC as a CD-ROM comprised of scanned images of the
texts in Russian language and a summary with automatic links to the texts. This CD-ROM
will be re-issued in English later on.

Comments from EDF on required complements to the regulations can be found in the reports
on Operational Waste and Decommissioning Waste for issues connected to these topics.

Since the Consortium was informed by NTSC that a contract had been agreed with Argonne
National Laboratory (USA) for the latter to provide advice on required complements to
Kazakhstan regulation, further foreseen developments on this issue were dropped to avoid
duplication.

A limited support to complement regulations pertaining to waste management strategy, will
be provided, during 2002, by a subcontract awarded by the Tacis Consortium to NTSC (under
negotiation).

2.7. Quality Assurance

Task's completion report is under elaboration by a local Consortium's consultant. It will
include three mission reports by the Consortium QA expert to Aktau, a small number of
documents (programmatic declaration, procedures) produced by the Aktau plant management
as a result of these missions, certificates of training of Aktau QA experts by the
Bureau Veritas in Moscow, and comments on the national Quality Programme by French QA
experts.
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2.8. Waste management

A first short report by EDF covers Operational Waste and, for respectively solid, liquid
radwaste and sealed radioactive sources, provides an analysis of the waste, a judgement about
regulatory issues and technical proposals for processing the waste2.

A second report by EDF covers Decommissioning Waste and, based on plant data and the
international experience of managing waste from dismantling nuclear plants which is
extensively described, mentions technical processes to address BN350 various categories of
radioactive and hazardous waste. It provides information about efforts directed to the creation
of a national radwaste repository which, in addition to waste resulting from closed industrial
facilities, might take up part of BN350 radwaste. With the assumption that such a repository
might not be ready in time for SAFSTOR preparation, it proposes temporary waste storage
facilities to be arranged in some BN350 existing buildings.

A third report by Sogin covers Conventional Waste. It provides general directions as to how
each type of waste should be handled.

Further elaboration of waste management strategy, will be supported, during 2002, by a
subcontract awarded by the Tacis Consortium to NTSC (under negotiation).

2.9. Risk and environmental studies

Task's completion report will be issued by end of first quarter 2002. It will include 3 studies
produced by NNC with results of calculations that assess the consequences of hypothetical
events occurring while BN-350 is being decommissioned, in terms of atmospheric releases,
propagation of contamination in the ground, and human mortality and morbidity, and a 4th
study, also by NNC, presenting a general risk analysis of the main decommissioning phases.
An appendix relates to the provision of codes and training that enabled NNC to carry out
these studies.

Kazakh expert training to use of the above mentioned codes is being completed during these
days (Sogin expert mission to Kurchatov NNC premises, end February 2002).

2.10. Dismantling scenario

Task's report presents, based on a plant description making use of available plant data (see
above 2.1.), a systematic analysis and a reasoned, weighted comparison of elementary
options, essentially focussing on the definition of the SAFSTOR, or 50 years confinement,
state of the facility which is the strategy chosen by the government of Kazakhstan. As a result
two preferred decommissioning options are identified and described, the first aimed to overall
optimisation, but resulting in substantial expenditures in the initial 15 years period, the second
intended to minimise initial expenditures, while admitting sizeable care and maintenance
expenses during the safe enclosure period. Required ancillary facilities are listed for both
options.

This report by UKAEA and AEA-Technology has been issued as a final draft, pending
comments from Kazakhstan organisations.

2 Activity also supported by another Tacis project (K 1.01/98 C), aimed to deliver equipment for partial treatment
of operational LRW stored on the BN350 NPP site.
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2.11. Financial evaluation

The reports presents an overall costing of the main decommissioning phases (Safe enclosure
preparation, Care & Maintenance, Final Dismantling) for each essential expense count (such
as staff, waste, care & maintenance, etc.) and for both preferred options identified above
(§ 2.10). The costing is based on overall assessments, since detailed data which would have
allowed to assess the elementary spending for each operation are not available. Fuel and
sodium processing are not included in the costing, as the associate tasks are mainly a matter
of the assistance programme of US-ANL, which agreed to provide the corresponding figures.

Task's completion report was issued by SOGIN in December 2001.

3. Study tours

In association with the implementation of the project tasks, specific study tours in Europe
were organised by the Consortium. Among them, the following ones worth to be mentioned :

• Study tour to the PFR at Dounreay, in Scotland for BN350 experts involved in waste
management and contractors management,

• Study tour in France to NPPs under decommissioning (Brennilis, Creys-Malville) and
waste storage site (site de 1'Aube),

• Study tour in Italy to NPPs under decommissioning (Garigliano, Latina) and to Sogin
headquarters meeting experts on decommissioning cost assessment and staff
management.

Consortium experts, in charge of each project's task, executed specific missions to the BN350
site.

Project review meetings were organised in Kazakhstan and in Europe. The Kazakhsatn
Atomic Energy Committee was associated to these reviews, in consideration of its position of
Nuclear Safety Authority.

4. Provided equipment

4.1. In Aktau

The specifications for the DXS local station were established by agreement between the local
representative of the consortium and the Beneficiary. In principle it is made up of 3 PCs.
These will be bought locally, by the Consortium's local representative, under Tacis
procurement procedure, in progress at date.

Additional documentation archiving and editing equipment (PCs, scanners, printers &so) will
also be provided to the plant in order to improve the documents storage and management
conditions.

4.2. In Almaty

The DXS server (see above 1.3.) supply contract is near to completion. The server will be
commissioned in March 2002.
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5. Conclusion on project's deliverables

The deliverables provided through the K1.01/98A project comply with the terms of reference
of the project. All the technical documents were mailed or handed to it as drafts in English
and in Russian at various stages.

Only few comment from the Beneficiary has been received to this day.
This is not very surprising, given that the actual application of the European know-how
transfer is to nourish the official decommissioning plan entrusted by the Kazakhstan side to
the Russian institutes.

The review of the plan during the spring of 2002, requested from the IAEA by the Kazakhstan
government, is likely to highlight the contribution of Tacis.

The next step of development of the plan, which the Kazakhstan side calls the
"decommissioning project", will undoubtedly build on the deliverables of the present Tacis
project, as well as on the comments and questions they elicited from the experts
commissioned by the IAEA to review the decommissioning plan.

6. General conclusion

The EDF/Sogin Consortium believes that the assistance provided through K1.01/98A project
complies with the Tacis project TOR as a whole.
The achievements of each project task will be less or more valuable for the elaboration of the
decommissioning plan depending, among others, on the relevance given by the Kazakhstan
side on various items of the plan.

The international peer review of the plan, envisaged under the supervision of the IAEA will
help the Kazakhstan side to take the best profit of Tacis contribution.

The Consortium believes that several aspects of the plan need a further development and
possibly further contribution of western expertise. Among them the Consortium highlights the
issues related to the characterisation, sorting, conditioning and storage of solid waste either
issued from operation or expected to be produced during decommissioning implementation.

The decommissioning project implementation will require huge funding and Kazakhstan is
open to accept foreign contribution and technical assistance.
The USA are already committed to support relevant and urgent activities, designed by the
decommissioning plan for the safe enclosure phase preparation, as spent fuel and sodium safe
disposal.
Japan Company RANDEC is also committed to provide technical assistance, namely for
evaluation of radioactive inventory and workers exposure, waste conditioning and project
management.

The EDF/Sogin Consortium is preparing, in agreement with Kazakh Partners, a new proposal
to be submitted to EC, aimed to provide further support activities to be implemented to
convert the BN350 NPP to safe enclosure.
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Sogin report on Task 9 : Assessment of BN350 decommissioning costs - Methods

Basis and methods for Sogin report's elaboration are the following :

Option A: Minimising the pre SAFSTOR costs by limiting the decommissioning prior to

SAFSTOR to removal of sodium coolant and the operational waste. The penalty for

minimising the pre SAFSTOR costs is increased care and maintenance costs during the

SAFSTOR period.

Option B: Minimising care and maintenance costs during the SAFSTOR period by

undertaking decommissioning of a number of facilities prior to SAFSTOR. This results in

the removal of the sodium coolant and the operation waste plus the majority of the

decommissioning waste from the reactor building allowing the building size to be

reduced. This will leave the reactor vessel and primary containment within a new

weatherproof structure.

The option study for decommissioning of BN 350, makes the object of the

AEAT/NE/0162 report, provided by UKAEA, in the frame of the same Tacis project

(task 5) and has been adopted as baseline to identify the needed activities in each option.

• All costs are given in 20QO constant EURO (€ or EUR), regardless of when the

expenditures occur in time.

• The cost estimate is based'on BN-350 reactor plant data as far as possible but,

where information are not available, extrapolations from Sogin cost data w i l l be

used making reasonable assumptions according to international experience and

figures.

• Reference is made to the standardised list of cost items and their definitions,

published in the first half of 1999. [OECD, 1999].

Cost evaluation methodology - Room bases method :

• This method, classified as Top-Down, was developed by the German Company NIS

GmbH and embedded in the former STILLKO code and recently in the

CALCOM-CORA software.
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Sogin report on Task 9 : Assessment of BN350 decommissioning costs - Assumptions

Costs associated with the following items:

• sodium cleaning, treatment and disposal (all included: facility, personnel,

consumable and disposal cost, including secondary waste produced by the

treatment process),

• sodium residue cleaning in phase 1 for option B and phase 3 for option A (specific

process has to be defined),

• secondary wastes production during the safe enclosure period for option A

(detailed maintenance program has to be technically defined),

• closure of the fuel cycle

• direct disposal of the spent fuel

have not been included in the present study since they are under evaluat ion by other

organisations (USA).

• Sogin evaluation does not include demolition cost of the turbine b u i l d i n g and other

conventional buildings and systems as they will be operated by iVIAEC further to

BN350 de-commissioning for steam and electricity production from the other

fossil fuelled plants on MAEC site.

• The costs have been calculated without VAT or other taxes, and co.sl of l icens ing

process has been assumed not relevant for the decommissioning cost e s t ima t ion .

Clearance levels for material release or reuse

I t is assumed that all the needed regulation wil l be timely in place. For the t ime being

values consistent with the Sogin experience have been assumed in the present ca lcu la t ion

( I t a l i an standards that are in line with the international ones).

Waste disposal

For Category 2 waste final disposal, a cost of 4.000 € per cubic meter has been assumed.

This figure is based on the data quoted in the OECD report "low level radioactive waste

repository - an analysis of costs [OECD 1999\2] for the Dukovany repository in the

Czech republic.
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Sogin report on Task 9 : Assessment of BN350 decommissioning costs - Main Results

Main results in terms of projected costs, schedule, resource requirements and occupational

exposures are summarised in the following Tables A and B respectively for Option A and

Option B.

Phase

1- Plant preparation for SAFSTOR

2-SAFSTOR

3- Nuclear dismantling and site
release

4- Site Restoration

Total

Cost
[M€]

105

49

195

11

360

Duration

[y» m]
9y

50 y

12y

3 y
74 y

Manpower
[M-Months]

38.800

94.400

35.200

5.800

174.200

Doses
[Man-Sv]

5

1

8

0

14

Table A - Summary of Main results Option A

Phase

1- Plant preparation for SAFSTOR

2-SAFSTOR

3- Nuclear dismantling and site
release

4- Site Restoration

Total

Cost

[M€]

140

32

176

11

359

Duration

[y, m]

15y

50 y

lOy

3 y

78 y

Manpower
[M-Monthsl

69.300

58.600

27.700

5.800

161.400

Doses
f Man-

Sv]

9

1

6

0

16

Table B - Summary of Main results Option B

The first main conclusion of this study is that both options, A and B, have the same total cost.

At first glance, option A has a high personnel cost during phase 2 but option B needs of

repeating some investments, already made in phase 1, also in phase 3. A deeper analysis can

he performed looking at the detailed results.





Tacis project K1 .01/98 A
Achievements &

Recommendations

"Assistance to the elaboration
of a decommissioning plan

forAktauBN350NPP"

^In the framework of Tacis On Site Assistance programme

r Under Service contract 00.0061 awarded on May 12th 2000
by EC to the EDF/Sogin Consortium

A klu 11 OSA Project coordinator : Mr Riccardo BRA CHI
c/o EDF-ClDEN/DOl mail to : riccarilo.brachi&ecl[.fr
35/37 Rue Lows Guerin - 69100 VILLEVRBANNE (France)
Phone : +33 472 82 45 65 Fax : +33 472 82 40 24

In the framework of the On Site Assistance (OSA) programme for the Aktau
BN350 NPP, financed by the European Commission (EC), a specific project
aimed to provide assistance to the elaboration of a decommissioning plan
(Kl.01/98 A), has been financed, under Tacis contract 00.0061, awarded by
the EC to the EDF/Sogin Consortium.

This project is coordinated with other Tacis OSA activities by the project
management team with EDF-CIDEN/DOI.
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Achievements &

Recommendations
ISogm

^Project planned completion : November 2001
(some tasks under completion by May 2002)

^Project budget : 0,9 Meuro

Technical Coordinator,
(part-time resident in Almaty, until November 2001)

: 9 tasks, in compliance with project's ToR
(task 8 replaced by task 10)

The Tacis project K 1.01/98 A started in May 2000 and was planned to he
completed 18 months after.

Main outputs of the project were delivered to the Beneficiary by the end of
2001 and were taken into account in the elaboration of the decommissioning
plan as it was issued after the Almaty workshop, end January 2002
(EDF/Sogin Consortium attended).

The amount of funds, included in Tacis contract 00.0061, allocated to the
project, is of about 0,9 Meuro.

The work breakdown structure of the project consists in nine main tasks, i n
compliance with project's Terms of Reference.

As requested by the Beneficiary during the project inception phase, the task
#8, related to decommissioning project management, was cancelled and
replaced by a new task #10, aimed to provide a documentation archiving and
exchange system, managed by NTSC.

An EDF-CIDEN technical coordinator managed the project, supporting the
task leaders and coordinating subcontractors in Europe and in Kazakhstan.
He was hosted, part-time, in the NTSC offices in Almaty until November
2001.



Tacis project K1.01/98 A
Achievements &

Recommendations
> Sogin

Task short Id.

1 - Legal framework

2 - Data collection

3 - Quality Assurance

4 - Operational waste

5 - Decommissioning options study

6 - Decommissioning waste

7 - Environment and Safety

9 - Cost assessment

EU task leader S/Contractor

UKAEA

Sogin

EOF

EOF

UKAEA

EOF

Sogin

Sogin

10- Documentation Exchange System EDF

NTSC

SIMPLEX

AFAQ

AEAT

NNC

NTSC

List of Kl.01/98 A project's tasks, task leader Organisation and main
subcontractor, is given in the following table.

Task short Id. / EU task leader / Subcontractor

/ - Legal framework / UKAEA / NTSC

2 - Data collection / Sogin / SIMPLEX

3 - Quality Assurance IEDF / AFAQ

4 - Operational waste / EDF

5 - Decommissioning options study / UKAEA / AEAT

6 - Decommissioning waste / EDF

7 - Environment and Safety / Sogin / NNC

9 - Cost assessment / Sogin

10 - Documentation Exchange System /EDF / NTSC



K1 .01/98 A - BN350 NPP
D&D Plan - Tacis assistance

Task 1 - «Legal framework»

Achievements :

Technical report on Laws and Regulations governing the management of
nuclear and hazardous waste in Kazakhstan and IAEA standards

conclusion underscoring the merits and failings of these
documents

Recommendations:

Make clear which issues are addressed under NTSC contract with US-
NRC Those which are not, should be tackled with
European assistance, especially if they (as e.g. waste storage criteria)
involve long-term cleanness of the area soil and waters.

Achievements :

Laws and Regulations governing the management of nuclear and hazardous
waste in Kazakhstan and IAEA standards and recommendations addressing
this topic have been extensively reviewed, copied and archived when
necessary, analysed. The summaries of their content have been collected
into a technical report in English and Russian versions.

A short conclusion underscoring the merits and failings of these documents
with regards to the decommissioning of BN-350 is included in the same
report.

Recommendations:

Since NTSC contracted with US-NRC for assistance in enhancing
Kazakhstan regulations in aspects of interest to the decommissioning of BN-
350, it should be made clear which issues are addressed under this contract.
Those which are not, while bearing a great significance for nuclear plant
decommissioning, should be tackled with European assistance, especially if
they (as e.g. waste storage criteria) involve long-term cleanness of the area
soil and waters.
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D&D Plan - Tacis assistance

Task 2 - «Data collection))

Achievements:

A number of technical information, ......... is collected into a technical
report.
Information collected to this day is deem sufficient for drawing up a
preliminary decommissioning plan, but not for warranting final decisions
on technical options ......... and precise costing.

Recommendations:

To continue efforts ......... by carrying out plant inventory with support of
Tacis 98B project for plant radiological characterisation. It is also
recommended to improve knowledge on the state and content of the
solid waste operational repository (XTPO).

Achievements:

A number of technical information, either as figures, drawings and texts
have been gathered. These relate to site and building arrangement, operation
history, waste disposition, radioactivity of equipment, radioactive ambience
of rooms, dimensions and masses of equipment, overall masses and
radioactivity of expected dismantling waste by physical nature, hazardous
waste existing on-site and radioactive sources. This information is collected
into a technical report in English and Russian versions.

Information gathered with US-ANL assistance on the make-up of plant
systems was provided to Tacis.

Recommendations:

Since the information collected to this day is sufficient for drawing up a
preliminary decommissioning plan, but not for warranting final decisions on
technical options (such as the extension of the Safe enclosure or
specifications for waste handling facilities) and precise costing, it is
recommended to continue efforts at information gathering by carrying out
plant inventory with support of Tacis 98B project for plant radiological
characterisation. It is also recommended to improve knowledge on the state
and content of the solid waste operational repository.
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D&D Plan - Tacis assistance °Sogm

Task 3 - «Quality Assurance»

Achievements:

A quality system has been put in place The Beneficiary highest
management has pledged itself in writing to implementing quality in
decommissioning the plant. Training has been provided to the QA team.

Recommendations:

To complete QA setting-up to the attainment of ISO 9000 certification.
Furthermore, considering the possible heavy impact of decommissioning
operations on the environment, to pursue an ISO 14000 certification.

Achievements:

A quality system has been put in place in BN-350 organisation, wi th a
quality assurance team directly answering to plant director. The Beneficiary
highest management has pledged itself in writing to implementing quality in
decommissioning the plant. Training has been provided to the QA team in
three successive missions of an European QA expert, followed by training in
QA documentation and auditing.

Recommendations:

The introduction to quality assurance performed by the Project is s t i l l
fragile. It is recommended to complete it up to the attainment of ISO 9000
certification by the BN-350 organisation. Furthermore, considering the
possible heavy impact of decommissioning operations on the environment, it
is recommended to pursue an ISO 14000 certification.
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Task 4 - «Operational Waste»

Achievements:
A technical report has been issued, providing an analysis of operational
solid and liquid radwaste and sealed radioactive sources, and
technical proposals for processing the waste.

Recommendations:
To follow-up on Tacis Project K1.01.98C allowing partial processing of
liquid radwaste
To carry out an analysis of the safety risks presented by the solid
radwaste storage facility through water and soil analysis, trench
sampling, , and studies on the migration of contamination and
its consequences, in order to present the operator and the regulator with
definitive conclusions as to the sustainability of the facility.

Achievements:

On the basis of the inventory of operational solid and liquid radwaste and
sealed radioactive sources carried out as part of Task 2, a technical report
has been issued that, for each one of these three categories provides an
analysis of the waste, a judgement about regulatory issues and technical
proposals for processing the waste. This report is provided in English and
Russian versions.

Recommendations:

Operational waste issues are of a most pressing nature. On the one hand,
liquid radwaste storage capacities are very limited and of doubtful leak-
tightness, insufficient for post operational clean-out, and there is no
agreement with the environment Regulator as to standards for the release of
cleared effluents to the sea. On the second hand the solid radwaste storage
facility, the content of which has been only partially revealed, should be
demonstrate to be compliant either with the plant operational licence,
national regulation and international standards and might be the origin of the
radioactive pollution of ground water. It is therefore recommended to
follow-up on Tacis Project K1.01.98C allowing partial processing of l iquid
radwaste according to Project specifications after an agreement has been
found with the Regulator. It is further recommended to carry out an analysis
of the safety risks presented by the solid radwaste storage facility through
water and soil analysis, trench sampling, a more complete and candid
inventory and interviews of present and former plant managers, and studies
on the migration of contamination and its consequences, in order to present
the operator and the regulator with definitive conclusions as to the
sustainability of the facility.



^ K1 .01/98 A - BN350 NPP
^ D&D Plan - Tacis assistance

Task 5 - «Options Study»
^g|^s°9in

Achievements:

A technical report, essentially referring to safe enclosure state of the
facility, describes two preferred decommissioning options:
=> the first aimed to overall optimisation,
bui resulting in substantial expenditures in the initial 15 years period.

^>the second intended to minimise initial expenditures,
.vhile admitting sizeable care and maintenance expenses during the safe enclosure period.

Recommendations:

Plant data gathered and the set of regulatory, financial and technical
assumptions basing the analysis, should be validated after
additional data are collected. The choice between the two main options
identified in the report, is essentially dependant on the availability of
funding.

Achievements:

A systematic analysis and a reasoned, weighted comparison of elementary
options has been effected, essentially focussing on the definition of the safe
enclosure, or 50 years confinement, state of the facility which is the strategy
chosen by the government of Kazakhstan. As a result two preferred
decommissioning options have been identified and described, the first aimed
to overall optimisation, but resulting in substantial expenditures in the i n i t i a l
15 years period, the second intended to minimise initial expenditures, wh i l e
admitting sizeable care and maintenance expenses during the safe enclosure
period. Required ancillary facilities are listed for both options. A technical
report has been issued in Russian and English versions.

Recommendations:

The analysis is based on plant data gathered as part of Task 2 and on a set of
regulatory, financial and technical assumptions listed in the report. These
assumptions should be validated by the Kazakhstan party and the analysis
confirmed after additional data are collected. The choice between the two
main options identified in the report, being essentially dependant on the
availability of funding, should be submitted to the consideration of national
and international financing organisations.
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Task 6 - ^Disposal path ways»

Achievements:

A technical report describes international experience of managing the
waste from dismantling nuclear plants, technical processes are
mentioned to address BN-350 various categories of waste.

Recommendations:

To bear out the preferred technical processes and the associated list of
waste processing units.
To update Kazakhstan regulatory documents with regard to radiological
and hazardous waste, and to carry out an analysis of the perspectives of
industrial development in the Aktau area, including that of metals melting
and other waste transformation and marketing potentialities.

Achievements:

Based on data gathered as part of Task 2, and on the international experience
of managing the waste from dismantling nuclear plants which is extensively
described, technical processes are mentioned to address BN-350 various
categories of radioactive and hazardous waste. Information is provided
about efforts directed to the creation of a national radwaste repository
which, in addition to waste resulting from past industrial processes, might
take up part of BN-350 radwaste. With the assumption that such a repository
might not be ready in time for safe enclosure preparation activities, it is
proposed that temporary waste storage facilities be arranged in existing
buildings. A technical report has been issued in English and Russian
versions.

Recommendations:

It is recommended to bear out the preferred technical processes and the
associated list of waste processing units on the basis of further data
collection. Since the optimisation of waste management is heavily
dependant on both the regulatory criteria and the possibilities of further use
of discarded materials, it is recommended to update Kazakhstan regulatory
documents with regard to radiological and hazardous waste, and to carry out
an analysis of the perspectives of industrial development in the Aktau area,
including that of metal smelting and other waste transformation and
marketing potentialities.



K1 .01/98 A - BN350 NPP
D&D Plan - Tacis assistance
Task 7 - «Safety & Environment))

Achievements:

Computer codes and training have been provided to NNC, enabling
calculations of consequences of hypothetical events, in terms of
atmospheric releases, propagation of contamination in the ground, and
human mortality and morbidity. A general risk analysis of the
decommissioning main phases will also be performed by NNC.

Recommendations:

Further and more detailed risk analyses and studies of waste migration
...... as input in the decision process relative to each option of BN-350
decommissioning and as part of the safety case submitted to the
regulator's approval. To maintain a measure of collaboration between
European organisations performing safety analyses and NNC.

Achievements:

Calculations will be carried out by NNC, that assess the consequences of
hypothetical events occurring while BN-350 is being decommissioned, in
terms of atmospheric releases, propagation of contamination in the ground,
and human mortality and morbidity.- A general risk analysis of the
decommissioning main phases will also performed. Computer codes and
training have been provided to NNC, enabling it to achieve these tasks.

Recommendations:

Further and more detailed risk analyses and studies of waste migration arc
required as input in the decision process relative to each option of BN-350
decommissioning operation and as part of the safety case submitted to the
regulator's approval. It is recommended to set-up or maintain a measure of
collaboration on BN-350 decommissioning issues between European
organisations performing safety analyses and NNC, which is in charge of
these studies in Kazakhstan.
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Task 8 - «Management»

Achievements:

Although this task has been cancelled with the agreement of the
Beneficiary, a short report will be established, presenting the structure of
the main Kazakhstan organisations involved in BN-350 decommissioning
plan.

Recommendations:

The internal operation and mutual interactions of the various Kazakhstan
organisations is quite opaque to the outsider. It is recommended to make
these liaisons and responsibilities clearer, in order to improve on the
decision making process, which would additionally make foreign funding
organisations more comfortable.

Achievements:

Although this task has been cancelled with the agreement of the Beneficiary,
a short report will be established, presenting the structure of the main
Kazakhstan organisations involved in BN-350 decommissioning plan.

Recommendations:

The internal operation and mutual interactions of the various Kazakhstan
organisations is quite opaque to the outsider. Official and actual
responsibilities seem at times not to match. It is recommended to make these
liaisons and responsibilities clearer, in order to improve on the decision
making process, which would additionally make foreign funding
organisations more comfortable.



K1 .01/98 A - BN350 NPP
D&D Plan - Tacis assistance
Task 9 - «Cost assessment))

Achievements:

An overall costing of the main decommissioning phases has been
established for both preferred options identified in Task 5. The costing
has been based on overall assessments ................. Fuel and sodium
processing have not been included in the costing ...............

Recommendations:

To confirm the costing when more precise data become available.
Especially for the phase of preparation to safe enclosure, since
expenses are in this case the main decision criterion and the choice
between the two preferred options engages Kazakhstan for the ensuing
six decades.

Achievements:

An overall costing of the main decommissioning phases for each essential
expense count (such as staff, waste, care & maintenance, etc.) has been
established for both preferred options identified in Task 5. The costing has
been based on overall assessments, since detailed data which would have
allowed to assess the elementary spending for each operation have not been
provided. Fuel and sodium processing have not been included in the costing,
as the associate tasks are mainly a matter of the assistance programme of
US-ANL, which agreed to provide the corresponding figures.

Recommendations:

It is recommended to confirm the costing when more precise data become
available. Accurate costing should be sought especially for the phase of
preparation to safe enclosure, since expenses are in this case the main
decision criterion and the choice between the two preferred options engages
Kazakhstan for the ensuing six decades.
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Task 10 - «Documentation Exchange System»

Achievements:

An electronic archival system, enabling instant, long distance queries
and documentation mailing to every authorised partner, will be shortly set
up in the premises and under the care of NTSC. Documentation
processing capabilities will also be provided to the plant operator.

Recommendations:

To set up and fund a system with the mission to direct to NTSC every
relevant document as soon as it is produced, and also to progressively
enrich its base with selected documentation retrieved from the paper
archives of the operator, manufacturer and designer.

Achievements:

An electronic archival system, enabling instant, long distance queries and
documentation mailing to every authorised partner, will be shortly set up in
the premises and under the care of NTSC. The capacity of the system is
enough for the development of the decommissioning plan, and may be
enlarged to fulfil the needs of the decommissioning project. Documentation
processing capabilities will also be provided to the plant operator
documentation team for it to dialogue with the central server.

Recommendations:

Since an archive is only worth its documentary content, it is recommended
to set up and fund a system with the mission to direct to NTSC every
relevant document as soon as it is produced, and also to progressively enrich
its base with selected documentation retrieved from the paper archives of the
operator, manufacturer and designer.
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Tacis assistance

A Project Description Sheet (PDS), aiming to support
preparation of the plant to safe enclosure (year 2015)
has been recently submitted to EC.

>Safety analysis and Environmental Impact

^Waste management

^Licensing

The KAEC has recently submitted to EC a request for further support to
activities aimed to prepare the safe enclosure of the Akatu BN350 NPP.

This request is detailed in a Project Description Sheet (PDS), elaborated in
agreement with EDF/Sogin Consortium and dealing with the following areas

1 - Safety analysis and Environment Impact, including : Dismantling option
and dismantling technologies selection, Containment improvement studies.
Environmental impact analysis.

2 - Waste management, including : Overall strategy, Operational waste
characterisation, segregation and conditioning studies.

3 - Licensing, including : waste regulatory framework improvement
(contribution), Elaboration of licensing dossiers.
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Abstract

This paper gives a general review of the decommissioning of Liquid Metal Fast Reactors (LMFRs) held since
the last decades in France. It summarizes the main steps to process the decommissioning of RAPSODffi and
SUPERPHENIX. This experimental feedback can highlight several recommendations and a general approach
for the decommissioning of future LMFRs still in operation.

Keywords: Liquid Metal Fast Reactor (LMFR), Decommissioning, Sodium treatment.

1. Introduction
In the 60's and mid 70's, nuclear power was expected to develop very quickly across the world.
The Fast breeder reactors were then developed in every nuclear countries with merely the same
concept : liquid metal cooled (sodium or potassium sodium alloy) and mixed (U, Pu) oxide
fuelled. Thus all countries have developed a nuclear program based on the building of research
breeder reactors (RAPSODIE, KNKII, DFR), then there was the building of some prototype
reactors (PHENTX, PFR, BN350) and at least the design or building of some commercial
reactors (SUPERPHENTX, BN600, EFR (project)).
As it is clearly expressed in paper mentioned in reference [ 1 ], "Seen from the early 70's, Fast
Breeder Reactors were second generation plants, whose turn should only come when thermal
reactors will have significantly depleted the asU resources. On the other hand, they offered the
prospects of unlimited energy supply".
In the mid of the 80's it appears that the demand of nuclear energy was less important and
crucial than expected and in all European countries the development program for breeders
reactors continuously decreased. It has been completely stopped in several countries such as
Germany, Italy and latter in the United Kingdom. This new strategy was accompanied by the
definitive shutdown of several breeders reactors. Thus the question of the decommissioning of
several LMFRs in Europe and even in the rest of the world became a major subject. The
interest in the decommissioning of LMFRs raised with the final shutdown of prototype reactors
such as PFR and the prematurely shut down of the SUPERPHENIX reactor in summer 1997.



The following table gives a general historic of all the LMFRs developed in the world and their
situation at the present time [ 2 ], [ 3 ], [ 4 ], ['5 ].

Country

USA

USA

USA

USA

USA

USA

USA

USA

Ex USSR

Ex USSR

Ex USSR

Ex USSR

Ex USSR

Ex USSR

Ex USSR

France

France

France

France

G.B.

G.B.

G.B.

Germany

Germany

Germany

Japan

Japan

Japan

India

India

Italy

China

Korea

EEC

Name

Clementine

EBR1

LAMPRE

EBR2

FERMI

SEFOR

FFTF

Clinch River

BR1

BR2

B R 5 - B R 10

BOR60

BN350

BN600

BN800

RAPSODIE

PHENLX

SUPERPHENLX

SPX2

DFR

PFR

CDFR

KNK 1 - KNK 2

SNR 300

SNR2

JOYO (JEFR)

MONJU (JPFR)

DFBR

FBTR

PFBR

PEC

CEFR

KALIMER

EFR

Thermal
power

(MWth)

0.025

1.4

1

60

300

20

400

975

0.03

0.2

5- 10

60

1000

1430

1970

24-40

560

3000

3600

72

600

3300

60

730

3600

100

714

2000

40

1210

140

65

392

3600

Electric
power
(MWe)

0

0.2

0

18

100

0

0

380

0

0

0

0

350

600

800

0

250

1200

1500

15

250

1320

20

300

1500

0

250

800

15

500

0

23

150

1500

Coolant

Hg

NaK

Na

Na

Na

Na

Na

Na

Na

Hg

Na

Na

Na

Na

Na

Na

Na

Na

Na

NaK

Na

Na

Na

Na

Na

Na

Na

Na

Na

Na

Na

Na

Na

Na

Type

ER

ER

ER

ER

ER

DR

ER

ER

ER

ER

DR

PR

DR

ER

DR

PR

PR

ER

DR

PR

ER

DR

PR

ER

DR

PR

ER

DR

ER

ER

DR

PR

Date of first
criticality

1946

1955

1961

1956

1963

1969

1980

X

1955

1956

1958/73

1969

1972

1980

?

1967/70

1973

1985

X

1959

1974

X

1972/77

X

X

1977

?

?

1985

?

X

?

?

X

State

FS: 1952

FS : 1963

FS : 1965

FS : 1993

FS: 1972

FS : 1972

S : 1992

CS

FS:

FS : 1958

10

IO

FS : 1999

10

P

FS : 1983

IO

FS : 1998

AP : see EFR

FS : 1977

FS : 1994

AP : see EFR

FS: 1991

CS

AP see EFR

IO

10

P

IO

P

CS

P

P

AP("

Legend : ER : Experimental Reactor - DR : Demonstration Reactor - PR : Powered Reactor - FS : Final Shutdown - S : Stopped - IO : In
Operation - P : Project - AP : Abandoned Project - CS : Construction Stopped.

: The project was completely achieved and then abandoned.

Table 1 : Summary list of LMFR power reactors, plants and projects



It can clearly be seen that a majority of reactor built in the western countries are now stopped
and there is therefore in all these countries (USA, Western Europe and ex-USSR) development
of studies and operations for the decommissioning of LMFRs. Thus the objective of this review
is to present the different steps of the decommissioning of French LMFRs (RAPSODIE and
SUPERPHENIX) in order to present the particularities of these decommissioning techniques
and to highlight the state of the art in decommissioning Liquid Metal Fast Reactors, that can be
useful when time will come for the reactor still in operation to be stopped. Even for fast
reactors in project, it happens that taking into consideration the future decommissioning of
these reactors in the design stage will become now an increasingly demand of safety authorities
to accept the project for its future realization.

2. Specificities in the decommissioning of LMFR
For decommissioning operations, the main specificity in LMFRs is the nature of the coolant
which is, for all the reactors ever built, always a liquid metal and that has to be considered as a
chemical waste at the final shutdown of the reactor. In its form, the liquid coolant (sodium or
sodium-potassium alloy) cannot be considered as a stable nuclear waste due to its chemical
properties : strong reaction with water and potential ignition with air when liquid [ 6 ], [ 7 ].
Thus in the decommissioning phases it will be necessary to consider the transformation of this
coolant into a stable chemical product.
The treatment of sodium or NaK will be encountered at every steps of the decommissioning
operations :

- during the defiielling phase, the assembly will be covered by a residual film of sodium
(or NaK) that has to be removed before storing the elements in the pool,

- every component extracted from the reactor will also be covered by a film of sodium
and can sometimes retain residual amount of sodium. This sodium will have to be
removed prior to the dismantling of the components,

- the metallic coolant coming from the primary and secondary circuits will have to be
chemically treated in order to transform these large amounts of metallic radioactive
products (several tons to several hundred of tons) to stable products,

- the primary vessel drained from the primary coolant and the secondary circuit drained
from the secondary coolant will have inside some residual amount of liquid metal stuck
to the surface or retained inside the structures as non drainable retentions. Hence, this
particular situation will have to be solved prior to the study of the decommissioning of
the main structures,

- at least, the decommissioning of a LMFR will produce several secondary wastes full of
sodium and highly activated or contaminated i.e. cold traps or cesium traps, etc... A
specific treatment for these waste will have to be found.

Thus in the field of the decommissioning of LMFR the term of "sodium waste treatment" is
generally used. This term gathers all the processes that can be used to transform sodium to a
chemical stable product to achieve the global decommission of the reactor [ 8 ].
These specific techniques applied for the decommissioning of LMFRs and in particular, the
specific processes developed at every step for sodium treatment will be presented in the
description of the decommissioning operations of the following reactors : RAPSODIE and
SUPERPHENIX in the following chapters.



3. Decommissioning of French fast reactors [ 9 ]

3.1. RAPSODIE reactor

3.1.1. History and ;eneral description of the reactor [ 2 ] , [ 3 ] , [ 4 ] , [ 1 0 ]
RAPSODIE reactor is located in South of France, at the
Cadarache CEA Centre. The first studies of RAPSODIE
were in 1958. Start of construction was in 1962 within an
association of CEA and EURATOM. The reactor was of
the loop type and had two cooling circuits of 12MWth
heat capacity removal each. First criticality was reached
the 28th of January 1967. The initial power of the reactor
was 20 MWth, it has been raised to 24 MWth in
December 1967 and to 40 MWth in 1971 after several
modifications (FORTISSIMO project).

Figure 1 : General view of RAPSODIE

By the end of 1978, a small primary sodium leak was detected, which constrained the
operation of the plant to about 22 MWth. In January 1982, another small sodium leak was
detected in the nitrogen system (surrounding the primary vessel). The exact localisation of the
leak was estimated to be too long, too costly and too uncertain. Moreover RAPSODIE had
fulfilled its aims, it was then decided to finally shut down the reactor the 13th of October 1982
after several end of life tests from May to October.
The beginning of the first operations of the final shutdown started in April 1983. CEA was
leader project in decommissioning of RAPSODIE reactor.
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Figure Z : Cut view of the RAPSODIE reactor



3.1.2. Different steps of the final shutdown-of RAPSODIE [ 11 ]
The objective was to achieve on RAPSODIE a partial dismantling (stage 2 in IAEA
classification). The main operations described chronologically to achieve this objective were
the following :

- Removal of the assemblies from the basic nuclear facility.

- Removal of miscellaneous irradiated equipment and wastes contained in the interim
storage wells (experimental devices, basic control devices,...).

- Isolating the reactor plant from contaminated systems.

- Washing and decontamination of the systems isolated from the reactor block.

- Dismantling the systems.

- Final containment of the reactor block.

- Setting of installations into safety configuration.

- Treatment of contaminated sodium.

- General sanitizing.

These operations will be detailed in the following chapters.

a. Defuelling
All the assemblies constituting the core of RAPSODIE have been extracted, cleaned and then
stored in the pool. The process of cleaning the assemblies is made by a spray of water in a flow
of inert gas (argon). This process was applied in a specific facility existing in every LMFR and
called a cleaning pit [ 12 ]. This cleaning pit was used in normal operation when a fuel element
was extracted before its inspection. All the fuel, breeder elements and control rods were
removed and cleaned from April to November 1983. During the defuelling, sodium was static
and was kept liquid by the residual power of the fuel elements. When this residual power
became insufficient, pre-heating nitrogen circuit and safety cooling circuit were used to keep
the sodium warm. The safety cooling system used to maintain the sodium in a liquid state was
kept until the complete draining of the primary sodium in April 1984.

The other elements (metallic assemblies) were removed later. The 468 reflector assemblies
constituting the core (222 made of nickel, 246 made of steel) were highly irradiated. They
represented, in 1987, a global activity of about 130,000 Curies. In 1987 it was decided to take
all the reflectors out and to store them at Cadarache site awaiting treatment before sending
them to final repository. The operation of retrieving the reflectors from the vessel, washing
them to eliminate traces of sodium, and installing them in a storage container lasted two years
and required a workforce of 860 men per day with a production of 72 containers.

b. Draining of the sodium
The primary sodium was drained in the primary storage vessel in two steps. In the first step,
the primary sodium coming from the primary pipes was drained, before the beginning of the
defuelling. This operation took place in April 1983. In the second step the sodium remained in
the primary vessel was transferred to the same sodium storage. The sodium was kept solid at
room temperature under nitrogen cover gas.
After this draining and a further draining of two residual bulk of sodium, the amount of
residual sodium let in the primary vessel was estimated to 70 kg of metallic sodium and 100 kg
of aerosols and sodium oxides. An endoscopic examination of the primary vessel confirmed
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this first estimation. The primary vessel was kept under argon cover gas with a residual
overpressure to prevent from any ingress of afr.
In 1985, the sodium was transferred to another sodium storage. During this transfer, the
primary sodium had a purification campaign from caesium (137Cs and 134Cs are the main radio
contaminants in primary circuit of fast reactors). This purification campaign consisted in
passing the liquid sodium through caesium traps. These caesium traps are made with
carbonaceous solid material where the trapping of caesium is made by adsorption phenomenon
[ 13 ], [ 14 ]. Thus the 37 tons of primary sodium of RAPSODIE was purified from around
1.85 1012Bq of 137Cs. The contamination of the primary sodium that was initially of 42 kBq/g
of sodium was lowered to 5.8 kBq/g of sodium (reduction factor of more than 7).

The RAPSODIE secondary circuit was based on two circuits. Each of them contained 11 tons
of sodium. This secondary sodium was drained in two storage vessels (15m3 each) and the
sodium was kept solid at room temperature under a nitrogen cover gas. This operation took
place in April 1983. This secondary sodium is still stored on the RAPSODIE site.

c. Cleaning of components
All the components used in RAPSODIE reactor (i.e. primary pumps, intermediate heat
exchangers,...) were drained, removed, and cleaned in the cleaning pit devoted to the cleaning
of components.
In cleaning pits, residual sodium is progressively neutralised by the contact of a mist made of a
mixture of droplets of demineralised water, nitrogen and carbon dioxide. Reaction of sodium
with mist is creating sodium hydroxide and hydrogen. Aqueous sodium hydroxide produced by
this reaction is then transformed into sodium carbonate in contact with carbon dioxide.
Hydrogen is released in the ventilation duct after filtration and dilution. During all the chemical
process, the cleaning pit is kept under inert gas (carbon dioxide or nitrogen). The process is
controlled by adjusting the density of water in the mist in function of the concentration of
hydrogen released from the cleaning pit before dilution. In normal operation, this percentage of
hydrogen is always lower than 1 % [ 12 ], [ 15 ] .
The components were then dismantled, cut and sent to the radioactive waste storage.

The removal of control rod mechanisms and experimental devices present in the installation
was a 12 months campaign, producing 32 containers.

Primary cold traps and caesium traps were stored on the facility and will be sent and treated at
the ATENA facility in 2007/2010. It is envisaged that the secondary sodium stored in two
vessels will also be sent to this facility at the same time.

d. Treatment of the primary circuit [161
After the draining of the primary sodium, the separation between the reactor vessel and its
circuits was done. The objective was to tighten the main vessel. The following operations were
carried out:

- cutting the sodium inlet and outlet pipes and clad failure detection lines,

- isolating the overflow tank from the reactor vessel,

- isolating the sodium purification rack.
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The primary circuit was then cleaned from sodium
with an in situ treatment with the use of a heavy
alcohol : ethylcarbitol. This washing was performed
during the second quarter of 1988. The operation
required the use of 4 200 litres of ethylcarbitol and
11 m3 for various rinsing procedures. An activity of
4.2 1011 Bq in 137Cs was eliminated from the surfaces
then partially trapped on the ion exchanging resins.

Figure 3 : RAPSODIE sodium pipes

The primary circuits were then decontaminated in three steps : alkaline washing to remove all
the labile caesium, followed by acid (sulfo-nitric mixture) decontamination with Ce™ to entrain
the fixed contamination including about 10 % of 60Co, and a final phosphatation step. The
estimated initial contamination level of 5500 Bq/cm2 was reduced to less than 10 Bq/ cm2,
allowing dismantling operations to proceed without constraints, producing waste material
suitable for release and limiting an occupational dose estimated to 230 man.mSv. The
decontamination operations generated 2600 kg of dry extract encapsulated by the local effluent
treatment station. 164 m2 were decontaminated after two effective working months with an
average metal removal depth of 12 um.

RAPSODIE™ —..-
CIRCUIT PRIMAiflE
PRIMARY

Figure 4 : Cut view of the primary circuit

e. Reactor vessel containment
The main reason for confining the reactor block is to enclose all the activity in the plant within
a limited solid structure. In addition, owing to the sodium residue in the unwashed vessel, that
vessel must be constantly maintained in a nitrogen atmosphere in order to avoid reactions with
atmospheric humidity. Thus, the reactor vessel has not been cleaned and is still with residual
non drainable sodium inside. This residual quantity of sodium is estimated to less than 100 kg.
The cover gas is nitrogen. The containment of the reactor vessel is made of two barriers. The
first barrier is made by plugging all the circuits of the vessel : inlet and outlet of sodium, gas
circuit, purification circuit, pin failure detection circuit. The upper part of the reactor vessel
including the rotating plugs was recovered by a welded metallic structure. The second barrier



is the outer enclosure of the concrete made of rare earth (or Sercoter concrete) completed by a
series of steel housing on the six sides of the reactor bloc.
The cover gas of the first barrier is under nitrogen and over-pressurised.

f. Treatment of the secondary loops
RAPSODEE was constituted by two secondary loops. Heat removal was made by sodium/air
heat exchangers. At the decision of the final shutdown of the reactor, the two loops were
drained. One loop was kept and transformed in order to develop a technological program to
test a sodium pump (CARUSO program), it was then dismantled in the 90's. The other loop
was quickly dismantled. The two circuits were dismantled without preliminary in situ
treatment. Pipes were cut and then treated with water in specific facility held at Cadarache.
Global activity in tritium of the secondary sodium was estimated at the date of 01/01/94, to
2.21 GBq/t. The activity of the residual sodium in the loop was estimated to 15 Bq/g of
sodium.

g. Dismantling of the primary system and its auxiliary systems
The pipes and tanks were cut using the plasma torch except in "high risk" areas where the
cutting was performed using a saw or chain saw. All the components of the primary system
(pipes, tanks) were previously drawn, in order to define the cutting line, and were individually
marked to facilitate future radiological identification of every waste produced. The dismantling
operation produced 512 components, the largest dimensions did not exceeded one metre. The
weight of waste produced by the dismantling operation was 13,472 kg of stainless steel. The
cutting of the primary system required 650 metres of plates and pipes, between 3 and 12 mm
thick, involving a production rate of 12.75 m per day per man.

h. Primary sodium treatment

For the treatment of primary sodium, CEA
has developed a process called NOAH
process in order to continuously transform
sodium in sodium hydroxide. The principle
of NOAH process consists in injecting small
quantities of liquid sodium by a dosing pump
through a sodium nozzle into a strong flow
of aqueous sodium hydroxide (concentration
of 10 mol/L) flowing within a closed vessel.

Figure 5 : The DESORA facility

The liquid sodium is scattered in the water and reacts smoothly and continuously. The chemical
reaction being exothermic, it requires a continuous cooling through a liquid/liquid heat
exchanger. The hydrogen produced by the chemical reaction is filtered, dried and diluted
before release to the stack. The aqueous sodium hydroxide concentration is monitored and
adjusted by adding water. The pilot facility to validate the NOAH process was developed by
CEA between 1985 and 1989 [ 17 ], [ 18 ].

Then the design of the DESORA facility (DEstruction du SOdium de RApsodie) started in
1989 and was carried out by Framatome. Sodium treatment by the DESORA facility started in
1994 and allowed the treatment of the 37 tons of primary sodium in three months (nominal



flow rate of 40 kg/h) [ 19 ], [ 20 ]. The treatment of the 37 tons of sodium produced around
180 m3 of concentrated sodium hydroxide which was used to neutralise radioactive acidic
effluents at La Hague reprocessing facility.

i. The in situ cleaning of a tank and its consequences [ 21 ]

Nota : this following text is integrally extracted from the paper presented at IWGFR meeting
in Aix en Pee in 1997 [21 ]

On March 31st, 1994, during the cleaning of the residual sodium contained in a tank located in
a hall outside the containment building of the RAPSODIE reactor, an explosion occurred. One
member of the CEA staff was killed and four people were injured. The sodium present in the
tank in which the accident occurred comes from the primary cooling circuits of RAPSODIE.
This residual sodium was constituted by the undrainable sodium remained at the bottom of the
tank at the end of the DESORA campaign. Before being dismantled, the tank had to be cleaned
in ordej to remove the residual sodium. The process selected to perform this clean up
operation, already implemented several times [ 22 ], consisted in progressively introducing in
the tank a heavy alcohol called ethylcarbitol, while monitoring the reaction through
temperature, pressure, hydrogen and oxygen measurements. The major cause of the accident
was due to the formation of an heterogeneous physical-chemical environment, complex and
multiphasic made of three basic components : alcohol, alcoholate and sodium. This
environment turned out to be particularly favourable to the development of thermal
decomposition reaction and/or catalytic exothermal reactions. Large quantities of gases
(including hydrogen and light hydrocarbon compounds) were thus produced. Shortly after the
last alcohol injection on March 31st, the phenomenon run out of control, leading to a sudden
rupture of the overpressurised tank, then to the explosion of the gases mixture blown out in the
hall. After this accident, a commission of enquiries was set up. The complicate chemical
structure of ethylcarbitol (CeHnOs) was recognised to facilitate the possibility of thermal
runaways. The immediate recommendations of this commission was to forbid the use of
ethylcarbitol or other heavy alcohol in the treatment of sodium. The same kind of accident
occurred two years later in Germany [ 23 ].

j. Activity and dose rate assimilated
The removed activity is estimated to around 4,800 TBq. The activity contained in the primary
vessel was estimated to 600 TBq in 1990 (mainly 60Co). The dose assimilated by the whole
personnel having worked from 1987 to 1994 on the installation is 224 mSv. The dose
assimilated during the year 1988 was 117 mSv, due mostly to the work of separating the
reactor vessel from the primary system before the latter was washed and decontaminated.

k. Present situation of the RAPSODIE reactor and future
After the accident, the main activity on the reactor was to rebuild the buildings and repair the
damages. The objective is to reach the stage 2 of the IAEA decommissioning phase. Then the
surveillance state should last from 2005 to 2020 before the final decommissioning of the
reactor (stage 3) [ 24 ]. A project is in progress to estimate the cost benefits that can be gained
by reducing the schedule of the decommissioning of this reactor.



3.2. SUPERPHENIX reactor

3.2.1. History and general description of the reactor [ 2 ], [ 25 ], [ 26 ], [ 27 ], [ 28 ]

a. History
As early as 1971, the French Atomic Energy Commission (CEA) working closely with EOF
carried out preliminary studies for the new reactor . In 1973, an agreement was signed by EDF
(France), ENEL (Italy) and RWE (Germany) setting up NERSA : a limited company to
operate a fast breeder reactor. NERSA acted as owner and operator with the latter role being
entrusted to EDF. The creation of NERSA was confirmed by a decree passed in 1974. Two
companies, Novatome and NIRA (today FRAMATOME ANP and ANSOLDO) performed
jointly the design and the construction of the reactor as prime contractor.
In 1977 started the plant construction at Creys Malville near the Rhone river (see figure).
In October 1984, the first filling with sodium was successfully completed. SUPERPHENIX
went first critical in September 1985 and then followed, after the first connection to the grid on

14 January 1986, and reached the nominal power
(1200 MWe) in December 1986.
During the operation of SUPERPHENIX, two
major events occurred : a sodium leak was
discovered in March 1987 in the wall of the main
vessel of the in sodium assemblies storage vessel.
The treatment of the event and the appropriate
remediation lasted 20 months.

fJttffr

Figure 6 : General view ofSPX buildings

The second event occurred in July 1990 : A microleak in the diaphragms of the compressor in
the argon circuit leaded to an air ingress in the primary circuit and consequently to a sodium
pollution beyond the specified limits. The purification finished in spring 1991. Then started
administrative procedures that allows to restart the reactor in 1994 (three years later). The
plant operated throughout the whole year in a very satisfactory manner up to 90 % of its rated
power. On 24th December of 1996, the plant was voluntarily shut down for the ten years
inspection on steam generators (regulatory inspections). At this time the operation time was
equivalent to 320 Equivalent Full Power Days. It will never restart. Indeed, in June 1997, the
French Prime Minister announced the intention to abandon the plant, and the 2nd February of
1998, the decision of its definitive shutdown was announced by the Government.

To sum up the life of SUPERPHENTX operation :

- 53 months (40% of the total time), the plant operated normally generating 7.9 billion of
kWh.

- 25 months of shutdowns needed for modifications of the plant or reworking as a
consequence of major events (sodium leak and sodium pollution).

- 54 months of shutdowns imposed by administrative procedures, public inquiries, etc...

b. General description of the SUPERPHENIX reactor
SUPERPHENIX is a pool type liquid metal fast reactor. The coolant is sodium. It is composed
of a main reactor vessel of 21 m diameter and 19,5 m high filled with 3250 tons of liquid
sodium (see figure). The primary system includes four primary pumps and eight intermediate



heat exchangers connected with four secondary loops. The total amount of sodium in these
four secondary loops is 1500 tons.
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Figure 7 : Cut view of the primary vessel of SPX reactor

The core of SPX is made of fuel elements (mixed UCV PuOa), breeder elements, rods plus
complementary control rods (pins containing pellets of boron carbide B4C).
The power of SPX reactor was 3000 thermal MW converted to 1242 electric MW.

At the date of the decision of the final shutdown of the reactor, SPX was in operation only 320
Equivalent Full Power Days. During this time there was no cladding failure. Therefore it can be
assumed that SUPERPHENIX has a very low residual activity and minor contamination in the
primary sodium. Thus the residual activity of the primary sodium was measured. The values in
2000 were : 22Na : 3500 Bq/g (period 2.6 y), 137Cs : < 5Bq/g (period 30 y), 3H : between 5000
and 20000 Bq/g (period 12.6 y), 54Mn : 5 Bq/g (period 312 d).

3.2.2. Scenario for the definitive shutdown of SUPERPHENIX
The first definitive shutdown decree was published on 30th December 1998 [ 29 ]. This decree
authorises the following operations :

- core unloading,

- draining of sodium and its storage,

- dismantling of non nuclear installations definitively out of order and/or unnecessary for
safety.

The subsequent phases, including sodium treatment will be subject to a further decree and
authorizations. Taking into account this decree, EDF with its industrial partener Framatome
ANP, studied a global scenario for the general decommissioning of the plant. This scenario
takes into account the experimental feedback of the decommissioning of several LMFRs
(RAPSODIE, PFR) and is of course adapted to the specificities and particularities of the
Superphenix plant. The general strategy of EDF is to achieve a voluntarist scenario for the
global decommissioning of the reactor. The different steps of this decommissioning and the
global strategy will be now seen in the following chapters.



a. Unloading
The core unloading has started end of 1999 and is planned to be achieved by end of 2002. It
consists in the removal of:

- 368 fuel assemblies,

- 229 breeder assemblies,

- 50 in-core absorber subassemblies,

- 3 neutron guides.
Then steel assemblies will be removed, that is to say :

- 184 steel reflector subassemblies,

- 1076 lateral neutron protections.

The unloading of every element starts with a cleaning process to remove the residual sodium
located of every component (estimated to a maximum of 600 grams of sodium per element).
The cleaning process employed is globally the same concept as the RAPSODIE cleaning
process. These elements are then be stored under water in the spent fuel pool of SPX plant.
The unloading of the core is done without the use of dummy core. In 2001, the defuelling was
in operation. The lateral neutron protections are too numerous to be stored in the pool. A lot
of them will be sent to the medium activity storage center (CSA Centre de Stockage de
L'Aube), those which are too active have to be sent will be temporarily stored on site in
containers.

b. Maintaining sodium in temperature
As the decay heat is lower than reactor
thermal loss, the sodium temperature must be
maintained by an outside heat source. In
normal operation, the primary sodium can be
kept at a given temperature by the secondary
loops or by the primary pumps. During core
unloading, the primary pumps must be shut
down. During draining of the reactor vessel,
when sodium level drops below the input
window of the intermediate heat exchangers,
heating through the secondary loops will no
longer be possible.

Figure 8 : Operators patting tracing cable on the SPX safety vessel

Thus, it was decided to install a system to maintain the temperature by electric tracing cables,
fixed on the safety vessel, and then to thermally insulate this vessel.
It was the first operation done on the SPX vessel. The primary pumps were definitively
stopped on September 1999.

c. Sodium draining
The secondary loops has been drained off and the sodium is stored in solid state in the storage
tanks. In a first scenario, it was also decided to drain the sodium from the primary vessel to an
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interim storage before its conversion into sodium hydroxide based on the NOAH process.
Finally it has been decided that the primary sodium will not be drained, but transferred on line
to the SPX sodium disposal plant. This treatment operation should last four years and should
start around 2006. Thus the draining of the primary vessel will be done very progressively.

d. Sodium retention treatment [ 30 ]. [ 31 1
When the primary vessel is drained, volumes of liquid metal will remain trapped by internal
structures. These trapped volumes are estimated to 1 % of the initial amount of sodium in the
primary vessel that is to say about 37 tons. The residual sodium is mainly trapped in three
areas :

- 11.6 m3 are trapped in the core catcher which is made of two large piled plates,

- 12.2 m3 are trapped in the lower part of the core diagrid,

- 8.6 m3 are trapped at the bottom of the main vessel reactor.

To remove these main retentions, several techniques were selected. Thus sodium trapped in the
lower part of the core diagrid will be siphoned and sodium trapped at the bottom of the main
reactor will be pumped by an adapted device. The core catcher will be drilled in order drain the
trapped sodium from this hole to the bottom of the vessel and then to pump it out. After this
complementary draining, the sodium remaining in the reactor vessel is estimated to 2.6 tons
(1.3 tons as films of sodium and 1.3 tons as bulks of sodium). Studies are carried out to
evaluate the possibility to reduce these values by local draining or sucking for non prohibitive
costs.

Figure 9 : Methods to allow a further draining of the SPX primary vessel

e. Sodium treatment..[ 40 ]
The reuse of this sodium for nuclear operation was not possible due to the absence of building
of new LMFR in the near future. Thus the transformation of metallic sodium to a non reactive
material was decided.
To do so, it was decided to use the reference NOAH process that will transform metallic
sodium to concentrated sodium hydroxide (10 mol/liter). The treatment of primary sodium
(3250 tons) and secondary sodium (1500 tons) will produce large amount of sodium hydroxide
(19,000 tons) or neutralized salts such as sodium sulphate (25,000 tons). The facility envisaged



will be based on the design of the SDP facility (Sodium Disposal Plant) built to treat the
primary and secondary sodium of PFR [ 30 ],' [ 32 ]. The estimated treatment flow rate will be
6 metric tons per day. The final destination of this by-product must be clearly defined and
authorized by a decree.

Two major solutions can be envisaged :

- Release of sodium sulphate into the Rhone river.
Considering the low activity of the primary sodium and
absence of fission products (no fuel clad failures),
release into the Rhone river of the equivalent of 2.5 tons
of sodium treated per day is possible within the
framework of current release authorizations (250
GBq/year of liquid effluent excluding tritium). Studies
of the environmental impact have been carried out, they
have shown it would be very low (0.1 u,Sv),

- Fabrication of sodium hydroxide based cement before
conditioning under the form of concrete blocks to be
stored as Very Low Radioactive Waste at CSTFA
disposal facility (Centre de Stockage TFA de 1'Aube)
under the control of ANDRA (Agence Nationale de
gestion des Dechets Radioactifs), the French national
radioactive waste control agency.

Figure 10 : The NOAH process

For that second technical option, several tests were done to evaluate the possibility to stabilize
sodium hydroxide or sodium salts into concrete. These tests were successful [ 33 ].

EDF have chosen the cementation of the sodium hydroxide because the other solution was too
hazardous in terms of time schedule.

f. Treatment of structures [ 39 ]
Studies are carried out to specify treatment of:

- small and large primary components such as primary pumps, intermediate heat
exchangers,

- structures after sodium draining,

- secondary loops.
For small and large components the use of the SPX cleaning
pits will be necessary to eliminate the residual sodium
remained after draining. The process used in this cleaning pits
is a mist spraying. This mist is composed by demineralized
water, carbon dioxide and nitrogen. For the primary vessel
and secondary loops, it is intended to apply a carbonation
method.

Figure 11 : A component before and after cleaning



It consists in injecting inside the component or the vessel a circulation gas carrying a very low
amount of water : the gas must be kept under the saturation point in water. The circulation gas
is a mixture of carbon dioxide and nitrogen. Therefore in contact with the humidity carried by
the gas, sodium is smoothly reacting, producing anhydrous sodium hydroxide which will be
then transformed to solid sodium bicarbonate (NaHCOs). By contact with CC>2. This process
has already been applied with success for the internal cleaning of residual films of sodium of
the spent fuel storage vessel of Superphenix in 1988 before its dismantling [ 34 ]. The objective
is now to define kinetics and a global process to allow the treatment of greater bulks of sodium
[ 35 ]. The application is the treatment of the residual sodium retained in the primary vessel
(after the draining of the sodium and the treatment retention operation) as far as it is
reasonably possible.

Figures 12 and 13 : Pictures of the internal of the SPX spent fuel storage vessel after the carbonation treatment

g. Radiological inventory
Ruling imposes drawing up an inventory of current on-site radioactivity in view of its
decommissioning. Studies are committed for :

-Drawing up the inventory and localization of fission products, contamination, and
activation.

- Calculating primary circuit structural dose rates after sodium draining.

- Calculating components dose rates.

- Estimating the activity at every decommissioning step.

This radiological inventory is made by on site measurements, calculation and estimation of
residual activity by the mean of computing code, sampling and radiochemical analyses in order
to verify the computational results.

h. Sodium waste treatment
A major sodium waste treatment issue will come from the decommissioning of the secondary
loops. For this operation, two alternatives are currently studied : in situ water flushing after
carbonation treatment or washing of metallic pieces after dismantling in a specific facility based
on water spraying process. Majority of components extracted from the primary circuit will be
treated by the mean of the cleaning pits. Some components which contains sodium or NaK



alloy and which require specific treatment will probably be treated in a CEA facility called
ATENA that will be constructed in 2007.- This is particularly the case for primary and
secondary cold traps. These components present the major drawbacks to be not self draining
and to concentrate sodium impurities (sodium oxides and sodium hydride) and contamination
(mainly caesium for primary cold traps and exclusively tritium for secondary cold traps).
Methodology for processing these kind of components has been developed by CEA [ 8 ], [ 36
], and will be applied at Marcoule, on ATENA based nuclear installation [ 37 ].
For components containing NaK alloys, specific treatment will be defined with respect to the
particular specificity of NaK handling and treatment especially when the NaK can be supposed
oxidized [38].

i. Decommissioning level 3 [ 41 ]
EDF's strategy is now to shorten the time between the level 2 and the level 3. Thus it is
envisaged to achieve the level 3 decommissioning in 2025.
To do so, a major part of the work will be focused on the dismantling of the primary vessel and
dismantling of all the primary components. The studies on this subject are already engaged.
First options oriented between different technical options. One of them is, after a possible
cleaning of residual sodium and carbonates to fill the primary vessel with water and to realize
under water cutting of the internal structures.

4. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS ON LMFRs DECOMMISSIONING

4.1. Recommendations on LMFRs decommissioning
Decommissioning of LMFRs is still a young technology that is not completely mature : it is not
possible to say at this present time that a LMFR has reached a stage 3 decommissioning level.
It is then necessary to gain the maximal experimental feedback from the passed realization and
from the decommissioning operations currently in progress. Thus from several works done in
France for RAPSODEE and Superphenix and also from international technical exchange with
other countries that are involved in LMFR de commissioning the following recommendations
can be highlighted :

- Prepare the work and the strategy of decommissioning in advance :
When it is possible, it is worth to start the decommissioning studies at least two years
before the date of the final shutdown. This type of work will be necessary to define the
general decommissioning strategies and to define in advance what will be the main works
to start, the possible supporting R&D to develop and to identify where will be the major
difficulties that can provoke major risks in the schedule.

- Use proven technologies :
At a decommissioning stage, as far as it is possible, it is better to use proven technologies
for all the operation linked to the decommissioning. Indeed, the time of decommissioning
is not a time of important development and the main objective is to reduce the costs.
These objectives are not compatible with the development of known technologies or the
start of new field of competence. It is better to know what are the general techniques
used all over the world in the frame of LMFRs decommissioning, to compare them and
to adapt them to the specificity of the reactor to dismantle

- Use simple chemistry to treat sodium (water) :



For the treatment of sodium, the easier process is the better. Among the wide range of
processes developed to treat sodium, water has proven to be the most efficient reactant
because : water is cheap, it produces well known by products (sodium hydroxide and
hydrogen), it has been widely used to treat sodium. In some particular cases the ignition
of fire can be a way to treat metallic sodium. In that case, the treatment of contaminated
gaseous effluents must be particularly well defined. All the other products that can be
used to treat sodium (organic compounds, oil, ammonia) will induce much more
drawbacks than advantages.

- Do the decommissioning as fast as we can at the beginning.
This is of major importance in order to keep the exploitation team in place as far as
possible and to be very efficient the first years of the decommissioning program where
the most difficult operations will take place : defuelling, sodium draining and sodium
treatment. Knowledge of the plant disappears very quickly due to several reasons :
retirement of the staff, transfer of operators to other plants... So it is necessary to do all
the possible works immediately. Moreover this strategy have the advantage to keep on
the team a new challenge where a new motivation can be found.
To prevent from the loss of knowledge, in parallel development of a knowledge
preservation program must be done. This knowledge preservation will cover the
following items : data recording, written synthesis of specific subject, recording of the
general knowledge of experts before their retirement, preservation of the training to
sodium and NaK technologies for the new teams. This strategy of knowledge
preservation is in progress in France [ 42 ], [ 43 ].

4.2. Conclusions
As it can been seen from this paper, the decommissioning of a LMFR necessitates a specific
knowledge on sodium and NaK handling until the least gram of alkali metal has disappeared of
the plant. Thus the decommissioning of a fast reactor becomes a challenge where the
knowledge preservation of sodium technology during the whole decommissioning time is the
most difficult part to achieve.
Nevertheless, even if the sodium technology is very specific, the decommissioning of Fast
Reactors with sodium coolant do not present major technical difficulties. It can be seen from
the dismantling of RAPSODEE and Superphenix that every step of decommissioning has
already its identified technical solution that had already been tested. Decommissioning a LMFR
is a long and huge work but all the steps are technically feasibles. In this field, the premature
decommissioning of Superphenix will place French technology in the first places.
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Context of LMFRs in the world
In the 60's and mid 70's an important
development on nuclear power was made in
several countries ' f f- ' *"

LMFRs belong to that increasing development

A lot of LMFR projects, realisation and
exploitation were developed . ;

-. $ •.". • •
In France the development was made by
RAPSODIE, PHENIX and SPX
t :\ * ' ', .„ --.-

NOVATOME IAEA meeting - March 2002
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%^^^o@ fE m

In the mid 80's the demand of nuclear
energy was less important than
expected

In all european countries LMFRs
programs decrease

Some LMFRs came to final shutdown,
some other were prematurely shut down

EOF
EfectrfcHtt
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Context of LMFRs in the world

• Now the context is the following

- Majority of reactor built in the western
countries are now stopped

- The new developments of LMFRs is mainly
located in Asia

- In this context France has a particular
situation

EOF
Electricity
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Position of France in LMFRs was very strong

- Three reactors

- The biggest LMFR ever built: SUPERPHENIX

The present position of France in LMFRs is the
following

- RAPSODIE : Decommissioning level 2 reached

- PHENIX : In repair for a future restart (2003)

- SUPERPHENIX : Prematurely stopped in 1997. In a
decommissionig phase

EOF
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Context off LMFRs in France
In this context France is developping in
LMFRs studies

- For the decommissioning of SPX ;
: '•••' ' ' • ' " ' ' ' ' • . ' '/"

- For the level 3 decommissioning of RAPSODIE
f
 f * ' " • ~^

-For the restart of PHENIX

- To keep the knowledge on LMFRs technology for
future generations "

NOVATOME IAEA meeting - March 2002
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•The specif ities in decommissioning a
LMFR are due to the coolant: metallic
sodium
- Sodium is not considered as a stable chemical

product

- Decommissioning a LMFR is therefore linked
with the treatment of sodium at every steps

- These specific operations are gathered in the same name :
Sodium waste treatment

EOF
eectrklt*
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Decommissioning off RAPSODIE reactor
History

Located at Cadarache centre
Start of construction in 1962
Loop type with two cooling circuits
First criticality the 28th of January 1967
Power from 20 MWth to 40 MWth

f, - - . . • . • -• . •' . • • - ' . ' ,••;•..

1978 and 1982 : detection of two small leaks in the
primary system
13th Of October 1982 : Final shutdown
April 1983 : First operation in decommissioning
Dec 93 - March 94 : Treatment of the primary sodium

EOF
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if

00
oO

of irradiated equipment
the reactor plant from contaminated systems

of the systems isolated from the
reactor block

the systems
of the reactor block

of contaminated sodium
^ of the secondary loops

EOF
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Decommissioning off RAPSODIE reactor
Different steps : defuelling

April to : Defuelling of all the - v-
assemblies of RAPSODIE reactor

Cleaned in a specific cleaning pit, then stored in a
water pool

The sodium was maintained in temperature first with
the residual activiy of the element, then with the preiv • • ' • . • • . - •* " * t * *. ^ - • /w*arn'*- ™^'™"^'^?-• ** >.

heating nitrogen circuit and safety cooling circuit

In 1987 all the reflectors (468) were removed (2 years
work) 1

EOF
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DEN/DER/STR

• Primary and secondary loops were drained before the defuelling

• After the defuelling the primary sodium from the reactor vessel
was drained in the same primary tank as the first primary
sodium coming from loops

• The estimation of residual sodium remained in the primary
vessel is

• The primary vessel is kept under argon gas with a double
containment

• In 1985 the primary sodium is transferred to another storage
tank and purified from 137Cs (with caesium traps)

• The sodium activity was reduced from 42 kBq/g to 5.8 kBu/a

NOVATOME
FRAMATOME

IAEA meeting - March 2002 12
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Decommissioning of RAPSODIE reactor
Different steps : Cleaning of components
All the components were removed and cleaned in a
cleaning pit

*."* >k r ° , , • " . - • - „ • „ , - ' . (~~

The process used was a water mist in carbone ^
dioxide gas

Primary cold traps, caesium traps and secondary
sodium have not been treated : they will be treated on
ATENA

EOF
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Different s f

• The primary circuits were separated and isolated from the
primary vessel

• They were then cleaned in 1988 by an in situ circulation of 4200
litres of an heavy alcohol (ethyl carbitol)

• The primary circuits were then decontaminated with three baths
: alkaline washing, acid decontamination with Celv, then
phosphatation rinsing.

• The contamination decreases from 5500 Bq/cm2 to less than 10
Bq/cm2

EOF
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Decommissioning of RAPSODIE reactor
Different steps s treatment off the primary circuits

RAPSODIE —• ~^
CIRCUIT PRIMAIRh
PRIMARY CIRCUir ,w_ ,

"X.

~
' ochangeur

heat exchanger

reservoir
de trop plein

'' expansion tank

NOVATOME
FRAMATOME
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, Decomfni
Different

Pipes and tanks were cut with plasma torch

Exceptional or difficult cuttings were done with
saw

The cutting of the primary pipes produces 512
elements lower than 1 metre long

It produces 13 472 kg of active stainless steel

EOF
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Decommissioning of RAPSODIE reactor
Different steps : Primary sodium treatment

• For the treatment of the primary sodium, CEA developed the
NOAH process (between 1985 and 1989)

K, "f ' •; -

• This process was applied on the DESORA facility
' •'•'.,:'; • - - . ' " ' ""-• . . . .

• Tlie treatment of the primary sodium started in December 1993
and ended mid March 1994

• 37 tons on primary sodium were converted to sodium hydroxyde.
The nominal flowrate was 40 kg/h

• The RAPSODIE accident occurred when cleaning the residual
sodium in the vessel with ethyl carbitol (31st of March 1994)

EOF
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Different sf
DESORA

sodium a trailer.

- V O - Q . ^
•x .-o ,-/•>. v:-v- - - -

Document CFA
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Decommissioning of RAPSODIE reactor
Different steps : present situation and future
• RAPSODIE will reach the level 2 of the IAEA decommissioning

phase
„ ' " " * , * . .'" - - *- ' " • v » . " . " " ' " • . .

• The removed activity is estimated to around 4800 TBq. ^
"•' ' " ' ' " ' V - - - • • ' -v

• 600 TBq in 1990 are still contained in the primary vessel (mainly
60Co)

'•»' • ' • • • < ,
• The surveillance should last from 2005 to 2020, then stage 3 is

planned

• A project is in progress to estimate the cost benefits gained by
this surveillance phase

EOF
Electricity
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. , : First studies for a new LMFR
. 4 : Decree of creation of NERSA (agreement between EOF, ENEL and RWE)

: Beginning of the construction of the SPX plant
* - , : First filling with sodium

~ : .—•: i .1C : First criticality
. :.: .. ;! ? : Connection to the grid. : Nominal power reached

(1200 Mwe)
- ,-:~ : Sodium leak on the sodium assemblies storage vessel

, : Air ingress in the primary vessel - Purification campaign finished in
spring

: Restart of the reactor after three years of administrative procedures
: SPX was shutdown for the SG inspection

. . ; : Decision of the French Prime Minister to abandon SPX

a ! ; : Final shutdown confirmed by the government
e; L ^ : Decree of the final shutdown of SPX

EOF
Etectrlclt*
cfe France
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Summary of the life off SUPERPHENIX

53 months in operation (40 % of the total
time) producing 7.9 billion of kWh

* * "̂  * » - • * * **, ^ V - , ,- " . " f .«•"","" ,!*• *

25 months of shutdown for repair after major
events ,, ;

54 months of shutdown imposed by -
administrative procedures and public inquiries

-P

EOF
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of

• Pool type reactor

0 • Main reactor vessel : 21 m diameter, 19.5 m high and
3250 tons of sodium

• Core made by 368 fuel assemblies, 229 breeder
elements, 50 in core absorber sub assemblies, 3
neutron guides and 1260 steel assemblies

• 4 secondary loops with in total 1500 tons of sodium

EOF
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The mains steps for the decommissioning of SPX

•Maintaining sodium in temperature
„ ->» . %^ \ , m

-••<*

i i,.^'.

ĵ |j=f*:-i£i"Sodium retention treatment
y*ij • * ' t 1 •" Ti*^ •''"•'

}.$&? ^4':i:'''*^"'"-:>-x" ' • •
^ ̂ ^^^ f̂K'̂ Ai-i**'"'--1^ " .d/" - -' : ,Treatment of structures

• Sodium waste treatment
i * ** _"•&• • ~"" • •• • • • •

** ,-Wt „ "^ -h

;̂ »- v,- - .
**i'4"** i,»' ( ' r ' • f .

• Decommissioning level 3

.,
-••**

-' &i • t' * • .< . . . • -. . . *' * " ,<» , - f~
Sodium draininq and treatment :

EOF
„
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The mains steps for the decommissioning off SPX :
in

The sodium is maintained
liquid by electric tracing
cables fixed on the lower
part of the safety vessel

September 1999, the
primary pumps were
definitively stopped

NOVATOME
FRAMATOME

EOF
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The mains steps for the decommissioning of SPX
sodium draining

• Secondary loops are drained . ,.-
*, x *

• .'-, ' - y

• Primary sodium will not be drained but progressively
transferred to the SPX Sodium Disposal Plant (TNa)

• The treatment operation should last four years .,.

EOF
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DEN/DER/STR

The mains steps for the of SPX
defuelling

• The defuelling is in progress

• It started at the end of 1999 and is planned to be
achieved by the end of 2002

• No dummy core was used

• The assemblies are water cleaned and then store to
the water pool storage

• The maximum amount of sodium remaining on the
assembly before cleaning is 600 g

EOF
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The mains steps for the decommissioning of SPX:
sodium retention treatment, . ,

• With the normal draining of sodium, 37 tons will remain inside,
mainly trapped 'in " - - . " . . ' - ' • ' V -*

-f-Thecore catcher (11.6 in / <w

-The core diagrid (12.2 m3) ^

- The bottom of the reactor vessel (8.6m3)

"*retentions, siphoning, drilling of the
catcher and further pumping will be employed

• After, 2.6 tons of sodium will remain (1.3 tons as film and 1.3
tons as minor retentions)

' . rt,, _

NOVATOME IAEA meeting - March 2002
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The mains steps for the decommissioning of SPX s

• The sodium will be treated by two facilities using the
NOAH process

• Every facility will have a nominal sodium treatment
flow rate of about 120 kg/h (6 tons per day)

• Sodium hydroxide produced will be transformed to
cement

• Cement blocks will be stored as Very Low
Radioactive Wastes

EOF
Electricity
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The mains steps for the decommissioning off SPX:
treatment of structures

' All the removable structures will be treated in the
appropriate cleaning pit V

• It implies the IHX and Primary pumps - q

• The emptied primary vessel will have a carbonation
phase before its final decommissioning (see >
™ -JK «*" , ' & "** * " . ' • ' -v - <*<* ' ^^ * * - "" ^"-WL11 •.-"»* "f. "^"--•- *« -»W-3 ' < -^ J

- ^-''VA ,̂ .- '^'- .. ^ . x ' . - - • - • ^ • «•** <'r;:^--: - * • -corresponding paper) ^

The secondary loops will have a carbonation and then
will be decommissioned (see corresponding paper)

EOF
:.̂ s>,-VH
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The mains steps for the of SPX
Sodium

• Some complicated components such as primary and
secondary cold traps will probably be treated in the
future CEA facility called ATENA

• ATENA facility is planned to open in 2007

• It will be located at Marcoule centre

• For NaK components (bubbler and valves) specific
treatment has to be defined because NaK is
suspected to be oxidised

EOF
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The mains steps ffor the decommissioning off SPX:
decommissioning level 3

> EOF has decided to follow
decommissioning level 3 immediately
after the level 2

» Studies of the technical options to do
this level 3 are in progress ^

1 It is envisaged to reach the level 3
• " * * • * • • • ' ^^^^ -. ., •>* •" • ..

around 2025
EOF
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The experimental feedback from the French experience is the
following
- Prepare the works and the strategy of decommissioning

• Two years before the date of the final shutdown seems necessary
- Use

• It is not time to develop complicate technology
• The R&D works must be limited

- Use simple chemistry to treat sodium
• Water is the cheapest, the easiest to handle, gives well known by

products (hydrogen and sodium hydroxyde)
- Do the decommissioning in the very beginning

• By this way you will keep the knowledge, and the motivation of the
operators

• In parallel it worths to do a knowledge preservation project plus data
recording and to plan training of operators in sodium technology and
treatment for the next decade

EOF
Electriclte
de France
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General conclusions
Decommissioning a LMFR necessitates a specific
knowledge in sodium and/or NaK handling

Tliis knowledge must be kept until the least gram of £
sodium is on the plant

The technology is very specific but nothing presents
impossibilities

With RAPSODIE and SPX all the decommissioning
steps have been defined and demonstrated excepted
the decommissioning of the primary vessel

OVATOME IAEA meeting - March 2002
FRAMATOME
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IAEA paper for March 2002.

OVERALL STRATEGY OF CREYS MALVILLE POWER STATION
DISMANTLING

Recap of the context:
The power station was stopped by a government decision following the elections in 1997.
This shutdown was then officialized by a letter dated April 1998 and the decree of December
1998. This was a non-technical shutdown and as such had not been envisaged; there has
been no early warning.

Current dismantling strategy:
The studies leading to shutdown and then dismantling were engaged in 1998 based on a
scenario with a status corresponding to IAEA level 2 until 2046.
In 2001, EDF management made the decision to dismantle all the first generation power
stations and Creys Malville between now and 2025. It should be noted that the presence of
strongly irradiated stellite in the Creys Malville reactor would still require remote systems for
working in the reactor block after 2046.

The sequence of operations dictated by the dismantling strategy is as follows:
eliminate the risks as soon as possible and in particular the risk related to the
sodium, 3300 tonnes of which is kept in liquid form in the reactor vessel.
dismantle the most active parts which are too radioactive to be sent to
the existing or planned storage centres. This may lead to on-site storage to allow
decay to occur before sending to a storage centre.
planning of the work interventions in order to limit the costs.

Sequence of operations.

Phase 1:
Unloading of the fissile, fertile and absorbent assemblies without installation of dummy
assemblies. General dismantling studies and preparation of the files to obtain the decrees
necessary for complete dismantling. These files can only be developed once the feasibility
studies have been terminated so that a preliminary safety report can be drafted.

Phase 2:



Demolition of the non-nuclear installations.
Studies and construction of the sodium treatment installation.
Drilling and siphon installation, construction of the drain line for sodium retentions.
Removal of the steel assemblies from the lateral neutron shielding.
Publication of the dismantling decrees.
First dismantling phase for small primary components.
Carbonation of the secondary circuits.

Phase 3:
Sodium treatment.
Dismantling of the secondary circuits.
Dismantling of the equipment that no longer serves a purpose in the reactor building.

Dismantling of the remainder of the small primary components and all the large components
(reactor coolant pumps and intermediate exchangers).

Phase 4:
Inspection at completion of vessel sodium drainage.
Carbonation of residual sodium in the reactor vessel.
Washing of carbonate in the vessel.

Phase 5:
Dismantling of the reactor block.
Cleansing of the concrete in the reactor building.

Phase 6:
Demolition of the reactor building,
Rehabilitation of the site.

Main aspects of this strategy

Disposal of the caustic soda resulting from the sodium treatment: VLL concrete blocks.

Correct operation of the sodium treatment installation: Rhapsody and SDP (Dounreay)
experience feedback.

Carbonation of the circuits and the vessel (see separate paper). Experience feedback from
header and R&D work with the CEA.

Feasibility of carbonate washing in the vessel to be demonstrated. This point is closely related
to the quality of draining and the effectiveness of Carbonation.



SPX1 DISMANTLING

Main strategic outlines

EOF I CIDEN-P.AtPHONSE 1 AIEA Me«(lng - March 20O2

HISTORY

Unexpected final shutdown
as Information in June 1997,
^ Decision in april 1998,
.a Decree in december 1998

No studies to anticipate this shutdown
as Quick preparation of activities for next months
as Preparation of a new decree in this new context
ma Preparation of long term strategy

EOF I CIDEN - P. ALPHONSE AJEA MMIIng • March 2002



NEW EOF STRATEGY FOR NPP
DISMANTLING

Previous strategy:
•=, Reach AIEA level 1

• Fuel handling to empty all the nuclear material
• Emptying all sodium from circuits and reactor vessel
• Chemical neutralization of residual sodium.

« AIEA level 2 (safe storage status)
^ Reactor dismantling, AIEA level 3

• 50 years after final shutdown

EDF/CIDEN-P.ALPHONSE 3 A/EA M<*Mln9 - March 2002

NEW EOF STRATEGY FOR NPP
DISMANTLING

New strategy
^ No safe storage status (AIEA level 2)

ra 9 NNP dismantling finished in 2025
• Dismantling demonstration
• Dismantling industrialization

SPX1 strategy in this context
H 60Co activity of diagrid elements (stellite) too high after 50

years for human access (2500Sv/h in 2002)

EOF I CIDEN - f. ALPHONSE 4 ^ „„„„„„ .



STRATEGY OUTLINES

Defuelling as quickly as possible

Decrease by steps the risks
« Radioactivity
E, Chemical risks

Progressive dismantling from conventional to nuclear
and more active parts
a From balance of plan to reactor internals

Radwaste management
Cost control and limitation.

EDFf CIDEN-P.ALPHONSE 5 AJEA Meeting - March 2O02

SPX1 STRATEGY

Emptying of all fuel assemblies

B Sodium heating by electrical heating wires
. 2000-2002

• No use of ghost assemblies
<=, Difficulties with new core

• Unused, it cannot be sent in a usued fuel retreatment
centre or in a storage centre

• Too active (Am, Np...) to be recycled as a new fuel.
Storage of the 2 cores in the pool.

eOF I CIDEN - P. ALPHONSE



SODIUM MANAGEMENT 1/2

Secondary sodium solid in storage tanks in SG buildings

No intermediate storage of primary circuit
B Main vessel is a very good and storage tank
a Sodium must be liquid (electric heaters)

Choice of sodium future: transformation in soda in NOAH
display

On line sodium emptying from vessel to NOAH display

EDF/CIDEN-P.ALPHONSE 7 A1EA Mee.lng - March 2002

SODIUM MANAGEMENT 2/2

A decree is needed for sodium treatment

EOF decide to ask for the decree only when soda future
will be known
Soda future
e No industrial re-use possible

E Neutralization in sodium sulphate and release in Rhone
river possible:

• Impact studies shown it was 0.1microSv/y
• Public acceptance quite difficult
• Project risk important (schedule with the end in 2025)

E Soda blocked in concrete

EOF I CIDEN-P.ALPHONSE 8 AJEA lto«lna - Ufarch 2002



DISMANTLING ORDER

Demolition of balance of plant equipments and buildings
Re-use of buildings: VLRwaste containers stored in the turbine hall
before CSTFA storage centre
Dismantling of SG and secondary loops equipments
Dismantling of auxiliary circuits in the reactor building
Dismantling of primary components (pumps, IHX,...)
Dismantling in the reactor vessel
Dismantling of reactor building

EOF / CIDEN - P. ALPHONSE

RADWASTE MANAGEMENT

No release criteria in France.
Zoning in the nuclear building to sort the wastes: ordinary wastes
and radwastes.
Large quantity of non radioactive wastes in the reactor building
Dismantling of non nuclear equipment before nuclear equipment
No dismantling before radwaste elimination channels known and if
possible opened.
Large quantity of very low activity radwastes
40tonnes of radwaste too active to be sent to the CSA centre:
temporary storage on site.

EOF I CIDEN - P. ALPHONSE 10 AIEA Meeting - March 2002



COSTS MANAGEMENT 1/2

Limited provisions to dismantle
Cost study to estimate the cost of all the dismantling activities.
25 years of a project is too long: division in 4 phases easier to
manage and a budget for each phase.

B Post operating phase (defuelling), dismantling outside the
reactor building and sodium display building

E Sodium treatment and partial dismantling in reactor building
B Reactor dismantling
a Reactor building demolition

EOF / CIDEN • r. ALPHOHSE 11 AJEA Meeting - March 2002

COSTS MANAGEMENT 2/2

Dismantling works organized geographically (by
buildings or by rooms).
Tenders for dismantling works.
EOF takes risky parts outside of tenders.
Limited size of contracts to keep the control

EOF / CIDEN • P. ALPHONSE 12 A1EA Meeting - March 2002
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The fate of sodium
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2002-02-19
IAEA paper for March 2002.

DISPOSAL OF CREYS-MALVILLE SODIUM

INTRODUCTION

When the IAEA dismantling level 1 is reached, the fissile materials have to be removed
and the plant fluids and products treated. This document describes the fate decided
for the sodium wastes from Superphenix and succinctly describes the method adopted
for treating reactor sodium.

1. BACKGROUND - RECAP OF THE CONTEXT (1997/2001)

After the declaration to the French National Assembly on June 19, 1997, of the decision
to finally shut down the Creys powerplant, and after 6 months of alternating hopes and
disappointments as to a possible restart in order to complete the use of the 1st core,
and perhaps even the 2nd core, the first structured strategic reflection for definitive
shutdown began in February 1998. One of the main aims of this reflection was to prove
the technical feasibility of this dismantling based on the assumption of reasonable costs
and time limits. In this context of "technical doubt", fuelled by the media, a very
determined attitude had to be adopted.
At the beginning of 1998, it was decided to make a total commitment to this project (fast
studies and execution of sodium treatment and dismantling) while at the same time
observing the safety and regulatory aspects. This option also met a keen requirement
of the Department of the Environment for a technically irreversible operation so that
reactor restart would no longer be an option.

The decree of 31/12/98 finalized the immediate and definitive shutdown of Creys
nuclear power station and authorized unloading of the fuel. It also covers sodium

AIEAtext.doc
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removal and storage operations and the dismantling of the non-nuclear installations
within the framework of a safety report and general rules for monitoring and
maintenance approved by the DSIN (French Nuclear Installations Safety Authority).

At the EDF-CIDEN, a so-called reference scenario based on the discharge of sodium
sulphate salts to the Rhone river (reflecting the Scottish approach used in the sodium
disposal process, which is economically less expensive but "sensitive" in terms of its
acceptance by the media and the environmental lobby) has been developed and
alternative solutions put forward.
This scenario requires the installation of a primary sodium draining system as well as the
treatment of certain significant retentions in the vessel, and the construction of a
"reactor" to transform the sodium into caustic soda. This reactor would be of the same
type as on the Sodium Disposal Process for PFR on DOUNREAY site, based on the
principle developed by the CEA for the Rapsodie programme (NOAH process).

An early commitment to sodium draining before the very specific competences for this
complex operation are lost was another strong additional incentive drawn from the
experience feedback from other sites.

Faced with the risk relating to the discharge into the Rhone which this scenario involves,
a fallback scenario for treatment involving caustic soda cementation and long-term
storage was chosen (with several possible technical options). The possibility of
intermediate storage of all sodium products, which would release the reactor from the
monitoring requirements related to the liquid sodium, was not retained since the cost of
this solution would cancel out the indirect gains made on the operating costs.

In 2001, the scenario of sodium sulphate discharge into the Rhone was abandoned in
favour of the scenario known as treatment by cementation. In spite of a significant
difference in the cost, due to the climate surrounding the Public Inquiry File, it is no
longer certain that a new application to discharge to water in this first solution would be
looked at favourably or that it would be authorized within reasonable delays. This
decision is consolidated by the desire on the part of EOF General Management to
proceed to "immediate" dismantling of the nine definitively shutdown nuclear sites,
thereby reducing the programming for Creys Malville to a total duration of 25 years. The
risk involved in an uncontrollable administrative delay therefore became unacceptable.

To conclude this first part, the choice of the sodium treatment solution for Creys
Malville is based on a so-called on-line drainage system (no buffer storage) using tools
fabricated for this operation, followed in real time by treatment at 6 metric tonnes/day
in two caustic soda transformation reactors (NOAH process) nearly identical to the
SDP ones. A total of 13 860 m3 of caustic soda from primary sodium will be mixed
with cement to make packages (26 400 cubes of 1m3) that will be stored on the
surface since they are only very slightly radioactive (< 100 Bq/g), and this in less than
2 years.

AIEAtext.doc
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2 . TECHNICAL CHOICES FOR PRIMARY SODIUM DRAINING

The pool-type Superphenix reactor (larger version of Phenix) consists of a main
vessel filled with 3300 metric tonnes of sodium subjected to only 320 JEPP of radiation
and currently maintained at 180°C by an external electric heating system on the
security vessel, permissing shut down the primary pumps.

As no clad failure happened the radioactivity of this sodium is relatively low, thereby
simplifying the problems of pollution and radiation protection.

The main primary sodium is extracted using an immersed electro-magnetic pump
able to output up to 20 metric tonnes/hour into the head tanks upstream of the
treatment process (tanks currently store the secondary loop sodium which will have
been previously destroyed by the same process). This pump is installed in place of a
fuel transfer machine through the upper slab. Special drainage piping is also
fabricated for this operation. An alternative gravity run-off solution by drilling through
the reactor vessels bottom was examined from the technical and economic
standpoints, and rejected.

Prior to this main drainage process, a certain number of additional items of
equipment (5 planned to date) will be introduced into the vessel inner structures in
order to pump or siphon off the main retention sodium.

An end piece adaptable onto the electromagnetic pump suction line will clean the
bottom of the vessel (target: to leave only 40 I maximum). Another end piece will
clean the retentions from the double bottom of the recovery plates, themselves drilled
prior to draining so that the sodium runs out towards the bottom of the vessel.

Two self-priming siphon systems will eliminate the retentions from the bottom support
of the reactor and the connection of the stepped walls and shell located above by
gravity flow of the sodium at the bottom of the vessel during draining. Models of these
systems are under development or testing with water in order to validate the
dimensional and hydraulic data.

All the retentions described above represent a volume of approximately 38 m3 (1%
of the total volume) which once treated will be reduced to 1.4 m3 (< 0.1 % of total
volume), except for the residual sodium wetting the surfaces.

Studies to obtain even better results are in hand.

The target is to eliminate as much as possible the sodium after integral carbonation
(treatment of approximately 10 to 20 mm sodium thickness).

Sodium draining is accompanied by methods for checking its operation, in particular
a periscope, close-circuit TV and bubble-type level gauge installed in the hot sodium
manifold.
AIEAtext.doc
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Means of inspection after draining have also been envisaged. These are probes
equipped with ultrasonic sensor or fibroscope to ensure that no retention remains for a
good carbonatation and perhaps water filling .

The main identified risks for these operations are the possible escape of sodium
(with fire risk - although the sodium is "low-temperature" which reduces this risk), and
the hydrogen risk generated by the transformation into caustic soda. A safety report
evaluating these risks in detail and the counter-measures implemented to reduce their
occurrence and consequences has been prepared in order to obtain the necessary
authorizations from the DSIN.

To conclude, Superphenix vessel sodium draining is entirely carried out using the
tools installed on the reactor slab, as envisaged by the design for all the reactor
operation equipment. An immersed electromagnetic pump with adjustable flow up to
20 metric tonnes/hour has been manufactured for this operation, which will last less
than two years (mid-2007/2009).

Drainage takes place into the head tanks currently used to store the sodium from the
secondary loops to be treated in priority (2006/mid-2007), the sodium being
transformed into caustic soda then cemented for surface storage of 26 400 m3 in very
low radioactive packages.
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Historic

1997 Government « brutal stop» decision
1998 First strategics studies to drain and store sodium
the most quickly
1999 Beginning of studies on 3 scenarios (discharge
sodium sulphate in Rhone river, concrete blocks making
and store sodium in new tanks)
2000 Principal studies of «NOAH» process and primary
sodium draining
2001 E.D.F. Head management Decision for « no
radioactive liquid waste discharge » and so, select the
scenario with concrete blocks making
2001 June, beginning of principal studies for this process
and final studies for upstream process (draining and
NOAH)

EOF / CIDEN - P. ALPHONSE A1EA Meeting - March 2002
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Technical description (2)
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Technical description (4)
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Safety rules

Sodium leaks : all the primary sodium pipes and tanks
are build with recovering leaks system and aerosol
sodium detection. They are manufactured with nuclear
rules of conception.

Hydrogen production : after filtration and desication, H2
is released in ventilation (throught a holing toric nozzle
for better dilution). In case of escape in the reactor cell,
the hight level of airing by the ventilation (ten time in an
hour) guarantee an amount lower than 1 % ...

EOF I CIOEN - P. A.LPHONSE 9 A1EA Mooting - March 2002

Forecast plan
2002 : final studies and manufacturing drilling machine
2003:
e dismantling turbo-alternators, and all the steam/water

circuits in machine room.
B Putting stills in reactor for retentions draining and drilling

plates of core catcher
2004/2005 : building NOAH process and starting tests
2006 / mi-2007 :
« secondary and drum sodium treatment
<=, Putting electromagnetic pump into reactor vessel

2008/2009 : primary sodium treatment
2010 : finals inspections
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SUPERPHENIX

STRATEGY AND ORIENTATIONS FOR DISMANTLING THE REACTOR BLOCK

STATE OF REFLECTIONS IN FEBRUARY 2002

D. Chiarot
EOF Industry Branch
CIDEN - Engineering Centre - FBR Operations Department

SUMMARY

The first studies for dismantling the Superphenix power station reactor block are currently progressing. They
have defined the broad outlines of the dismantling strategy and proposed a certain number of orientations.

Two dismantling methods have been considered:

- dismantling with the structures covered with sodium carbonate,
- underwater dismantling.

In both cases, dismantling will be carried out "from the top" through the reactor slab and will be preceded by
a preliminary phase of sodium retention reduction followed by a phase of vessel internals carbonation.

The parameters contributing to the efficiency of the carbonation operation have been determined in the
laboratory. A demonstration on a semi-industrial scale is planned on one sodium loop.

The dismantling studies are undertaken with a view to the work lasting eight years maximum.



1. INTRODUCTION

At present, the dismantling of Superphenix reactor block is planned to begin in 2014 and continue for a
period of eight years.

The preliminary work prior to reactor dismantling will last from mid-2010 until the end of 2013. It will begin
after sodium draining from the reactor.

All the installations should have been dismantled by 2025.

Figures 1 and 2 show the reactor building and the reactor structures.

2. BACKGROUND

A preliminary approach - reflection in-house at EOF in 1999 - examined three initial conditions for reactor
dismantling. These are described below:

- vessel drained and maintained under inert gas (nitrogen): the internal structures are then either covered
with a film of sodium or found under a pool of sodium (called "retention") in the case of non-drainable
zones,

- vessel drained, followed by total carbonation of the internal structures. As this carbonation is never
perfect, certain metallic sodium may remain under the thickest retentions,

- vessel drained and all traces of sodium removed.

In order to check the feasibility of the dismantling operations based on these initial conditions, studies started
at the end of 1999 with manufacturers .

The main results of these studies are as follows:

- the installations can be dismantled in the three initial conditions,
- the reactor vessel can be dismantled either from the bottom (from the vessel pit) or from the top (from the

slab),
- the most radioactive structures are generally dismantled first,
- the duration of the operations will vary between 6 and 20 years depending on the scenario and the

contractors.

3. STRATEGY

The results of studies led EOF to set down the following principles:

o reduction of the risks as early as possible,
«=> closest possible containment,
>=> anticipation of dismantling operations in order to facilitate reactor dismantling,
"=> operations carried out on the basis of an ALARA approach.

3.1. EARLIEST POSSIBLE REDUCTION OF RISKS

Although all the dismantling operations generally lead to a reduction of the risk, the period covered by this
paper is between the end of reactor block draining (sodium treatment phase) and the end of the reactor
dismantling.

The sources of risks are:

- the presence of intense radioactive sources mainly consisting of certain radioactive reactor structures,
- the presence of metallic sodium on the internal structures.



•=> As far as possible, the following risk sources will be eliminated at the earliest possible date:

• radioactive sources,
• metallic sodium.

3.1.1. Presence of intense radioactive sources

The presence of very radioactive structures is the source of difficulties for dismantling operations:

- need to carry out certain operations by remote means,
- risk of personnel radiation,
- waste from dismantling the reactor structures attributed to different radiological categories,
- difficulties of handling and packaging the most radioactive waste.

The result was either to make recommendations for the elimination of the highly irradiated structures as
soon as possible, i.e. right at the start of the dismantling operation (insofar as this is technically feasible), or
to implement arrangements aimed at assured reductions of the ambient dose rate.

o The most irradiant structures will be eliminated as early as possible,
<=> In view of the radiological conditions in the vessel after sodium draining, the operations will be
performed by remotely operated equipment, at least until the environmental conditions authorize
direct human interventions.

3.1.2. Presence of metallic sodium on the internal structures and the main reactor vessel

3.1.2.1. Reduction of metallic sodium related risk

Metallic sodium has certain disadvantages: it is highly reactive with water and with other bodies, reaction
products such as caustic soda and hydrogen can themselves be sources of risks.

There are several methods of neutralization:

- neutralization by oxidation,
- neutralization by reaction with liquid water or a liquid associated with water,
- neutralization by a mixture of carbon djoxide and steam that leads to the formation of sodium carbonate.

The carbonates obtained can be placed" in a water solution during a washing operation.

•=> After draining the reactor block, the residual metallic sodium is neutralized by carbonation.

NB: Total neutralization of the sodium cannot be guaranteed: metallic sodium may remain under the
layer of carbonate and has to be taken into account for dismantling operations.

3.1.2.2. Carbonation of residual sodium

The method of carbonation by a mixture of nitrogen/carbon dioxide/steam is well documented, as well as the
influence of the various parameters ([COa], [H2O], T, treatment gas flow) on the nature of the bodies
obtained, and on the kinetics: these parameters and their impact was determined by the "CARNAC" tests
carried out by the CEA at Cadarache. Furthermore, the process of carbonation was carried out in 1987 for
the dismantling of the intermediate storage vessel for spent fuel in Superphenix.
The first point is that the carbonation of the sodium films should not present any particular problem.

The second point is that the thickness of the sodium that can be "carbonated in a reasonable time (a few
months)" probably has limits: it could be difficult to neutralize the sodium on all the retention thickness if this
exceeded a few centimeters due to the formation of a layer of carbonates covering the metallic sodium and
preventing the uniform diffusion of the carbonation gas.

In order to neutralize the largest possible quantity of sodium:

- the treatment gas must be able to reach the metallic sodium retentions,
- the treatment gas must be distributed at best in the vessel,
- there are as few retentions as possible and these are as thin as possible.



An evaluation/confirmation of the achievable performances on a semi-industrial scale (for the reactor block
treatment) will be carried out under the TRIPOT test on a sodium loop at the CEA Cadarache. This is a
carbonation test on a model representing the discontinuities (retentions, accessibility to carbonation fluid)
encountered in the reactor block internal structures. This test could take place during 2004.

<=> After draining of the reactor block and before the residual sodium carbonation operation, the
retentions will be treated in order to eliminate them or reduce the thickness.

3.1.2.3. Treatment of retentions

During 2000, it was proposed to treat (by drilling or siphoning) the five main retentions before draining the
vessel, and - at the end of 2001 - to withdraw the steel assemblies and all the removable components
crossing the slab.

Given that the removal of the primary pumps will give access to certain retentions, it appears convenient to
examine the merits of treating them.

This reflection will take place while bearing in mind the two dismantling scenarios envisaged.

In particular, the "feasibility of demonstrating safety" aspect will be incorporated in the reflection as well as
the technical and the cost aspects.

c> The retentions will be treated as thoroughly as technical and economic considerations permit,
taking into account the method of dismantling adopted and the associated safety studies.

3.2. BEST ACHIEVABLE CONTAINMENT

The state of the installation at the end of the draining operations (fuel removed from the reactor building,
primary circuit sodium and secondary loops sodium eliminated), and the presence of small quantities of
residual sodium, means that the work will be carried out on the basis of a single containment barrier.
However, the principle of precaution will require the installation of an additional temporary containment such
as formed by the reactor building enclosure.

During reactor vessel dismantling operations, the containment boundary will consist of the main vessel and
the underside of the slab. The containment would then consist of the plugs sealing the penetrations left after
extraction of the removable components, or airlocks for the transfers into and out of the vessel.

For the operations that take place outside the vessel (washing, complementary cutting, etc), the containment
boundary would be situated as close as possible to the structural elements extracted from the reactor. It
would be either a containment barrier specific to the structural element (handling cask, vinyl, etc) or the limit
of the containment consisting of the waste treatment installation.

3.3. EARLY DISMANTLING OPERATIONS TO FACILITATE REACTOR DISMANTLING

As recapped in 3.1.2.3, at the end of 2001, it was proposed to extract and dismantle all the removable
components crossing the slab in order to facilitate dismantling of the reactor block.

The components will be replaced by plugs:

- restoring the tightness of the slab containment barrier,
- ensuring biological shielding of the zone above the slab after sodium draining.

>=> Before beginning reactor dismantling, all its components will have been removed from the slab
(except for the core cover plug and the rotating plugs).



3.4. THE ALARA APPROACH

Dismantling operations will be performed using remotely operated equipment due to the dose rates
encountered in the vessel. Direct human interventions will only be considered after withdrawal of the most
irradiating structures or after implementation of arrangements to reduce radiation (removable protections or
immersion of structures under water).

The dosimetry targets will be defined and may require reviewing of the equipment used.

<=> In the field of radiation protection, all the dismantling operations will be carried out based on an
ALARA approach.

4. DECISIONS

The following decisions have been taken based on the strategy defined above.

4.1. UNLOADING OF THE STEEL ASSEMBLIES

This operation will be carried out before the beginning of reactor dismantling works, and preferably before
freezing the sodium left in the vessel after draining. The results of the ideas contest has highlighted the
technical difficulties and will extend the dismantling phase due to the presence of these assemblies at the
time of reactor dismantling.

Moreover, the presence of retentions in the base of these assemblies could exclude underwater dismantling,
for reasons of acceptability in terms of safety.

<=> Before beginning reactor block dismantling, the steel assemblies will be extracted from the vessel.

4.2. EVACUATION OF ALL THE REMOVABLE COMPONENTS THROUGH THE SLAB

These components will be removed before beginning dismantling the reactor block and before freezing of the
sodium in the vessel. The results of the studies has highlighted the technical difficulties and lengthened the
dismantling period induced by the presence of these components at the time of reactor dismantling.

<=> Before beginning dismantling of the reactor, the removable components penetrating through the
slab will have been dismantled (apart from the core cover plug and the rotating plugs).

These components will be replaced by plugs restoring the barrier created by the slab and providing
biological protection.

4.3. REDUCTION OF THE NUMBER OF DISMANTLING METHODS

The different dismantling methods envisaged are shown in Figure 3.

The studies by EDF/CIDEN have reduced this number.

4.3.1. Rejection of dismantling operations with structures covered with metallic sodium
under inert gas

This method requires dismantling to be pursued under a nitrogen blanket. This requires an airlock for
introducing or extracting tools and waste, makes dismantling more complex and increases the risks to
personnel.

The risks due to the presence of metallic sodium will remain until dismantling of the reactor vessel and its
internal structures has been completed.

This is a significant risk lasting a considerable time.



For this reason, it has been decided to reject this approach.

<=> Dismantling from an initial state in which the structures are covered with metallic sodium
maintained under an inert gas is rejected.

4.3.2. Rejection of dismantling by the bottom

This would be a delicate operation as the components are situated between 2 and 20 m above floor level.

If dismantling via the bottom is decided, i.e. transfer of the containment to the wall of the vessel pit, the
arrangements necessary to prepare the future worksite under the vessel and to protect against the spread of
contamination should be taken as soon as possible (and as long as the dose rate below the vessel remains
reasonable, i.e. before sodium draining).

This method requires gas inerting of the vessel pit in the event of dismantling with metallic sodium. This
increases the risk of carbonate dispersal to very probable when dismantling with sodium carbonate and
completely excludes underwater dismantling.

Lastly, dismantling by the bottom will not eliminate the most irradiating structures at the earliest stage, with
the result that the operations become more delicate to execute.

It was thus decided to reject this method.

o Dismantling via the bottom is rejected.

The selected methods of dismantling are shown in Figure 4.

4.4. OPERATIONS PRIOR TO THE TWO DISMANTLING METHODS SELECTED

Whichever scenario is adopted out of the two dismantling methods considered, the operations will have to be
preceded by carbonation of the sodium remaining in the vessel. This sodium neutralization phase is
necessary to reduce the risk.

This phase consists of several operations, which could be as follows:

- inspection of the vessel internal structures after the draining operation in order to take stock of the
condition of the retentions,

- further treatment of the retentions if required by studies in progress,
- carbonation (optimized parameters based on preset targets : thorough carbonation, nature of the

carbonates required, carbonation time limit, etc),
- further treatment of the retentions by a chemical method (sodium neutralization by steam and carbon

dioxide, isolation of the sodium using a resin to ensure sealing from the ambient conditions, etc) or a
mechanical one (scraping, etc),

- inspection of the vessel internals in order to check the efficiency of this operation,
- additional treatments if necessary, according to the selected dismantling scenario.

Whichever scenario is selected, it may be technically preferable to perform thorough carbonation.

It will be remembered that:

- in the case of the underwater dismantling scenario, the reduced quantities of sodium remaining under the
carbonate will facilitate filling of the vessel with water and reduce the safety constraints,

- in the case of the dry dismantling scenario, any reduction in the quantity of metallic sodium remaining
under the carbonates will reduce the precautions to be taken during dismantling operations.

o Dismantling of the reactor will be preceded by a phase for reducing the quantities of metallic
sodium in the form of retention followed by a carbonation phase.



4.4.1. Treatment of the retentions

After draining of the reactor vessel ready for sodium treatment, elimination of the steel assemblies and the
components crossing the slab, and without other actions than the elimination of the five main
retentions, the estimated quantities of sodium are:

WETTED SURFACES (films)

RETENTIONS
«1.3m3

«1.3m3

The first observation we can make on examination of this table is that the sodium coating will be completely
eliminated during the carbonation operation, provided that the carbonation fluid is circulated uniformly in the
vessel.

Removing the reactor coolant pumps provides the opportunity for treating certain retentions which would not
be accessible otherwise.

If we only treat the retentions that are directly accessible after withdrawal of the reactor coolant pumps, it is
estimated that a further 600 I of sodium could be eliminated. This would leave only approximately 700 I of
sodium in retentions in the vessel (before carbonation).

RETENTIONS « 0.7 m3

At present, based on the lessons learned , we are able to guarantee that 10 mm thick of sodium would be
neutralized by carbonation (provided that it takes place in the best possible conditions, that is to say, the
retentions are accessible to the treatment gas and this gas can be renewed).

However, the CEA glovebox tests have shown that several tens of millimeters of sodium can be carbonated,
at least in laboratory conditions.

Therefore, we have set a target which is considered "reasonably achievable," and which is to carbonate
20 mm thick of sodium.

On the basis of these assumptions, between 100 and 2001 of metallic sodium will be left under the
carbonates in the vessel.

Taking into account the residual retentions and their location, it seems at present that the underwater
dismantling scenario can be applied.



FIGURE 1
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FIGURE 4
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REACTOR VESSEL DISMANTLING
BASIC DATA FOR STUDIES (1999-2000)

REACTOR VESSEL DRAINED
1 - NITROGEN INSIDE THE VESSEL

-» INTERNAL STRUCTURES COATED WITH METALLIC
SODIUM

2 - INTERNAL STRUCTURES CARBONATED, AIR OR CARBON
DIOXIDE INSIDE THE VESSEL
•» CONSIDERING METALLIC SODIUM BELOW THE

CARBONATE LAYER
3 - SODIUM REMOVED, AIR INSIDE THE VESSEL

PRIMARY PUMPS (4) AND INTERMEDIATE HEAT EXCHANGERS (8)
IN ITS PLACE H

3

STEEL ASSEMBLIES (1273) INSIDE THE VESSEL
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REACTOR VESSEL DISMANTLING
MAIN RESULTS OF STUDIES

• REACTOR BLOCK DISMANTLING POSSIBLE FROM THE 3
STARTING CONDITIONS

• REACTOR BLOCK DISMANTLING POSSIBLE OPERATING FROM
THE SLAB OR FROM THE BOTTOM OF THE VESSEL

• GENERALLY THE MOST RADIOACTIVE STRUCTURES ARE
DISMANTLED FIRST

• DEPENDING ON STUDIES, OPERATIONS LAST BETWEEN 6 AND
20 YEARS

• TIME SCHEDULE EXTENDED AND TECHNICAL DIFFICULTIES
INCREASED IF REMOVABLE COMPONENTS AND STEEL
ASSEMBLIES STILL IN PLACE
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REACTOR VESSEL DISMANTLING
DISMANTLING METHODS REJECTED

REJECTION OF DISMANTLING OPERATIONS FOR STRUCTURES
COATED WITH METALLIC SODIUM AND VESSEL FILLED WITH
NITROGEN

REJECTION OF DISMANTLING VIA THE BOTTOM
3
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REACTOR VESSEL DISMANTLING
DISMANTLING METHODS SELECTED

DISMANTLING VIA THE SLAB

- AIR INSIDE THE VESSEL AFTER CARBONATION OF
INTERNAL STRUCTURES

- AIR INSIDE THE VESSEL AFTER CARBONATION AND WATER
FILLING (PARTLY OR WHOLLY) OF THE VESSEL
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REACTOR VESSEL DISMANTLING
DISMANTLING METHODS SELECTED
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REACTOR VESSEL DISMANTLING
ANTICIPATION OF DISMANTLING

OPERATIONS

PRIOR TO REACTOR DISMANTLING

- DISMANTLING OF PRIMARY PUMPS AND INTERMEDIATE
HEAT EXCHANGERS

- STEEL ASSEMBLIES REMOVAL
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REACTOR VESSEL DISMANTLING
GARBONATION

RETENTIONS CLEANING OUT
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REACTOR VESSEL DISMANTLING
PRELIMINARY STUDIES (SEPTEMBER 2001)

BASIC DATA - INITIAL CONDITIONS
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REACTOR VESSEL DISMANTLING
BASIC DATA -ACTIVITY CONCENTRATION

OF STRUCTURES (2014)

1.68.104 Bq/g

1,90.105Bq/g

5,32.102 Bq/g

1,95.103Bq/g

1,66.10" Bq/g

5,21.10'Bq/g

7,55.10* Bq/g

2,16.101Bq/g 0,85 Bq/g 4,30 Bq/g
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REACTOR VESSEL DISMANTLING
BASIC DATA - DOSE RATE (2014)
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REACTOR VESSEL DISMANTLING
PRELIMINARY STUDIES

STUDIES COMPLETED :

- DISMANTLING WITH CARBONATED STRUCTURES
- UNDERWATER DISMANTLING

STUDIES IN PROCESS OF COMPLETION ( < MAY 2002 )
- PROJECT RISK ANALYSIS FOR EACH WAY

- ADVANTAGES / DISADVANTAGES COMPARISON FOR
DISMANTLING METHODS SELECTED
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REACTOR VESSEL DISMANTLING
CARBONATION

CARNAC TESTS

TRIPOT TEST

CARBONATES SOLUBILITY
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REACTOR VESSEL DISMANTLING
RETENTION TREATMENT

COMPLEMENTARY RETENTION TREATMENT IN ORDER TO
MINIMIZE SODIUM RETENTIONS

-> TREATMENT METHODS DEPENDING ON THE RETENTION
LOCATIONS : STUDIES IN PROGRESS
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REACTOR VESSEL DISMANTLING
RETENTION LOCATIONS

AFTER COMPLEMENTARY TREATMENTS

STUDIES IN PROGRESS
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DISMANTLING STRATEGY FOR SECONDARY LOOPS AND
ASSOCIATED SODIUM CIRCUITS

E.JOULIA
EOF INDUSTRY BRANCH

CIDEN- Engineering Centre - FBR Operations Department

INTRODUCTION

This document describes the operations to be performed to dismantle the secondary and auxiliary
circuits on the Creys-Malville power station.

The period covers the disposal of these circuits, from their post-operation status, ie secondary sodium
drained and circuits maintained under a neutral gas, until complete dismantling of the installations.

The problems involved in sodium circuit treatment are more specifically described, and notably the
preliminary interventions to materially separate the "secondary" zones from the "primary-reactor" zones
and to prepare for the treatment of the residual sodium.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTALLATIONS

The secondary circuit SPX consists of four loops. In each one of these loops, two intermediate
exchangers supply a steam generator through two pipes located in the high part of this component. A
single pipe (1000 dia.) connects the steam generator return to an expansion tank containing the
secondary pump. This feeds the sodium back towards the intermediate exchangers. A sodium-air
exchanger erected in parallel allows the reactor residual heat to be evacuated in the event of steam
generator unavailability.

Since the power station was shutdown, the secondary sodium has been stored cold in storage tanks
located under the steam generators.

SECONDARY PUMP EXPANSION TANK

STCAM OMERATOR

EDF/CBDEN DO-RNR JLA 06/03/02
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Some characteristics of the main secondary sodium circuits:
- Secondary and auxiliary circuits: 4 loops Length(l loop): 1200 m

Residual Na: 366 kg

- Emergency cooling: 4 loops Length (1 loop):2300 m
Residual Na: 18kg

DESCRIPTION OF THE PRELIMINARY OPERATIONS

The operations prior to residual sodium treatment and dismantling of the installations are designed to
ensure:

• Complementary draining: this draining operation complements the main draining operations
carried out at the end of the station operation phase. It is intended to collect together the
secondary sodium and the NaK for treatment in the sodium destruction installation.

The main operations are as follows:

- draining of the integrated auxiliary exchangers and the associated storage tanks,

- draining of the intermediate exchangers,

- draining of the NaK from the various tanks.

• Main isolations: these isolations are designed to separate the residual heat evacuation systems and
the primary circuits materially and functionally, and allow secondary sodium draining from the
intermediate exchangers. These isolations will also be used to set up the carbonation installations
for treatment of the circuits' residual sodium.

The main operations are as follows:

- isolation of the intermediate exchangers and the integrated auxiliary exchangers,

- isolation of the secondary sodium storage tanks.

CARBONATION OPERATIONS
On completion of the preliminary isolation operations and complementary draining, it is planned to treat
the residual sodium on the pipework and part of the components by system carbonation.

A system consists of one or more circuits from which the components or discontinuities which are
unsuitable for system carbonation treatment are excluded (sodium retentions are too high, pipework
clogged by solidified sodium, small pipes or components presenting pressure losses that are too high to
allow proper sweeping by the carbonation gas).

The components not included in the carbonation system are replaced by flexible devices, temporary
pipework or equipment necessary for the carbonation operation (circulation devices and on-line
instrumentation) so that the treatment operation can be monitored and selected pipework swept.

The network is thus connected to the injection and discharge chambers.

The purpose of carbonation is to be able to overcome the risks due to the presence of sodium during the
circuit dismantling work. This allows most of the components and pipework to be filled with air.

EDF/CIDEN DO-RNR JLA 06/03/02
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R&D work with the Commissariat a 1'Energie Atomique on the sodium carbonation process (Camac
tests) were carried out in 2000 and 2001. These tests have defined:

the influence of the various parameters: temperature, reaction gas concentrations, etc.,

the carbonated sodium thicknesses,

type of carbonates formed: NaHCOS or/and Na2CO3

The choice of the carbonation operation is based on experience feedback from secondary pipework
treatment operations for inspection and carbonation of the SPX irradiated assemblies storage tank on the
Phenix power station at the time of its dismantling.

The carbonation of the pipework residual sodium therefore constitutes the reference solution for the
treatment of secondary and auxiliary SPX circuits.

However, it was decided to engage a demonstration site for treatment of an auxiliary circuit by the
carbonation process.

The selected auxiliary circuit has been in a so-called "fossil" condition since 1992. Today, this circuit
has been partly dismantled and comprises several parts drained and maintained under inert gas. It
consists of two identical and independent loops whose main characteristics are as follows:

Length of one loop: -270 m

Estimated quantity of residual sodium per loop: 12,8 kg.

Components per loop: 1 circulating pump, 1 heater, 1 clogging indicator, 1 expansion tank,
1 steam trap, 1 sodium/air exchanger, 1 cold trap.

It is planned to proceed to pipework carbonation on one loop and then to dismantling of the installations.
The other loop will be dismantled directly without preliminary treatment of the residual sodium. A
comparative assessment of the two methods and experience feedback from the operations will be
examined.

The decision to start a demonstration site for this circuit satisfies the following needs:

• to study the dismantling operations of an auxiliary sodium circuit on one site by comparing the
carbonated and non-carbonated states and performing experience feedback with a view to
dismantling all the secondary circuits.

• to materially engage the auxiliary circuits dismantling operations.

EDF/CIDEN DO-RNR JLA 06/03/02
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DISMANTLING OF SG BUILDING INSTALLATIONS - SECONDARY AND ASSOCIATED
CIRCUITS

This chapter concerns the dismantling of all the heat evacuation circuits and other materials contained in
the rooms housing the circuits (electric cables, ventilation systems, fire protection systems, lighting,
etc.).

The significant aspects of SG building installations dismantling operations are as follows:

Dismantling of the water-steam parts

The preliminary stage consists in engaging the dismantling of the "water-steam" rooms of the steam
generator buildings in order to have cleared areas for engaging work on dismantling the sodium zones.

This work can be started quickly without waiting for work on the sodium zones.

Dismantling of the sodium circuits

The project data are as follows:

- the residual sodium contained in the circuits has been previously carbonated. However, the
presence of residual metal sodium under the layer of carbonate cannot be excluded, on certain
components in particular. In situ washing by filling the main piping (1000 and 700 dia.) with
water is one option considered.

The steam generators are system carbonated with the pipework then washed and dismantled in
situ.

Sodium piping is cut up after carbonation and removed to the site treatment workshop for
washing.

SUMMARY

The scenario for secondary and associated circuit dismantling operations can be divided into three main
phases:

the preliminary operations of secondary loop isolation from the primary part and residual
sodium draining and collection in storage tanks for treatment in the sodium treatment installation.

These operations are currently either at the detailed design stage, or pending execution on site: work
programmed from 2002 to 2004.

the residual sodium treatment of circuits by carbonation.

The demonstration site should make it possible to decide on the merits of this type of treatment on
comparable circuits. Even so, preliminary carbonation of the secondary/main circuits with specific
components such as the SGs seems unavoidable.

Preliminary studies of the carbonation of these circuits have been performed. The pilot site is planned
for the beginning of 2003 and the application to the other secondary circuits from 2004 to 2006.

the dismantling operations on the heat evacuation circuits (secondary and auxiliary circuits).

The reference scenario retained is as follows:

treatment of the "water-steam" rooms and the sodium-free parts is engaged in priority,

the SGs are system carbonated with the pipework before being washed and dismantled in situ,

the sodium pipework is cut up and removed for washing in a workshop for treatment of
secondary components located on the site. The main piping (1000 and 700 dia.) could be
washed in situ before cutting operations.

Work planned from 2005 to 2010.

EDF/CIDEN DO-RNR JLA 06/03/02
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APPENDIX: BLOCK DIAGRAM OF OPERATIONS
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SPX - DISMANTLING STRATEGY FOR SECONDARY LOOPS
AND ASSOCIATED SODIUM CIRCUITS

PRESENTATION OUTLINE

SPX SECONDARY CIRCUITS
- General presentation

SECONDARY CIRCUITS PROCESSING

-Description of the preliminary operations

-Carbonation operations

-Dismantling of secondary and associated circuits

STUDIES AND PLANNING

o
00
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AND ASSOCIATED SODIUM CIRCUITS

INITIAL STAGE BEFORE CARBONATION

COMPLEMENTARY DRAINING:

- Emergency cooling exchangers draining by pressurization

- Intermediate heat exchangers (Secondary piping) by pressurization
o

- NaK cold trap draining and mixing with sodium in storage tank.

MAIN ISOLATIONS :

- Emergency cooling and Intermediate heat exchangers isolation

- Secondary sodium storage tank

- Some diverse isolation: colds traps, plugging indicator

CIDEN - Engineering Centre - FBR Operations Department -E.JOULIA AIEA Meeting 03/2002
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AND ASSOCIATED SODIUM CIRCUITS

STEAM GENERATOR!
_J3UILDUMG J

SECONDARY PUMP EXPANSION TANK

DOME

INTERMEDIATE HEAT
EXCHANGERS

STEAM GENERATOR

SODIUM STORAGE
TANK AREA
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SECONDARY PUMP EXPANSION TANK

PRIMARY COOL PUMPS

INTERMEDIATE HEAT
EXCHANGERS

INTERMEDIATE HEAT
EXCHANGERS

STEAM GENERATOR

SODIUM STORAGE
TANK AREA
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AND ASSOCIATED SODIUM CIRCUITS

CARBONATION OPERATIONS

Sodium carbonation is the SPX reference solution for secondary
circuit_treatment

AIMS of SODIUM CARBONATION

better conditions for safety: control of soda, no liquid transition

better working conditions for dismantling operations

final cover for interim storage: air

risk limitation during storage phase in waiting of dismantling operations

•7
CIDEN - Engineering Centre - FBR Operations Department -E.JOULIA AIEA Meeting 03/2002
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AND ASSOCIATED SODIUM CIRCUITS

RESEARCH ON CARBONATION

AIMS

- influence of various parameters: temperature,concentrations...

- limit thickness of carbonation

- control of final products: NaHCOS or/and Na2CO3

Tests on 2000 and 2001

CIDEN - Engineering Centre - FBR Operations Department -E.JOULIA AIEA Meeting 03/2002
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AND ASSOCIATED SODIUM CIRCUITS

FEED BACK ON CARBONATION

PHENIX STEAM GENERATOR PIPING

carbonation of few secondary piping before inspection

SPX STORAGE DRUM

carbonation of storage drum for dismantling operations

CIDEN - Engineering Centre - FBR Operations Department -E.JOULIA AIEA Meeting 03/2002



SPX -DISMANTLING STRATEGY FOR SECOMDARY LOOPS
AND ASSOCIATED SODIUM CIRCUITS

CARBONATION PROCESS IN PIPING AND COMPONENTS
SYSTEM

CARBONATION SYSTEM DEFINITION

- carbonation system is composed of piping and components linked
together

- some components are excluded: plugging indicator, colding trap..

- connecting control and injection rack

C1DEN - Engineer-ing Centre - FBR Operations Department -E.JOULIA AIEA Meeting 03/2002
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AND ASSOCIATED SODIUM CIRCUITS

CARBONATION PROCESS IN PIPING AND COMPONENTS
SYSTEM

CARBONATION PROCESS

- a mixture of nitrogen , carbon dioxide and water vapour will be injected in
a circulation gas flow rate

- gas release flow rate will be created

- monitoring of reaction by hydrogen concentration and water burn out

CIDEN - Engineering Centre - FBR Operations Department -E.JOULIA AIEA Meeting 03/2002



Circulation gas now rate: ~4000Nm3/h

'

Injection flow rate = Release flow rate = 300 Nm3/h
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AND ASSOCIATED SODIUM CIRCUITS

WASTES PRODUCT BY CARBONATION
Carbonation operations product:

- solid wastes: component isolations, connecting operations

Circuits

Main Secondary Circuits

All circuits concerned

Volume

- 17m3

- 19m3

Iron heights

- 9600 kg

- 12000 kg

Solid wastes will be treated in a washing and cutting workshop situated
on the SPX plant

-gas release (tritium) will be controlled and connected by a pipe to the
ventilation shaft

V]
CIDEN - Engineering Centre - FBR Operations Department -E.JOULIA AIEA Meeting 03/2002



SPX -DISMANTLING STRATEGY FOR SECONDARY LOOPS
AND ASSOCIATED SODIUM CIRCUITS

FINAL STATE CARBONATION

majority of secondary circuits will be treated by carbonation:

sodium thickness retention on surface structures will be treated

sodium surface agglomeration will be treated and make a protection

final cover for interim storage: air

-same components (cold trap, plugging indicator) will be need of special
treatment

CIDEN - Engineering Centre - FBR Operations Department -E.JOULIA AIEA Meeting 03/2002
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AND ASSOCIATED SODIUM CIRCUITS

DISMANTLING OPERATIONS

SECONDARY SODIUM PIPING

Non specific technologies will be used: piping will be cut at the great
dimensions in steam generator building and will be treated in a
washing and cutting workshop situated on the SPX plant

COMPONENTS

- majority will be treated in the same installation that the piping,

- preliminary studies are necessary to choose the treatment for few
components: in particular cold trap

- The steam generators are system carbonate
with the pipework then washed and dismantled in situ

'•Tjj
CIDEN - Engineering Centre - FBR Operations Department -E.JOULIA AIEA Meeting 03/2002
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SPX -DISMANTLING STRATEGY FOR SECONDARY LOOPS
AND ASSOCIATED SODIUM CIRCUITS

STUDIES

CARBONATION

Tritium: in steel, part release during carbonation process..
Detail studies for the carbonation operations
Determinate the best moment for these operations {3

^

DISMANTLING OPERATIONS

- Preliminary studies for dismantling operations
- Detail studies for the washing and cutting workshop situated
on the SPX plant

CIDEN - Engineering Centre - FBR Operations Department -E.JOULIA AIEA Meeting 03/2002



SPX -DISMANTLING STRATEGY FOR SECONDARY LOOPS
AND ASSOCIATED SODIUM CIRCUITS

PLANNING

MAIN ISOLATIONS - COMPLEMENTARY DRAINING 2002-2004

CARBONATION

Secondary Circuits and auxiliary -4 loops: 2004 2009

DISMANTLING OPERATIONS

Secondary Circuits and auxiliary -1 years by loop: 2006 2010

A complete operation on Storage drum cooling circuit is planned in 2003

CIDEN - Engineering Centre - FBR Operations Department -E.JOULIA AIEA Meeting 03/2002
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AND ASSOCIATED SODIUM CIRCUITS

WASHING OPERATIONS

In situ washing by filling the main piping (1000 and 700 mm dia.)
with water is one option considered

cr\

End of studies June 2002

CIDEN - Engineering Centre - FBR Operations Department -E.JOULIA AIEA Meeting 03/2002
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CONCEPT FOR DISMANTLING THE REACTOR VESSEL AND THE BIOLOGICAL SHIELD OF
THE COMPACT SODIUM-COOLED NUCLEAR REACTOR FACILITY (KNK)

Iris Hillebrand, Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Germany
Jiirgen Benkert, Westinghouse Reaktor, Germany

ABSTRACT

The Compact Sodium-cooled Nuclear Reactor Facility (KNK) was an experimental nuclear power plant of 20
MW electric power erected on the premises of the Karlsruhe Research Center. The plant was initially run as
KNK I with a thermal core between 1971 and 1974 and then, between 1977 and 1991, with a fast core as the
KNK II fast breeder plant.

Under the decommissioning concept, the plant is to be decommissioned completely to green field conditions at
the end of 2005 in ten steps, i.e. under the corresponding ten decommissioning permits. To this day, nine
decommissioning permits have been issued, the first one in 1993 and the most recent one, number nine, in 2001.

The decommissioning and demolition activities covered by decommissioning permits 1 to 7 have been
completed. Under the 8th Decommissioning Permit, the components of the primary system and the rotating
reactor top shield are to be removed by late 2001. Under the 9th Decommissioning Permit, the reactor vessel
with its internals, the primary shield, and the biological shield are to be dismantled.

The residual sodium volume in the reactor vessel was estimated to amount to approx. 30 I. The maximum Co-60
activation is on the order of 107 - 108 Bq/g; the maximum dose rate in the middle of the vessel was measured in
April 1997tobe55Sv/h.

The difficulty involved especially in dismantling KNK, on the one hand, is posed by the residual sodium in the
plant, which determines the choice of neither wet nor thermical techniques to be used in disassembly. Another
difficulty is caused by the depth of activation by fast neutrons, as a result of which not only the reactor vessel
proper, but also the..enlire primary^ shield (60 cm of grey cast iron) and large parts of the biological shield must
be disassembled and disposed of under remote control.

INTRODUCTION

The Compact Sodium-cooled Nuclear Reactor Facility (KNK) was an experimental nuclear power plant of
20 MW electric power erected on the premises of the Karlsruhe Research Center. The plant was initially run as
KNK I with a thermal core between 1971 and 1974 and then, between 1977 and 1991, with a fast core as the
KNK II fast breeder plant.

The reactor core of KNK was arranged in an unpressurized, thin-walled reactor vessel roughly in the middle of
the containment (Fig. 1). Sodium was used as the coolant.
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KNK systems and buildings

The entire nuclear ftiel and all movable core internals have already been disposed of. The sodium coolant has
been removed except for some residues clinging to inner surfaces and in inaccessibfe?Ibeations. The tertiary
systems (water-steam loop with the turbine) and the secondary sodium systems, including the associated
auxiliary systems and buildings, have been taken out and demolished, respectively. The ventilation system, the
electricity supply facilities, and the reactor entrance and exit lock have been adapted to the requirements of the
decommissioning steps to follow. The primary system including the primary sodium dump tank and the fuel
element store and the rotating reactor top shield of the reactor vessel were dismantled. The work conducted so
far has been based on eight decommissioning permits.

All activated and/or contaminated materials are transferred to the Central Decontamination Department (HDB)
of the Karlsruhe Research Center, which processes them in line with its permit under the Atomic Energy Act,
laid holds them in temporary storage.

Under the 9th Decommissioning Permit, the reactor vessel with its internals, the primary shield, and the
biological shield are to be dismantled. A Europeanwide limited tendering procedure was first run for these
activities, and at last the contract was made with Westinghouse Reaktor Germany..

The difficulty involved especially in dismantling KNK, on the one hand, is posed by the residual sodium in the
plant. This determines the choice of techniques to be used in disassembly and, in addition, the material must
either be removed or converted by chemical means after component disassembly, as components bearing sodium
metal cannot be delivered to HDB or stored in a repository.
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Another difficulty is caused by the depth of activation by fast neutrons, as a result of which not only the reactor
vessel proper, but also the entire primary shield (60 cm of grey cast iron) and large parts of the biological shield
must be disassembled and disposed of under remote control.

PERMITS AND DEADLINES

Under the decommissioning concept, the plant is to be decommissioned completely to green field conditions in
ten steps, i.e. under the corresponding ten decommissioning permits. To this day, nine decommissioning permits

•have been issued, the first one in 1993 and the most recent one, number nine, in 2001.

The decommissioning and demolition activities covered by decommissioning permits 1 to 7 have been
completed. Under the 8th Decommissioning Permit, the components of the primary system and the rotating
reactor top shield are to be removed by late 2001.

The 9th Decommissioning Permit covering disassembly of the reactor vessel and the biological shield was filed
for in July 1999 and, with a final amendment, again in March 2000. The expert opinion covering these activities
has been available since December 2000, and the permit was issued in March 2001. The period between 2001
and mid-2002 has been reserved for planning and preparing disassembly of the reactor vessel. From September
2002 on, the reactor vessel with its internals is to be disassembled and disposed of, and from mid-2003 on, the
primary shield and the biological shield are to be disassembled and disposed of.

Under the 10th and last Decommissioning Permit, the remaining auxiliary systems (sodium washing plant,
ventilation plant, liquid effluent system, gaseous effluent system, etc.) are to be dismantled and any buildings
remaining are to be decontaminated, measured for clearance, and then demolished, if necessary. Then the site is
to be recultivated.

The safety report on which the application for the 10th Decommissioning Permit is based is being completed and
was submitted to the authority in June 2001. The work is to be finished probably at the end of 2005.

DISMANTLING THE REACTOR VESSEL AND THE BIOLOGICAL SHIELD

Initial Condition

After completion of the first eight decommissioning permits, the only remnants of the plant still in existence are
the reactor vessel with its internals installed in the primary shield and the biological shield. These components
are located in the middle of the containment in the reactor building (see Fig. 2). The reactor vessel is inerted with
nitrogen and closed with a lid. Other installations still in place are the ancillary plants building, the control room
building, and a storage facility. They contain some systems important in the decommissioning process, namely
the ventilation system, the washing system for components wetted with sodium, and the moderator store, which
must be converted into a buffer store. The reactor building and the ancillary plants building are part of the
controlled area.

The residual sodium volume in the reactor vessel was estimated to amount to approx. 30 1. The maximum Go-60
activation is on the order of 107 - 10&Bq/g; the maximum dose rate in the middle of the vessel was measured in
April 1997 to be 55 Sv/h.
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Fig. 2: Cross section through the KNK containment after completion of the 8th Decommissioning Permit

Demolition Concept

Before dismantling of the reactor vessel is begun, the interior space of the vessel is treated with a wet gas. For
this purpose, the nitrogen is added humidity so that any particulate sodium deposits can be immobilized. Then
the vessel is dried. The dismantling work of possibly sodium covered components is to be carried out under a
nitrogen atmosphere.

The reactor vessel with its internals, and the primary shield, are to be disassembled within the existing shielding,
i.e. the biological shield. For this purpose, a-shielding enclosure will be erecte£bta>8Hway*te¥ekabovethe reactor
vessel, which will be equipped with a^bandling-CelL, an intervention cell, a, double-lid lock and^a transfer lock for
building rubbish, and all the necessary auxiliary systems (lifting gear, rails, lead glass windows, manipulators).
The enclosure must have a shielding of 35 cm of steel required for radiological reasons, on the one hand, and
ensure separation from the containment in terms of ventilation, on the other hand.
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Because of the hazard of sodium fires, only mechanical cutting techniques, such as sawing, milling, drilling, or
cutting, may be used to dismantle the reactor vessel and its internals. Abrasive cutting and thermal cutting
techniques may be used only with components free from sodium, such as the primary shield, or the
reinforcement in the biological shield. The machines required for dismantling are to be mounted on a carrier
which can be positioned variably inside the vessel and the biological shield, respectively. The necessary support
systems and devices/auxiliary tools are to be harmonized and, as a consequence, minimized in number.

To minimize the exposure dose to the personnel disassembling these systems, and to minimize the number of
transports, the radioactive components to be demolished will not be moved to HDB in larger sections. The
packages to be used for nearly all metal components are 150 1 drums or, for components wetted with sodium, the
corresponding 150 1 baskets, which will be packed in 200 1 drums through a double-lid system and placed in
shielded casks for transport to HDB. The components wetted with sodium must be transported first to the
washing plant in a shielding bell to be cleared of sodium before they can be packed in 200 1 drums. Shielded
type-II KONRAD containers will be used for the concrete rubbish. The number of packages produced is to be
optimized in order to save costs of interim storage and final storage. __./

Disassembly of the Reactor Vessel

The table below provides data about the geometry, mass, and activity of components:

Component

Reflector

Thermal shield

Thermal shock liner

Other internals

Internal vessel

External vessel

Height

(mm)
2310

2310

6500

-

10500

9500

Thickness/
diameter

(mm)

70-170

80

12

-

16

12

Total

Mass

(Mg)
11.8

7.8

3.8

2.8

11.8

4.8

42.8

Max. activation on
Jan. 1, 2001

(Bq/g)
3.1 E+7

4.8 E+6

4.2 E+6

1.2E+9

4.0 E+6

2.2 E+6

As a rule, the activation was calculated on the basis of a cobalt content of the steel of 200 ppm. The stellite
bushings of the cladding tube plate, have a much more high cobalt content, so they show a maximum activation
of 109 Bq/g.

The internals of the reactor vessel are to be demolished inside out. The internal vessel and the external vessel
must be demolished from bottom to top because they are suspended from an upper flange. The design of the
reactor vessel can be seen from Fig. 3.

A central mast manipulator is to be introduced into the reactor vessel for disassembly purposes; it can be
positioned in a variety of locations and will achieve self-Bracing at the level of the cutting position. The
manipulator must be designed so that it can handle, by means of a carrier system, all tools needed to disassemble
all internals and the vessel proper. All cuts must be made so that the parts can be packaged in 150 1 drums or
baskets. In disassembly, special attention must be paid to the cladding tube plate with the stellite bushings and to
the double-walled pipe joints cut out of the reactor vessel.
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Flow Orifice
Adjustment

Primary
Shield

Bio.shield

Reflector

Thermal
Shield

Thermal
Shock Liner

Internal Vessel

i- External Vessel

Thermal
Insulation

Grid Plates

Cladding Tube
Plate

Cladding Tube
•fe£Mv Bundle
CD

Fig. 3: Reactor vessel with internals

After disassembly of the metal components, the thermal insulation made of fireclay around the reactor vessel
must be removed. This can be achieved either by cutting, as mentioned above, or by chipping, as in the later
demolition of the biological shield.
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Disassembly of the Primary Shield

At the level of the reactor core, the primary shield made of cast iron with lamellar graphite, GG-20, is situated in
a niche of the biological shield outside the thermal insulation (see Fig, 3).

The total mass of the primary shield is approx. 90.5 Mg. Of this, 9.2 Mg is due to the conical part, whose four
segments are approximately equal in weight. The triangular segments of the cylindrical section each have a mass
of approx. 3.7 Mg, while the square ones have a mass of approx. 16.6 Mg. The maximum activation is
1.55xl06Bq/g.

Perhaps it will be necessary, prior to demolition of the primary shield, to remove parts of the biological shield
above the primary shield as far as the outside diameter of the primary shield. This makes the primary shield
freely accessible from the top and from the inside.

The primary shield is demolished by remote operation from the enclosure. The planning is to install a platform
below the primary shield in the reactor cavity on which parts of the primary shield can be deposited. The parts of
the primary shield are then disassembled by means of a saw which can be carried by the crane; it is applied to the
component, braced, and thus allows horizontal and vertical cutting.

The parts cut off are attached to the crane by means of force-locking mechanical grabs, and are lifted to the
jrunway level. The parts are filled into 200 I drums through the double-lid Jock, and are then taken to HDB in
shielded shipping casks.

Disassembly of the Biological Shield

The reactor core is surrounded by a block of concrete of very high density (density 4.14 g/cm3), the biological
shield, which was also activated by the neutron radiation emanating from the reactor core (see Fig. 3). The
specific Co-60 activity of the concrete achieves a maximum of 8 x 10s Bq/g, which means that most of the
disassembly work must be carried out remotely.

The depth of demolition of the biological shield is determined by the depth of activation of the concrete.
According to the new German Radiation Protection Ordinance, a clearance level for Co-60 of 0.09 Bq/g must be
observed for the unrestricted clearance of riuildihg rubbish: Probably, a total of 330 Mg of very-high-density
concrete must be disposed of as radioactive waste.

Chipping will be the method of demolition (Fig. 4). For this purpose, an auxiliary platform variable in height is
to be positioned in the reactor cavity, on which a small excavator will be placed. The concrete rubbish is to be
sucked through a hose right into the type-II KONRAD container set up at the building rubbish transfer lock of
the containment.

The reinforcement bars in the concrete must be cut mechanically or thermally at the same time and disposed of
in 200 1 drums through the double-lid Jock.
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Fig. 4: Demolition of the biological shield

BALANCE OF THE RADIOACTIVE WASTE

Type of residue

Steel

Fireclay
Grey cast iron
Very-high-density concrete

Mass

(Mg)

approx. 43
approx. 28
approx. 90

approx. 330

Max. activation on
Jan. 1, 2001

(Bq/g)

3 E+07
9E+04
1 E+06
7E+05

Total activity
Co-60

(Bq)

1.7E+14
-

2,5 E+13
6,2 E+12

The residues steel and grey cast iron will be packaged into 200 1-drums and stored in the HDB interim storage
for ILW-Waste. After some halflifetimes of cobalt and packaging the drums into a shielded container, the waste
fullfill the KONRAD repository requirements.

The residues fireclay and concrete will be directly packaged into shielded KONRAD containers and stored in the
HDB interim storage for LLW-Waste, ready for final disposal.
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Concept for Dismantling the Reactor Vessel and the
Biological Shield of the Compact Sodium-cooled

nuclear reactor facility (KNK)

Wolfgang Pfeifer
Iris Hillebrand

Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe GmbH
(Research Center Karlsruhe)
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The Decommissioning Projects of the
Karlsruhe Research Center

Niederaichbach Nuclear
Power Station
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r KNKII in Operation (before 1991)

IAEA, March 2002.ppt

r
r

Typ:

Electric Power:

Operation:

Benefit:

Shutdown:

History

Compacted Sodium-cooled Fast Breeder

20 MW

• 1971 - 74 : with thermal core as KNK I
• 1977 - 91 : with fast core as KNK II

• Basis for experiments in sodium technology
• Operation experiences in the development of fast

breeder reactors

08/1991
Germany drops out of the fast breeder technology

Decommissioning: In 10 steps corresponding to 10 decommissioning
permits completely to "green field"

IAEA.M*ch 1002 p



rr Time Schedule Decommissioning KNK
(August 2001)

Activity 1 1993 1 1994 1 1995 [ 1996

1 . Fuel elements, core internals OP

2. Tertiary system (turbine) 1st DP

3. Physical security 2nd DP

4. Sodium 3rd/ 4th DP

5. Seconder/ system 3rd/ 4t/ 5th DP

6. Power supply building 6th DP

7. Part from controlled 4th to 7th DP
area

8. Primary systems 8th DP

9. Reactor vessel. Biological gth DP
shield

10. Decontamination to green 10th DP
field

r
a

1997

zn

1998

^

1999

am

2000

••

2001

••

=y— r"1

2002

^

2003

mm

2004

Mi

2005

^

Planning Licensing i Execution OP=Operaiirtg Permit
DP=Deconrvnissioning Permit

IAEA.Mwch2002.ppl

KNK -> steps of Dismantling and Decommissioning Procedure

Fuel Elements and
Core Internals
-> Operation Permit

1. DP"

Physical Security
-> 2. Decommissioning Permit

IAEA. Match 2002 ppt



rr Packaging of the Primary Sodium (1997)

IAEA. March 2002 pp I

r
r Disassembly of the Turbine Hall (1998)

IAEA. Mwcfi 2002 pot



r Work under the 8th Decommissioning Permit

Removal of the
upper ceiling
(02/00)

Disassembly ofthe
primary cell
(10/00)

Removal of the
lower ceiling
(02/01)

Dismantling of the
dump tank
(03/01)

+ 4,00 m

Dismantling of the
rotating lid
(Planning 12/01)

- 8,60 m

IAEA. Mwch 2002. ppi

r
r Break through the Wall to the Primary Purification Cell

(07 / 2000)

IAEA. March 2002 ppl



' Disassembly of the Ceiling above the Primary Cell
I (finished 02 / 2000)

IAEA. March 2002.ppt

1 Vorbereitende Arbeiten zum Ausbau des Ablasstanks

Einbau der 1. Biihne zum Abbruch der Kragplatten in der Primarzelle (16.10.00)

LftEA. M«cn 2002 ppt



Semi manual dismantlement of the heat exchanger tube bundle

IAEA.Mvch2002.ppt

r
r Cutting thickwalled components with the band saw

IAEA, Mwch 2002 .ppi



rr Status in March 2001

Working Level on + 4 m
Primary Sodium
Dump Tank

IAEA. March 2002.pp(

[""" Transportation of the Primary Sodium Dump Tank
|— (03/2001)

IAEA. Match ?002.ppi



Rotating Lid during Tests .... during Assembly

IAEA. March 2002.ppl

r
r Concept for Dismantling of the Reactor Vessel Lid
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The Large Rotating Plug with Thermoinsolation Plates

IAEA. March 2QQ2.ppl

r
r Removing of the Large Rotating Plug

IAEA. March 2002 ppt
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r Removing the Small Rotating Plug

IAEA, M«rch 2002 ppl

r
r Removing of the Large Rotating Plug

from the reactor vessel

Rotating Plug in the transport and cleaning vessel
IAEA. March 2002.ppl



r
r Shut of the reactor vessel

View in the reactor vessel after
removing of the large rotating plug

New radiation protection lid of the reactor vessel

IAEA. March 2002

r
r View into the Storage for Fuel Elements after

Removal of the Lid (06 / 2001)

IAEA. M«ch 2002 pp(



Video Inspection of the Storage for Fuel Elements
(05/2000)

IAEA. March 2002 ppl

r
r Fuel - Storage - Vessel - Cleaning

nitrogen

lance with
spray nozzel

fuel - storage
vessel

fuel - storage
cage

distilled water

lance with
videocamera

inspection
pictures

transportation-
vessel

IAEA. M»ch 2002.ppl



rr
Mean Parameters By Fuel - Storage - Vessel - Cleaning

• Volume of fuel-storage-vessel: c. 16,5 m3

• Sodium quantity in fuel-storage-vessel: c. 30 kg

• Nitrogen flow for inertisation of fuel-storage-vessel: 20 m3/h

• Nitrogen flow through spray nozzel: 3,5 m3/h

• Water flow through spray nozzel: 1,5 !3/h

• H2 - Concentration in exhaust (limit): <1 %

• Cleaning Time: c. 5 weeks

• Dose rate at caustic soda-vessel: 60-70 mSv/h

IAEA. Mwch 2002 ppl

r— Entrance
to
Ancillary
Building

Cross Section
through the KNK
Containment
before beginning
of 9th Permit

Reactor
Vessel

Biological
Shield
Primary
Shield

IAEA. Mwch 2002 ppt
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Flow
Orifice
Adjustment

Primary
Shield

Biological
Shield

-«r~
J |

t I
J4 r̂

0
£=F

^ Reflector
Thermal
Shield

Thermal
Shock Liner

Internal Vessel

External Vessel

Thermal
Insulation

Grid Plates

Cladding
Tube Plate
Cladding Tube

jBundle

Reactor Vessel
with Internals

rr
Flow Orifice Adjustment Reactor Vessel

IAEA. March 2002 ppl
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Individually Problems

• Sodium

""""̂  no wet or thermic cutting methods

• Fast Neutrons
activation up to a depth of 1.5 m

remoted-controlled disassembly of large parts

of the biological shield is neccessary

IAEA, March 2002.ppt
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Dose rate in the middle umm+ 55 Sv/h
of the Vessel

(measured in April 1997)

The Design of the Enclosure has to consider the
Dose rate of 1 drum with parts of the Reflector
directly behind the Shield

• DR (0,5 m) = 3 uSv/h and ""••̂  35 cm steel
• DR (2 m) =1 uSv/h

IAEA. March 2002 ppi
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Entdeckelungs-
;tation Enclosure with

Equipment
on the working
level (+ 4,00 m)

IAEA. M*ch 2002.ppl

r
Enclosure

IAEA. March 2002 pp(



r
r Transportation Logistics

Buffer storage

Exit

Shielding Bell
Level + 4.00 m Double-|id System

Typ II-
Container

Enclosure

IAEA. March 2002.pp!

r
r Disposal of the Demolished Components

Demolished Components

Waste
Facilities

IAEA. M»eh 2002.ppt



r
r Dismantling Reactor Vessel

Dismantling ,
Manipulator

Zerlege Maschlne
Machine ae demantelement

External Vessel

-Internal Vessel

Reflector

Grid Plates

IAEA. M»ch 2002.PP1

r
r Enclosure

Clearance
Level of
Biological
Shield

Disassembly
Primary Shield

IAEA. Mvch 2002 ppl
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Datas of the activated Biological Shield

Mass:

Material:

Nuclide Vector:

max. Co-60-
Activation:

330 Mg

Very-high-density Concrete (4,14 g/cm3)
(200 ppm Co in Metal; 100 ppm in Nonmetal)

ca. 16%Co-60
ca. 84 % Fe-55

Co-60-Activity: 6,2 E + 12 Bq

7,3 E + 05 Bq/g

IAEA, M»fch2002.ppt
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Enclosure -

Remoted
Chisel

Clearance
Level of
Biological
Shield

Disassembly
Biological Shield

IAEA. March 2002.ppl



r
Time Schedule

9th Decommissioning Permit

Planning, Production, Assembly

Dismantling Reactor Vessel with Internals

Dismantling Primary Shield and Biological Shield

Clearing up the Equipment

Disassembly nonactivated Biological Shield

10th Decommissioning Permit

Disassembly the remaining Facility Systems:
Na-Washing Plant, Ventilation and Sewage System

Decontamination, Free Measurement and
Disassembly Buildings td "green field"

deadline:

August 2002

March 2003

February 2004

April 2004

December 2004

December 2004

December 2005

IAEA. March 2002 ppl

r
r Dekontaminationsbetriebe Hauptabteilung
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r Radioactive Waste Processing Paths

preliminary
treatment

nburnable | {burnable burnable ( |_ unburnable

;
^ ^ . heated !nonne.ited 1

" ' ;...* waste'... Ill- ' w a s t e - 1

Repository GORLEBEN -4 > ' *• Repository KONRAD

IAEA, M»ch 2002.ppl

r
r Further Treatment of the Waste

Reactor Vessel/ Primary Shield ^•Thermal insulation / Bio.shield

ca. 300 pieces
200-l-drums

Waste Facilities

ILW-
Interim Storage

\
Packed into final

disposal containers Repository

KONRAD ?

ca. 100 pieces
KONRAD -Typ It-

containers

Waste Facilities

LLW-
Interim Storage

IAEA, March 2002 p
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Summary of the Waste under the 9th Permit

Components

Reaktor Vessel

Thermal Insulation

Primary Shield

Biological Shield

Type of residue

Steel

Fireclay

Cast Iron

Very-high-density
Concrete

Mass
(Mg)

43

28

90

330

Total activity
Co-60
(Bq)

1.7E + 14

2.6E + 11

2.5E + 13

6.2E + 12

IAEA. March 2002-ppl

r
r HDB-Abfalllager (Bau 526)
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* Costs for the removal of the reactor-vessel, the primary
I shield and the biological shield

3,48Mio€

0,70Mio€

9,15 Mio€

D Planning and performance dismantling of the reactor-vessel
• Planning and performance dismantling of the primary shield and the biol. shield

j D Quality assurance

IAEA. M»cn 2002 ppl

r
r
Total costs:
464 Mio €

10%

28%

Structure of the project costs KNK

7%
1% 1% 1%

32%

20%

D Fuel Element Disposal

D Dismantling

LJ Radiation Protection

• Repository Storage

D Waste Treatment

D Projectmanagement

• Operation

D Licencing



r
r Staff reduction at the KBG (KNK only)

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1996 1999 2000 2001 2OD2

IAEA. M«rch 2002 ppl

r
r

Important Points for a Successful Decommissioning

• Rerhove the fuel as soon as possible

• Minimize surveillance and maintenance for reducing the costs

• Start decommissioning as long as there are workers with
operation know-how in the company

• Learn from decommissioning of the secondary system for
using the right methods for the primary system

• Don't change the staff, even if they are contracters

IAEA. March 2002.ppi
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ABSTRACT
The aim of this paper is to present experimental feedback
on sodium loop dismantling techniques at the CEA (The
French Atomic Energy Commission) and to offer
recommendations for the decommissioning of Fast
Reactor secondary sodium loops.
This study is based on acquired CEA decommissioning
experience which primarily concerns the following: the
decommissioning of RAPSODIE (France's first Fast
Reactor), the PHENIX reactor secondary loop
replacement, the sodium loop decommissioning carried
out by the Laboratory of Sodium Technologies and
Treatment, and several technical documents. This paper
deals with the main results of this survey.
First, a comparison of 8 pipe-cutting techniques is made,
taking into account speed in cutting, reliability,
dissemination, fire risk due to the presence of sodium,
cutting depth, and different types of waste (empty pipes,
sodium-filled pipes, tanks...). This comparison has led us
to recommend the use of an alternative saw or a chain
saw rather than the use of the plasma torch or grinder.
Different techniques are recommended depending on if
they are on-site, initial cuttings or if they are to be carried
out in a specially-designed facility referred to hereafter as
"the cutting building".
After the cutting stage, the sodium waste must be
processed with water to become an ultimate stable waste.
Four treatment processes are compared with different
standards : speed, cost, low activity adaptability and
"large sodium quantity" adaptability.
Recommendations are also made for reliable storage, and
for the general dismantling system organization.
Last, calculations are presented concerning a complete
dismantling facility prototype capable of treating large
amounts and volume of sodium wastes.

INTRODUCTION
Sodium is primarily used in the nuclear industry as a
coolant in primary and secondary loops of Liquid Metal
Fast Reactors. Several LMFRs will be shut down in
coming years, and thus many sodium loops will have to
be decommissioned. Metal sodium is forbidden in both
active and inactive waste for storage because it cannot be
considered as ultimate waste: sodium reacts when coming
into contact with water and air, and therefore must be
processed to become a chemically stable product In
order to accomplish this transformation, a specific
process must be applied using a reagent In most cases,
this reagent is water. All waste components containing

sodium must be cut into reduced parts, and disposed in
such a way that the sodium itself can be treated.
All these operations have been conducted at the CEA on
several LMFR loops including RAPSODIE (the first
LMFR in France) and the PHENIX reactor but also on
some experimental loops. The aim of this document is to
present and assess the experimental feedback in this field
in order to establish the general organization of a sodium
loop decommissioning system, and to determine what are
the most efficient techniques to be implemented when
dealing with the very specific characteristics of sodium.

GENERAL ORGANIZATION SYSTEM [1J [2J

PRELIMINARY STAGES
1. Emptying of the loop
2. Estimation of the residual mass of sodium

(inspection, calculation...)
3. Electricity dismantling
4. Removal of the insulating material/Instruments

Long .period heated insulating material can become
pulverulent. In that case, insulating material and
iron sheet should be dismantled in the same time.
The system is then isolated from premises and
ventilated. Insulating material is wrapped into
vinyl.

SYSTEM MAIN STAGES

On -site cutting

First storage

Cutting in specified building

Second storage u
Processing installation |

Final storage

A dismantling procedure is written before each
dismantling system is established. It describes the
dismantling chronology and the steps of the system.



1. General view of the loop before operations 2. Removal of the insulating material 3. Removal of the instruments

4. Reciprocating saw cutting 5. General view after decommissioning

Fig. 1 Several pictures of a dismantling system (EPINAR test loop)

First, the cutting lines are drawn on the loop with the
maximal precision, or marked on a plan. Pipes are
attached to the existent frame by temporary hoists to
avoid falls during the cutting operations. As in the
majority of the dismantling operations, the risk of a fall
by either the equipment or a worker is high. v

Experimental feedback from CEA sodium loop
dismantling operations has clearly demonstrated that this
is the major risk, far beyond that of the hazards involved
in handling the sodium.

CUTTING STAGE [3] [3]
Pipe and component cutting is necessary to allow a
thorough treatment of the residual sodium which is
carried out according to a special process. The number of
cuts to be made, and the geometrical configuration of the
waste are determined by the treatment process which is
selected much sooner. In every large-scale
decommissioning work site studied, the cutting stage was
divided into two phases : an initial, on-site cutting was
carried out on the loop using portable tools in order to
extract long pipes and components. Then, the second
cutting phase was conducted inside a specially-designed
"cutting building". This type of organization presents a
major advantage because it allows workers to handle
large quantities of waste in a specifically-designed
structure, and not next to the loop itself where space and
the maneuverability of handling tools are limited.
Components are systematically moved to the cutting
building except tanks which are cut on-site into reduced
parts. Only long parts of pipes are cut on-site, and entry
and exit component pipes. 4 meters is the average length
of the pipe parts that are removed and transferred to the
cutting building.

This average depends on handling tools and accessibility.
The cutting stage can be tricky when dealing with the
variable pipe lengths and diameters, and with the
diversity of the components (pumps, gauges, valves, cold
traps...). Different tools may be used but they must meet
several criteria : reliability, speed, cutting depth, low
secondary emission, reduced sodium heat risk.
Lubrification must be as low as possible to avoid
secondary effluent emission.
Carbonation is recommended for large scale loops, in
order limit the sodium risk. The small size of the loops at
the CEA does not justify using this technique.
Sodium loop cutting can be divided into successive steps.
Components and pipes are bound to avoid falls,
vibrations during cutting and saw blade jamming. Cutting
starts with the upper parts of the loops in order to limit
falls.
Metallic chips resulting from the sawing must be
retrieved. These chips are to be classified in the same
category as sodium waste and they too must be
processed. Components with a complex internal structure
(e.g. cold traps) are not drained if possible, because solid
sodium keeps the internal structure in place and limits
vibration and overheating during cutting operations.
The main cutting techniques used in the industry have
been compared with a relative notation system for each
criteria from 0 to 5. Estimations have been realized for
missing data. Results for each techniques have then been
compared for different waste families (small size massive
components, variable diameters pipes, tanks). These
techniques are the following :

• Reciprocating saw
• Band saw
• Grinder



Plasma torch
Circular saw
Hydraulic shears
Nibbling machine
Pipe cutter

This comparison reveals that mechanical cutting
techniques are preferable. Thermal techniques are faster
for stainless steel cutting but slower for sodium cutting.
Moreover, thermal techniques heat up the sodium (a
neutral gas is then necessary to avoid burning) and
present a dissemination risk when dealing with active
sodium.
The main recommended cutting techniques for a sodium
decommissioning loop system are set down in the
following tables. These results take into account all the
criteria studied.

On-site cutting
Results for on-site cutting are given in the table below:

Component
family

Low diameter pipe
(DN 25 maxi)

Cylindrical
component (no

internal structure)
(DN 500 maxi)

High diameter
pipes (DN 2200

maxi)

Most
efficient

technique

Portable
band saw

Portable
band saw

Circular saw

Breakdown tools

Reciprocating portable
saw

Hydraulic shears
Pipe cutter

Nibbling machine
Reciprocating portable

saw
Hydraulic shears

Pipe cutter
Nibbling machine

Pipe cutler

Cutting in a specified building

Components
family

Small size massive
components (200 x

200 maxi)

Low diameter pipe
(DN 25 maxi)

Cylindrical
component (no

internal structure)
(0 500 mm maxi)

Cylindrical
component

(internal structure)
(01 500 maxi)

High diameter
pipes (0 2200

maxi)

Most
efficient

technique

Band saw

Complementary
technique

Reciprocating saw

Reciprocating saw
Nibbling machine

Reciprocating saw
Nibbling machine

Reciprocating saw
Circular saw + diamond

cable

Nibbling machine
Reciprocating saw

Circular saw

TEMPORARY STORAGE
Storage before cutting in a specified building and storage
before treatment should be limited, if achievable, to one
workday maximum so that the systematic use of a waste

container can be avoided (neutral gas is necessary). This
storage can be safe at ambient air temperature providing
the humidity is restricted to limit reactions at 2.5 grams
of water for 1 kg of air.
During on-site cutting, the pipe parts are isolated with
vinyl and tape, or with soldered steel. Pipe parts can
thereby be moved quite safely to the cutting building.
Metallic containers filled with neutral gas should be
available for potential longer storage (more than one
week) or for a halt of the works. In case of long storage,
the neutral gas of the containers is renewed every 3
months.

SODIUM TREATMENT PROCESSES [5] [6]
The purpose of the process consists in turning sodium
into a stable product vis a vis water and air. This process
must be efficient, adjustable (it must be applicable to all
sodium loop constituents), reliable and sufficiently quick.
Moreover, researchers must be able to check effluent
composition and activity.
Processes approved for sodium treatment are water
chemical methods. Alcohol is forbidden by the CEA
since an accident occurred during the decommissioning
of the RAPSODIE reactor in 1994 [7] [8]. Physical
cleaning methods (e.g. scraping, evaporation) are more
limited at an industrial scale due to their relatively
tedious nature.

General diagram of a water sodium waste treatment
process:

Water

Pipe L
sections "

(contaminated) •
T ream en t

process

J Metallic
'\ waste

Sodium Hydrogen +
hydroxide neutral gas

(contamined) (+ tritium)

Fig. 2 Water treatment process diagram

Solid sodium treatment with water is carried out
according to the reaction :

Na .did + H2O
25°C

= NaOH +l/2H2 g M+ 138 kJ
anhydrid crbUllised 2S°C 2S°C eiolhennlc

NaOH + H20 e«ss = NaOH, H2O tvmm «,!„*»

With an excess of water a solution of sodium hydroxide
is produced. This solution can then be transformed into a
chemically stable and solid waste, by cementation or
ceramisation process. Hydrogen must be dehumidified
and evacuated after radioactive control in case of active
sodium.
Water can be projected as a liquid jet, as fog, or as vapor.
Treatment speed differs according to the selected process
but the chemical reaction and the effluents are the same
(sodium hydroxide and hydrogen). The main precaution
to be taken to prevent hydrogen risk is to work under
neutral gas. The explosive O2-H2 mixture is thus avoided.
In the case of the process under air, a special study should
be carried out to assess the capacity of an armored
structure in withstanding a fixed and known explosive



volume. A mastery of the process is achieved by acting
on one of the two reagents :

• by controlling and limiting water flow (limited
by the operator's action or by the process
regulation),

• by controlling and limiting the sodium quantity
to be processed (restricted by the dimensions of
the processing facility)

Processes have been compared with the following
criteria: speed in processing, cost effectiveness,
contaminated sodium adaptability, waste configuration
changes in the baskets, large quantity application,
effluent volume production. The processes compared are
the following:

Cleaning pits
They are used in usual maintenance operations or for
final treatment of contaminated sodium components. The
treatment is slow, to allow a soft sodium/water reaction,
in order to re-use or to assess the component. Generally,
reaction is obtained by a water flow under a neutral gas
or under carbon dioxide for sodium hydroxide
carbonation. These processes can be used for LMFR
decommissioning operations ; the cleaning pits are built
in every LMFR. The drawbacks are the sodium
acceptability which can be limited to small quantities, the
place where they are built (waste handling and
managing), their working schedule. For these reasons, the
cleaning pits are not optimal for the majority of sodium
loop dismantling systems.

Autoclave reactor
This process is designed to treat small quantities of
sodium with an excess of water and to support the rapid
raise of pressure due to the reaction. Sodium is placed in
a vessel in the upper part of the autoclave. Inside air is
swept out and the reactor is filled with a neutral gas. The
bottom of the reactor is then filled up with water. Sodium
is dropped into this water volume, and a violent
sodium/water reaction is obtained. When the pressure is
stabilized, reactor is decompressed and gas effluents are
diluted after filtration and dehumidification.
This process presents the advantages of being safe and
efficient Moreover, effluents are easily controllable. Its
use is optimal for small quantities of sodium (less than 1
kg per load), but it is not efficient for the treatment of
parts of sodium loops.

Water jet treatment
Sodium wastes are processed by a discontinue water jet,
thrown by a hose, under air atmosphere. Operators are
outside the process area and they drive the hose.
Sodium/water reactions are sudden. The main advantage
of this process is its processing speed, and its
adaptability. Though, gas effluents control is tricky.
This process, mainly used on CEA loops
decommissioning, has proven its reliability and efficiency
on inactive sodium.

Fig. 4 General view of SURBOUM installation

Fig. 5 SURBOUM : inside view

Active cleaning enclosure
Sodium wastes are treated with water atomization in an
inert gas flow. The inert gas acts as a coolant and
prevents hydrogen ignition by diluting it The waste is
placed in special perforated metal baskets. This
preparation is a prime necessity to obtain an efficient
treatment. All sodium must be easily accessible to water.
This process allows a control of the effluents. Depending
on the continuous hydrogen concentration measurement
in the effluents, operator can drive the water flow. This
process can be automated.
The active cleaning enclosure used at the CEA has a
diameter of 3 meters and can accept 1000 kg of metallic
wastes per load. This process is efficient for sodium
waste treatment.

Fig. 3 View of the autoclave installation



Fig. 6 Active cleaning enclosure process

Results of the comparison
The autoclave process is not approved for a sodium loop
decommissioning system, given the limited volume of
sodium admissible. The comparison made here does not
allow us clearly to point out and specifically approve one
type of process between the active cleaning enclosure and
the water jet treatment, that could be adaptable to all
configurations on the work site. The use of cleaning pits
seems to offer limited possibilities as a unique installation
given the relatively limited dimensions of facilities of this
type (at least for present day LMFR facilities), and also
the admissible sodium quantity for each processing
phase. This process can be used as a complementary
installation for the treatment operations. The water jet
treatment process appears to suit the processing of
inactive sodium best. Moreover, this process presents the
advantage of being relatively economical and fast.
However, its use is more limited when dealing with
active sodium. In such a case, the active cleaning
enclosure process would be the most effective. Although
the treatment phase is relatively slow, effluents are more
easily controllable than with the water jet process.

FACILITY DISMANTLING
No matter which process is approved, the treatment stage
is the limiting phase in the majority of systems. Since
cutting precedes this stage, it must be limited to treatable
quantities so that chain line treatment "clogging" can be
avoided. In order to increase the rate of dismantling, a
treatment stage allowing optimal performance must be
found (For example, the construction of a double capacity
treatment facility). The diagrams on the next page show
as examples two "ideal" dismantling facilities for a large
system, with the water jet process and the active cleaning
enclosure process. Such facilities would be able to
process respectively 10 m3 and 2 m3 of sodium waste per
day. These two diagrams are proposed for a
decommissioning operation equivalent to the treatment of
secondary loops of reactor plant (PHENIX or
SUPERPHENIX size).

CONLUSION
This survey has enabled us to assess how the CEA has
dealt with its inactive sodium loop decommissioning.
Furthermore, it has permitted an extrapolation to active
systems. The comparative assessment of cutting
techniques and processes has put forward a primary
selection of the best technologies to be used in future
LMFR decommissioning.
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Waste course

Fig. 7 : 2 m3 per day dismantling facility (active cleaning enclosure process)
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CEA Experimental feedback
on sodium loop

decommissioning
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Bibliography
-Technical documents
Interviews
- Sodium dismantling workers

Based on CEA decommissioning
- RAPSODIE decommissioning
- PHENIX secondary loops replacement
- CEA Sodium test loops
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Summary

1. System organization
2. Cutting stage
3. Storage
4. Sodium treatment process
5. Facility dismantling

Olivier VINOCHE. Gilles RODRIGUEZ
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System organization
• Preliminary stag

• System stages

es • emptying
• inspection
• dismantling procedure

• Electricity dismantling

• Removal of insulating

*• Removal of instruments

• on-site cutting + cutting in
specified enclosure

• Sodium treatment process

Olivier VINOCHE, Gilles RODRIGUEZ
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Exemple of a test loop (1)
Removal of insulating

View of the loop

Removal of instruments
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Exemple of a test loop (2)

Reciprocating saw
View of the structure
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Cutting tools (1)

Reciprocating saw
+ robust, reliable, adapted to sodium, different sizes

(from portable tool to 1 meter cutting)
- slow

Band saw
+ fast, reliable, different sizes
- lubrification, overheating

Circular saw
+ large size, low bulk (30 cm wide)
- slow, time for installation

Olivier VINOCHE, Gilles RODRIGUEZ
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Cutting tools (2)
Pipe cutter

+ no dissemination, costless
- slow, not approved for large diameters

Hydraulic shears
+ no overheating, costless
- crushing -*- sodium retention

Nibbling machine
+ no dissemination, costless
- cutting depth, time for installation

Complementary techniques
Olivier VINOCHE, Gilles RODRIGUEZ
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Criteria

Waste
family

Comparison
• reliability
• dissemination (secondary

wastes, aerosols, vapors)
• sodium risk
• cutting speed
• maximal cutting depth

• A : small size massive components
(500 mm x 500 mm maximum)

• B : Low diameter pipes (ON 25 maxi)
• C : Medium diameter pipes (ON 500 maxi)
• D : Cylindrical components with internal structure (DN

1500 maxi)
• E : High diameter pipes (DN 2200 maxi)

Olivier VINOCHE, Gilles RODRIGUEZ
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Results : ON SITE CUTTING

Component
family

Lowdiameterppe
(DN25maxi)

Cylindrical
component (no

internal structure)
(DN 500 maxi)

High diameter
pipes (DN 2200

maxi)

Most
ef fiiient

technique

Portable
band saw

Portable
handsaw

Circular saw

Breakdown tools

Reciprocating portable
saw

Hydraulic shears
Pipe cutter

Nibblingmadiine
Reciprocating portable

saw
Hydraulic shears

Pipe cutter
Nibbling machine

Pipe cutter

* grinder can be used for high metallic depth as a first cut

Olivier VINOCHE, Gilles RODRIGUEZ
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ReSUltS ! CUTTING IN A SPECIFIED ENCLOSURE

Components
family

&nall size massive
components (200 x

200 maxi)

Low diameter ppc
(DN 25 maxi)

Cylindrical
component (no

internal stricture)
(0500 mm maxi)

Cylindrical
component

(internal struct vie)
(01 500 maxi)

High diameter
pipes (02200

maxi)

Most
efficient

tecnnicaie

Handsaw

Com ptementa ry
technique

fed proa ting saw

Rea'proca ting saw
NibWing machine

Reciprocating saw
Nibblingmacbine

Red proa ting saw
Circular saw + diamond

cable

Nibbling machine
Reciprocating saw

Circular saw

Olivief VINOCHE, Gilles RODRIGUEZ
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Temporary storage

Limited storage (1 workday)

Isolation of parts cut

Recommandation

2,5 g of water /kg one week
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Sodium Treatment proccesses
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Autoclave reactor

Advantages
• Designed for active sodium
• Low investment
• Safe and efficient

Drawbacks
• Designed for sodium ingots
• Treatment capacity (400g)

Not opt/ma/ for sodium loops
decommissioning wastes

Olivier VINOCHE, Gilles RODRIGUEZ
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INSTALLATION AUTOCLAVE DE DESTRIK3TON
DE SODIUM

Diagram of the Autoclave reactor
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Cleaning pits

Advantages
• Already built on LMFR
• Volume
• Designed for active sodium

Drawbacks
• Planning
• Treatment speed
• Admissible sodium mass

Necessary adaptation of the process
A vailability problem

Olivier VINOCHE, Gilles RODRIGUEZ
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Water jet process

Advantages
• Treatment speed
• Adaptability
• Reliable and efficient

Drawbacks
• To be adapted to active wastes

Necessary adaptation of the process

Olivier VINOCHE. Gilles RODRIGUEZ
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View of the water jet
installation in Cadarache

Inside view
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Active cleaning enclosure

Advantages

Treatment speed
Designed for active sodium

Drawbacks
• Investment

Olivier VINOCHE, Gilles RODRIGUEZ
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Hydrogen release To a dehumidificalion
unit

Dispersed water +
inert gas mixture

Water injection

Diagram of the Active cleaning enclosure
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Comparative assessment
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Dismantling installations (1)
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Dismantling installations (2)
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Conclusions

• Cutting phase divided in two stages

• Mechanical techniques better than
thermal techniques

• Optimal processes for the sodium
decommissioning

• Treatment is the limiting phase

Olivier VINOCHE, Giltes RODRIGUEZ





Sodium Removal & Decontamination Process and Decommissioning Considerations
for the PFBR Components

M.Rajan, C.S. Surendran, V. Ganesan, B.S. Sodhi, S.C. Chetal and R.D. Kale
and

R. Indira and A.K. Bhaduri
Indira Gandhi Centre for Atomic Research, Kalpakkam - 603 102, India

Introduction:

The Prototype Fast Breeder Reactor (PFBR) is a sodium cooled pool type reactor
of 500 MWe capacity. The reactor is being designed at IGCAR, Kalpakkam, India. It is
planned to construct the reactor at Kalpakkam. In the PFBR plant Nuclear Steam Supply
System (NSSS) components are either wetted with primary sodium or secondary sodium
or some time both. Sodium cleaning is to be done before undertaking any maintenance
work or disposal. The radioactivity of the primary sodium is significant compared to the
secondary sodium. In this paper, primary sodium cleaning and decontamination of the
components planned for PFBR are discussed. The choice of hard facing materials for
NSSS components are also discussed.

Sodium Removal:

During the operation of the reactor there are two types of components, which are
to be cleaned from sodium. These are 1) Core components and 2) Primary components.
Fig. 1 shows the location of the facility for sodium cleaning in the nuclear island. The
core components are handled by fuel handling machines where as the primary
components are handled by respective flask. The components that are to be
decontaminated are removed from the reactor when the reactor is in shutdown condition.
The handling of the core components is based on fixed time duration and interval in the
reactor. For the primary components, it is as and when required. The core component is
not meant for decontamination but for reprocessing and the primary component needs to
be decontaminated. The cleaning time of the core component is to be minimum and to be
completed during the fuel handling campaign, which is 20 days. For the primary
component, the cleaning of sodium can be done during reactor operation as well as
shutdown condition. These considerations are taken during conceptual design stage of the
reactor to evolve better design considering safety, economy, safe-disposal of the
components and safe decommissioning of the plant (Ref. 1 to 3).

The sodium cleaning system has the following design features. A schematic flow
sheet of the design features is given in Fig. 2. The main objectives are:

Minimize sodium sticking on the component.
Safe operation.
Minimum quantity of waste generation.
Fast cleaning.
Effective cleaning.
No damage to the component.



Sodium Removal from Core Components:

The core components are spent fuel assembly (SA), irradiated blanket SA and
irradiated absorber SA. There are 94 core SA to be cleaned from sodium in eight months
full power reactor operation. The core SA coming out of the reactor is handled by cell
transfer machine. This machine picks up the core SA from the ex-vessel transfer position
and keeps it in the washing vessel. The flow sheet of the SA washing is shown in Fig.3.
Since the fuel SA is having maximum of 5 kW decay heat, nitrogen at 50 Nm3/h is
required to cool the fuel SA. In order to minimize the sodium sticking on the core SA, the
nitrogen flow helps to drain sodium as much as possible at the ex-vessel transfer position
while picking the core SA by cell transfer machine. Also, the dripping of sodium in the
transfer pot of the Inclined Fuel Transfer Machine (LbTJvI) is enhanced by holding the SA
at an elevated location for a short duration. The time required for discharge of one core
SA from the reactor is about 3 hours so that the duration of sodium cleaning of a SA shall
be less than 3 hours. It is envisaged that 3 hours duration is required for washing
operation. However in the SA washing facility two SAs can be cleaned simultaneously.
Also two stand-by vessels are provided at the facility. In washing process, it is possible to
identify the breached and non-breached SA.

The estimated sodium sticking on a core SA is about 2 kg. Considering the time
of washing and cooling requirements, steam cleaning is selected for the sodium cleaning
of the core SA. The concentration of hydrogen at the exhaust is monitored and always
maintained at less than 2% by varying the steam flow. The steam cleaning is safe and
fast, but it lacks the effective cleaning from the crevices. However, water rinsing process
is used after steam cleaning. The water is sprayed and re-circulated for about 30 to 40
minute to identify the activity level in water using gamma-detector for ensuring whether
the SA is cleaned is breached or non-breached. The exhaust gas during steam cleaning is
monitored for betta-activity to identify whether the SA is breached. The gas effluent is
send to the stack and the liquid effluent is sent to waste treatment. The SA is washed
with DM water before transferring it to the storage pool containing water. From the
storage pool the fuel SA is taken for reprocessing.

Sodium Removal from Primary Components:

The primary components are classified into 1) Large Component and 2) Small
Component. The large components are IHX, primary sodium pump, DHX, transfer arm
and transfer pot of IFTM. The small components are CSRDM, DSRDM, FFLM, bulk
sodium delayed neutron detectors and clad rupture detectors in argon. The large
components are handled by one bigger flask and the small components are handled by
another small flask. The sodium cleaning facility is also meant for decontamination of the
components. This facility is called decontamination facility, which is provided inside
RCB. The safety of the plant was analyzed due to the presence of water and potential
hydrogen liberated from the facility and was found satisfactory. While removing the
component from the reactor by using flask, sufficient time is allowed to drain sodium
sticking on the component. For the IHX, the sodium wetted length is 10 m, and while
taking it using a flask each 1 m raise of IHX into the flask, one hour time is given to



drain sodium from it. This will ensure minimum quantity of sodium sticking on it by
avoiding sudden cooling and solidifying of sodium. Thus 10 to 12 hours are required for
removing IHX from reactor. Of all the primary components, IHX, is having maximum
amount of sodium sticking on its surface. The estimated amount of sodium sticking on
the surface of IHX is 75 kg. This component when it is being cleaned gives maximum
quantity of hydrogen. The hydrogen liberated during accidental rising of water level in
Decontamination Vessel - 1, when IHX is being cleaned, was analyzed. For this analysis,
instead of admitting water for bubbling, large quantity of water for rinsing was admitted
into the vessel due to operator error was analyzed. The pumping of water into the vessel
is limited to 1 cm/minute raise in the vessel. Also the pump can start only when the
exhaust valve is kept opened. If the valve fails to open before start of the pump, hydraulic
relief pot functions. Also a rupture disc with non-return valve is provided to open into the
cell when the hydraulic relief pot does not function. Thus in any case the hydrogen fire is
avoided. Moreover the cell air is continuously changed during the process of sodium
removal. To avoid water entry into RGB, the water required for sodium cleaning is kept
in a small tank of 3 m3 and a large tank of 10 m3 capacity outside RGB. By limiting the
volume of the tanks, the risk of water flooding in RGB is eliminated. The water from
small tank is used for carbon di oxide bubbling process and water from large tank for
rinsing the component. CC>2 cylinders are kept outside RGB. The flow sheet of the
decontamination facility is shown in Fig.4.

In the decontamination facility two vessels are provided. One is for large
components and is called Decontamination Vessel - 1 (DV1). The other is for small
components and is called Decontamination Vessel - 2 (DV2). The component is brought
to the respective vessel and positioned in it. A small quantity of water is admitted to the
vessel bottom trough and heated to 70 to 80°C. Carboon di oxide is bubbled through the
hot water which will carry the water vapour and react with the sodium sticking on the
component. The exhaust gas is monitored and the concentration of hydrogen is always
maintained below 2% by controlling the flow rate of carbon-di-oxide bubbled. This
method has got better control of sodium water reaction. Also corrosion of the component
is not taking place due to absence of alkali. After the bubbling stage, the component is
rinsed with water and DM water. The gas effluent is sent to the stack and the liquid
effluent is sent to waste treatment. With this the sodium cleaning of the component is
over and ready for decontamination.

Decontamination Process:

The choice of chemical decontamination process depends mainly on the end use
viz. whether the component is for (a) re-qualification and reuse or (b) decommissioning
and disposal purpose. Based on the available data on decontamination being followed in
other reactor systems and considering the complexity involved in the process, the
decontamination of the primary component the following process is used. For the
decontamination process sulpho-phosphoric acid process for all component made of AISI
304L, 316L and hard coating is used. The decontamination of the component is carried
out in the decontamination facility. After sodium cleaning, the acid (mixture of
phosphoric acid and sulphuric acid) for decontamination is admitted to the



decontamination vessel to remove surface layer activity. The component is immersed in a
solution of 15 g/1 of sulphuric acid and 45 g/1 of phosphoric acid. The solution at 60°C is
circulated for about 6 hours. After this the solution is drained out from the vessel. The
component is rinsed with domestic water as well as DM water. Subsequently the water is
drained out and the component is dried using surface heaters provided on the surface of
the vessel. The component is taken out of the vessel and mopped with cotton before
taking it out for doing any maintenance work. Fig. 5 shows the flow chart of
decontamination process.

Even though mineral acid mixture containing sulphuric and phosphoric acids is
found to be a better choice than the organic based solutions for effective decontamination
of the components, some future studies are planned for better decontamination solution.
However, considering the fact whether the component is for reuse or not and also
considering the operation history of the various types of components, it can be stated that
one single composition of the decontamination solution cannot be applied to all types of
components. Depending upon the requirements, for getting high decontamination factor,
the concentration of F^SCU may be increased, or to limit inter granular corrosion
concentration of HaSd* is reduced with increase in HsPCV To limit the phosphate release
in the waste, concentration of H3?O4 may be reduced.

Radioactive Chemical Waste Generated:

During sodium removal from the primary component, liquid chemical in the form
of aqueous solution of NaHCOs and Na2CC>3 will be generated. The reaction products are
a mixture of bicarbonate and carbonate of sodium depending on the availability of
sodium hydroxide to react with CC>2 and water. The amount of chemical waste as sodium
bicarbonate and sodium carbonate produced during sodium cleaning by COa-water
vapour process depends on the relative amount of sodium in the component and the
availability of carbonate and water vapour. From laboratory experiments, it is found that
the layer of NaHCO3/Na2CO3 is highly porous allowing the entire sodium sticking on the
surface to react, leaving no unreacted sodium on the component. At the end of sodium
dissolution step, water is sprayed on to the component. The water in the cleaning vessel is
raised to required level in steps so as to immerse the component and circulate to ensure
complete dissolution of the reaction products. The contaminated water at this stage is
drained. Domestic water is used for second stage cleaning to reduce alkali content in the
vessel to a minimum and drained out. Third stage is the chemical solution for
decontamination. Fourth and fifth stages involve domestic water and DM water cleaning.
The typical liquid waste generated during cleaning and decontamination of primary
sodium pump is nearly 260 m3, which is the maximum expected waste for a primary
component. During SA washing about 725 litres of liquid waste is generated. The liquid
waste is sent to radioactive waste building for treatment and disposal. The gaseous waste
generated is directly sent to the stack. The solid waste in the form of waste cotton is
covered in polythene bag and sent for disposal.



Choice of Hardfacing materials for NSSS components:

The choice of hard facing material for different components of PFBR is aimed at
keeping induced activity to the minimum for maintenance and decommissioning
purposes, and also to reduce the shielding thickness required for the component handling,
which in turn would reduce the flask weight, size of handling crane and loads on civil
structures. Induced activity, dose-rate and shielding computations were carried out for the
various NSSS components of PFBR hard faced using the same amount of Stellite and
Colmonoy with their actual geometrical configuration and operating conditions.

Hardfacing of NSSS components with cobalt based alloys of Stellite, results in
difficulties in maintenance, decommissioning and handling, due to induced activity of
Cobalt-60. Hence Nickel based hard facing materials, Colmonoy and Triballoy were
considered as alternate choices. Induced activity computations were carried out
considering the same amount of Stellite, Colmonoy-6 and Tribaloy-700. The activity and
dose rate computations have been carried out for 0.25% Co in Colmonoy and T700 (same
as in the case of austenitic stainless steels).

For the in-vessel components, control and safety rod drive mechanism (CSRDM),
Diverse safety rod drive mechanism (DSRDM), failed fuel location module (FFLM) and
primary sodium pump (PSP), saturation activity was calculated, as these components are
expected to be irradiated for 20 years. A cooling time of 2 or 5 years was considered in
the case of grid plate components, as these are expected to be handled only for
decommissioning purposes. In the case of CSRDM, DSRDM, FFLM and PSP, a cooling
time of 2 days has been considered. For the Control and Safety Rod (CSR) and Diverse
Safety Rod (DSR), an irradiation time of two years and cooling time of 2 days was
considered (Ref.4).

It is found that from induced activity and dose rate considerations, Stellite can be
replaced by either Colmonoy-6 or Tribaloy-700. Based on fast reactor experience with
colmonoy, colmonoy has been chosen. An approximate estimate of the shield
requirement assuming a permissible dose rate of 100 mR/h have been worked out. In the
following discussions, as the basic SS component itself becomes radioactive and requires
shielding, reduction in shield thickness is with respect to the minimum shielding required
for the SS component (Ref. 5).

At the grid plate top sleeve only decommisioning need be considered, since there
is no maintenance. It is seen that by replacing Stellite the man-rem requirement can be
reduced by a factor of 250, while handling grid plate. By replacing Stellite in the case of
anti-rotation plugs in grid plate, man rem requirement can be reduced by a factor of 30
during decommissioning. For the IHX seal flanges in inner vessel, the man-rem
requirement comes down by a factor of 370 during decommissioning, if Stellite is
replaced.

In the case of CSRDM and DSRDM, by replacing Stellite, the lead shield
requirement for maintenance of DSRDM and CSRDM can be reduced by 6 cm and 3 cm



respectively. From the point of view of shielding for IFTM (Inclined Fuel Transfer
Machine) and flask for handling, replacing stellite by colmonoy in CSR is highly
benificial. Based on the above considerations, colmonoy has been chosen as hardfacing
material for the grid plate components, CSRDM, DSRDM and CSR. For grid plate
components, Cr-N coating is also being considered as an alternate option.
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Intergranular reheat cracking in austenitic stainless steel welds.
Experimental program and numerical evaluations

CEA : M.T.CABRILLAT, L. ALLAIS, M. REYTffiR, E. PLUYETTE

Over the past years, failure due to heat affected zone stress relief or reheat cracking in
austenitic stainless steels welds, and particularly in stabilized austenitic steels like 321
or 347 have been reported world-wide. More recently similar problems have been
discovered on type 316 and 304 stainless steels working in the temperature range 520-
550°C.
It has been established that these cracks are generally concentrated hi sites of high
triaxial tension developed in the strain affected zone adjacent to welds as a result of
the plastic strains introduced by the welding process, and that they are prevalent in
thick sections or near very massive welds.
An important research program has been undertaken at CEA to identify the damage
mechanisms involved, determine the influent parameters and develop specific
behaviour and damage models able to predict this type of cracking.
For that, several study directions were initiated:

> Metallurgical observations of welds were performed. Due to the complexity of
the micro structure and behaviour of real welds, different HAZ were simulated
with adapted thermo-mechanical treatments. It was thus possible to
characterize the micro structure, identify the mechanical behaviour and
quantify the intergranular damage of different materials.

> Tests on components with welds were performed in order to take into account
the specificities of real welds.

> Finally simulations were necessary to validate the models developed in the
first step. Residual stresses due to welding operation being important in the
mechanism, it is necessary to evaluate them with refined analyses. Then the
creep damage is estimated using different damage models in order to point out
the important parameters.

This paper presents the main results obtained during this research program



Intergranular Reheat Cracking in austenitic steels

M.T. CABRILLAT, L. ALLAIS, M. REYTffiR, E. PLUYETTE
CEA - FRANCE
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Intergranular Reheat Cracking in austenitic steels

Feedback from Phenix operation:
many intergranular cracks on pipings in 321 steel working at 550°C
intergranular cracks in valves in 304H - 550°C
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Typical cracks
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Reheat Cracking in Austenitic Steels

Reheat Cracking in Austenitic Steels - main features

• intergranular cracks in HAZ
• generally near massive welds (thick components) or attachment welds
• mainly in stabilized steels: AISI 321 (Ti), 347 (Nb)
• for components working in the creep range: 500-650°C
• cracks initiate sub-surface (massive components) or from a welding defect in
the root bead (for piping)
• located in the base metal, at 1 or 2 grains from the fusion line

Very often service loadings are low, not susceptible to initiate creep cracks
during working
Cracks attributed to relaxation of residual stresses due to welding

Design codes not able to predict the cracks: cracks occcur for ductility < 1%
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Reheat cracking mechanism

Welded component

Temperature
500°C - 700°C

Heat Affected Zone

Residual plastic Microstructural
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Mechanical behaviour
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Reheat cracking risk y
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Reheat Cracking in Austenitic Steels

Mainy studies on stabilized steels: 321, 347
First understanding: influence of Ti (or Nb) atoms
Welding: in the HAZ, high temperature ->Ti (or Nb) carbides put into solution near the
fusion line
Service at high temperature: Ti (Nb) carbides precipitate on matrix dislocations ->

strengthening the grains
inelastic strains due to stress relaxation must concentrate in the grain boundaries -> if

ductility is not sufficient, cracks initiate

Other austenitic steels of series 300 were thougt to be less susceptible to reheat cracking

• but problems found on 304H, 316H
• use of austenitic steels for future reactor structures in temperature range 400-600°C?
-> necessity to

• understand and identify the physical mechanisms of reheat cracking
• evaluate the susceptibilty of non stabilized austenitic steels to reheat craking
• develop and validate behaviour and damage models to predict this type of cracks

asa AIEA meeting - Cadarache - 11-15/03/02



Reheat Cracking in Austenitic Steels

Important research program undertaken at CEA
main steps:

• understanding and identification of the mechanisms:
observation of real HAZ, characterization of microstructures
-> important gradient of microstructures -> difficulty to characterize mechanically
-> realization of simulated HAZ material (same microstructures)

thermomechanical treatments (annealing - rolling)
different parameters tested: hardening level, thermal ageing...

simulated HAZ used
• to identify mechanical behaviour and intergranular damage evolution (creep tests)
• to reproduce intergranular damage in relaxation tests

• realisation of tests on components -> take account of specificities of real welds
• numerical simulations: welding residual stresses evaluation, creep damage evaluation

AIEA meeting - Cadarache - 11-15/03/02

Reheat Cracking in Austenitic Steels
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Reheat Cracking in Austenitic Steels

Main results obtained on 321 (CEA - M. Chabaud-Reytier and al)

Influence of strain hardening and ageing on creep behaviour
Strain hardening : creep rupture time + , secondary strain rate - , creep ductility -
Thermal ageing : creep rupture time - , secondary strain rate + , creep ductility +

Influence on reheat cracking
Strong influence of strain hardening: for low strain hardening level (5%), no crack obtained
For high strain hardening level (- 15%) -> cracks

Crack more rapid on non aged specimens

Metallurgical observations and tests ->
TiC precipitation not responsible for strenghtening of the material
strengthening due to interaction between dislocations and C, N and Ti solute

asa AIEA meeting - Cadarache - 11-15/03/02

Reheat Cracking in Austenitic Steels

Main results obtained on 321
Creep damage characterization: creep tests on axisymetric notched specimens

F.E. calculations
with damage law

optimization of
parameters

osa
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c) Simulation results t= 600 h

b) Exp. Damage map

d) Simulation result t = 2000 h
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Creep test on tube in torsion

Test on simulated material

Couple impost C

osa

Important test for damage model because creep strain and main
stress not located similarly
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Creep test on tube in torsion

experiment simulation

Good prediction of damage
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Reheat Cracking in Austenitic Steels

Main results obtained on 321
Results of tests on CT specimens in relaxation:

-> strong influence of strain hardening - Thermal ageing is not significant

No crack obtained for low level of hardening: <5%
Cracks for material with hardening ~ 15%
Crack more rapid on non aged specimens

osa AIEA meeting - Cadarache - 11-15/03/02
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Relaxation on CT specimens - tests and simulation
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Conclusions on mechanisms

Ageing not a major factor -> TiC not responsible for intcrgranular damage
Hardening level very important

Mechanism proposed:
Cracks result from interaction between dislocations and C or N atoms in solution

During welding, high plastic strains in HAZ -> nb of dislocations increase
Plastification more important if large difference of behavior between base and weld
metal, and if massive welds
Atoms in solution control and hold up the rearrangement of dislocations during the creep
regime -> high sollicitations in the grain boundaries and creep cavitation

This mechanism can apply to steels of the series 300

osa AIEA meeting - Cadarache - 11-15/03/02
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Tests on components

Intergranular cracks on a thick component in 304H
Weld between a thick plate and a tube
Large nb of beads: > 30

Cracks found after 90000h at 550°C
In the base metal, near the weld, along the
fusion line, then oriented at 45°
Maximal depth: 22mm
Circuraferencial extension very important
Dye penetrant tests: -> whole circumference affected

Similar results observed on 3 valves working in the
same conditions: 550°C
No cracks on identical components working at 350°C
-> thermo-activated phenomenon

moreover service loadings very low
influence of welding residual stresses
-> reheat cracking

033 AIEA meeting - Cadarache - 11-15/03/02
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Reheat Cracking on 304H - Experimental program

No cracks on valves working at 350°C
Similar fabrication -> same welding residual stresses
Working at 350°C -> no relaxation of residual stresses

Idea: take such a valve, maintain it at 550°C, perform regular NOT
(non-destructive tests) to detect the cracks initiation and propagation:
US control + dye penetrant tests

Specific test device

Several campaigns with simulation of some thermal transients (start up and shut
down of the facility)
1 campaign: 5 cycles with hold time of 425h at 550°C for each cycle
-* 2125h at 550°C for 1 campaign

Total: 8 campaigns -» about 17000h at 550°C
At the end of each campaign -> NDT

GSd AIEA meeting - Cadarache - 11-15/03/02
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Experimental program - Test Device

Schedule of 1 campaign

Thick plate at 550°C
Axial thermal gradient along the
tube as in the real component
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Conclusions on experimental results

US controls: indications as soon as 1st campaign
Whole circumference affected after about 9400h
Low evolution afterwards: depth - 5mm at the end of the test
Cracks located in the base metal, near the weld

Dye penetrant tests: indications only at the end of the 8th
campaign: •> cracks initiate sub-surface and extended near
the surface

Destructive examination in sector of defect c-> intergranular
cracks, depth around 4mm

Reheat cracking has been reproduced on a valve under the only effect
of welding residual stresses
Crack occur early in the life: after lOOOOh, the whole circumference
is affected. The evolution is lower after.

AIEA meeting - Cadarache - 11-15/03/02
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Numerical Evaluation

Calculations made in 2 steps
• evaluation of welding residual stresses
• evaluation of creep damage during hold time at 550°C

real weld: more than 30 beads
simulation: 9 macrobeads

Deposit of each macrobead simulated
For 1 bead:

• 1 thermal calculation
I I • 1 thermomechanical calculation

I i

CH3 AIEA meeting - Cadarache - 11-15/03/02
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Numerical Evaluation

Welding: chronology respected -> each bead deposited separately
bead which no longer exists: « ghost material » : very low conductivity, very low Young
modulus and high yield stress

For one bead:
• thermal assumptions

Power density imposed in the bead considered
Duration of heating -> Rosenthal analytical formulations
Power density value -> F.E. calculations (shape of the molten zone)
Convective exchanges with air
Cooling until interpass temp. (-100°C)

• mechanical assumptions
2 materials considered: base metal and weld metal
plastic behavior isotropic hardening
Hardening recovery effect for high temperature
evolution of mechanical behavior with Temp

Creep damage evaluation:
Structure heated at 550°C + superposition of axial thermal gradient on the tube - Hold time: 90000h
Evaluation of stress relaxation and of creep damage

osa AIEA meeting - Cadarache - 11-15/03/02
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Cumulated plastic
strain - 550°C - t=0

Max. ppal stress 0,
550°C -1=0

Creep damage
T=90000h
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Conclusions on simulations

Aim of the emulations -> identify the important parameters

• Cumulated creep strain during hold time is low: <1%
-> cracks due to a very low ductility in the HAZ

• Good localisation of maximal creep damage with models taking into account
triaxiality effect

• Experimental localisation of cracks correspond to areas (in simulation) where
triaxiality is high

1 Specific tests necessary to identify more precisely the damage models

AIEA meeting - Cadarache - 11-15/03/02

Conclusions

Intergranular damage reproduced in CT (simulated HAZ - 321) in relaxation and
on a large component 304H

Tests on simulated HAZ 321 -^ new proposition for the mechanism
and identification and validation of behaviour and damage models

Large influence of the hardening level

Lessons to draw for the future

* test the susceptibility of different steels

«9 avoid massive attachment welds

• optimize the welding process -> minimize the hardening level and residual stresses
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HISTORICAL ACCOUNT OF THE
RCC-MR CODE

1977 Creation of RAMSES committee by CEA for a first
redaction of recommendations

1978 Creation of Tripartite Committee by CEA, EOF and
NOVATOME in order to :

0 Identify the gaps in the ASME code case 1592,

0 Establish a theoretical and experimental work
programme to fill in the gaps,

0 Write the rules for a draft of the code.

1980 Creation of AFCEN (French association for the design
and construction of nuclear components)

1985 First edition of RCC-MR

1987 First addendum

1993 Second edition in French and second addendum in
English

2002 Next edition in French and English
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STRUCTURE OF THE RCC-MR CODE

SECTION I - Nuclear island components

Set of design rules subdivided into :

A : General requirements
B : Class 1 components
C : Class 2 components
D : Class 3 components
H : Supports
K : Mechanisms for handling and reactor controlling
Z : Appendices

SECTION II - Materials

Procurement specifications for parts and products which can
be used for components designed and manufactured with
RCC-MR

SECTION III - Examination methods

Rules for applying the various destructive and non destructive
examination methods

SECTION IV - Welding

Rules relating to the qualifications for welding operations

SECTION V - Fabrication

Rules relating to manufacturing operations other than welding
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STRUCTURE OF THE RCC-MR CODE (Cont'd)

SECTION I - Subsection Z : Appendices

A3 : Material properties

A6 : Design of bolted assemblies

A7 : Analysis taking account of buckling

A9 : Characteristics of welded joints

A10 : Elastoplastic analysis of a structure subjected to

cyclic loading

A11 : Elasto-visco-plastic analysis of a structure subjected

to cyclic loading

A12 : Design rules for shells of revolution subject to

external pressure and cylinders under axial

compression

A14 : Design rules for linear type supports

A15 : Design rules for dished heads subject to internal

pressure

A17 : Design rules for flat tube plates
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STRUCTURE OF THE RCC-MR CODE (End)

SECTION I - Subsection Z : Appendix A3

Physical properties

Tensile properties

Stress to rupture and allowable stress limits taking creep
properties into account

Data for strain evolution (tensile curves and creep strain rates
laws)

Cyclic stress-strain curves and related parameters Ke and
Kv used in fatigue analysis

Fatigue endurance curves

Symmetrisation factor

Creep fatigue interaction diagram

For a wide range of materials:

0 Austenitic stainless steels

0 Nickon iron alloy

0 Carbon manganese steels

0 Chromium molybdenum steels

0 Precipitation hardened austenitic steel
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MATERIAL

Ferritic steel

-* Plain carbon steel

• Sm > 1/2.7 Rm(6) for 20 °C < 6 < 350 °C

S > 1/3.6 Rm(6) for 20 °C < 0 < 350 °C

New data for material used for supports :

P 235 (A36)

Fatigue assessment provided for 2 temperatures

ranges (20-200°C and 300 - 370 °C) with

associated data

High chromium alloy steel 9 Cr 1 Mo VNb

Complete set of material data provided in

A3. 18S
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PROPOSAL FOR Ks factor for A3.18S MATERIAL
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Austenitic steel

-> Parent metal

Revision of the complete set of material

data provided in A3.1S

Weld factors for 316 L(N)

• confirmation by tests of Jf factors

• Revision of Jr factor based on a recent

compilation of data obtained by test
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RCC-MR IMPROVEMENTS

Appendix A10/A11 (recommendations for inelastic analysis)

Q Introduction of models with combined hardening : kinematic+isotropic

> Chaboche model

> Burlet-Cailletaud model

>Chaboche-Ohno-Wang model

Guide for using the different models :

Recommendations are provided to engineers on the use of models according to
the failure mode analysed.
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Guide for using the different models

Collapse mode ->
Behavioural model

I

Excessive
deformation,

Plastic
instability

Buckling Progressive
deformation

Creep-
fatigue

Perfect plastic +
creep rule

Suitable (1)

©
Avoid Avoid

(6)

Isotropic strain
hardening + creep

rule

Suitable (2)

©
Avoid

(6)

Linear kinematic
hardening + creep

rule

Avoid
(6)

Use with care
(3)

Use with
care (7)

o o

/\

Combined hardening
(Chaboche

viscoplastic, etc.)

Suitable (2)
(6)

Use with care
(4)

Aw
Suitable

©
1. Model used mostly for limit analysis.

2. Identification with minimum monotonic tensile curves for the material.

3. Results may not be conservative.

4. Satisfactory results although often too conservative.

5. Identification with reduced cyclic curves except where the strain amplitude is
small, in which case mean monotonic curves should be used.

6. To be issued in due course.

7. Results may not be conservative if the hold times are on residual stress states.
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RCC-MR IMPROVEMENTS
Ratchetting rules (RB/RC3200)

Improvement of the rules for incidental overloads like seismic loads :

=> Introduction of K factor making less conservative the ratchetting assessment
than if the overload is considered as permanent:

5

Max P Max P

K. Max P

K = f(Max P, APovenoad, secondary stress)
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RCC-MR IMPROVEMENTS
Ratchetting rules (RB/RC3200)

Q Improvement of the rules if secondary membrane stresses are significant

Method of the Efficiency diagram but with a modified input P*=P+o*, o* being a
fraction of secondary stresses AQ :

P*/Peff

AQ/P'

Ratchetting rules (RB/RC3200 and RB/RC3600)
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Q Introduction of less conservative criteria :

> Unsignificant creep :

Peff (membrane) is limited to 1.3 Sm corresponding to 1% of strain

Peff (membrane+bending) is limited to 1.95 Sm corresponding to 1.7% of
strain

Originally the limits were 1.2 and 1.8 respectively

> Significant creep:

The strain associated to 1.25 Peff (membrane) is limited to 1%

The strain associated to 1.25 Peff (membrane+bending) is limited to 2%

In welded joints these limits are divided by 2

Originally a creep usage fraction was calculated
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MODIFICATIONS OF BUCKLING ANALYSIS IN
RCC-MR

Since May 1993, modifications of buckling
analysis have been introduced in RCC-MR,
concerning :

1.Definition of imperfection for buckling analysis

2. Appendix A12

3. Buckling analysis with significant creep

4. Buckling under cyclic loading (A7.4000)
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DEFINITION OF IMPERFECTION FOR
BUCKLING ANALYSIS

The definition of imperfection for buckling
analysis can now be based on :

• Tolerances indicated on plans (as before)

• Or tolerances defined in chapter RF 4200
(max. values of shape tolerances for typical
components)
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APPENDIX A12

Appendix A12 of RCC-MR provides rules to
determine minimum thicknesses for shells
submitted to external pressure or cylinders under
axial compression. These rules prevent from
elastic or elastoplastic instabilities.

To apply these rules, two parameters have to be
assessed from diagrams :

• A : geometrical parameter

• B : parameter depending on the material

Modifications have been introduced to assess B :

• Figures A12.b1 to A12.b7 have been changed.
They are now identical to the corresponding
ones in RCC-M.

• In the case of cylinders, B can be assessed
using an analytical method.
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BUCKLING ANALYSIS UNDER CREEP

A new method to prevent from buckling under
creep conditions is being introduced in Appendix
A7 of RCC-MR (Chapter A7.5000). It is based on an
analytical model and has been verified in the case
of cylinders under external pressure.

It comprises the following steps :

• Determine the operating temperature and hold
time,

• Calculate the Euler buckling load PE,

• Calculate the load PL for which the structure
plastifies,

• Determine the structure slenderness ratio PE/PL
and choose the corresponding diagram,

• Determine the ratio x = P/PE (P = nominal
loading),

• Determine the normalised imperfection 8 = d/h,

• If the point (x, 6) is under the failure curve of the
diagram, creep buckling will not occur.
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BUCKLING DIAGRAM UNDER CREEP AT 550 C
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEEL A3.1S

0.01 -

i PIP
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8
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BUCKLING UNDER CYCLIC LOADING

In order to keep coherence between A7.4000
(buckling under cyclic loading) and the new
ratcheting rule of RB 3261.11, modifications are
being introduced in A7.4000.

The two methods of A7.4200 and A7.4300, where
the efficiency diagram is used with modified
stresses, are still valid, but they can now take into
account:

Loading with low primary stresses (modified
efficiency diagram),

Primary overloads.
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CONCLUSIONS

The new edition of the RCC-MR code is in
preparation and should be issued soon.

This edition will contain improvements
following R&D work performed in France and
in Europe.

RCC-MR applicable not only for FBR but also
for high temperature applications.

For more information, please contact the secretariat of afcen :

AFCEN - Tour FRAMATOME - F 92084 PARIS LA DEFENSE CEDEX
Tel : +33. (0)1.47.96.52.26
Fax : +33. (0)1.47.96.05.01
Email: gilles.hugot@framatome-anp.com
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ANALYSIS OF SUPER-PHENIX AND PHENIX NEUTRON PHYSICS
EXPERIMENTS WITH THE ERANOS CODE AND DATA SYSTEM

J. TOMMASI, S. CZERNECKI, G. RIMPAULT, F. VARAINE
Commissariat a I'Energie Atomique, Centre de Cadarache, France

ABSTRACT

The neutron physics commissioning tests for Super-Phenix and some tests in Phenix have been
re-evaluated using the recent ERANOS-1.2 code system and the ERALIB1 adjusted nuclear data
library based on the JEF-2.2 evaluated data file. Compared to the older code and data system,
agreement with experiment excellent and is obtained without the need to apply numerous corrections
due to method biases and data poor accuracy.

1. INTRODUCTION

The start-up and operation of the Na-cooled fast reactors Phenix and Super-Phenix has
provided a large amount of valuable experience, as the decommissioning of Super-Ph6nix is doing
right now. We shall focus here on the feedback of the neutron physics experiments performed in both
reactors on the neutron physics calculation tools and methods. An extensive review of the Super-
Ph6nix commissioning tests has already been performed [1] and deals not only with neutron physics
tests but also with thermal-hydraulics, neutron monitoring, dynamic behaviour, failed fuel detection and
decay heat tests.

We present here recent calculation results obtained with a new version of the neutron physics
code system, the ERANOS-1.2 package [2]. Among the tools available are a versatile cell calculation
module, ECCO [3], able to deal with complex geometries and to accurately solve the slowing-down
equations in a fine-group scheme (collision probability method in many groups using the sub-group
method), core flux solvers in diffusion or transport theory, 2D and 3D geometries [4,5,6], perturbation
and sensitivity analysis tools, used in particular to create equivalent homogeneous cross-section sets
for control rods. Nuclear data are taken from the JEF-2.2 evaluated data file [7]. A statistical
adjustment procedure on the 17 most important nuclides (uranium, plutonium, steel components,
oxygen, sodium), involving some 350 integral data measured in reactor and mock-up facilities, has
lead to the ERALIB1 adjusted library [8], with reduced biases and uncertainties.

2. CRITICAL MASS

In Super-Ph6nix, the criticality of the first critical core (C1D for "cceur de premiere divergence")
has been made with the control rods withdrawn from the core. Later on, another core (CMP for "coeur
de montee en puissance") has been established in order to achieve full power. Different core
situations have been measured, with the control rods in different positions. There is a control rod
system (CR), made of two rings: an inner ring (IR) made of 6 control rods, and an outer ring (OR)
made of 15 control rods. And there are three shutdown rods (SR). See figure 1 on next page for the
layout of the core.

Inner Ring
Outer Ring
Shutdown Rods
Experiment E (pcm)
Calculation C (pcm)
E-C

Critical height
Critical height

Extracted
0
70
-70

Fully inserted
Critical height

Extracted
0
56
-56

Critical height
Fully inserted

Extracted
0
24
-24

Extracted
Extracted
Extracted

3710
3762
-52

Table 1 — Critical masses, CMP, cold shutdown (180°C), 1985
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Figure 1 — Super-Phenix core layout

The results given depend on the reactivity worth of the control rods. It will be shown in the next
section that the prediction of the control rod worth, using the reactivity equivalence method, is also
very satisfactory. The calculations have been performed using an accurate scheme in the ECCO cell
calculations, with a fully heterogeneous 2D cross-cut of the assembly allowing to take into account the
wrapper heterogeneity effect (approx. 250 pcm) and an accurate fine-group treatment for the slowing-
down (1968 energy groups) before condensation to the 33 energy groups core calculation scheme.
Core calculations have been performed with the 3D variational nodal transport solver VARIANT in the
ERANOS code system. The nuclear data come from the ERALIB1 adjusted file. It is worth noting that
the results are obtained with no correction applied, while with the older calculation scheme large
method biases (approx. 1400 pcm, due to transport effects, mesh effects, heterogeneity effects,
nuclear data) had to be applied to the raw calculation results in order to recover a good agreement
with experimental values.



ECART RELATIF ENTRE LE CALCUL ET LA MESURE SUR LA PUISSANCE DEGAGEE PAR
ASSEMBLAGE MOYENNEE PAR COURONNE POUR LE BILAN 21 PN BARRES EN RIDEAU

Couronne

-Nouveau schema -Ancien schema

Figure 2 — Discrepancies on S/A power output, averaged over each ring of S/As
old (A) and new (N) calculation scheme + data

ECART RELATIF ENTRE LE CALCUL ET LA MESURE POUR LA PUISSANCE DEGAGEE PAR
ASSEMBLAGE PAR COURONNE POUR LE BILAN 21 BARRES EN RIDEAU
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Figure 3 — Spread of the discrepancies on S/A power output over each ring of S/As
new calculation scheme + data

Another experiment related to the power map distribution was the irradiation of foils in a row of
subassemblies placed on a core radius (these are the T1 and T2 experiments : T1 with all control rods
at the same height, T2 with the outer ring less inserted than the inner one). The foils allowed the



measurement of Pu239 U238 and U235 fission rates, and of U238 capture rates. From these, the
radial power distribution could be inferred. The results are shown in figures 4 and 5.

ECART RELATIF SUR LA PUISSANCE PAR ASSEMBLAGE MESUREE LORS DE L'IRRADIATION T1
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Figure 4 — T1 foil irradiation: calculation and experiment, old and new calculation schemes

ECART RELATIF SUR LA PUISSANCE PAR ASSEMBLAGE MESUREE LORS DE L'IRRADIATION T2
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Figure 5 — T2 foil irradiation: calculation and experiment, old and new calculation schemes



3. CONTROL ROD WORTH

An extensive experimental programme has been carried out with the aim of precisely defining
the values of the different control rods and their interaction effects. The measurements have been
performed with the reactor in a sub-critical state by using counters placed at the centre of the reactor
and at 3 different locations under the reactor vessel. The responses of these last 3 counters were
amplified by neutron guides. This type of sub-critical measurement requires correction factors to
account for the fact that the counters see a different perturbation depending on their position in the
reactor. These correction factors have been calculated using different methods and data and show no
dispersion in their results and so these corrections have therefore not been recalculated.

The preparation of cross sections for control rod absorbers requires a special treatment due to
the very high coupling of the heterogeneous control rod structure to the surrounding core cells. The
method used is the reactivity equivalence method [9] which has been validated on the BALZAC 1H
experiments performed in the MASURCA zero-power critical mock-up in Cadarache[10]. This method
uses the Sn transport option of the BISTRO code and its associated perturbation modules. The validity
of such an approach for control rods has been evaluated not only for the reactivity variation of the
control rod but also for the absorption rates in the control rod and the surrounding core regions.

Antireactivity (pcm)
Absorption rate

Heterogeneous
(reference)

8846
0.345

Homogeneisation
by volume

+24 %
+24 %

Homogenisation
by flux
+6.8 %
+7.0 %

Homogenisation
by equivalence

-0.1 %
-2.0 %

Table 2 — Control rod homogenisation techniques (SPX control rods model)

Antireactivity (pcm)
Absorption rate

Heterogeneous
(reference)

6401
0.258

Homogeneisation
by volume

+23 %
+23 %

Homogenisation
by flux
+4.2 %
+4.2 %

Homogenisation
by equivalence

0.0 %
-1.0%

Table 3 — Control rod homogenisation techniques (SPX lower backup rods model)

One can see the validity of the recommended method (errors in the last column) but also the
inadequacy of simpler methods (homogenisation by volume or by flux) for the determination of the
control rod worth. The control and shutdown systems have been measured under different situations
and their control rod reactivity worth have been calculated with the current scheme. The results are
given in the table below.

Ap(CR), SR extracted
Ap(SR), CR fully inserted

Ap(SR), CR at critical height
Ap(3 outer rods) other CR at critical height
Ap(3 inner rods) other CR at critical height

Exp. (pcm)
8067 ± 995
1193 ±155
10391120
-1115±134
-1530 ±184

Cal. (pcm)
8119
1115
1009
-1106
-1505

C/E
1.006
0.935
0.971
0.992
0.984

Table 4 — Super-Ph6nix control rod worth (CMP, 180°C, 1985)

Results with the previous calculation scheme were giving C/E values of about +5% to 20%. The
fact that the comparison is significantly improved indicates that both the method and the nuclear data
have been improved and that there remain probably no compensating effects. The results obtained
with the ERANOS calculation scheme are therefore satisfactory and this scheme can be considered to
be reliable as an explicit treatment of all shadowing and transport effects is taken into account.

This good behaviour is also observed for the prediction of control rod reactivity worth in the
Phenix reactor. There is only a ring of 6 control rods in this reactor. The results are gathered in table 5.



Ap(all 6 CR)
Ap(CRn°1)
Ap(CR n°4)
Ap(CR n°6)

Exp. (pern)
7892 ± 359
1200 ±61
1180161
1268 ±64

Cal. (pern)
7752
1205
1190
1251

C/E
0.98
1.00
1.01
0.99

Table 5 — Phenix control rod worth (REACTIVIX measurements, 1995) with pe(( = 339 pcm

4. POWER MAP DISTRIBUTION

The power map distribution is deduced from the measurement of the sodium temperature at the
output of each reactor sub assembly. This is not a purely neutron physics experiment and
assumptions on the way the sodium flows in the sub assembly are of major importance in this
measurement. However after checking the various sources of uncertainties, only a correction for the
mixing of sodium from different sub assemblies before detection by the thermocouple has been found
to be significant.

Discrepancies with the previous calculation scheme were as large as 17% if the differences
between the values at the centre of the reactor (averaged over the first 5 fuel S/A rings) and the values
at the edge of the reactor were considered. It was recognised that some discrepancies could arise
from nuclear data as was shown by sensitivity calculations as well as inter comparisons between
different cross-section sets. However it is only recently that the reasons of such a discrepancy have
been found. The treatment of both mesh and transport effects was leading also to a significant
misprediction of the power map distribution. Finally the determination of control rod heterogeneity
effects was making a significant contribution to the observed discrepancies.

With the new BRANDS calculation scheme and data, all of these effects are treated explicitly
and, provided that the cross sections are sufficiently accurate and that there are no compensating
errors (the power map distribution and the reaction rate distributions of a large core have not been
used in the adjustment), the comparison should be satisfactory.

Figure 2 shows the discrepancies averaged over each ring of fissile subassemblies, either with
the old calculation scheme and data (A) or the new ones (N), and figure 3 shows the spread within
each ring of the discrepancy between calculation and experiment.

The main source for the discrepancy reduction between the old and new calculation scheme lies
in nuclear data (6%), the nuclides involved being Pu239, U238, Fe56 and oxygen. Method biases
(mesh and transport effect, radial temperature gradient for the fuel) account for other 5% in the global
discrepancy gradient (defined as G = (C/E)5 -nner rings / (C/E)iaSt fuei ring = 1.18 with the old scheme, 1.05
with the new one). A correction on the measured temperatures to take into account sodium
recirculation leads to a further 3% correction on G.

Nevertheless, a small residual bias remains, as well as large spreads over each S/A ring.



It can be seen that the power map is correctly reproduced as the discrepancies, remaining less
than 2%, remain within the experimental uncertainties. An example of axial distributions is given in
figure 6, showing as well a good agreement between calculation and experiment.

Traverse axiale de taux de fission du Pu239 en 30/28 pour ('irradiation T1

-Traverse mesuree
- Traverse cafcu lee

110 130

Cote (cm)

150 170 190

Figure 5 — T1 foil irradiation: axial distribution, Pu239 fission, S/A 30/28

5. BURN-UP REACTIVITY SWING

The burn-up reactivity swing has been deduced from the reactivity balances at different
moments during the operation of the reactor. Control rod insertions as well as temperature increases
have been taken into account to deduce the measured values (using the S curves of the control rod
system). Advantage has been taken from the fact that the reactor has had periods without operation to
separate the reactivity variation with time into two components: the loss of reactivity caused by burn-
up (heavy nuclide transmutation and fission due to the running of the reactor under power), and the
loss of reactivity due to the natural Pu241 decay. The experimental results used for the comparison
with calculation are taken from the first period of the life of the reactor (82.3 FPD over the first 40
months).

The previous calculation scheme gives C/E values of 0.85 for the burn-up component and 0.94
for Pu241 decay. The burn-up reactivity swing is therefore significantly under-predicted. Considerable
attention has been given to the different components entering into the calculation, which include the
fission product cross-sections and yields, the heavy nuclide component (fission and capture cross-
sections), the energy release and the migration of gaseous fission products into the plenum.

The same analysis has been performed with the new calculation scheme and data. The fission
products can be taken into account explicitly, with 87 individual fission products, or by the means of 6
lumped fission products. The comparison to experiment is as follows:

18 heavy nuclides
87 fission products

5 day for migration of gaseous FPs

18 heavy nuclides
6 lumped fission products
no gaseous fission product

Burn-up component 0.94 0.93
Pu241 decay component 0.80 0.80

Table 6 — Bum-up reactivity swing, C/E values



The calculation results are satisfactory even when using simplified calculation schemes with
lumped fission products. The reasons for the improvement in the bum-up component are linked to
differences in the energy release per fission and the fission cross section of Plutonium 239, which for
the same power normalisation induce a different fluence. Also of importance are the fission product
cross sections and the fact that complete decay chains are explicitly treated. However the decay
component remains mispredicted.

6. DOPPLER REACTIVITY COEFFICIENT

During the start-up of Super-Ph6nix, an experiment related to the Doppler effect has been
performed, on the CMP core, decreasing slowly the temperature from 400°C to 180°C while
maintaining isothermal conditions in the reactor. The increase in reactivity was compensated by
control rod insertion. The contributions of the expansion reactivity coefficient (linear with respect to
temperature) and of the Doppler effect (logarithmic with respect to temperature) have been separated.
The model took into account the effective temperature, using the Debye temperature. The comparison
of experiment and calculation, using the reference scheme is given in the following table.

Measured Doppler constant
Calculated Doppler constant
C/E

12401175
1243
1.00

Table 7 — Doppler constant measurement and calculation

7. CONCLUSION

This paper presents the results obtained with the ERANOS calculation scheme and data for
several major parameters of the Super-Phenix start up core (CMP) including the critical mass, the
control rod reactivity worth, the power map distribution, the burn up reactivity swing and the Doppler
feedback.

Agreement of calculation results with experiment are very satisfactory: agreement within 100
pcm for the critical mass, less than 5% discrepancy on control rod worth, a residual radial gradient of
less than 5% the radial power map, an discrepancy less than 10% on the reactivity swing, and a full
agreement on the Doppler constant.

This demonstrates a significant improvement on the predictions made with the previous
calculation scheme and data, in particular by calculating the values of the core experiments directly
without the need for separate calculation and application of numerous additional corrections (e.g. the
control rod worth calculation with the old scheme and data required some 50 basic calculations to
reach the method biases necessary, while only 3 are needed with the new tools).
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EXPERIMENTS WITH THE ERANOS CODE AND DATA SYSTEM
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BACKGROUND

• Start-up and operation of the Phenix and Super-Phenix Na-cooled fast
reactors has provided a large amount of valuable experience.

• Focus here on the feedback of neutron physics experiments on neutronics
calculation tools and methods.

• Extensive review of Super-Phenix commissioning tests performed in Nucl.
Sci. Eng. 106, 1-98, September 1990

• Since then, upgrading of the neutron physics calculation tool ERANOS and
nuclear data used motivated a new interpretation of several neutron
physics tests.



NEUTRON PHYSICS ANALYSIS : THE ERANOS-1.2 PACKAGE (1)

Neutron physics code system, developed within an European framework
(ERANOS = European Reactor ANalysis Optimized System).

Deterministic, modular code system, with a user's language allowing to write
complex routines.

JEF-2.2 based nuclear data libraries (1968, 172 and 33 energy groups); ^
statistical adjustment (over 350 integral values) used to produce the o
ERALIB1 library.

Including ECCO, a versatile cell calculation module using collision
probabilities, subgroup method for self-shielding, with a wide available
range of 1D, 2D and 3D geometries.



NEUTRON PHYSICS ANALYSIS : THE ERANOS-1.2 PACKAGE (2)

• Flux solvers : diffusion (1D, 2D, 3D), Sn transport (1D, 2D), nodal variational
transport (2D, 3D).

• Homogeneous (no external source) or inhomogeneous (external source)
problems.

• Direct or adjoint problems, fundamental and harmonics.

• Burn-up and decay.

• Perturbation theory techniques.



CRITICALMASS (1)

CMP loading in Super-Phenix, established to achieve full power.

Control rod system : 6 (inner ring, IR)+15 (outer ring, OR) control rods (CR),
and 3 shutdown rods (SR).

Nuclear data from the ERALIB1 adjusted JEF-2.2 based nuclear data file.

Cell calculations : full 2D representation of fuel S/As (including wrapper), with
a step in 1968 energy groups, homogenised with preservation of the
reaction rate balance, and condensed to 33 groups.

Core calculations : 3D variational transport, 33 energy groups.

Control rod calculations : use of the reactivity homogenisation technique (see
below).



Figure 1 — Super-Phenix core layout



CRITICAL MASS (2)

Inner Ring
Outer Ring
Shutdown Rods
Experiment E (pern)
Calculation C (pcm)
E-C

Critical height
Critical height

Extracted
0
70
-70

Fully inserted
Critical height

Extracted
0
56
-56

Critical height
Fully inserted

Extracted
0
24
-24

Extracted
Extracted
Extracted

3710
3762
-52

Table 1 — Critical masses, CMP, cold shutdown (180°C), 1985

Results are very satisfactory, and obtained with no correction procedure to
apply.

In the old scheme, -1400 pcm corrections had to be applied (transport,
mesh, heterogeneity, data) to restore a good agreement between
experiment and calculation.

-p



CONTROL ROD WORTH (1)

Control rod homogenisation can introduce large biases on control rod worth :

Anti reactivity (pern)
Absorption rate

Heterogeneous
(reference)

8846
0.345

Homogenisation
by volume

+24 %
+24 %

Homogenisation
by flux
+6.8 %
+7.0 %

Homogenisation
by equivalence

-0.1 %
-2.0 %

Table 2 — Control rod homogenisation techniques (SPX control rods model)

Anti reactivity (pern)
Absorption rate

Heterogeneous
(reference)

6401
0.258

Homogenisation
by volume

+23 %
+23 %

Homogenisation
by flux
+4.2 %
+4.2 %

Homogenisation
by equivalence

0.0 %
-1.0%

Table 3 — Control rod homogenisation techniques (SPX lower backup rods model)

• Reactivity equivalence method applies corrective coefficients to the
homogenised cross-sections in order to restore the reactivity worth. This is
made using perturbation techniques (adjoint calculations).



CONTROL ROD WORTH (2)

Results for Super-Phenix control rods :

Ap(CR), SR extracted
Ap(SR), CR fully inserted

Ap(SR), CR at critical height
Ap(3 outer rods) other CR at critical height
Ap(3 inner rods) other CR at critical height

Exp. (pern)
8067 ± 995
1193 ±155
1039 ±120
-1115±134
-1530+184

Cal. (pcm)
8119
1115
1009
-1106
-1505

C/E
1.006
0.935
0.971
0.992
0.984

Table 4 — Super-Phenix control rod worth (CMP, 180°C, 1985)

Very close agreement; use of older tools and data resulted in a +5 to +20%
C/E value.

Same good agreement obtained for control rod worth analysis in Phenix.



POWER MAP DISTRIBUTION (1)

The radial power gradient was mispredicted by the older scheme

ECART RELATIF ENTRE LE CALCUL ET LA MESURE SUR LA PUISSANCE DEGAGEE PAR
ASSEMBLAGE MOYENNEE PAR COURONNE POUR LE BILAN 21 PN BARRES EN RIDEAU
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Figure 2 — Discrepancies on S/A power output, averaged over each ring of S/As
old (A) and new (N) calculation scheme + data



POWER MAP DISTRIBUTION (4)

Foil irradiation experiments on a radial row of fuel S/As : T1 (CR at the same
height) and T2 (CR at different heights). General good agreement.

ECART RELATIF SUR LA PUISSANCE PAR ASSEMBLAGE MESUREE LORS DE L'IRRADIATION T1
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Figure 4 — T1 foil irradiation: calculation and experiment, old and new calculation schemes



BURN-UP REACTIVITY SWING

• Experimental results taken from the first period of operation of Super-Phenix
(82.3 FPD over the first 40 months).

• The reactor has had periods without operation : separation of the burn-up
and the decay component feasible.

• Previous scheme yielded C/E values of 0.83 for the burn-up component and
of 0.80 for the decay component.

18 heavy nuclides
87 fission products

5 day for migration of
gaseous FPs

18 heavy nuclides
6 lumped fission products
no gaseous fission product

-T

Burn-up component
241 Pu decay component

0.94 0.93
0.80 0.80

Table 6 — Burn-up reactivity swing, C/E values



DOPPLER EFFECT

Isothermal conditions, slow decrease of temperature from 400 to 180°C.

Reactivity increase compensated by rod insertion.

Expansion : linear in T; Doppler effect: logarithmic in T => separation of the
two effects possible. Effective (Debye) temperature taken into account.

Measured Doppler constant
Calculated Doppler constant
C/E

1240 ±175
1243
1.00

Table 7 — Doppler constant measurement and calculation



CONCLUSION

• Accurate modelling process (recent, adjusted data, 2D cell calculations, 3D
transport core calculations, CR homogenisation procedure).

• Excellent results for the analysis of Super-Phenix experiments :
- less than 100 pern discrepancy on critical mass ;
- less than 5% discrepancy on control rod worth ;
- residual gradient on radial power map prediction less than 5% ;
- less than 10% discrepancy on reactivity swing ;
- full agreement on the Doppler constant.

• Significant improvement with respect to the older scheme.

• Most parameters are now correctly predicted without need for separate
calculation and application of numerous additional corrections.
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Physics and Engineering Experiments in Fast Breeder
Test Reactor

K.V. Suresh Kumar, C.P. Reddy, R. Indira
R.S Kesava Murthy, N. Kasinathan, R.P. Kapoor,

P.V.Ramalingam, B. Rajendran, G. Srinivasan

Abstract

Fast Breeder Test Reactor (FBTR) is sodium cooled, loop type,
mixed carbide-fueled reactor of 40 MWt/13.2 MWe capacity
plant It was built to gain experience in design, construction and
operation of LMFBR and to serve as an irradiation facility for
development of fuel and structural material for LMFBR
programme. The reactor has 2 primary & secondary loops and a
common steam water circuit with once through steam generator,
which supplies super heated steam to the turbine. The final heat
rejection is through induced draft cooling tower. In order to
enable reactor operation when the turbine is not available, a
100% dump facility is incorporated in steam water circuit.
Reactor achieved first criticality in Oct' 85 with Mark I small core
and Turbo generator was synchronized to the grid in Jul '97.

For steady power operation, it is essential and mandatory to
carryout important safety related Physics and Engineering tests
to validate the data used in safety evaluation. Feedbacks from
the experiments are also used to validate and refine various
mathematical models/codes for better prediction. This paper
details the results of these physics and engineering tests.
Certain important tests planned for future are also mentioned.

1.0 Introduction

Fast Breeder Test Reactor (FBTR) is a 40 MWt/13.2 MWe sodium
cooled reactor located at Kalpakkam, India. It has two primary
and two secondary loops and a common steam/water system.
Each loop comprises a primary pump, an intermediate
sodium/sodium heat exchanger (IHX) and two modules of once
through steam generator (SG). The steam generated can be
used to drive a turbine or bypassed in a separate full capacity
dump condenser. Presently reactor is fuelled by Mark-I (70%
PuC+ 30% UC, 25 SA) and Mark II (55% PuC+ 45% UC, 10 SA)
small core of PuC-UC and the maximum power reached is 13.4
MWt.



Reactor physics experiments were continued from initial
criticality to full power operation. Initial core loading and
approach to criticality was followed by several physics tests
related to measurement of control rod (CR) worth, subassembly
(SA) worth, feed back reactivity coefficient related to power,
coolant void, coolant temperature, coolant flow and cover gas
pressure, kinetic experiments, flux tilting and flux measurement
experiments (1).

The power was raised to 10.2 MWt in Dec '93 for the first time.
Before resorting to steady power operation, it is mandatory to
carry out important safety related high power engineering tests
to validate all assumptions made in the safety evaluation report
to ensure plant safety under various anticipated incidental
situation. The data obtained from these tests also helps the
designer to improve mathematical modeling for better
prediction. Since these tests required special/off normal plant
condition, detailed procedures were prepared and prior clearance
obtained from safety authorities.

The design, operation and safety analysis require the prediction
of the plant response to various transients. Loss of power to
pumps/power failure, turbine trip, uncontrolled withdrawal of a
control rod are examples of anticipated events. Under loss of
offsite power, the reactor is tripped and primary and secondary
pumps run on diesel generator power. In case of station
blackout, only the primary pumps are run on batteries for half an
hour. Under this condition, the secondary sodium circuit will be
under natural convection. In case of loss of battery (low
probability event), the primary also will be under natural
convection. The final heat sink under both loss of offsite and
station blackout condition is the SG where air under natural
convection flows over the shells of the SG modules, which are
enclosed in an insulated casing.

2.1 Physics Tests

Since first criticality various physics tests were conducted to
ensure inherent safety of reactor and to validate the
assumptions made in the calculation safety report. Details of
experiments are given in the subsequent paragraphs and Table 1
gives the summary of the salient results.



Table 1 Initial physics experiments

Predicted

Critical mass (fuel SA) 21±2
Worth of six control rods 6809
(pcm) with 29 SA core
Peripheral SA worth (pcm)
Isothermal temp. coe. (pcm/°C) -5.03
Sodium flow coefficient (Pcm/rpm)
above 550 rpm
Power coefficient (pcm/MWt) -38.05
Burn up loss (pcm/MWd) 1.2
Mi SA worth in 3rd ring (pern) 546±15

Measured

21.6
7234

-4.7
-0.04

-46
1.2
418±15

2.1 First approach to criticality

The approach to criticality was effected by the source
multiplication technique utilizing conventional inverse count rate
plot (fig 1) against the number of fuel sub assemblies (SA)
loaded in the core (2).

Fig 1 Inverse count rate plot
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Antimony - Beryllium neutron source was loaded in Nickel
reflector region to get adequate flux in the detectors in addition
to inherent neutron source. Neutron detectors consisting of four
BF3 counters, two boron coated counters and three fission
counters located in a block of graphite moderator in the
biological shield concrete surrounding the reactor vessel are
utilized to monitor approach to criticality. The first criticality
was achieved with 22 SA in Oct 85 against the calculated value



of 21+/-2 SA. Fig 2 gives the present core configuration with 35
SA core.

Fig 2 - 3 5 fuel SA core.
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2.2 Control rod worth measurement

After the first criticality with 22 SA core, control rods were
calibrated to find out their worth. Reactor was made critical with
5 rods at 450 mm and 6th rod at 172 mm. The control rod was
calibrated from 172 mm to 450 mm by positive period method
and below 172 mm by sub critical multiplication method.
Integral worth of other rods were again measured by sub critical
multiplication method. Due to presence of strong neutron
source, the sub critical multiplication method showed higher
worth for control rods near source and less for away from
source. Whenever the core was expanded to compensate for
reactivity losses due to burn up by additional SA, the worth of
control rods was calculated by inverse kinetic method. For 28
and 29 fuel SA core, the worth of controls rods were predicted
by 3D diffusion theory, based on the experience gained from the
previous core loading, as 6725 and 6809 pcm respectively. The
actual measured value for these 28 and 29 SA core is 7230 and
7234 pcm respectively. Considering the fact that FBTR is a small
core and diffusion theory has limitation in calculating worth of
small core, the agreement in the measured and calculated values
are very good.

As CRs are located at the edge of the core, with sequential
expansion of core, the worth gradually gets increased. The



integral worth of all the six control rods for 33 SA core is 7415
pcm.

2.3 Peripheral SA worth.

After loading 23rd fuel SA and calibration of control rods, excess
reactivity due to additional of this SA was measured and found
be 1953+/-15 pcm against the calculated value of 2299+/-100
pcm. The difference was attributed to the errors in measurement
and error in estimation of cross section of Plutonium & Nickel
(Ni) reflectors. Worth of nickel reflector subassembly replacing
sodium in the third ring was measured by measuring the excess
reactivity with and without Ni reflector SA in the third ring. The
measured worth was 418±15 pcm compared to the calculated
value of 545±15 pcm. The higher estimated value was again due
to errors in the nickel cross section. Peripheral SA worth beyond
23rd fuel SA was obtained from difference in excess reactivity
before and after loading the fuel SA. The agreement between
measured and calculation was very good.

2.4 Isothermal temperature coefficient

Isothermal temperature coefficient was measured in FBTR by
noting down positions of CR at criticality for various sodium inlet
temperatures. The calibrated control rods worth were used in
obtaining the reactivity change due to temperature changes.
The measured isothermal temperature coefficient was -4.72
pcm/K against the calculated coefficient, assuming free fuel
expansion, of - 5.03 pcm/K. Isothermal temperature coefficient
is measured at the beginning of new core campaign after control
rod calibration. The variation in measured value is -4.6 to -4.72
pcm/K, which agrees very well with estimated value.

2.5 Power coefficient of reactivity

The power coefficient is composed of two components, one
related to fuel temperature, which is independent of flow and
other related to sodium temperature and is dependent on
primary flow. The measured power coefficient compared with
calculated value is given in table 2.

The power coefficient is found to decrease with power to a
minimum and then increase. The power at which the power
coefficient is minimum depends on the pump speed. The
minimum is between 1.3 to 2.1 MWt power for a pump speed of



550 rpm, 4 to 7 MWt power for pump speed for 800 rpm and 7
to 9 MWt power for the pump speed of 900 rpm. This may be
due to flowering effect of the core. The power coefficient is
measured for every new core configuration and found to be
decreasing as the burn up of the fuel increases. This is due to
reduction of free swelling in fuel. For the 33 SA core, the power
coefficient is around -22 pcm/MWt.

Table 2 Comparison of measured and calculated power
coefficient

Primary Pump
speed (rpm)

550
700
900

Calculated value
(pcm /MWt)

-47.47
-42.88
-38.75

Measured value
(pcm /MWt)

-53.8
-49.2
-50.6

2.6 Flow coefficient of reactivity

Reactivity is not expected to change when primary sodium flow
is changed. However reactivity changes were observed in many
reactors. This is attributed to grid plate buckling (flowering
effect) and entrapped cover gas in primary sodium. The
reactivity changes due to flow is found to be -18 pcm for a pump
speed increase from 550 to 900 rpm. While lowering of pump
speed from 900 to 550 rpm a reactivity of 14 pcm was recovered
immediately (deflowering). The remaining 4 pcm was regained
over few h. This could be due to slow release of bubbles, which
were entrapped at higher flows.

2.7 Burn up loss of reactivity

Burn up loss of reactivity in FBTR has been calculated and found
to be 1.2 pcm/MWd. Initially when reactor was operated with
23, 24 & 25 fuel SA core, the average burn up loss was
measured to be 2.1 pcm/MWd. Subsequently when reactor was
operated with 27 and 28 fuel SA core, the average burn up loss
was measured to be 1.35 pcm/MWd.

As the burn up loss was found to be very high initially,
investigations were carried out and the higher rate of burn up
loss of reactivity was found to be due to the axial swelling of
fuel. The swelling of fuel has two components, one due to
reduction in density, which has a negative effective, and the
other due to core axial expansion, which has positive effect.



However the net effect is found to be negative giving rise to
higher reactivity loss due to burn up.

Also it is noticed that burn up loss for the fresh cores is higher
than the end of campaign. Investigation revealed that the burn
up loss depend on the control rod position. For a fresh core, the
control rods are well inside the core. When the fuel expands in
this core, it is equivalent to control rod insertion. Hence the
positive reactivity effect due to axial height increase is less at
the beginning of campaign. At the end of campaign the control
rods are out of core and the insertion effect is not significant.
The positive reactivity effect due to axial height increase is more
and hence less reactivity loss rate. The variation in- burn up
reactivity loss due to control rod at the BOC and EOC is about
0.3 to 0.6 pcm/MWd.

The burn up loss of reactivity is monitored for every core
campaign. For the present core, the burn up loss is measured to
be around 1.2 pcm/MWd, which agrees very well with the
calculated value.

2.8 Zero power transfer function and feedback transfer
function measurement.

Zero power transfer function of the reactor was measured to find
out the response of reactor for ramp reactivity inputs at high
power by rod drop method and was compared with theoretically
calculated value. The measured and calculated value is found to
be in good comparison and the deviation is within little
percentage.

2.9 Neutron flux measurement and sodium activation

One low irradiated pin discharged from the reactor was taken
and axial power distribution was measured by measuring Cs137

activity. Fig 3 gives the measured and calculated power
distribution. The radial power distribution was obtained by
measuring AT across different fuel SA. From these it was noted
that the axial power distribution agrees quite well with calculated
value. However radial power distribution from the core center
falls steeper compared to calculated value. Due to this the
operating power had to be reduced by 12% from the calculated
power. The difference is attributed to inaccuracy in estimating
cross-section of nickel reflectors and availability of sufficient
data.



Fig 3 Measured and calculated axial power distribution.
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The neutron detectors are placed in biological shield and the
axial position of the detectors is above the fuel SA. The radial
distance between the core centers to neutron detectors is about
2.5 m. Due to this, neutron spectrum varies significantly from
core center to detector location and the attenuation factor is
around 106. U235 fission counters with a nominal efficiency of 1
cps/nv are used as startup detectors. The predicted count rate
for these detectors in detector location is 810 Cps/w. However
the measured count rate was found to be 200+/-5 Cps/W.
Considering large flux attenuation, it is proposed to measure the
flux distribution in core by using special SA with foil carrying
capsule for nominal core of 76 SA. The flux in reactor vessel
below the rotating plugs and in sodium above SA head were
measured using foils irradiation technique using special plugs in
2001 to validate calculation methods. This helps in obtaining
more reliable estimates of induced activities in various
components, such as control rod drive mechanism. The
measurements were carried out using foil activation techniques.
The irradiation of foils was carried out using specially fabricated
plugs, which are housed in the experimental canals. The foil
carrier rod with foils were loaded into these plugs and irradiated
for one hour. At the end of irradiation, the foils were retrieved
remotely and counted for gamma activity. Typical foils used were
bare and Cadmium covered Manganese, gold, sodium and nickel
foils. The measured activities were compared with the calculated
activities, obtained from 2-D transport calculations. The
measured reaction rates at the end of irradiation are given in
table 3

The neutron flux at primary sodium pump and intermediate heat
exchanger (IHX) are very important as they contribute to



secondary sodium activation. The flux at these locations was
measured by Mn-Cu foils at different power levels. The flux
equivalent at IHX was extrapolated for 40 MWt and found to be
4.3 x 104. Secondary sodium activation for this flux is estimated
to be 81 Bq/cc.

Table 3 we folding" distance (cm) of reaction rate in upper
sodium region

Foil

Mn-Cu bare
Mn-Cu (Cd)

Au (cd)
Rh

NaCI
Mn-Cu
(big)

Ciptex
Measured

48.5
46.0
55.3
22.6
48.5

Calculated
46.3
45.7
66.2
19.4
54

145.5

Plumfac
Measured

48.2
46.8
60.7
30.4

-

The neutron flux due to streaming through the gaps of small and
large rotating plugs were measured at 1 MWt using Boron
Coated Counters (BCC) and BF3 counters. The measured flux
varied between 0.5 and 2.3 n/cm2 as against the calculated flux
between 0.6 and 15 n/cm2. The dose due to this streaming at
40 MWt is estimated as 20^is/h. The Na24 and Na22 activation in
primary circuit was measured as 49.9 MBq/g and 118.4 MBq/g
against the calculated value of 74.3 MBq/g and 116.6 MBq/g.
The cover gas of reactor is a mixture of He and Argon in the
ratio of 8:2. The measured cover gas activity is 0.5 G.Bq/m3

against a calculated value of 1.9 to 2.2 GBq/m3. Considering the
magnitude of attenuation and uncertainties in the calculation,
the measured value is in fairly good agreement.

2.10 Response of delayed neutron detection

In order to detect failure of clad, two delayed neutron detectors
(DND) are provided in primary sodium circuit, one in east loop
and the other in west loop. Sodium is sampled before
intermediate heat exchanger inlet and presence of delayed
neutrons are detected by boron counters of 8 Cps/nv efficiency.
In addition there are two gas activity monitors provided one in
the clad rupture detection circuit (CRD) of cover gas and another
in the combined discharge of CRD and primary cover gas. These
detectors detect the presence of gross gamma (y) activity in
cover gas.



To calibrate the DND system, an experiment was conducted by
simulating failed fuel pin by means of a stainless steel claded
natural uranium metal pin having a large exposed area. The
experiment was conducted to study the correlation between fuel
pin failure and delayed neutron count rate as a function of power
and flow and to study the feasibility of using differential count
rate method to localize the failed fuel pin using DND east and
west. The simulated failed pin had an exposed area in the form
of small holes of 2 mm diameter amounting to 5.94 cm2. This
pin was assembled in the central location of a special SA in
which remaining pins were dummy pins filled with helium. The
exposed area of 5.94 cm2 is chosen equivalent to approximately
1.5 cm2 of a regular fuel pin.

The measurements were done at different power levels ranging
from 400 kWt to 1.8 MWt and primary flows ranging from 160 to
300 m3/h with special SA in central location and off central
location (3rd ring). The main interest of the experiment was to
find out the ratio of signals obtained when the SA was in 3rd ring
(03-05) to that of central location. Following are the salient
results of experiment.

• The increase in delayed neutron (DN) signal is measurable
even through small.

• Gamma activity in cover gas showed a large increase in
signal (10 times) due to fission gases from special pin.

• DN signals are sensitive to changes in primary flows of
respective loop.

• DN signals are also sensitive to inlet sodium temperatures
and it increases substantially with increase in sodium
temperature.

• DN signals show a substantial sensitivity to the position of
the defect. The ratio of the signal in the west loop to east
loop with special SA in central location are different by as
much as ~ 50% as compared to the SA in 3rd ring (03-05)
position near to west sodium outlet. This proves useful to
some extend in localizing the failed fuel. The lesser
magnitude of increase in DN signal is attributed to lesser
exposed area of the fuel pin and dilution effect. It is
planned to repeat these experiments with special pin with
higher exposed area after constituting the nominal core
with 76 SA.



2.11 Measurement of sodium void coefficients

Sodium voiding in the core causes changes in reactivity and the
corresponding coefficient of reactivity is an important parameter
for safety consideration. The sodium void coefficient is negative
for small reactors like FBTR, while for large cores it is negative
only in the core periphery.

In order to find out the effect of sodium voiding, experiments
were conducted with the help of two subassemblies specially
fabricated for this purpose. In the first SA, a stainless steel tube
with helium is placed in the hexagonal can in place of fissile
column. The second SA is also similar to the first orie except
that the stainless steel can has vent holes at the bottom and top
for sodium entry when lowered in reactor.

The experiment was conducted at a reactor power of 10 kWt at
three locations in 3rd ring (03-08), 4th ring (04-15) and 5th ring
(05-18). The critical parameters like control rod position, and
inlet sodium temperatures were recorded for both type of
subassemblies and the worth of the void were calculated. Table
4 gives the comparison of measured and calculated worth.

Table 4 Comparison and measured and calculated worth

Location

03-08
04-15
05-18

Worth of sodium void/liter
Calculated
358.3±64.2
104.2±47.3
61.6±32.4

Measured
335.6±30.1
151.1±30.1
56.0±0.1

The measured values agree very well with the calculated values.

2.12 Tests planned.

1. DND experiments with vented subassemblies of large
surface area to get better counts and contrast ratio on DN
signals with the nominal core.

2. Measurement of neutron flux at the core center to estimate
linear heat rating accurately.

3. Measurement of neutron flux at grid plate by loading foils
in a special SA.



3.0 Engineering tests (3'4a5)

3.1 Primary pump coast down and battery take over.

In order to provide forced cooling to the core during total power
failure, to keep sodium, clad & fuel temperatures with in limits,
primary sodium pump drives are provided with flywheels for
gradual coast down. Further back up is provided by batteries,
which enable running of pumps for 30 minutes at around 150
rpm. A test was conducted in Dec '89 to study the coast down of
pump speeds and flows to verify capacity of batteries to run the
pump as per design intent.

Fig 4 Coast down test of Primary Sodium pumps
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The pump coasted down from 900 rpm to 200 rpm in about 4
minutes and batteries took over at a pump speed of 175 rpm
and ran at 150 rpm for 37 minutes when the test was terminated
(fig 4). The core flow during battery operation was about 50
m3/h, which is adequate to remove decay heat during station
black out condition.

3.2 Heat Removal capacity of SG casing.

The ultimate sink for decay heat during station black out
condition is provided by natural draft of air when the trap doors
of steam generator (SG) casing are opened (Fig 5). Tests were
conducted in Feb '90 to assess the heat removal capacity in this
mode. The tests revealed that the additional heat loss due to the
opening of trap doors is 280 kWt at 215°C and 606 kW at 350°C.
The total heat loss including the losses in pipelines from the
system in this mode was found to be 984 kWt at 350°C (6). The
maximum decay heat of the present small core is estimated as



less than 500 kWt, which is less than the heat removal capacity
of SG casing under natural convection of air. The natural
convection airflow through the casing is measured and found to
be 11,000 m3/n at 350°C of sodium temperature.

Fig 5 Heat removal by air in SG casing
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3.3 Biological shield cooling (BSC)

The BSC system is designed to cool the concrete to maintain
concrete temperature below 66°C and to provide a heat sink for
decay heat under the highly improbable conditions of leaks in
reactor vessel and its double envelop in Al cell when flooding
system is actuated to flood the reactor vessel with sodium so as
to maintain sodium level above subassembly heads. An
emergency water storage tank of 250 m3 is provided in BSC
system to cool the concrete by gravity flow in once through
mode in case of prolonged station black out. A test was
conducted in Jul X 92 to study the evolution of concrete
temperature when BSC system is not available at a constant
sodium temperature of 250°C. Result of the test revealed that
the concrete temperatures are within limits of 66°C up to 12 h
only.

To simulate the exact station black out condition another test
was conducted in Sep, 97 where the sodium temperature is
allowed to fall gradually due to heat removal through SG casing



by natural convection of air. The test was conducted for 24h.
Results of the test showed that the biological shield concrete and
bulk structural concrete temperatures are well with in limits even
without emergency shield concrete cooling under gravity mode.
However the appendix concrete temperature at sodium outlet
and inlet pipeline could be maintained only with the help of
blowers. It is planned to repeat the test with blower switched off
after getting safety clearance for higher operating temperature
margin for the structural concrete.

3.4 Pre-heating and emergency cooling (PHEC) heat removal
capacity.

PHEC is provided for decay heat removal during (i) non-
availability of primary loops due to leak in main pipe and its
double envelop outside Al cell (cell containing reactor vessel and
safety vessel) (ii) non-availability of both secondary loops due to
common mode failure such as sodium leak in steam generator
(SG) casing. PHEC is also used for initial preheating of primary
main circuit.

Tests were conducted in Oct '91 to assess the heat removal
capacity of the system at different sodium temperatures of 250,
300 and 375°C. The results indicated that PHEC could remove
300 kWt of heat at a system temperature of 375°C, which gives
an extrapolated value of 420 kWt at a nominal reactor
temperature of 520°C, as against the design capacity of 350
kWt. This is adequate to maintain the temperature within limits.

3.5 Natural convection tests (5&7)

During station back out, the secondary sodium pumps will coast
down and come to rest; the primary pumps will coast down and
after running on batteries for 30 minutes will stop. Under these
condition decay heat removal is by natural convection in primary
and secondary loops. Heat will be finally removed in SG due to
natural convection of air through SG casing by opening trap
doors. The layout of the circuits is designed to facilitate onset of
natural convection. Tests were conducted to study the
convection with reactor operating at 170 kWt initial power and
control rods were not operated *-4). Precautions were taken to
disable restart of the pumps, since a large positive reactivity
would be added to the reactor due to entry of cool sodium if the
pumps were restarted. The tests were conducted separately for
secondary and primary loops as a first step for combined test.



3.5.1 Natural convection in secondary loop

Natural convection test in secondary loop was conducted in Mar
'94. The test was initiated by switching off both secondary
sodium pumps. Primary sodium pumps remained in operation.
Secondary loop flows was varying between 1.5 m3/h and 5 m3/h
initially for Ih and then steadily increased and stabilized at
around 13 m3/h, 2 h after start of the test (fig 6). Initially the
reactor power started coming down after start of test and
reached 30 kWt in 1 h. Afterwards it started increasing and
reached a maximum of 197 kWt in 2.5 h and stabilized at around
155-160 kWt after about 4 h.

Fig 6 Natural convection test - Primary pumps running and
secondary pumps stopped

SECONDARY SODIUM LOOP FLOWS

The test proved the conduciveness of the secondary sodium
system layout to establishment of natural convection for decay
heat removal. The test results including power evolution due to
feedbacks were in good agreement with the prediction by
mathematical modeling.

3.5.2 Natural convection in primary loop

Natural convection test in primary loops was conducted in April
'94. The test was initiated by switching off both primary sodium
pumps. Secondary sodium pumps remained in operation. The
natural convection flow was significant only in one loop (West
loop), reaching 5.9 m3/h after 4 h and thereafter varying
between 3 to 5 m3/h. In the other loop the flow varied from -0.4
m3/h to 0.4 m3/h initially and after 6 h, flow became negative
(fig 7). Non-participation of East loop was confirmed by
continuous fall of sodium temperature of IHX and pump.



Fig 7 Natural convection test -Primary flow vs. time
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The evolution of power during the test is shown in fig 8. The
reactor power initially reduced to 5 kWt and to avoid tripping of
reactor at take over point of start up channels, control rods were
raised. After 4h of initiation of test, reactor power increased to
260 kWt. At this point control rods were lowered to compensate
reactivity, which was added earlier. Subsequently the reactor
power was varying between 65 kWt to 219 kWt. As the reactor
power was not steady (due to entry of alternate slugs of hot and
cold sodium to reactor) and one loop did not participate in the
natural convection, which was not in line with the prediction, the
test was terminated after 12 h.

Fig 8 Natural convection test - Reactor power, flow and
reactivity vs. time
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Based on the analysis, the deviation in prediction could be
attributed to the following

1. Possible closure of non-return valve of east pump due to
lower inlet temperature (< 200°C) giving rise to low
buoyancy head and hence non-participation in natural
convection.

2. Operation of control rod to adjust the power.

The core temperature, however, was within limits during the
entire test period, indicating that natural convection through one
loop is adequate to remove 260 kWt reactor power. For the
natural convection test with primary and secondary sodium loop
combined, it is planned to carry out the test at higher and
constant reactor power (400 kW) and higher sodium
temperature (350°C), which is representative of actual station
black out condition. At this temperature, NRV of the pumps are
expected to remain open and hence both the loops will
participate in the natural convection.

3.6 Under cooling tests

Under cooling incidents such as offsite power supply failure,
failure of boiler feed pumps, failure of one secondary sodium
pump and failure of one primary sodium pump were simulated
while reactor operating at 10.5 MWt. The series of tests were
conducted in April - Jul '94 wherein these incidents were created,
the safety actions were verified and the temperature transients
measured. LOR took place for all incidents as per design indent.

3.6.1 Loss of offsite power supply

The test was initiated by tripping off site power supply feeder.
Primary and secondary sodium pump underwent slow coast
down as they are provided with flywheel. Feed water flow came
down to zero within 2 S, as they are not provided with flywheels.
Both diesel generators (1MW each) started automatically and
primary sodium pumps started automatically and ran at 300
rpm. Secondary sodium pumps were started manually after it
had coasted down. Trap doors of SG casing were opened to
remove decay heat. Variation in reactor inlet and outlet
temperature is given in fig 9&10. The reactor inlet temperature
falls initially due to decrease in primary flow but rises later due
to reduced heat removal by secondary loop. The results match
fairly with prediction.



Fig 9 Reactor inlet temp.
Vs. time

Fig 10 Reactor outlet temp,
vs. time
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3.6.2 Tripping of Main boiler feed pump (MBFP)

There are two MBFPs each having 100% capacity. In case of
failure of one pump, the standby is started automatically within
less than 10 S and no reactor trip is initiated. The test is
initiated by switching off running pump. Standby MBFP started
automatically and parameters got stabilized (Fig 11). No reactor
trip is initiated.

Fig. 11 Feed water parameters for one MBFP trip.

FEED WATER/STEAM PARAMETERS

Failure of both MBFPS was simulated by switching off both
pumps. Reactor underwent LOR after a delay of 10 s as per
design indent. The incident effectively resulted in loss of heat
sink for which trap doors of SG casing were opened to remove
decay heat within 30 minutes. It shows that even without the
trap door opening, the temperatures remain within limits.



3.6.3 Tripping of one secondary & one primary pump

The secondary pump trip incident was simulated by switching off
east pump. One of the important transients seen for this event
is at the reactor inlet junction where the two discharge pipes
from individual primary pumps meet. The temperature of
primary sodium from east loop increases while it decreases in
west loop. The actual temperature matched with prediction.

The primary pump trip incident was also simulated by tripping
east loop pump. The flow through the tripped pump came to
zero in 10 s and the flow of the operating pump got increased to
90% of the initial core flow (For the present small core, the
pumps are operating in the flat region of the characteristics). In
this event the important transient is on the cold end of the IHX
in the west. There is a good comparison between prediction and
observation.

3.7 Tests planned

a) Natural convection tests with both primary and secondary
sodium pumps tripped at a constant reactor power of 400
kWt and higher sodium temperature of 350°C

b) Once through Steam generator stability test
c) Decay heat measurement test
d) Station black out test.

4.0 Conclusion

Measured and predicted critical mass, control rod worth and SA
worth agree very well. Calculated and measured isothermal
temperature and power coefficients are also matching well. The
difference between measured and observed burn up loss of
reactivity initially was well understood and is attributed to fuel
swelling. Accuracy in predictions can still'be improved by doing
three dimensional diffusion calculations with improved cross
section.

The Engineering tests conducted so far have proved the
adequacy of the engineering safety features of decay heat
removal under postulated incident conditions, including those of
very low probability. Except the natural convection in primary,
the general plant dynamics for all other incidents is as predicted,
thus validating the codes developed by the designers. Further



tests are planned to validate assumptions in safety report and
improve predictions
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Introduction

FBTR is a 40 MWt/13.2 MWe sodium cooled reactor
located at Indira Gandhi Centre for Atomic Research
Centre, Kalpakkam.

There are two primary, two secondary loops and common
steam water circuit. During loss of offsite power reactor is
tripped and primary and secondary pumps are run on diesel
power. During station blackout primary pumps run on
dedicated battery at 150 rpm for 30 mts and secondary will
be under natural convection. Final heat sink in SG where air
under natural convection flows over shells of SG modules
which are enclosed in an insulated casing.



Reactor physics experiments were continued from
criticality to full power. All physics tests indicated
inherent safety of reactor

Physics Test

AoDroach to criticalitv

Source multiplication method - Conventional inverse count
rate plot against no. of fuel SA located in the core. Sb-Be
source \vas used in addition to inherent source. Four BF,, 2
BCC and 3 Fission counters were used. Detectors are located
in the Biological shield concrete, criticality achieved with 22
fuel SA.
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Control Rod worth measurement

Calibrated by positive period method and sub critical
multiplication method

CRs were calibrated whenever core is expanded/core
configuration changed.

Integral worth of 33 SA core configuration is 7415 pcm
Worth of CRs match well with prediction.



Table T Initial nhvsics exDenments

Crit ical mass (fuel SA)

Worth of six control rods

(pern) with 29 SA core

Peripheral SA worth (pern)

Predicted

21±2

6809

1348

1257

1174

Measured

7234

Isothermal temp. coe. (pcm/°C)

Sodium flow coefllcicnt (Pcm/rpm)

above 550 rpm

Power coefficient (pem/MWt)

Ni SA worth in 3'1' ring (Pern)

Burn up coe (pcm/MWd)

-38.05

546±15



Peripheral SA worth

After addition each new SA in periphery its worth was
measured

Slight difference in estimation and prediction was due to
estimation of cross section of Nickel reflector.

Isothermal temperature coefficient

Isothermal temperature coefficient was measured by noting
down of positions at criticality for various sodium inlet
temperatures.

The temperature coefficient was found to be -ve as predicted
(-4.72 pcm/k)



Power coefficient of reactivit

Power coefficient was measured at different speeds of
primary pumps

The power coefficient is found to be -ve as predicted.
Power coefficient is measured at beginning of every
campaign.

The present power coefficient is -22 pcm/MWt.

Flow coefficient of reactivity

18 pcm for a pump speed increase from 550 rpm to
900 rpm.



Burn UD loss of reactivity

Calculated value 1.2pcm/MWd

During in i t ia l operation this value was found to be - 2.1
pcm/MWd and later came down to - 1.35 pcm/MWd.

Reason for high burn up loss initially was attributed to axial
swelling of fuel, which was not accounted. Also the burn up loss
is slightly higher for a fresh core where the CRs are well aside.*«••-- •<•' ^-'

At end of core campaign CRs moves out of core and hence burn
up loss comes down.

The burn up loss for the present core is -1.2 pcm/MWd, which is
well matching with prediction.



Neutron flux measurement

H-

Axial power distribution of a pin was measured by

Cs 137activity measurement, which match with prediction.

Neutron flux at pump & IHX were measured to find out the
secondary activation by Mn -Cu foil irradiation. From this
value, it was estimated that the secondary sodium activity at
full power (40 MWt) would be 81 Bq/cc.

Neutron flux in reactor vessel below rotating plugs and in
Na above SA heads was measured by foil irradiation.



Response of delayed neutron Hetection

There are two delayed n° detectors (DND) one in east loop and
other in west loop. Sodium sample is taken from inlet of IHX.
BCC of 8 cps/nv is used for detection.

In addition, cover gas activity is monitored by two gross fy'
monitors in the clad rupture detection circuit.

Failed fuel was simulated by loading vented natural 'U f Pin
with large exposed area of 5.9 cm2, which is equivalent to 1.5
cm2 in actual pin. The pin was normal pin assembled in a
special SA.

Measurements were taken at different power levels, primary
flow at central local and off central location. The result shows
that the increase in DND is detectable even though small

There is a large increase in cover gas activity due to gaseous
fission product



rf

DN signals show substantial sensitivity with respect to
position of SA. The ratio between East and West signal
depend on the position

The small increase in DN signal noticed is attributed to
lower exposed area of the experimental pin and dilution
effect of sodium. Planned to repeat experiment with fuel
pin of large exposed area.

Sodium void coefficient

Experiments conducted with help of two special SA, one
having void block and other provision for Na entry in
void block (no void). Experiments conducted at 10 kWt
at different core locations

Void coefficient found - ve



Tests olanned for future

DND experiments with vented fuel

pins having large exposed area

Measurement of neutron flux at

core center to measure LHR exactly

Measurement of neutron flux at

grid plate

•v
•V



Engineering tests

Primary nun in coast down and battery take oyer test.

In order to provide force cooling during offsite power failure,
pump drives are provided with flywheel. Further, batteries
are provided to run pumps at 150 rpm for l/2h. Capacity of
batteries tested by conducting battery take over test.

Pump coasted down from 900 rpm to 200 rpm in 4 mts and
batteries took over at 175 rpm. Test terminated after 37 mts.



Fig.12 coast down test
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Heat Removal canacitv of SG casing.

o

SGs are cooled by air by natural convection during station
blackout.

Trap doors are provided for SG casing for this•
Test conducted showed that SG could remove

280kWtat215°CNatemp

606 kW at 350°C Na temp

i.e. Total heat removed at 350°C including pipeline lossees is
approx. 1 MWt.

Airflow by natural convection is approx. 11,000 m3/h



Biological shield cooling heat removal

In case of sodium leak in Al cell, decay heat is removed by
cooling concrete. Emergency storage tank is provided to
cool concrete by gravity in case of station blackout

Test conducted simulating station blackout for 12 MWt<_^

without valving in emergency storage tank showed that
concrete temperatures are within limits.



Preheating and Emergency cooling circuit heat removal
capacity.

PHEC is used for removal of decay heat by circulating cold
nitrogen through reactor vessel double envelop in case of

(i) sodium leak out outside Al cell

(ii) non availability of both secondary pumps.

Tests conducted to assess its capacity showed that PHEC can
remove 300 kWt at a sodium temp of 375°C.



Natural convection tests

During station black out pumps will coast down and run at
150 rpm for 30 mts and come to rest. Secondary pumps
w i l l coast down on flywheel and come to rest.

Further, the decay heat removed by natural convection and
the heat is rejected through SG casing. Layout of circuit is
such that easy setting of natural convection is possible.

This capability was demonstrated with operating at 170
kWt. The tests were conducted for secondary loop and
primary loop separately as a first step.

00



Natural convection in secondary loop

Test conducted by tripping both secondary pumps while
reactor is operating at 170 kWt.

Secondary flow varied from 1.5 m3/h to 5m3/h for Ih and
later increased to 13m3/h and stabilized. Reactor power
also stabilized around 155-160 kWt after 4h



SECONDARY SODIUM LOOP FLOWS
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Natural convection in primary loo

Tested conducted by tripping both primary pumps (battery
isolated) while reactor is operating at 170 kWt. Natural
convection flow was predominant (5.9 m3/h) only in one
loop. Other loop did not participate in the natural
convection.



Sodium flow (West loop) - Dna 200

Sodium flow (East loop) - Dna 100
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Reactor power was found to be varying from 65 kW to 219
kW even after 12h of initiation of test.

SA outlet temperatures were within limits indicating
adequate core flow.

The deviation in prediction is due to non-opening of one
loop pump NRV due to low reactor inlet temp (<200°C).

Test is planned to be repeated at higher reactor power of
400 kWt and at high sodium temperature of 350°C.



Under cooling tests

Under cooling tests such as offsite power failure, failure o1
one primary pump, one secondary pump, main boiler feed
pump etc were conducted while reactor is operating at 10.2
MWt.

LOR took place on all events.

Offsite power failure

Primary & secondary coasted down as they are provided
with flywheel. Feed water flow came down to zero in 2S.

(X*



o

DCs started automatically and primary pumps were run at
300 rpm automatically.

Secondary pumps were started manually after coasting down

Results match will prediction very well.

Failure of both MBFPs

Test simulated by tripping both MBFPs, reactor underwent
LOR after a delay of 10 S as per design intent.

Sodium temperatures were within limits even without
opening of SG casing trap doors.



Engineering tests planned for future.

Station blackout test at high reactor power of 400 kWt

SG stability test

Decay heat measurement test



Conclusion

All engineering tests conducted so far helped in validating
codes developed by designers. Except for natural
convection test in primary loop all results matched with
prediction

Most of the predictions with respect to reactor physics
experiments matched with measured value. The reason for
variations are well understood

These experiments gave valuable experience in the
operation of FBTR
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R&D LMFRs Knowledge Preservation French Project

F. BAQUE*

" CEA Cadarache Commissariat a I'Energie Atomique, CEA/DEN/DER/STR/LTTS Centre d'Etude de
CADARACHE 13180St Paul lez Durance, Cedex, France.

Abstract

The French Institutions involved in LMFRs development (EDF Utilities, CEA Research Institute and
FRAMATOME-ANP Engineering) decided in 2000 year to preserve the R&D knowledge which was raised
during the last four decades of the XXth century : the long term availability (some decades) of LMFRs
experience should be maintained thanks to an extensive, everlasting and intelligible form which could allow
future designers to use this great amount of knowledge.

Among different types of architecture, the LMFRs Fund of Knowledge is being raised in 2001 and 2002 along
two complementary ways :

the main one gives an overall vision of R&D work undertaken through 23 R&D items :
o an overall view of LMFRs conception,
o 9 items about Core R&D work : Safety, Working, Thermohydraulics, Thermomechanics,

Design Rules, Materials, Fuel clad failure, Neutronics, Nuclear fuel,
o 13 items about Reactor R&D work : Safety, Working, Sodium Coolant, Sodium Technology,

Thermohydraulics, cover gas Aerolics, Thermomechanics, Design Rules, in sodium equipment
Mechanics, Materials, In Service Inspection and Repair, Sodium Fires, Decommissioning.

The other one deals with the Design of what can be a LMFR : Superphenix Plant was chosen as the
largest and validated industrial size LMFR through the conception of its 41 systems :

o Core system,
o Monitoring systems,
o Protective and Shut-down systems,
o Primary systems,
o Secondary and Steam Generator Systems,
o Decay Heat Removal system,
o Primary and secondary Handling systems,
o Cleaning and Decontamination systems,
o Fuel Storage system.

Each R&D item and each Superphenix system is described with a Documentary Form, written by French
specialists : after a brief description of the different sub-items (some pages), the list of relevant references are
listed (some dozens to some hundreds of synthesis reports, basic literature, specialist interviews, Superphenix
measurement data, EFR Project synthesis...).

Thus, the LMFRs Fund of Knowledge is made of the 64 Documentary Forms and of all the relevant bibliography
(more than 10 000 documents). It is made of paper documents and of computerised CD-ROMs. Bibliographic
research can be made easily thanks to computerised organisation.

The Fund is recorded under safe conditions by the CEA Record Office. Of course, accessibility and up dating are
strictly limited.

Keywords : Liquid Metal Fast Reactor (LMFR), Knowledge preservation
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1. Introduction : objective

After four decades of R&D work, and also of design, construction, operation and
decommissioning of prototype LMFRs (Rapsodie, Phenix and Superphenixl reactors,
Superphenix2, ISOOProject and EFR projects), the absence of French and European future
project highlighted the risk of loss of knowledge in various fields (excepted maybe
decommissioning aspects). As R&D work came in the same time to its end, a number of
synthesis reports were written and it became obvious that an overall preservation work had to
be undertaken.

Thus, the French nuclear partners (CEA Research Institute, EDF electrical Utilities,
FRAMATOME-ANP Engineering Compagny) have decided in 1999 to perpetuate this huge
amount of knowledge and experience which have been acquired on LMFRs.

The aim is to create an everlasting data base of documentation, with easy access for
consulting, in order to help the LMFR designers of the next future (in 2040'...) : help for
understanding the design and technical options which were selected in the XXth century
(coolant, pool or loop type, fuel...), so that they will be able to make properly their own
choice and face their R&D need.
In that way, only consistent documents have to be selected by specialists, to not overcrowd
such a base with worthless information.

2. Available data

The French sodium LMFRs knowledge is based on a large and consistent background : four
decades of R&D work (1960-2000), on all the fields of sodium nuclear plants : neutronics,
safety, thermalhydraulics, mechanics, sodium technology... A huge data base lies in test
results, modelling effort and licensing documents. A number of specific data bases exists in
different services of the CEA and can be extensively used for the preservation project.
For one decade, the ACCORE system has been specified by the CEA in order to preserve and
provide easy access to the experience gathered during nuclear studies (principally for LMFRs
but also for PWRs) : the ACCORE team deals with the management of technical
documentation, identify experience underlying to existent documents, find out non-written
experience through specialist interviews and, last but not least, provide an interactive access
to knowledge for every CEA agent. Of course, this system is of a great help for the
Documentary Fund project.

F. Baque CEA/DEN/CAD/DER 2
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The industrial feedback of existing LMFRs is also of great interest because it gives a high
level of qualification to R&D work and to design options, thanks to operating conditions.
Rapsodie first prototype allowed feasibility tests from 1967 to 1981, Phenix NPP is still
running until 1974 and Superphenix 1 NPP was the largest worldwide LMFR between 1985
and 1998.

After two intermediate steps (Superphenix2 and ISOOProject), the EFR project allowed to
finalize in the 90s a full detailed European LMFR design.

Due to the French cooperation between CEA, EOF and FRAMATOME-ANP LMFR
specialists, the large range of R&D knowledge could be faced : a lot of specialists were still
involved in the powerfull Superphenix Plant and/or EFR Project in the end of the 90s.

In the same time, the international cooperation was strong enough to also enlarge the French
specialist view and let them embrace all the variety of design and technical options
(principaly : DFR and PFR British Plants ; BOR60, BN350 and BN600 Soviet Plants, Joyo
and Monju Japanese Reactors).

3. Building an everlasting Documentary Fund

As soon it was decided to preserve the LMFRs knowledge, the specifications of the project
were raised : type of architecture (see hereafter), type and number of selected documents,
LMFRs specialist work, access and up to dating of the Fund, confidence of the information...

It was decided that the CEA specialists should work for R&D items dealing with the core and
that the FRAMATOME-ANP specialists should work for R&D items dealing with the NPP
and for Superphenix conception files.
According to a specific Quality Insurance Form, each specialist selected the consistent
documents that he could find in his own literature fund and also through ACCORE system.
He wrote a documentary sheet (see §5 hereafter) : a brief synthesis where sub-items and
associated selected documents are listed. When it was considered that a strong synthesis was
not available, the specialist wrote it.
About 20 CEA specialists, 10 FRAMATOME-ANP specialists and 6 EDF specialists were
involved in writing and reviewing work.

After writing documentary sheets and, when necessary, synthesis documents, reviewing was
perform by other specialists. The project team finally homogenized the documentary sheets
and collected the documents.
The Fund will be made of about 15 000 paper documents (1 500 000 pages), of corresponding
microfilms and files on CD-ROMs (both HTML and PDF type). When CD-ROM format will
become unavailable, the data will be transferred on an other support.

The Project team looked for all the selected documents then scanned them in order to obtain
files and microfilms. Easy research will be possible through the Fund, using CD-ROMs, with
exhaustive table of all the document characteristics (tittle, author, date of issue, place within
the fund, key words). Active links exist within the data processing Fund : this modern
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Francois.baquefecea.fr Cadarache France 11-15 March 2002



approach avoids to deal with heavy catalogue of dispersed items (a former "classical" LMFRs
data base included about 250 items !).

The CEA Archive service will have the Fund in hand (papers, microfilms and CD-ROM) and
keep it for the next decades in classical safe conditions, in order to assume the integrity of the
Fund. EDF and FRAMATOME-ANP will have only the easy reproducing CD-ROM base.

Commercial to confidence is considered thanks to existing French LMFR Knowledge
Procedure. Future addenda will be possible (mainly for dismantling item and for Phenix end
of life phase).

The project took place from mid 2000 (specifications) to mid 2002 (Fund available).

4. The Fund architecture

Among different types of architecture, it was decided to simplify the Fund by sharing it in
only two categories :

R&D items which can be either scientific fields (neutronics, mechanics...) or
polyvalent field (safety, design...),
Conception files of Superphenix Plant (including R&D supporting work), considered
as a large (industrial size) and qualified LMFR.

It is a simple way to preserve the great variety of knowledge (no huge subject catalogue) and,
thanks to active links within the soft base (information processing), it will be possible to find
any specific information which deals with any particular subject : for example, mechanical
behaviour of core materials will lie in different R&D items (mechanics, safety) and
Superphenix systems (Core).
Of course, when looking after this information, the designer of the future will find a lot of
documents and will have to organize, to select and to range them ; but we think this is an
important part of his job in order to an LMFR specialist of the future...

The overall architecture of the LMFRs Documentary Fund is finally :
Overall view of the Fund

- 21 R&D items:
o 8 R&D items about the core :

• Safety
• Thermalhydraulics
• Thermomechanics
• Codes and rules
• Materials
• Fuel clad failure
• Neutronics
• Fuel

o 13 R&D items about NPP :
• Safety
• Operational experience
• Sodium coolant

F. Baque CEA/DEN/CAD/DER
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• Thermalhydraulics
• Cover gas aeraulics
• Thermomechanics
• Codes and rules
• Materials
• In sodium equipments
• In Service Inspection and Repair
• Sodium fires
• Dismantling

Superphenix conception systems : 9 main systems (41 systems)
o Core
o Plant monitoring
o Primary loop
o Secondary loop
o Handling
o Steam generators
o Cleaning and decontamination
o Fuel storage
o Decay heat removal

Among the selected documentation, some documents can be mentioned for their major
interest : the Superphenix Plant Safety Report, the licensing documents (SYFRA system), the
codes (only their documentation will be preserve : presentation, qualification, utilization,
computer description), the RCC-MR rules (2000'version), LIMET'88 proceedings,
ARCOPAC data base (Superphenix Plant measurement files) and EFR synthesis reports.

5. Documentary sheets

The LMFRs Documentary Fund is based on the 63 above mentioned items : each item is
described within a Documentary Sheet.

Each Documentary Sheet includes :
a brief presentation of the R&D item (or of the Superphenix system) : objectives,
processes, successive evolutions ...
a list of all the sub-items and connected items,
the knowledge assessment for each sub-item,
the possible future prospects (ideas for future R&D...),
the bibliographical list (title, author, reference, date of issue, Fund index).

Through writing, reviewing ad project team final checking phases, one can consider that the
state of the art could be reached. Of course, some specialists retired before this Fund was
built, but their interviews, the existing documentation and so called "lower rank" specialist
work allowed to reach the goal.

F. Baque CEA/DEN/CAD/DER
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6. Conclusion

After four decades of R&D, design and operation with LMFRs, and facing no project, CEA,
EDF and FRAMATOME-ANP decided in 2000 year to preserve the LMFRs knowledge.

In 2002 year, this Fund is available : 63 items (overall conception, 21 R&D items and 41
Superphenix system conception files) have been considered. Consistent documentation has
been selected (15 000 documents) and saved on paper, microfilm and CD-ROM medium.
Easy access, integrity and up dating are available.

Among the risks that could disturb the LMFRs Documentary Fund building, the main one was
the specialist missing. Thanks to coordinated efforts of CEA, EDF and FRAMATOME-ANP
teams, and to extensive use of ACCORE system data (documentation and interviews), one can
consider that the French LMFRs knowledge is properly perpetuated.

F. Baque CEA/DEN/CAD/DER
Tel. +33 (0)4 42 25 38 30 AIEA Operational and Decommissioning Experience with Fast Reactors
Francois.baquefa cea.t'r Cadarache France 11-15 March 2002



LMFRs Knowledge Preservation

Objective : to create an everlasting data base of documentation
with easy access for consulting, in order to keep knowledge
and experience acquired through the development, design,
construction and operation of the French LMFR Plants
(Rapsodie, Phenix, Superphenix, SPX2 and EFR Projects)
V History, concept approach, evolution, supporting R&D...

> 22 R&D Topics, 41 Superphenix Plant Systems

> Common CEA, EOF and FRAMATOME-ANP realisation

> More than 15 000 documents (paper and CD-ROM medium)

> RCC-MR 2000 version (update of mechanical analysis rules)

> ARCOPAC data base of measures obtained from Superphenix operation
F. Baque
Tel. +33 (0)4 42 25 38 30
Francois.baque@cea.fr

LMFRs Knowledge Preservation

o



Because no project is on the way,
the LMFRs knowledge
have to be perpetuated :

CEA & EOF & FRAMA TOME-ANP
decided to collaborate in order to build
an everlasting data base . . .

F. Baquc
Tel.+33 (0)4 42 25 38 30
Francois.baque@cea.fr

LMFRs Knowledge Preservation



The sodium LMFRs knowledge is based
on a large and consistent background :

• 1960 - 2000 R&D work, on all the
technical fields of sodium nuclear plants

• Industrial feedback of existing sodium
LMFRs

• LMFRs Projects and international
cooperation

F. Baque
Tel. +33(0)442253830 LMFRs Knowledge Preservation



Sodium LMFRs documentary Fund
CEA Project (1/3)

Specification of the project: aim, exhaustivity, up to dating...

Definition of the fund architecture : see hereafter

Specification of the Specialist work : see hereafter

Ressources : manpower and subcontracting

Planning : mid 2000 to mid 2002

Risks that could disturb the project: Specialist missing, delay

F. Baque
Tel. +33 (0)4 42 25 38 30
Francois.baque@cea.fr

LMFRs Knowledge Preservation



Sodium LMFRs documentary Fund
CEA Project (2/3)

Quality Insurance Form : for writing, bibliographical selection,
fund organization and everlasting operations

- actors . Project team : 3 CEA + 1 EOF + 1 FRA Persons
. 20 CEA + 6 EOF + 10 FRA Specialists
. CEA + EOF + FRA Archives Services
. LMFR Coordinating Committe (CEA + EOF + FRA)

- Operations :

F. Baque
Tel.+33 (0)4 42 25 38 30
Francois.baque@cca.fr

. Specifications of the Project

. Looking for, explaining and helping Specialists

. Writing LMFR documents

. Reviewing among CEA, EOF and FRAMATOME

. Looking for, Copy, Scanning and Recording doc.

. Milestones meetings
LMFRs Knowledge Preservation 5
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Sodium LMFRs documentary Fund
CEA Project (3/3)

Specifications for the bibliographical fund everlasting :

- Availability : paper fund at the CEA Archive Service, CD-ROM at CEA,
EOF and FRAMATOME

- Integrity : classical rules for Public Archives

- Commercial to confidence : along French LMFBR Knowledge Procedure

- Paper fund organization : Project documents, Overall view documents,
exhaustive table with all the document caracteristics (tittle, author, date
of issue, place within the fund...)

- CD-ROM organization : .doc, .xls and .pdf files
active links within fund architecture

- Fund everlasting : by the CEA as Public Find service, possible addenda
F. Baque
Tel. +33 (0)4 42 25 38 30 LMFRs Knowledge Preservation 6
Francois.baque@cea.fr ^ A



Building a sodium LMFRs
documentary Fund (1/3)

1 global item : overall view of LMFRs conception

21 R&D items :. 9 items associated to the Core
. 13 items associated to the Reactor

41 Superphenix Conception files (41 equipments,
circuits and components)

Assuming licensing knowledge

F. Baque
Tel.+33 (0)4 42 25 38 30
Francois.baquc@cea.fr
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Building a sodium LMFR
documentary Fund (2/3)

CEA, EOF and FRAMATOME Specialists worked
together, as authors and/or reviewers :

«

• Writing a brief synthesis (state of the art), with sub-
items, R&D work, comments and prospects

• Selecting a liste of consistent documents : synthesis
type reports, design codes, recommendations...

• Writing a technical synthesis, if not yet available
F. Baque
Tel. +33 (0)4 42 25 38 30
Francois.baque@cea.fr

LMFRs Knowledge Preservation
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Building a sodium LMFR
documentary Fund (3/3)

About 15 000 documents : on paper and
on CD-ROM

Active links within the data processing fund

A safe 40 year long base (administrated by
CEA History & Record Office)

Addendum to the Fund : until 2006 (specially for
Decommissioning purpose)

F. Baque
Tel.+33 ( 0 ) 4 4 2 2 5 3 8 3 0
Francois.baque@cea.fr

LMFRs Knowledge Preservation



The French sodium LMFR Documentary Fund

Stfucturation: Global view of:
Maintenance! -sodium LMFRConceptic

and Keeping of the Fund I • sodium LMFR Documentary Fund I

R&D items tnloilo «

Sodium Cooling & Argon gaz In Sodium Mechanics

F. Baque
Tel. +33 (0)4 42 25 38 30
Francois.baque@cea.fr

Material, Codes & Standards cleaning & decontamination

LMFRs Knowledge Preservation

steam generator

decay heat removal



R&D LMFRs KNOWLEDGE PRESERVATION FRENCH PROJECT
APPLICATION TO THE SODIUM COOLANT AND COVER GAS

G.RODRIGUEZ3

" CEA Cadarache Commissariat a I'Energie Atomique, CEA/DEN/DER/STR/LTTS Centre d'Etude de
CADARACHE 13180 St Paul lez Durance, Cedex, France.

Abstract

In the frame of Liquid Metal Fast reactors knowledge preservation French project, CEA has separated the field of
this subject in several items and has designed several experts to treat specific areas. Thus, this paper presents how
this study was made dealing with the following item : sodium coolant and cover gas. This papers explains what
were the main difficulties by making this study and how they can be solved.

Keywords : Liquid Metal Fast Reactor (LMFR), Knowledge preservation, Sodium coolant.

1. Introduction
Development of R&D linked to Liquid Metal Fast Reactors had an important stop in France
since the decision of the final shutdown of Superphenix in 1998. From the very beginning of
this technology until now with the decommissioning aspects, France have accumulated a huge
knowledge in this field mainly shared by three companies : CEA, EDF and FRAMATOME
ANP.
In 2000, it has been decided to create an everlasting data base of documentation with easy
access for consulting, in order to keep knowledge an experience acquired through the
development, design, construction and operation of the French LMFR plants (RAPSODIE,
Phenix, Superphenix and EFR projects).

This data base was considered to be important in order to perpetuate the knowledge on
LMFRs for the following decades. The absence of French and European future project on this
subject highlighted the risk of loss of knowledge in various field (excepted maybe
decommissioning aspects), and expresses the need to drive as soon as possible such a project.

2. General presentation of the project
A very brief presentation of the general project is made in the following lines. For more
detailed data, refer to paper presented by M. BAQUE [ 1 ].

The R&D LMFRs preservation knowledge French project started in 2000. CEA is the leader
project. The aim of this data base project is to include :

- Synthesis of history, concept approach, evolution and supporting R&D of French
LMFRs

- 22 R&D topics and 41 SUPERPHENIX plant systems



- Description of the main common CEA, EDF and FRAMATOME ANP realizations

- More than 1500 documents (papers and CD Rom medium)

- RCC MR 2000 version (updates of the mechanical analysis rules).

- Data base of all the measurement recorded and obtained from SUPERPHENIX
exploitation.

From the R&D part, the most important item are the following :

- Neutronic

-Fuel

- Fuel rupture

- Sodium cooling and argon gas

- Sodium technology

- In sodium mechanics

- Safety and operation

- Thermohydraulic

- In sodium inspection

- Sodium fires

- Material codes and standards

- Decommissioning

This paper deals with the treatment of the "sodium coolant and cover gas" item.

3. The item "Sodium coolant and cover gas"

3.1. Work asked
To treat this item (as every other items), it was given the following constraints :

- It was necessary to write a small presentation text to present the context of this item
and some very general informations.

- It was necessary to select a limited number of references considered to cover the
whole subject of the item. The number of 150 references was given as an upper limit.

- This study as the whole project must be done in a limited time (from 2000 to mid
2002) and will not continue after. Thus the given list of referenced papers will not
have any reevaluation with time.

These constraints and specifically the limited number of referenced papers was the major
difficulties to deal with such a wide item. Thus, to try to solve these difficulties, the first
operation was to divide this subject into several sub items.

3.2. Description of the sub items
In order to be more precise in the definition of the indispensable knowledge on sodium
coolant and cover gas, it was decided to define several sub items. Eight sub items were
selected and even in these sub items, another division was made. At the end this strategy leads
to the following list:

- O General knowledge on sodium
- Physical properties



- Chemical properties
- Thermal properties

This sub item deals with all the properties of metallic sodium that is necessary to know
to have a good knowledge of how the metallic sodium behaves.

- © Primary sodium
- Specifications for primary sodium
- Pollution monitoring
- Activation
- Measurement techniques
- Purification techniques

The most important operations dealing with the primary sodium are covered by this
sub item.

- © Secondary sodium
- Specifications for secondary sodium
- Pollution monitoring
- Measurement techniques
- Purification techniques

The most important operations dealing with the secondary sodium are covered by this
sub item.

- 0 Experimental feedback from PHENIX and SUPERPHENIX
- Recall of the experimental feedback gained from the main incident
occurred in PHENIX plant in operation
- Recall of the experimental feedback gained from the main incident
occurred in SUPERPHENIX plant in operation

This sub item is covering the major experimental feedback gained by some incidents
encountered on French fast operators in operation. That is to say for example several
sodium/water reactions on Phenix Steam Generators, pollution of the primary sodium
by air ingress on Superphenix reactor, etc...

- © Argon cover gas
- Physical and chemical properties
- Behavior with sodium — Aerosols
- Specifications for fast reactors
- Measurement techniques

All the basic knowledge of the argon cover gas and its behavior in contact with liquid
sodium are gathered in this sub item.

- © Narrow items
- Corrosion in sodium
- Sodium compatibility
- Sodium potassium alloy (NaK alloy)
- Cleaning - Decontamination - Requalification for the reuse of the
components

This sub item covers all the subjects where there was a fear that they will not be
properly treated in another item because they are at the border line between two field
of knowledge.



- © Further or other coolants - Comparison with sodium
It was found necessary to define this sub item in order to remind for the future what
were in the past the reasons to select sodium as coolant for fast reactors and not
another coolant (such as gas or lead or whatever). And also to remind what were the
comparisons between sodium and other coolants with the choice criteria.

- © Books, technical documents and general conferences on sodium technology
Because this subject: sodium coolant, was too wide, and because it was really difficult
to select a limited number of document when several thousand have been written on
this subject, it was decided to define a sub items where unavoidable referenced
documents must be conserved. These document are not concerned to only one sub item
but they generally treats all of them. Thus the general international conference on
liquid metal technology (LEVIET) or some Handbook on liquid sodium were selected
in this sub item.

4. Difficulties in doing this selection
Several sorts of difficulties arose when time is arrived to select the final papers. These
difficulties can be sum up in four questions :

- Am I the best person chosen to select the best document ?
It is of course difficult to identify the right person that knows every about sodium
coolant. This question means that even if I have been chosen, my own knowledge is
only partial and mainly focused on my field of competence. So, it is necessary to keep
in mind that all the field of the subject must be covered and not only what I know the
most.

- How can I be sure that I will not miss something important (one paper or worst one
part of the field of this item) ?

- How it is possible to select around 150 documents when several thousand were
produced all over the world ?
Of course to solve this problem it should be argued that now we can store everything
on computer. There is no more a limitation of space memory. But by selecting
everything it is not possible to let to the future generation the experimental feedback of
what it is useful to know and what is not (or far less). By storing everything, we let to
the future a huge amount of data and documents with no hierarchy between
themselves. We are not in a knowledge preservation attitude but in a general archive
strategy with no increase in value by French experts. It is not the aim of this project.

To answer as much as possible to these previous questions, the following recommendations
happened to be very useful:

- Try to choose only the papers written as synthesis.

- Try to ask to every specialists : "What are the five documents that summarize your
field of speciality the best ?"

- Try to keep the same importance in every subject and not only in the field of your
speciality.

- Try to see abroad if the field of interests is the same or not.



- And finally keep in mind that your selection is maybe not the best but it is better than
nothing (!!).

5. Synthesis of this study
The selection of all the document designed to covered this subject is now over. 121
documents were selected : 92 French documents coming from CEA, EDF and FRAMATOME
and 29 foreign documents coming from all the countries that have worked or are still working
in fast reactors. Ten general books were selected (sodium handbooks, IAEA conferences on
liquid metal technology or specialist meetings, IAEA technical documents). Moreover all the
up to date courses given at sodium school were selected because they were easily available
and they were a good synthesis of every specific subject (i.e. corrosion, purification, sodium
monitoring, cleaning, etc...). The compilation of all the sodium school courses was counted as
only one reference but in fact it gathers more than 70 courses.

6. Conclusions
The list to treat about "sodium coolant and argon cover gas" is now finished and considered as
definitively complete. After doing this kind of work there is still a feeling that nonetheless a
lot a knowledge is lost or difficult to maintain through the ages : principally the knowledge of
retired experts.
It was possible to notice also that the field of interest in one particular subject in sodium
coolant depends strongly on what happens during the LMFRs life. For example for French
part, it was mainly sodium pollution and purification consequence of the air ingress in
Superphenix and also materials and corrosion as a consequence of the intermediate fuel
sodium storage leak. In Great Britain, a lot of documents were focused on sodium/oil
interaction due to the oil ingress in PFR. This field of interest is also linked to the questions of
the national safety authorities. As an example studies on In Service Inspection and Repair
started in a lot of countries in the 90's after questions of safety authorities on this subject.
Before, nothing was asked and as a consequence the development in this field was no so
important. The trouble is that it is not possible or obvious to predict what will be the field of
questions coming from the safety authorities in thirty years.
It can be said as a final conclusion that this selection on sodium coolant is now ready for the
future, so the knowledge preservation is on the way. This list of document is also very useful
for the present time.
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The main items 1/3

D Sodium (general knowledge)
• Physical properties
• Chemical properties
• Thermal properties '

D Primary sodium "^
Specifications for primary sodium
Pollution monitoring
Activation ,
Measurement techniques (Plugging indicators, chemistry, etc..)
Purification techniques , . -

- 0) Secondary sodium -. . ' • -. ,. ' • " : •*• • ::'l^ • : - * : ~ \ ' \ ;
-• • Specifications for primary sodium .

• Pollution monitoring
<v • Measurement techniques (Plugging indicators, chemistry, etc..) -
; • Purification techniques , . .
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The main items 2/3
- © Experimental feedback from PHENIX and

SUPERPHENIX

— ©Argon cover gas
0 > Physical and chemical properties
7^ • Behavior with sodium - Aerosols

• Specifications for Fast Reactors
• Measurement techniques (chemical analysis)

- ©Narrow items
• Corrosion in sodium
• Sodium compatibility
• Sodium-Potassium (NaK) alloy
• Cleaning - Decontamination - Requalification for the reuse of

components
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Difficulties in doing this study
• Several sorts of difficulties :

- « Psychological questions » :
• Am I the best person to select the best documents ?
• How can I be sure thai V will not miss something important

(one subject or one paper) ?
• How can I select around 150 documents on this subject when

several thousands were produced all over the world ?

- Difficulties in finding the right documents :
. • If I select to many documents, the aim of this study will not

' be achieved (= to preserve only the basic knowledge on
sodium coolant, with a restricted number of documents)

• By selecting some documents, I will neglect other documents.
Sometime the choice is very difficult.

" ' ' , ", *V r • ... , ' • ' '; - ,
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Difficulties in doing this study
• How to deal with this difficulties :

-Try to choose only the papers written as synthesis
-Try to ask to every specialists : "What are the five

documents that summarize your field of speciality
the best?" - ' .. ''-• -.,J^^.:.

- Keep in mind that your work maybe is not the best
but is better than nothing (II) i S 1

- Try to keep the same importance in every subject
• /v-^alici-'ndt"only in the field of your speciailfty:"f̂ |? ^: ;>':'

-Try to see abroad iff the field of interest is the
• Isairie"orhot . • " " ^' ' • " • f&^
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Synthesis of this study
• 121 documents were selected :

- 92 french documents coming from CEA, EOF or FRAMATOME ANP

- 29 foreign documents

• 10 conferences or general books were selected :

- LIMET88, IAEA Conferences, etc...
«**'

- Book from M. BORGSTEDT, from M. FOUST, Liquid Metal Handbook
from Dpt of Navy (USA)

• All the presentations of sodium school were selected :

- Easily available

- Good synthesis of each item

grodriguez@cea.fr IAEA meeting 11-15 March 2002 10
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General conclusions»

• The work is over now

I still have the feeling that a lot of knowledge
is hot covered (personal knowledge of retired
people...) *'• ; '; :; ' " V

I think that this work was necessary even if
the subject is too wide to be completely
treated... - " . . ' - • -:-:<-?$:
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General conclusions
This selection on sodium
coolant is ready for the future :
the knowledge preservation is
on the way
But it is also a very CQnvenient
list for the present!!

-V
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IAEA-TWGFR - Feedback from Operational and Decommissioning Experience on Fast Reactors -

JNC Viewpoint on Fast Reactor Knowledge Preservation

Presented by Tsutomu IRffi

International Cooperation & Technology Development Center
Japan Nuclear Cycle Development Institute (JNC)

Abstract

JNC is undertaking a major program of research and development on liquid-metal cooled fast

breeder reactors, which is fully supported by the government of Japan and the electrical

utilities. Hence, the perspective of JNC on knowledge preservation is rather different from

that of organizations where the fast reactor project has been scaled down or discontinued.

Within JNC, there is a statutory obligation to preserve documentary records of the fast reactor

project Over time the method of archiving has changed from optical (microfilm, microfiche

etc.) to digital storage. It is the long-term objective of JNC to convert all its records to digital

format and make them available to staff over its intranet.

JNC is also attempting to preserve 'human knowledge', that is, the expertise of staff who

have been involved in the fast reactor project over a long period and who are now nearing

retirement. Based on this information, two computerized systems are currently being

constructed: one which records Hu,a readily accessible manner the background to key design

decisions for the Monju plant; and a second which uses simple relationships between design

parameters to aid designers understand the knock-on effects of design choices (joint project

with Mitsubishi).

To its partners in international cooperation - the US/DoE and the organizations of the

Euro- Japan collaboration - JNC is proposing a joint approach to knowledge preservation and

retrieval. The proposed concept, dubbed the International Super-Archive Network (ISAN),

would make use of the standardized software the new technologies of the internet increase the

mutual accessibility of fast reactor information.

JNC considers it extremely important to reflect the lessons learnt from previous experience in

the fast reactor field to the operation and maintenance of Monju and the design of future

reactors.





JNC Viewpoint on Fast Reactor Knowledge Preservation

Yoshio YOKOTA, Peter HARRISON, Tsutomu IRIE

International Cooperation & Technology Development Center
Tsuruga Head Office

Japan Nuclear Cycle Development Institute (JNC)

Abstract

JNC is undertaking a major program of research and development on liquid-metal cooled fast
breeder reactors, which is fully supported by the government of Japan and the electrical
utilities. Hence, the perspective of JNC on knowledge preservation is rather different from
that of organizations where the fast reactor project has been scaled down or discontinued.

Within JNC, there is a statutory obligation to preserve documentary records of the fast reactor
project. Over time the method of archiving has changed from optical (microfilm, microfiche
etc.) to digital storage. It is the long-term objective of JNC to convert all its records to digital
format and make them available to staff over its intranet.

JNC is also attempting to preserve 'human knowledge', that is, the expertise of staff who
have been involved in the fast reactor project over a long period and who are now nearing
retirement. Based on this information, two computerized systems are currently being
constructed : one which records in a readily accessible manner the background to key design
decisions for the Monju plant; and a second which uses simple relationships between design
parameters to aid designers understand the knock-on effects of design choices (joint project
with Mitsubishi).

To its partners in international cooperation - the US/DoE and the organizations of the
Euro-Japan collaboration - JNC is proposing a joint approach to knowledge preservation and
retrieval. The proposed concept, dubbed the International Super-Archive Network (ISAN),
would make use of the standardized software the new technologies of the internet increase
the mutual accessibility of fast reactor information.

JNC considers it extremely important to reflect the lessons learnt from previous experience in
the fast reactor field to the operation and maintenance of Monju and the design of future
reactors.

1. Current status of Japan's FBR Project

JNC has two operable fast reactors: the experimental-scale reactor Joyo which is currently
being upgraded to improve its ability to perform irradiation experiments; and the prototype
Monju which remains shutdown since the 1995 sodium leak accident. It is always difficult to
predict when Monju will return to operation, but it is hoped that - if all goes well - Monju
could be restarted in 2005.
Most of the R&D effort in the project is now directed towards the so-called Feasibility Study
which is looking at ways to optimize the design of future fast reactors, and the entire cycle,
with a view to commercialization. This is a joint project with JAPC and other Japanese
research organizations.
The point is that - in contrast to what has been happening in Europe and the USA - Japan
still has a major fast reactor project which continues to have the full support of the Japanese



government and the electricity industry. This gives a very different perspective on knowledge
preservation.

2. JNC approach to knowledge preservation

As a publicly-funded research organization JNC have a statutory obligation to keep all
documentary records of the fast reactor project.
With such a huge number of documents to manage it is necessary to consider how to make
them accessible to JNC's staff. It is the long-term objective to transform all the documents
into electronic format and make them available via company intranet. This is an ongoing
project.
Preserving what could be called "human" knowledge is also being attempted. It's a real
problem for JNC that many very experienced staff are reaching retirement age and are
leaving the organization. These were the people who were involved in the design and
construction of Monju from the outset, and they have a breadth of experience which would be
difficult for someone entering the project today to acquire. Hence, building a computerized
system based on their accumulated knowledge is attempted.

2.1. Preservation of human knowledge

There were the key staff, who are now nearing retirement or have already retired, in the
Monju design process. Interviews them about their experience are being made.
The computerized system, based on this knowledge, is in two parts:
- The first part is a record of the decision making process behind each key design parameter

on the plant. Starting with an index of the major systems and components, it is possible to
look up, for example: Why was a loop design chosen in favour of a pool? Why three loops?
.. .and so on, down to a more detailed level. Without this system staff would have to search
through dozens of old reports to find such an explanation.
- The second part - the design interaction guide - uses simple relationships to illustrate how
a change in one design parameter has a knock-on effect on others. This is a joint project with
Mitsubishi and it is still at an early stage, but it is hoped to be useful to future designers.

2.2. Retain all documentary records of the FR project

As mentioned, it is JNC's obligation to preserve everything as possible. This includes all the
background R&D, the design documents, drawings and so on. It also includes the computer
codes that were used at the design stage.
A major effort have been made to index all the information by technical area, and already the
index is available to JNC's staff over the company intranet. In the future, it is hoped to add a
more sophisticated cross-referencing system.
There is also a long-term project to select, from this huge archive, a more limited set of key
papers.

For example, storage media and scale for Monju are as follows (it does not include
background R&D or anything related to Joyo.);
The original paper documents are considered to be the primary reference source, and they
are always retained - even after they have been scanned or transformed to some other
medium. It is estimated that there are about one million pages of such documents.
A few years ago, the best way to preserve these seemed to be microfilm or microfiche - but
this has now been abandoned in favour of digital storage. Documents are scanned into Adobe
Acrobat (pdf) format using a high-speed scanner. So far there are about 66 Gigabytes of
documents stored in this way.



There are also a lot of photographs. It is policy to photograph all construction and
maintenance work that is carried out - in every maintenance team there will be one man with
a camera. It is estimated that there are at least 100,000 photos, some slides but mostly prints,
and of these about 70% have now been digitized.
Figure-1 shows just one example of situation in the document storage process. In this case the
documents considered are the Monju technical materials, design reports, manufacturers
reports and so on. The diagram shows roughly how much information is there in each format,
but it also illustrates how our strategy has evolved with time. The early materials were copied
on to microfiche - but this was replaced by a slightly different optical storage system from
Toshiba. Both these have now been superseded by digital computer storage. As shown, there
are some materials on paper only, but there is also an overlap where some materials are
stored in multiple formats.

3. JNC proposal about knowledge preservation

As mentioned, the current status of the Japanese fast reactor project is clearly different from
those in our partner organizations in Europe and the USA. There are two operable reactors
but relatively little operating experience. By contrast, our partners have a vast amount of
valuable operating experience but only one operating plant which is nearing the end of its life.
Over recent years major cutbacks in overseas projects have been witnessed. It is regrettable to
see the reduced presence of some countries at international meetings. Many of the staff with
whom we used to have contact have now left the fast reactor field to go into other areas or
have retired. And this fact would also make it difficult for our partners to locate information.
There are other problems too. Some of the projects closed down quite quickly without much
time to consider the problem of knowledge preservation. So the information may exist only
as paper documents in the local language. Where knowledge preservation has been
undertaken, it has been done so against the background of a project closure, with the belief
that this information would not be required for many years to come. So little consideration
has been given to accessibility of information to ongoing projects.
JNC has two fundamental issues to address in the future of our international cooperation :
knowledge preservation and communication. However, while the fast reactor project has
slowed down, progress in computer technology has accelerated. There are opportunities
provided by cheap digital storage and by the internet technology, and it is these that form the
basis of JNC's proposals.

3.1."International Super-Archive Network"(ISAN)

JNC's possible solution, which are being proposed to our partner organizations, is the
concept of an "International Super Archive Network" (IS AN) in which all information is
mutually shared between the partners. ISAN is also the Japanese word for "heritage" or
"inheritance"
The concept is based on the model provided by the worldwide-web. Each organization would
build its own archive of documents stored digitally on a server in a popular format such as
PDF. Where possible they would do some preliminary categorizing, prioritising key fast
reactor fields; but -just like the web - the archives would be largely unstructured and search
engines would be relied on, rather than an elaborate hierarchical index, to locate documents.
Importantly, this means a lot of experts at the "input end" of the system are not necessary.
The onus is shifted from the information provider to the information user. The users know
what they want, and it is their responsibility to find it.
The software to do this is all commercially available and will no doubt continue to improve
rapidly since it is led by the massive demand of the internet. Even automated translation can
be envisaged.



There are two distinct aspects to the ISAN proposal. The first is the important task of
ensuring that all documents are put into digital and searchable form. The second is the secure
extranet equipped with software to search the archive. These aspects can be treated quite
independently and development can be carried out in parallel.

Figure-2 shows the concept of ISAN system with several servers linked by an extranet. The
infrastructure provided by the internet is used, but with encrypted data transmission to form a
private network. "Remote worker" in this figure represents an overseas branch office, a
university research department, or a manufacturer, which might have a more limited access to
the system according to the work that they are involved in. To the user, the front-end of the
system would appear like a normal web page.
At the moment this is still only a concept which is being discussed with our partners. There
are many issues to be resolved before starting to turn it into a reality, such as data security,
and the control of information.

3.2. Indexing & search engines

The classical approach to making documents retrievable from an archive would be to index
and sub-index. The user follows the appropriate route to find what he is looking for. In
practice there would be parallel routes such as indexing by author. This kind of indexing
works well but requires considerable effort to construct, and consequently it is unlikely to
cover all available materials.
The search engine uses only keywords to jump directly to the documents. If the search is
imprecise this may produce a large number of results; so the responsibility is placed on the
user to be more exact in his requirements.
Indexing and search engines are not opposing concepts, they are complementary approaches.
If the effort is available to construct an index then the search engine can be configured to
search a selected area of the index thus producing a more accurate and refined search. This
could be limited to a technical area, particular author, or to key documents according to what
has been included in the index.
The quality of search engines has improved greatly in the short time that they have been in
popular use and they will no doubt be developed further in future.

3.3. Mutual benefits

There would be mutual benefits for both JNC and its partners in constructing the extranet and
ISAN system. Obviously JNC would benefit from the vast experience of fast reactor
operation amassed by our partners. But the success of Monju is also important for the future
of fast reactor development outside Japan, and the communication would give our partners
access to and operational reactor and new experience.

3.4. JNC's international contacts & agreements

Figure-3 shows JNC's international contacts and agreements as viewed from Monju. JNC
have multilateral agreements or international organizations which provide a forum for
cooperation on fast reactors. There are bilateral agreements in the some fields: fast reactors,
advanced technology and so on.
JNC's closest partner in technical matters is CEA. In the first stage of cooperation on
knowledge preservation JNC would hope to include EJCC partners and, if possible, the
American DOE.
From a technical viewpoint JNC would obviously like to extend the system as widely as
possible to include other countries. But JNC is constrained by the structure of these
agreements as to the degree of technical cooperation which is possible.



3.5. Special Challenges for Japan

There are also some special challenges for Japan in creating the ISAN system.
In Japan a mixed writing system is used, which has two phonetic alphabets (hiragana and
katakana), each about 50 characters, plus the kanji characters which originated in China -
there are over 2000 kanji in regular use - with no spaces between words. This makes the task
of optical character recognition a bit more difficult.
What makes it more difficult still is that before computers became so widespread, a large
proportion of the technical documents were hand-written. At present optical character
recognition is almost impossible for these.
Japanese is completely unlike English and the other European languages. The translation
software is still not of a high enough standard to be useful.
So, it is difficult, but we believe that this concept could be the way forward for a cooperative
project with long-term objectives but limited resources, spread over geographically remote
locations.

4. Conclusions

JNC has the long-term objectives to transform all the documents into electronic format and
make them available via company intranet. Further preserving what could be called "human"
knowledge is also being attempted.
JNC is proposing a joint approach to knowledge preservation and retrieval. The proposed
concept, dubbed the International Super-Archive Network (ISAN), would make use of the
standardized software and the internet technologies.
JNC considers it extremely important to reflect the lessons learnt from previous experience in
the fast reactor field to the operation and maintenance of Monju and the design of future
reactors.



Fig.1 Example of infromation storage

Field: Monju technical materials

Computer Storage 50%

Toshiba System 50%

Microfiche 45%
conversion project

Original Paper Documents 100%

Fig.2 Concept of Extranet and ISAM System

Content - Document archives (ISAN)
- Joint project documents
- Operating data from plants

Access - JNC+partner organizations
- Restricted user base

Security - User ID / Password
- ENCRYPTION

Security - Standard internet
-PDF Search Engine

Partner's internet server



Fig.3 JNCQ International Contacts & Agreements
(as viewed from Monju)
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JNC Viewpoint on Fast Reactor
Knowledge Preservation

Tsutomu IRIE

Attache to Superphenix

International Cooperation & Technology Development Center

JAPAN NUCLEAR CYCLE DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE

ling Experience on Fast Reactors • Cadarache • March 2002

Current Status of Japan's FBR Project
Experimental FBR Jqyo
- First criticality 1977
- Now upgrading core (100 to 140 MWth)
- Restart 2003

Prototype FBR Monju
(715MWth,280MWe)
- First criticality 1994
- Sodium leak accident Dec J 995
- Now licensing new leak countermeasures
- Restart 2005 (?)

Feasibility Study on Commercialized
Fast Reactor Cycle Systems
- Reactor layout / coolant options
- Fuel options / reprocessing options

Objective is to optimize the reactor and
complete fuel cycle for commercialization

Japan's fast reactor project
is still very active and has

the full support of the
Japanese government and

electrical utilities.



JNC Approach to Knowledge Preservation

Retain all documentary records of the FR project

Preserved information must be accessible

- transform to electronic format

- access via company intranet

Attempt to preserve "Human" knowledge

- many experienced staff now reaching retirement

- attempting to build a computerized system

nee on Fast Reactors • Cadarache - March 2002

Preservation of Human Knowledge

• Attempting to preserve human knowledge by:
- Recording interviews with key staff

- 'Memoirs' of staff in decision-making process

• Based on this, construction of computerized:
"FBR Plant Design Planning System"
- Explanation of each design decision

(e.g. Power, dimensions, layout...)

- Design interaction guide
(knock-on effect of changing design parameters)

(joint project with Mitsubishi)



Criteria for Selecting Information
• All information is preserved

- Background R&D

- Design documents, drawings, licensing documents

- Inspection documents

- Computer codes used ...etc.

• Ongoing project to index
- by technical area (based on reactor system)

- Index available on company intranet

- Cross-referencing system to be added in future

• Long-term project to select 'key* papers
- Difficulty: requires historical and broad technical knowledge

Storage Media and Scale (Monju only)
Paper (considered as 'original' document in all cases)
- All original documents retained (even after scanning)
- Scale: ~ 1.000.000 pages

Microfilm/microfiche (this technique has been abandoned)
- Three formats: film, fiche + proprietary Toshiba system
- Manufacturers' technical drawings

Digital (long-term project to convert all information to digital format)
- Scanned documents
- Storage in Adobe Acrobat ( *.pdf) format
- Scale: ~66 GB (so far)

PhotOS (perhaps the most photographed reactor in the world!)

- All construction and maintenance work is routinely photographed
- Scale: 100.000 photos (20:80% slide:print of which 7096 now digitized)



Example of Information Storage
Field: Monju technical materials

Computer Storage 50%

Toshiba System 50%

Microfiche 45%
conversion project

Original Paper Documents

IAEA-TWGFR - Feedback from Operational and Decommissioning Experience on Fast Reactors • Cadarache • March 2002

Benefiting from Past Experience
Continuing project in japan could benefit from previous
experience abroad but:

• limited and declining effort in JNC's partner organizations
- Reduced presence at international meetings

- Contact staff redeployed or retired

- Limited expertise remains to perform information evaluation

• overseas information inaccessible
- Some projects closed over short period, hence limited archiving

- Information may not be in an accessible format

- Archiving performed with a view to long-term storage without
consideration of immediate access
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Issues for Long-Term Cooperation
Knowledge Preservation

- Longer timescales

- Loss of experts & turnover of staff

— Deterioration and loss of materials

- Opportunities provided by
cheap digital storage

Communication
- Reduced presence at

international meetings

- Lack of contact staff
(retirement, redeployment)

- Opportunities provided by
internet technology

ache • March2002

International Super-Archive Network' (ISAM)

Concept proposed to JNCs partner organizations: ^^

-Concept based on internet technology using example of worldwide web

— Each participating organisation stores is own data on its own server

-Scan + OCR of reports, drawings, manuals etc. into popular format
(Adobe Acrobat *.pdf format)

-Prioritize 'key' fast reactor fields, but in general try to store as much
information as is retrievable

- Limited attempt to sort at input, transfers onus to user

- Make use of commercially available software 'search engines'

- Where possible, make use of translation software .

- Mutually accessible via secure extranet



Building the ISAM System
Archive Extranet

Technical reports
Plant manuals
Component drawings
Operational data
etc.

tlback from Operational and Decommissioning Experience on Fas! Reactors - Cadarache - March2002

Concept of Extranet and ISAN System
Content - Document archives (ISAN)

- Joint project documents
- Operating data from plants

Access - JNC + partner organizations
- Restricted user base

Security -User ID/Password
- ENCRYPTION

Software - Standard internet
- PDF Search Engine

Partner's internet server

ioning Experience on Fast Reactors • Cadarache • March 2002



Indexing & Search Engines

in index |

AF [SEABCH|

+A+F ISEAHCHJ

F slte:/A

Indexed archive Search Engine

Mutual Benefits

Vast experience of fast
reactor operation

Partners

Contributing to success of Monju

Access to an operational reactor

New operation experience



JNC's International Contacts & Agreements

t-K If- ,
(DOE) |

Monju

OECD
NEA

EJCC

Groups

EJCC

IAEA
TWGFR

WANO

OECD
NEA

Bilateral Agreements

Fast Reactor

Advanced Technology

FR Operation

Nuclear Technology

IAEA TWGFR
IAEA-TWGFR - Feedback Irom Operational and Decommissioning Experience on Fast Reactors • Cadarache - March 2002

Special Challenges for Japan
Difficulty of Optical Character Recognition (OCR)

Japanese combines 3 different writing systems:

2 phonetic 'alphabets' + over 2000 Japanese kanji
characters (with no spaces)

Some early information is hand-written

Difficulty of translating from/to Japanese

(software is currently not of a high enough standard)
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